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,,_ purpose of tl'lts book ts to presarrt. in a fon11 suttaale for easy use. tl'le 
operational aerodyna111ic data for tl'le Rockwall Space Sta.it-tie Vehicle. The 
Spaica Sta.itt1• Vel'ltc1• Is a eamainaticm aircraft/spacecraft c:tasigneel for the 
~• purpose of laun:ntng a variety of payloaas tnto Eartl'I oratt [and/or 
Ntrtevtng payloaas from oratt]. retur-n to Earth. and land tn tl'le manner of 
canventtonal aircraft. nw Space Sta.lttle Vel'lic1e Is comprised of tl'lree 
-jor elaments: tl'le Oraitlll". External Tank. and two Solid Rocket Boosters. 
nw external futures have l:laarl deSigneCI to provide tl'le protection anCI ver-
sattltty l"9ql,lir"8CI for botl'I atmaspnertc and spac:a fltgl'lt regimes. 
This book provldaS tl'le primary refers,c:e work for all Spac:a StlUttle Vehicle 
aerodynalllic data 3f'Pro,,riate to full-scale. operational. flight perfol"fflanca 
and staalllty and control analyses. An effort nas beer'I made to treat tl'le 
data in successtve St8"S fl"OII tl'le launc:1'1 ttlrougn entry and landing. The 
book i,as bean dtv1decl into five volumes, tne first deal tng with general itles 
and usap of tl'le data wt'lic:n are contained tn tl'le ,....lning four volwnes. 
The book l'las i,._, written to meet tl'le neads of tl'le pncttctng engin-r In 
tl'le areas of systems dutgn and analyses. loacss anCI stl"'UCtures. perfol"fflance 
analyses. and mannaa si111Ula'ttons. The tmct ts baseCII largely on standard 
aarac:tyna111tc relationsntps anCI the material and data gathered di.Iring axtan-
stv• wind tunnal testing of modllls as well as full-scale fllgnt testing over 
thlrl past few years. All tl'le material nave been useCII preYtously tn this 
bclak•s forerunner~ tfW AERODYNAMIC DESIGN DATA BOOK. Since that· time. the 
data nave been 1"9Vtsea. based largely on f1 ight test results of the Space 
Transportation System Fltgnt Test Program and NASA 1"11Vtews. · 
The ftrst volume presants the Spac:a ShUttl• Ventcl• mission description anct 
capabt 1 tty, evolution Of the spacec:raft configuratton. systlllllS deSCrtptions. 
and tl'le use of the aeroaynamtc data. The latter section presents all perti-
nant aerodYftallltc r,lattonsntps nacassary to tne calculation of total aero-
dynamic forces and IIIOllllfflts. atr-loadS computations. and tN associated 
uncartainties. The second vol- presants ttw aerodynamic data for the 
1 aunc:n conf I gurat ion. inc 1 uat ng separation of the tnree e I 91118flts anct aaort 
situations. The third volume contains the aerodynamic data for tne entry 
configuration anCI includes pertinent on-or-att data. The fourth volume con-
ststs of tne external airloadS data for the launc:n configuration and the 
fifth volwne contains exter-nal air-loadS data for tne entry configuration. 
All references for a parttcular section are gtven as tl"la last page in the 
single digit part of the section. For example, all l"efer-ences for Section 
al"CI on pap 1.0~3. All l"eferences for Section 3 are on pap 3.0-4, etc. 
Many l"'eferenc:as to puoltcatlons of tne NASA nave been used in tl'ie p~ara-
tion of these volumes. for lmid'I appreciation is gntefully extended. Ad<-
nowlecsgement is also extended to Messers R. Wallace. P. Romere, and J. 
UndeNood of tne NASA/JSC for tneir- nelp anct r-eview di.Iring tne pr-eparatton 
of tnts manuscr-tpt and to those Roc:kwell engineers under the dtr-ection of T. 
E. Sur-aer and O. C. scnlosser (supervisors) wno prepared and analyzed the 
aeroaynamtc data. 
JSC and Roc:xwell c:oordtnated the flight test r-esults for inc:arporation 
into tne final data base. The Aero Tecnntcal Panel, wnose memoers {JSC. 
LaRC. ARC.ARO/ AEDC,AF"C,ana OFRC) all contributeCII to this book, was of 
particular stgntficanc:a. 
W.R. Russell: Edttor 
Rockwell International 
Space Transportation Systems Division 
Downey, ca1 lfornta 
Septemoer 1985 
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International 
Thts dOClll!ltlffl, Voluma 1 of the OPERATIONAL AERODYNAMIC DATA BOOK, contains 
tnfol"lllatton ~tnant to tne use Of Volumes 2 tnrougn s. Voluma 1 describes 
the Space snuttl• ventcle, tts mtsston, e,,olution, gaoa.try, systlllllS, anCI 
tne us• of the data given In tne '"911atning volumas. For- example, tn11 
eauattons presantecs in Section 4.1 Of Volume 1 dtr-ec:t tt'le user to the data 
Of Saction s.1 tn Voluma 2 (Launc:n Venicle Aer'odynalltc Data) anCI tt,e 
equations pr-aentllCS In Section 4.2 of Volume t direct tt,e user to the data 
of Sactton S.2 of Volw. 3 (Orbiter Ventcle Aerodynamic Data). Tne 
equations given in tl'lts first voluma consist of several elenents or ~o-
nents. UCl'I of wl'lict, i,as tieen defined separately anCI no'tlld by reference to a 
particular- Taal• or- FiguN numDer- wner-e the appltc:able a.ta may i,e found for 
tt,at par-ttcular el...,,'t In the ,.....tning four volWNS. These data nave been 
presen'tllCS In a for-mat constdaNld useful to tr-ajec:-tory anCI flight simulation 
analyses ana to stl"UC'tUral angtneer-tng analyses. 
Tl'le Data Book nas 1:1een p~a.-.cl unelar' tl'III tlll"ffls of contract numoer 
NASS-14000. It is spectftecl · in the Information Requll"'efilGfltS Document, 
S!-640 (SCl'ledUl- D and E). 
vii 
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A. ACRONYl'\S 
AA 
AADS 
AAP 
ACIP 
AADS 
ADS 
ADTA 
AFCS 
AFSCF 
ALT 
Al'\I 
APU 
BET 
BFCS 
BITE 
CATSGT 
cca 
CCT 
CCTV 
CDR 
CEI 
CG 
COMSEC 
css 
en 
c;.w 
o,c 
OCR 
OF I 
DOD 
OOF 
OTO 
EAFB 
El'\1 
El'\S 
ESTL 
ET 
ETR 
EVA 
F 
FAA 
FCF 
FCS 
FEWG 
FF 
Fl'\OF 
Space TraNportatlon ? Rockwell 
Systems DMsion P. ~ International 
NOl'\ENCLATURE 
Accelerometer Assembly 
Ascent Air Data System 
Angular Accelerometer Package 
Aerodynamic Coefficient Identification Package 
Ascent Air Data System 
Air Data System 
Air Data Transducer Assembly 
Automatic Flight Control System 
Air Force Satellite Control Facility 
Approach and Landing Test 
Alpha-1'\ach Indicator 
Auxiliary Power Unit 
Best Estimate Trajectory 
Back-up Flight Contr.ol System 
Built-In Test Equipment 
Communicatio"s and Tracking System ~round Test 
Configuration Control Board 
Computer Compatible Tape 
Closed Circuit Television 
Critical Design Review 
Contract End Item 
Center of Gravity 
Communications Security 
Control Stick Steering 
Communications and Tracking 
Caution and Warning 
Oisplay(s) and Control(s) 
Design Certification Review 
Development Flight Instrumentation 
Department of Defense 
Oegree(s) of Freedom 
Detailed Test Objective 
Edwards Air Force Base 
Electromagnetic Interference 
Engineering Kaster Schedule 
Electronic Systems Test Laboratory 
External Tank 
Eastern Test Range 
Extravehicular Activity 
Ferry 
Federal Aviation Agency 
Functional Checkout Flight 
Flight Control System 
Flight Evaluation Working Group 
Free Flight 
First Kanned Orbital Flight 
viii 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation Jlllllll l ~ Rockwell · 
Systems Division PJ,._~ International 
A. ACRONYl\5 {Continued) 
FOF First ·Operational Flight 
FRC Flight Research Center 
FRO Flight Requirements Document 
FRF Flight Readiness Firing 
FRR Flight Readiness Review 
FSSR Functional Subsystem Software Requirement 
FTR Flight Test Requirement 
FTRD Flight Test Requirements Document 
GFE Government Furnished Equipment 
GMT Greenwich Kean Time 
GN&C Guidance Navigation and Control 
GSE Ground Support Equipment 
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center 
HAC Heading Alignment Circle 
HOSC Huntsville Operations Support Center 
HQ Handling Qualities 
HSI Horizontal Situation Indicator 
HW Head Wind 
I Inert 
ICO Interface Control Document 
IDSO Institutional Data Systems Division 
ILS Instrument Landing System 
IKU Inertial Keasurement Unit 
JSC 
KBPS 
KEAS 
KSC 
L&L 
LPS 
LV 
K ' 
KOK 
KECO 
1"ER 
1"ET 
I\EWG 
1"FTAD 
KILA 
MOB 
ML 
MLE 
KOF 
1"PAD 
KPS 
1"RC 
KSFC 
1"SR 
Johnson Space Center 
Kilobits per second 
Knots-Equivalent Airspeed 
Kennedy Space Center 
Launch and Landing 
Launch Pad Station 
Launch Vehicle 
1"anned or Kandatory 
Kodulate - Demodulate 
Kain Engine Cut-Off 
Kission Evaluation Room 
Kission Elasped Time 
1"ission Evaluation Working Group 
Kaster Flight Test Assignments Document 
Kerrit Island Launch Area 
Kaster 1"easurement Data Book 
Kaster Keasurement List 
Kodified Kaximum Liklihood Estimate 
1"anned Orbital Flight 
Kission Planning and Analysis Division 
Kain Propulsion System 
1"oment Reference Center 
Karshall Space Flight Center 
1"ission Support Room 
ix 
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A. ACRONYMS (Continued) 
MVP Kaster Verification Plan 
N/A Not Applicable 
NAV Navigation (System) 
NRZ Non-Return Zero 
Orbiter Access Arm 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
OAA 
OFI 
OFT 
Operational Flight Instrumentation 
Orbital Flight·Test 
01 Operational Instrumentation 
Operations and Maintenance Instruction 
~I~ Rockwell 
•• ~ lntematlonal 
01'\I 
01'\RSD 
01\S 
OPF 
ov 
Operations and l'\aintenance Requirements Specification Document 
Orbital l'\aneuvering System 
PCI'\ 
PDR 
P/l 
PSRD 
PTI 
RCS 
RF 
RGA 
RID 
Rl'\S 
RSS 
SAIL 
SESL 
SILTS 
SMVP 
SODB 
SPAN 
SPI 
SPS 
SRB 
S/C 
SSME 
SSPI\ 
ssv 
STAR 
STC 
STS 
TAEI'\ 
TBD 
TORS 
Tl'\ 
TO 
TOGW 
TPS 
TRS 
Orbiter ?rocessing Facility 
Orbiter Vehicle 
Pulse Code "'adulation 
Preliminary Design Review 
Payload 
Program Support Requirements Document 
Programmed Test Input 
Reaction Control System 
Radio Frequency 
Rate Gyro Assembly 
Review Item Disposition 
Remote i'\anipulator Subsystem or Root-f'\e_an-Square 
Range Safety System or Root-Sum-Square 
Shuttle Avionics Integration Laboratory 
Shuttle Engineering Simulation Laboratory 
Shuttle Infrared Leeside Temperature Sensor 
Shuttle Kaster Verification Plan 
Shuttle Operational Data Book 
Spacecraft Analysis 
Surface Position Indicator 
Samples per Second 
Solid Rocket Booster 
Spacecraft or Stability and Control 
Space Shuttle i'\arn Engine 
Space Shuttle Program Manager 
Space Shuttle Vehicle . 
Shutt 1 ·e Turnaround Ana I ys is Report 
Supplemental Type Certificate 
Space Transportation System 
Terminal Area Energy l'\anagement 
To Be Detennined 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
Telemetry 
Take-Off 
Take-Off Gross Weight 
Thermal Protection System 
Test Requirements Specification Document 
X 
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A. ACRONYKS (Continued) 
B. 
TV 
T/W 
UHF 
VCN 
VFT 
VHF 
VIS 
VOR/LOC 
WTR 
GENERAL 
A 
BL 
BP 
F 
FRL 
FRP 
FS 
Id. or H.. 
p 
Television 
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 
Ultra-High Frequency 
Verification Completion Notice 
Vertical Flight Test 
Very-High Frequency 
Verification Information System 
Visual O"NI-Range/Localizer 
Western Test Range 
Acceleration 
Subscripts: X axial 
Buttock Line 
Buttock Plane 
Centerline 
Force 
Y lateral 
Z normal 
Subscripts: (see Acceleration, above) 
Fuselage Reference Line 
Fuselage Reference Plane 
Fuselage Station 
Hinge! i ne 
1\ach Number 
Subscripts: D 
l'\O 
Pressure 
dive 
maximum operating 
Subscripts: • ambient (or freestream) 
s static 
T Total 
0
} sea level 
SL 
R Universal Gas Constant 
ReN Reynolds Number 
T Temperature 
Xi 
.t111111~ Rockwell P• ~ International 
ft/sec2 (also g's)' 
lb 
lbs/ft2 (psf) 
~F, 0 R, or °K 
STS85-0 I 18-1 
Space Transportation .411111 l ~ Rockwell 
Systems Division "'•~ International 
B. GENERAL (Continued) 
T 
t. 
V 
v· 
-
w 
WL 
WP 
WOP 
a 
a.c. 
b 
C 
-
Thrust 
Thrustline 
Velocity 
u linear perturbed velocity along 
x-axis (positive forward) 
v linear perturbed v~locity along 
y-axis (positive out right wing) 
w linear perturbed velocity along 
z-axis (positive downward) 
Subscripts: c calibrated 
e equivalent 
indicated 
D dive 
"CA minimum control in air 
"CG minimum control on ground 
"0 maximum operating 
• freestream 
Viscous Parameter 
Weight 
Waterline 
Water Plane 
Wing Datum Plane 
Speed of Sound in Air 
Aerodynamic Center 
Span 
Chord 
c or "AC - mean aerodynamic chord 
cg 
cp 
g 
h 
m 
n 
q 
Subscripts: bf body flap 
e elevon 
r rudder 
sb speed brake 
w wing 
Center of gravity 
Center of pressure 
Acceleration due to gravity 
Altitude (or height) 
l'\ass 
Load Fac:;tor 
dynamic pressure= 1/2 pV2 
xii 
ft or 
lbs. 
fps or knots 
lbs 
ft/sec: or knots 
ft 
inches 
ft/sec2 
nautical mi !es 
slugs 
g's 
lb/ft2 (psf) 
STS85-0118-1 
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B. GENERAL (Continued) 
t 
" 
i , ' 
A 
p 
a 
> 
< 
time 
increment 
Nondimensional change in AAC with regard 
to WP; (ZMRC- ZMRc)/c 
REF 
(1) Semi-Span Parameter - y/b/2 
(Z) Flexible-to-Rigid Ratio 
I nci·dence 
Sweep Angle 
Taper Ratio 
lllean Free Path 
Non dimensional change to KRC with 
regard to Fuselage Station 
: (XMRC - XMRC)/c 
REF 
(1) Kass density of air 
(2) Correlation Coefficient 
(1) Ratio of freestream density at a 
given altitude to standard sea 
level air density 
(2) Standard Deviation 
Frequency 
Angle 
Greater than 
Less than 
Hz 
C. CONFIGURATION 
L 
LE 
s 
Body Length 
Leading Edge 
Reference Area 
xiii 
~l~ Rockwell · P_.~ International 
secs, mins, hrs 
degrees 
degrees 
inches 
slug/ftl 
(cycles/sec) 
inches 
STS85-O118-1 
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C. CONFIGURATION (Continued) 
D. 
E. 
TE 
X 
y 
z 
0 ( 1) 
(2) 
MOMENT & 
l • 
2. 
FORCES 
A 
Subscr i pts: a a i 1 eron 
bf body flap 
e elevon (elevator) 
r rudder 
sb speedbrake 
w wing 
v ver- ti ca I ta i l 
Tr-ailing Edge 
Longitudinal axis 
Later-al axis 
Ver-tical axis 
Control Sur-face Deflection 
Subscripts: a ailer-on (positive 
for positive roll-
ing moment) 
bf body flap (positive 
for- nosedown pitch-
ing moment) 
e elevon (positive for 
nosedown pitching 
moment 
r rudder (positive for 
nose-left yawing 
mcment) 
sb speed br-ake 
Dihedral Angle 
PRODUCTS OF INERTIA 
Moment of Iner-ti a 
Ix rol 1 ing 
Iv pitching 
lz yawing 
Pr-oduct of lner-tia 
lxv , lxz , lyz 
Axial; aer-odynamic force along 
the X-body axis (positive aft) 
CA Axial force coefficient= A/qS 
xiv 
.4111111~ Rockwell PJ.~ International 
degrees 
degrees 
s l ug-ft2 
slug-ft2 
pounds 
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E. FORCES (Continued) 
D 
L 
N 
y 
Drag; aerodynamic force along the 
total velocity vector in plane of 
symmetry (positive aft) 
Co Drag coefficient= D/qS 
Lift: aerodynamic force perpen-
dicular to total velocity vector in 
plane of symmetry (positive upward) 
CL Lift coefficient= L/qS 
Normal: aerodynamic force along the 
Z-body axis (positive upward) 
CN Normal force coefficient= N/qS 
Side; aerodynamic force along the 
Y-body axis (positive out right 
wing 
Cy Side force coeffi.cient = Y/qS 
F. 1\01\ENTS 
Hinge; moment about hinge line 
Ch Hinge moment coefficient =1+1/qSe 
Subscripts: bf body flap 
·e eleven 
r rudder 
sb speed brake 
Rolling: moment about the X-axis 
due to aerodynamic torques (positive 
right-wing down 
C.e. Ro 11 i ng moment coefficient = 2/qSL 
Mor vii Pitching; moment about the Y-axis 
due to aerodynamic torques (posi-
tive nose-up) 
Cm Pitching moment coefficient= 1\/qSL 
Yawing: moment about the Z-axis 
due to aerodynamic torques (posi-
tive nose-right) 
Cn Yawing moment coefficient =:;Y/qSL 
xv 
~l~ Rockwell PJ.~ International 
pounds 
pounds 
pounds 
POUJ'\dS 
ft-pounds 
ft-pounds 
ft-pounds 
ft-pounds 
STS85-0118-1 
G. ANGLES 
4 
.., 
e 
a 
9 
' 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
4111~ Rockwell P ... International 
Angle.of attack: angle between the projection 
of the resultant velocity vector on the X-Z 
p I ane and the X-body ( reference). axis 
Sideslip; angle between the resultant ve-
locity vector and the plane of symmetry 
{positive nose-left)=-; 
Flight path; inclination of flight path to 
the horizontal 
Oownwash 
Sidewash 
Pitch; displacement of ·reference axis from 
the horizontal (positive nose-up) 
Roll or Bank (positive right-wing down) 
Yaw; angle between the resultant velocity 
vector and the plane of symmetry {positive 
nose-right) = -tJ 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
H. TIME-RELATED PARAMETERS 
a 
g 
0 
h 
p 
q 
r 
0 
4 
Acceleration ~ at 
0 
= V = 
Acceleration due to gravity 
Altitude rate 
Roll rate; angular velocity about the X-
axis (positive right-wing down) 
Piteh rate: angular velocity about the Y-
axis (positive nose-up) 
Yaw rate: angular velocity about the Z-axis 
(positive nose-right) 
Rate of change of angle of attack 
Sideslip rate 
xvi 
ft/sec2 
ft/sec2 
ft/sec 
radians/sec 
radians/sec 
radians/sec 
radians/sec 
radians/sec 
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1,0 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
1.0 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
-41~ Rockwell P.~ International 
The Rockwel.l Space Shuttle has been designed to launch a variety 
of payloads into (and/or retrieve fr-om] Earth or-bit. The launch 
EL.EVONS 
INBOARD 
WING 
configuration consists of 
the Orbiter Vehicle, the 
External Tank, and two 
Solid Rocket Boosters. 
The Orbiter Vehicle 
is launched in a 
vertical attitude 
by means of the Space 
Shuttle Main Engines 
and the two Solid 
Rocket Boosters. 
EXTERNAL Landing of the 
Orbiter Vehicle is accompl_ished in a horizontal manner, simi tar- to 
conventional air-c~aft~ Figure 1.0-1 summarizes a typical Space 
Shuttle Mission. 
EXTERNAL TANK __ _ 
SEPARATION~ 
Fi9'1•• 1.0• l 
SPACE SHUTTlE 
Maximum payload capability is 65,000 pounds for an easterly launch 
from the Eastern Test Range (ETR) at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and 
32,000 pounds for a polar orbit launch from the Western Test Range 
(WTR) at Vandenburg Air Force Base (VAFB). Figure 1.0-2 presents 
sketches of the two launch facilities. 
1.0-1 
STS8S-Oll8-l 
1 
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OF POOR QUALITY. 
Figure 1.0-2 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P :11111111 International 
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SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH FACILITIES 
1 .0-2 
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1. 1 MISSION DESCRIPTl0r' . The launch vehicle is transported from the 
vertical assembly bui I ding to the launch pad, standing in the vert i -
cal position, on a large tracked platform or 11 crawler 11 as shown in 
Figure 1.1-1. 
Figure 1.1-1 
LAUNCH VEHICLE ON CRAWLER 
Fol lowing flight readiness and checkout, the Space Shuttle Orbiter, 
attached to the Ex terna I Tank (ET) , is I aunched by means of two So 1-
i d Rocket Boosters (SRB) and the Space Shutt 1 e Main Engines (SSME) . 
Figure 1. 1-2 shows the Space Shuttle Vehicle (SSV) being prepared 
for I aunch. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1. 1-1 
STSBS-0118-1 
\ '~ I. \ \ 
' 
Figure 1.1-2 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
EASTERN TEST RANGE LAUNCH PREPARATION 
The initial Launch of the 
Space Shuttle Vehicle, STS-1, 
is shown in the photograph 
at right. Launch of the 
STS-1 Vehicle, COLUMBIA, 
occurred on 12 April 1981 
and was the first of several 
flights designed to verify 
the aerodynamic data base 
presented in this report. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS. 
OF POOR QUALIT.Yi 
12 APRIL 1981 
l. 1-2 
~I~ Rockwell PJt..., International 
NASA Phnto 
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The launch i s accomplished in two stages: the f i rst stage termina t-
ing wi t h SRB separat ion and the second stage term i nat i ng wi th Orb i-
t e r sep.rrat ion from the ET. The separat ion prof i le is ill us t ra t ed 
i n Fi gur e i . l - 3. Mi~s ion abort capab ili ty i s prov ided a l l a long the 
launch traj ectory with t wo opt ions as i nd ica t ed on the fi gure: 
Abort-Once-Around ( ADA) and Re turn-Tc-Launch- Site (RTLS). 
I 
I 
\1.,~ 
'1T!,~ 
1 ... --I. I IT JMFACT 
DI,_ .. , 
..... ... a· 
· "~·· /~ ........ _ :, \ '_.:.. .._j_~ 
.Jc·- ~,~ .. . -~,~~ 
Dl•-nD ~A- IMI llfl 
Fi gure 1. 1-3 
SEPARATI ON ?ROF ILE 
Subsequent to nom i nal separat ion from the ET, the Orb i ter Veh ic le 
wi ll be inserted i nto Earth orb i t where a payload may be dep loyed 
and/ or retrieved. The Orbiter Veh i c le can a l so function as a Space 
Laboratory for a moderate durat ion and wil l provide accommodat ions 
for up to f i ve mi ss ion spec i al i sts i n add i t ion to the normal crew of 
commander and co-pi lot. An on-orb i t stay per iod of seven days is 
requ i red and cou ld be extended for up to thirty days dur i ng the 
operat ional phase of the program. 
After complet ion of the orbital operations phase, deorb i t i s accom-
pl i shed by retro-fire of :he Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) and 
the Orb i ter Vehicle descends to the atmospher i c entry i nterface (no-
mina ll y, an alt i tude of 400 , 000 feet). The init ial entry phase 
extends to a dynam ic pressure l eve l of 20 psf (approx imate ly 250 , 000 
f eet ) dur i ng wh ich RCS a tt i t ude contro l f rom two af t OMS pods i s 
b lended wi th aerodynam i c sur f ace contro ls, the l at t er ga i n i ng i n 
effect iveness with increas i ng dynam ic pressure. 
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The entry flight phase from a dynamic pressure level of 20 psf to a Kach 
number of less than five, is accomplished at a high angle of attack 
during which the blanketing effect of the wing essentially precludes any 
rudder con~rol. Coordinated 
lateral-directional controf 
is provided by combined 
yaw RCS and aileron control. 
The terminal phase occurs as 
angle of attack is reduced 
below 18-degrees. As the Orbiter 
descends to altitudes where winds, 
in conjunction with vehicle speed, 
can result in relatively large errors 
in inertially derived air data, probes / /; ·\ ~ 
are extended (K = 3.5) to provide air data F., 1-~F 
relative to the vehicle. During a typical 
normal entry, range control is achieved by bank angle while angle of 
attack follows a predetermined schedule to achieve (at approximately 
K = 1.5) an angle somewhat smaller than that corresponding to a max-
imum lift-to-drag ratio. A down-range capability of up to 4300 nau-
tical miles with a cross-range capability of 980 nautical miles may 
be rea Ii zed. 
Equilibrium, subsonic, gliding flight is attained at an altitude of 
approximately 40,000 feet. Range control during the gliding descent 
is obtained by angle of attack modulation with velocity control 
maintained by the speedbrake. The approach and landing interface 
occurs at 10,000 feet above ground level and a pre-flare is initi-
ated at an appropriate altitude, foll°"'ed by a deceleration float 
and touchdown. The initial approach target and flare altitude are 
scheduled to provide a minimum of 25 seconds between flare initi-
ation and touchdown. 
Representative time histories of six entry trajectory parameters are 
given in Figure 1.1-4. This trajectory is the TPS Design Entry Tra-
jectory (14414.1) and represents a high cross-range return f~om a 
100 nautical mile orbit with a 25,000 pound payload and an aft cen-
ter of gravity. 
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1.2 MISSION CAPABILiT"f. The Space Shuttle "t'\ission Capability Envelope" 
is defin~d by four baseline reference missions. Table 1.2-1 summarizes 
these base .Ii ne 
missions. From the 
standpoint of 
launch. the Mission 
3A ascent trajectory 
has been provided 
for information 
only. Descriptions 
o.f the other 
reference missions 
for the Space 
Shuttle should be 
obtained from the 
Flight Performance 
Data Book. Volume 1, 
Ascent (Reference 
1-1) • 
Mission 3A, which 
sizes the So I id 
Rocket Booster and 
External Tank 
' 
-~~~~ 
~:'."--,7'~- • 
.-- .,. ... 
A ~~ :l..._~ 
lllM OI.IICTIVI 
0 ,. YI.CAO OIU"O't 
(D COMIINID IIIVISIT TOOUITING 
!UMINT6.W.CZU.1 
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© ---8: MYLOAO lllnlEVA&. 
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Tellte 1.2-1 
IASILINI ll!PUltoCI MISSIONS 
OllllT P.t.nOAO 
Mn- OUllArlON ASClNT OUC!NT 
.,__ NM 10• 
--
28.S 150 7 o.,,. 65.0 32.0 
55.0 270 7 0.,,. 
- -
32.0 2.5 
104.0 100 1 •- ~---- i.-=---~--
2.5 25.0· 
9&0 150 7011?& 32.0 22.5 
propellant capacities. is comprised of a southerly launch from the 
Western Test Range w.ith a 32,000-pound payload to a 50 by 100 nauti-
cal mile orbit at an inclination of 104 degrees. Time histories of 
dynamic pressure. altitude, Mach number, and freestream pressure are· 
presented in Table 1.2-2 and on Figure 1.2-1 from lift-off to Main 
Enc;ine Cut-Off (t'\ECO). These time histories are based on a refer-
ence December launch. Trajectory data include the separate AOA and 
RTLS data (denoted by dashed lines on the figure). 
Ffom the standpoint of entry. these baseline reference missions 
become essentially two types - a ramped angle of attack. character-
ized by long down-range a~d high cross-range and a high angle of 
attack, characterized by short down-range and low cross-range. Typ-
ical entry trajec:ories representing these two mission types are 
presented in Figure 1.2-2 (typical of Mission I) and Figure 1.2-3 
for the latter (typical of Kissi on 3B). 
M=re complete and detailed mission data are available in the Mission 
.Data Book. Reference 1-2. References 1-3 and 1-4 contain detailed 
information relative to separation and abort. 
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EVENT TIME MACH q~ p= 
sec ND psf psf 
( 1) o.o 0.00 o.o 2088.87 (2) 0.3 0.00 o.o 2088.87 
2.0 0.02 1.0 2087.41 
3.5 0.04 2.0 2083.10 
4.0 0.05 3.0 2022.04 
4.4 0.05 4.0 2080.41 
(3) 6.0 0.08 9.0 2071.93 
8.0 0. 11 17 .0. 2055.58 
10.0 0.14 30.0 2035.78 
12.0 0.18 48.0 2009.34 
14.0 0.22 87.0 1977.29 (4) 18.0 0.28 92.0 1939.83 
18.0 0.30 121.0 1890.48 
20.0 0.35 156.0 1848.00 
22.0 0.39 195.0 1794.41 
24.0 0.44 230.0 1738.19 
28.0 0.48 275.0 1674.28 
28.0 0.53 314.0 1809.44 
30.0 0.57 353.0 1542.29 
32.0 0.82 391.0 1473.30 
34.0 0.86 427.0 1403. 15 
38.0 0.70 482.0 1332. 10 
38.0 0.75 495.0 1280.61 
40.0 0.10 526.0 1189.08 
42.0 0.84 554.0 1117.84 
44.0 0.19 579.0 1047.27 
48.0 0.94 800.0 977.89 
48.0 0.98 618.0 909.44 
50.0 1.04 833.0 843.08 
52.0 1.09 842.0 778.13 
54.0 1. 13 845.0 715.18 
58.0 1.19 848.0 850.27 
58.0 1 .24 849.0 599.42 
80.0 1.30 850.0 545. 14 
82.0 1.37 849.0, 493.54 (!) 83.4 1 .42 650.0 488.57 
84.0 1.44" 850.0 444.88 
88.0 1.52 849.0 398.98 
88.0 1.81 844.0 355.97 
70.0 1. 70 835.0 315.89 
72.0 1. 79 824.0 278.1 
74.0 1.89 609.0 244.75 
78.0 1.99 591.0 213.73 
78.0 2.09 587.0 185.72 
80.0 2.19 537.0 180.47 
82.0 2.29 509.0 . 138.59 
84.0 2.39 478.0 119.01 
88.0 2.50 443.0 101. 72 
88.0 2.80 410.0 88.84 
90.0 2.71 378.0 73.82 
92.0 2.82 347.0 82.43 
94.0 2.93 319.0 52.88 
98.0 3.08 291.0 44.88 
98.0 3.17 285.0 37.57 
100.0 3.29 239.0 31.51 
Space TransJ>Ortatlon 
Systems Division 
Taa1e 1.2-2 
MISSION 3A ASCENT TRA~ECTORY 
-DECEMBER LAUNCH-
ALTITUDE EVENT TIME MACH 
fNt sec ND 
!519.1 102.0 3.40 
519 .1 104.0 3.52 
535.1 106.0 3.83 
583.1 108.0 3.75 
807 .1 110.0 3.87 
628.7 112.0 3.98 
741.I 114.0 4.09 
947.4 116.0 4. 19 
1228.6 118.0 4.26 
1589.3 120.0 4.30 
2033.0 122.0 4.33 
2583.0 124.0 4.35 
3182.0 126.0 4.35 
3893.2 (8) 127.2 4.354 
4899.3 128.0 4.352 
5800.1 144.0 4.749 
8988.3 180.0 5.390 
7858.4 176.0 S. 147 
8807 .1 192.0 7 .130 
10031. 7 208.0 7.717 
11330.3 224.0 1.012 
12700.9 240.0 8.286 
14142.0 258.0 8.489 
15892.1 ·(7) 258.7 8.535 
17229.9 272.0 8.745 
18873.7 288.0 1.958 
20581. 7 304.0 9. 378 
22351. 1 318.0 9.889 
24175.4 320.0 9.974 
28070.5 338.0 10.750 
28007.7 352.0 11.718 
29991.4 388.0 12.894 
32022.8 377.2 13.879 
34103.8 384.0 14.308 
38238.7 392.0 15.110 
37799.2 400.0 15.977 
38-440.5 (8) 404.0 18.438 
40721.4 408.0 16.904 
43007 .1 418.0 17.859 
45541.8 424.0 18.129 
48089.0 432.0 19.707 
50731.0 440.0 20.545 
53489.3 448.0 21.388 
58304.9 456.0 22.186 
59231.2 484.0 22.930 
82273.0 ,12.0 23.847 
88409.0 479·_3 24. 187 
88838.3 479.9 24.282 
71987.7 480.0 2,.28& 
79370.3 (9) 48!5.9 24.607 
78871.1 
82488.0 
88128.4 
89871.a 
..-1~ Rockwell PJ;..~ International 
q~ p::o ALTITUDE 
psf psf f•t 
214.0 26.43 97615.9 
192.0 22.14 101595.9 
171.0 18.51 105646.9 
152.0 15.46 109768.4 
135.0 12.91 113951. 7 
119.0 10. 77 118199.6 
105.0 1.98 122508.8 
92.0 7.51 126865.7 
80.0 8.28 131258.7 
88.0 5.28 135858.5 
58.0 4.42 140042.7 
49.0 3.73 144393.7 
42.0 3.18 148699.4 
38.0 2.88 151301. 7 
36.0 152954.9 
12.0 185570.: 
5.0 215704.2 
1.6 243413.7 
0.8 288759.S 
0.0 291804.9 
312615.6 
331260.I 
347814.S 
350449.4 
361781.8 
372141.6 
379153.5 
362730.1 
383061.2 
384179.8 
382882.0 
379814.4 
377040.2 
374917.9 
372235.5 
369455.2 
368053.S 
366682.9 
364007.9 
361498.2 
359225.9 
357268.8 
355708.1 
354634.S 
354138.3 
35.316.7 
35.992.2 
355258.2 
395269.7 
356436.2 
93709.B END NOMINAL 
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EVENT 
(10) 
( 11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
( 1!5) 
( 11!1) 
No 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(8) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( 10) 
( 11) 
(12) 
BEc;IN RTLS 
TIME MACH 
sac No 
2!58.7 8.53!5 
280.0 8.484 
282.0 8.47!5 
21M.O 8.475 
288.0 8.386 
2B6.8 8.357 
270.3 8.177 
272.0 8.0'8 
288.0 7.048 
304.0 8.308 
320.0 S.719 
338.0 S.233 
352.0 4.81E! 
388.0 4.448 
384.0 4.108 
400.0 3.898 
418.0 3.209 
432.0 2.8!53 
448.0 2.039 
4M.O 1.445 
480.0 1.220 
481.8 1.239 
489.8 1.397 
488.0 1.63:Z 
!512.0 2.430 
5:z8.o 3.38' 
533.8 3.779 
5315.0 3.93:Z 
94'.0 4.507 
547 .1 4.748 
95:Z.O 5.133 
5eo.o 5.795 
582.5 8.013 
EVENT 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
Table 1.2-2 (cant) 
MISS10N 3A ASC&NT TRAJECTORY 
-OEC!MBER I.AUNCM-
BEGIN AOA 
ALTITUDE EVENT TIME MACH 
f•t sac No 
3SOU9.4 (17) 258.7 8.539 
351832.3 (18) 288.8 8.501 
3!53499.4 272.0 8.497 
355371.8 288.0 8.378 
3S72B6.8 (19) 297.0 8.384 
357988.9 304.0 8.418 
381312.2 (20) 305.0 8.425 
38290!5. 1 320.0 8.581 
37!5108.3 338.0 8.788 
383009.8 (21) 390.8 9.018 
388799.8 352.0 9.039 
388698.3 380.0 9.221 
382981.2 368.0 9.442 
379883.4 378.0 9.701 
385805.4 384.0 10.002 
353119.9 392.0 10.344 
338280.4 400.0 10.733 
3%1811.2 408.0 11.172 
3°'319.8 418.0 11.821 
288910.9 424.0 12.053 
289207 .1 432.0 12.519 
287522.1 440.0 13.021 
259422.1 448.0 13.582 
253330.S 458.0 14. 143 
239990.8 484.0 14.788 
23028'.3 472.0 19. 433 
228088.7 480.0 16.143 
227414.9 488.0 16.895 
226090.1 498.0 17.891 
228035.7 504.0 18.512 
228905.3 512.0 19.219 
228758.7 920.0 19.948 
229845.7 528.0 20.888 
538.0 21. 441 
!5-M.O 22. 198 
(22) 550.8 22.821 
552.0 22.947 
580.0 23.858 
584.2 24.008 
588.0 24.245 
(23) 589.2 24.290 
(23) 575.0 24.472 
No 
ALTITUDE 
f-t 
350449.4 
317728.7 
382142.2 
373949.8 
379523.0 
383349.3 
383683.4 
390452.7 
395391.4 
398189.0 
398320.S 
399072.7 
399388.1 
399227.2 
398872.3 
397728.S 
395414.S 
394782.8 
392798.1 
390590.8 
389051 .8 
385334.8 
382435.4 
379392.4 
376248.9 
373043.3 
389829.2 
360858.2 
383!580.0 
380881.1 
357984.7 
355582.9 
393532.S 
351958.4 
39093:Z.7 
350583.1 
3!50!548.2 
350908.9 
351418.2 
352088.0 
352294.4 
3153555.S 
EVENT 
SRB IGNITION aNIAND (13) Bl!GIN RCS BURN 
Rockwell 
International 
LIPT-OPF (T/V • 1.0) (14) OMS AND RCS QJTOPF 
END VERTICAL RISE. BEGIN PITCH PROGRAM (15) 3-G LIMIT 
END PITCH PROGRAM ( 115) RTLS MECO - 15 sec: OMS CUTOPP 
MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE ( 17) RTLS/AOA POINT 
SRB JETTISON (18) BEGIN OMS DUMP 
RTLS/AOA POINT (19) ENO OMS DUMP 
NOMINAL MISSION 3-G LIMIT (20) BEGIN RCS BURN 
NOMINAL MECD (21) OMS AND RCS CUTOFF 
RTLS/AOA POINT. BEGIN OMS BURN (22) 3-Q LIMIT 
BEGIN OMS DUMP (23) A0A MECD 
END OMS DUMP 
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FOR INFORMATION ONLY 
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2.0 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE EVOLUTION 
Space Transportation 
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Evolution of the Space Shuttle Vehicle from Authority-To-Proceed 
(ATP) to th~ current operational configuration is provided in this 
section. The major program requirem=nts influencing the aerodynamic 
design were delineated in the Space Shuttle Program Request Fer Pro-
posal and subsequent directives from the NASA. The Space 
Shuttle Vehicle was designed to satisfy specific funding con-
straints and minimize .technical risk. During the relatively brief 
launch phase of flight, the aerodynamic design is primarily related 
to performance and structural loads. During the entry flight phase, 
the aeroctynamic design is primarily relat~d to performance, stabili-
ty, and contra I • 
Aerodynamic design considerations for the ascent phase involved 
shaping to reduce drag and optimization of the element (Orbiter 
Vehicle, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters) locations to 
reduce structural loading and weight. The External Tank nose shape 
evolved from trades of cost, drag, and reduced SRB/ET and ET/Orbiter 
interferenceo The Solid Rocket Boosters were located on the periph-
ery of the External Tank to reduce Orbiter wing loads and, 
longitudinally, to decrease SRB/ET nose interference drag. The Sol-
id Rocket Booster skirt was sized to reduce nozzle loads and 
increase pitch and directional stability. The rudder was fixed in 
the neutral position for launch to simplify control system design 
and the elevens incorporate a load relief system to reduce hinge 
moments at high dynamic pressures during launch. The SRB noz~le 
exit plane is located well aft to minimize the effect of plumes on 
stability, control, and airloads. 
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ynam,c rade studies. 
The moderate fineness ratio-soft chine nose evolved from trade stu-
dies of h.ypersonic lift-to-drag ratio and wing-body matching to pro-
vide desirable stability characteristics. The wing e'✓olved from 
trade studies of wing weight with aspe:t ratio, leading and trailing 
edge sweep, and taper ratio. Wing airfoil section and twist were 
optimized to provide high lift effic:ienc:y. The vertical tail was 
designed to provide directional stability and control at low angies 
of attack. The speedbrake (split rudder type) was designed to 
increase directional stability at hypersonic: speeds and to modu:ate 
drag. The body flap was designed to shield the main engine noz:le 
from the high thermal environment during entry and to augment pitch 
trim. Full-span elevens provide good effectiveness in both pitch 
and roll control for minimum weight. 
Aerodynamic design trade studies performed early in the Shuttle 
Vehicle development established the primary configuration details. 
Vertical tail trades included a centerline vertical, centerline ver-
tical with ventrals, wing tip fins, and butterfly fins.· The center-
line vertical resulted in minimum weight for specifiea stability and 
handling qualities. Vertical tail airfoil trades indicated that a 
ten-degree wedge airfoil provided the required stability level at 
minimum weight. Location of the speedbrake on the vertical provided 
multiple use with flared rudder and represented the minimum weight 
approach. The tail scrape attitude was based on a compromise 
between reduced wing size/weight and increased landing gear 
length/weight. Nose camber, cross-section, and upward sloping fore-
body sides were selected to improve hypersonic pitch trim and 
directional stability and, in c:onjunc:tion with wing/body blending, 
to reduce entry heating on the fuselage sides. Early baseline wing 
selection provided good maximum lift, good low to high speed aero-
dynamic: balance, good low speed lift characteristics, reduced wing 
size, and minimized landing trim losses. The wing/body integration 
baseline selection provided a good allowable payload envelope with-
out major configuration impact, met the cross-range requirement, and 
allowed high angle of attack. 
AUTHORITY TO PROCEED {ATP). The Spac:e Shuttle Vehicle concept at 
ATP in August of 1972 was based on pre-contract studies and 
2.0-2 
co~figured to meet initial 
Shuttle Program require-
ments. This configuration 
was specified in MCR 001. 
The ATP configuration is 
shown in the sketch based 
on control_ drawing VL 
72-000001 (Launch Vehicle). 
The overall length of the 
ATP vehicle was 208.7 fee!. 
The AT? Solid Rocket Boost-
ers (control drawing VL 
77-000001) had an overall 
length of 184.75 feet and a 
diameter of 13 feet. The 
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SRB nose radius was 13 inches and the cone semi-vertex angle was 18 
degrees. The SRB nose was located 200 inches aft cf tne ET nose and 
37 inches above the ET centerline. The SRB's were mounted parallel 
to the ET. ihe nozzles had a large cant (11 degrees outboard in the 
yaw plane) such that the thrust vector would be through the approxi-
mate vehicle center of gravity during launch. There were no 
provisions for Thrust Vector Control (TVC). 
The ATP External Tank (control drawing VL 78-00000i) was essentially 
a cone-cylinder arrangement fitted with a retro Solid Rocket Motor 
(SRM) at the tank nose to facilitate External iank de-orbi:. The 
conical nose portion of the ET had a semi-vertex angle of 30 degrees 
and blended smoothly into the cylindrical section. 1he shoulder 
blending radius at the cone-cylinder juncture was identical to the 
cylinder radius of 13.25 feet (26.5 ft. dia.). Overall length of 
the ET was 182 feet. The external shape of the retro SRM was a 
small hemisphere-cylinder with a nose radius of 20.; i~ches and a 
length of 12u inches. 
The ATP Orbiter Vehicle (Control drawing VL 70-000001) was located 
piggy-back on the ET with the Orbiter nose 972 inches aft of the ET 
- - - - -
VL 70-000001 
ATP 
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nose mounted at an inci~ 
dence angle of -1.2 
degrees. The Orbiter had a 
SO-degree blenoed delta 
wing planform. Ory weignt 
was 170,000 pounds and the 
ianding weight was 215,115 
pounds with a payload 
weight of 40,000 pounds. 
The center of gravity range 
was 65% to 08% of body 
length. The wing span was 
84 feet and wing area was 
3220 ft2. Minimum de~ign 
touchdown speed was 150 
knots at an angle of attack 
of i8-degrees. The per-
formance of :his 
configuration was inten-
sively evaluated in studies 
~onducted between ATP and 
the Preliminary Require-
ments Review. 
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2.2 PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS REVIEW (PRR}. The Space Shuttie b~seline 
configuration at the PRR in November of 15;2 had evolved into that 
shown in the sketch. This 
configuration was specified 
in MCR 0026. The PRR 
Ske~ch :s based on control 
drawings VL 72-000030 
(Launch Vehicle) and VL 
70-000040 (Orbiter 
Vehicle). The overall 
length of the PRR vehicle 
was 214.33 feet. 
The PRR Sol id Rocket Boost-
ers (control arawing VL 
77-000006} had a~ overall 
length of 175.083 feet ar.d 
a diameter of :3.5 feet. 
The nose radius was 13 
inenes and tne cone 
semi-vertex angle was iS degr~es. The SRB nose was located 471 
inches aft of the ET nose and 4! inches above the ET centerline. 
The SRB's were mounted parallel to the ET. The nozzles ~ere canted 
outboard 3.5 degrees in the yaw plane with a gimbal range of 15 
degrees for Thrust Vector Control. 
The PRR External Tank (Control drawing VL 78-0000li) was an ogive-
cylinder arrangement fitted with a retro SRI'\ at the nose of the same 
2.0-4 . 
dimensions as the ATP retro 
pac~age. The ogive nose 
portion of the tank had a 
radius of 567.8 inches and 
blended smoothly into the 
cylindrical section which 
had a diameter of 304 inch-
es. ·over a I I I ength of the 
ET was 2278 inches (189.33 
feet). 
The PRR Orbiter Vehicle 
(control drawing VL 
70-000040) was attached 
piggy-back to the External 
Tank with the Orbiter nose 
1063 inches aft of the ET 
nose mounted at an inci-
dence angle of +0.5 degree. 
The abort Solid Rocket 
Motors (ASRM) were removed 
and the Orbital ~aneuvering 
System (Cl'\S) pods were 
relocated tc the fuse}age 
shoulder. 
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The Orbiter had a 50 degree blended delta wing planform. Ory weight 
was 170,000 pounds and the landing weight was 215,115 pounds with a 
payload weight of 40,000 pounds. The center of gravity range was 6; 
to 68 percent-of the body length. The wing span was 84 feet and the 
wing area was 3220 ft2. The landing weight and payload, minimum 
design touchdown speed and angle of attack were identical to the ATP 
configuration. 
Continued trade studies of the PRR configuration indicated a need to 
re-size the Space Shuttle to a lighter weight configuratian. These 
studies led to a reduction in Orbiter Vehicle weight from 180,000 
pounds to 150,000 pounds and a reduction in the weight of the Launch 
Vehicle. Orbiter wing size was reduced from 3220 ft2 to 2690 ft2. 
, Static stability limits changed from positive to negative and center 
of gravity travel was reduced from 3-percent to 2.5-percent of body 
length. The manipulator arm housing was removed and the landing 
speed and angle of attack were changed. All of these changes con-
tributed to a lighter weight system between the PRR and Preliminary 
Design Requirements review. 
2.3 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REQUIREMENT~ (POR). The Space Shuttle baseline 
configuration at the time of the POR review in March of 1975 had 
0 
evolved into the light-
weight configuration shown 
in the sketch. This con-
figuration was specified in 
MCR 0074. The sketch is 
based on control drawings 
VL 72-000061 (Launch Vehi-
cle) and VL 70-0000890 
(Orbiter Vehicle). The 
overall length of the POR 
vehicle was 192.083 feet. 
The PDR Solid Rocket Boost-
ers (control drawing VL 
77-000012A) had an overall 
length of 145.083 feet and 
a diameter of 142 inches. 
The nose radius was 13 inches and the cone semi-vertex angle was 18 
degrees. The SRB nose was located 564 inches aft of the ET nose and 
on the ET centerline. The SRB's were mounted parallel to the ET. 
The nozzles had a zero degree null position (pitch and yaw) with± 5 
degrees gimbal limits (pitch and yaw) for Thrust Vector Control. 
The PDR External Tank (control drawing VL 78-000018) was basically 
an ogive-cylinder arrangement fitted with a retro SRM at the tank 
nose. The SRM had a nose radius of 20.5 inches and a length of 139 
inches. The ogive nose portion of the tank had a planform radius of 
605 inches and blended smoothly into the 324 inches diameter cylin-
drical section. Overall length of the ET was 1969 inches (165.75 
feet). 
The PDR Orbiter Vehicle (control drawing VL 74-0000898) was attached 
piggy-back to the External Tank with the Orbiter nose 768 inches aft 
2.0-5 
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of the ET nose 
Refinements. in 
mounted at an incidence angle of: 0.5 degree. 
- -
the aerodynamic configuration led to an increased 
-
nose radius and to a 
~5°/79° double delta wing 
~lanform incorporating a 
more efficient lifting sur-
face than the 50 aegree 
blended delta. Orbiter dry 
weight was reduced to 
150,000 pounds. The land-
ing weight was 179,800 
pounds with a payload of 
25,000 pounds. The center 
of gravity range was 6; to 
67.5 percent of body 
length. The wing span was 
78. 1 feet and the wing area 
was 2690 ft2. The vehicle 
had an overall length of 
125 feet. The mir.imum 
design touchdown speed for 
this configuration was 165 
knots at an angle of attack 
of 15 degrees. 
Vl.70-ooooe9 
POR 
Further trade studies 
refined the PDR base point 
design to the configuration for Critical Design Review conducted in 
October 1977. 
2.4 CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW (CDR). The Space Shuttle baseline 
configuration at the time of CDR in October 1977 had evolved into 
.• - . - . 
that shown in the sketch. This 
configuration was specified in 
MCR 3570. The sketch is based on 
control drawings VC 72-000002G 
(Launch Vehicle) and VC 
70-0000028 (Orbiter Vehicle). 
The overall length of the COR 
vehicle was 18~.17 feet. 
The CDR Solid Rocket Boosters 
(controi drawing VC 77-000002J) 
had an overall length of 149.13 
feet and a diameter of 146 
inches. The nose radius was 
13.28 ·inches and the cone 
semi-vertex angle was 18 degrees. 
The SRB nose was located 420.5 
ET center Ii ne. 
inches aft of the ET nose along the 
2.0-6 
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The SRB's were mounted parallel to the ET. The nozzles had a zero 
degree null position {pitch and yaw) with± 5 degrees gimbal limits 
(pitch and yaw) for Thrust Vector Control. 
The CCR External Tank (control drawing VC 78-000002G) was basically 
an ogive-cylinder arrangement. The ogive nose portion of the tank 
had a planform radius of 612 inches and blended smoothly into the 
331 inch diameter cylindrical section. The retro SRM at tl\e tank 
nose was replaced by the Ascent Air Data System {AADS) spike probe. 
The overall length of the ET was 1850.525 inches. 
The CCR Orbiter Vehicle {control drawing VC 70-0000028) was attached 
piggy-back to the External Tank with the Orbiter nose 65~.5 inches 
aft of the ET nose mounted parallel to the ET {zero degree 
incidence). 
- e~~ 
I I 
I 
Aerodynamic refinements 
included decreased nose 
radius and a 45°/81° 
double-delta wing planform. 
The OMS pods had a blunt 
nose in piace of the faired 
nose formerly used. The 
dry weight was 150,000 
pounds. The landing weighc 
was 187,900 pounds with a 
32,000 pound payload. The 
center of gravity range was 
65 to 67.5 percent of body 
length. The wing span was 
78 feet and wing area was 
2690 ft2. The vehicle had 
an overall length of 122.3 
feet. The minimum design 
touchdown speed for. this 
configuration was 171 knots 
at 15 degrees angle of 
attack. 
2.5 OPERATIONAL VEHICLES (OPS). The Operationai Vehicles are 
characterized by the Interface Con~rol Opocument {ICO) IC0-2-00001 
2.0-7 
Ke~ision F dated January 31, 
1980. The overall length of the 
OPS- Vehicles is 123.77 feet. 
The OPS Solid Rocket Boosters 
(steelcase SRB's) have an overall 
length' of 149.13 feet and a diam-
eter of 146 inches. The nose 
radius i~ 13.27 inches and the 
nose, as well as the aft frustum 
semi-vertex angles, are both 18 
degrees. The SRB nose is located 
415.78 inches aft of the ET nose 
parallel to the ET centerline. 
The distance between ET and SRS 
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centerlines is 250.5 inches in the ET waterplane 400. The nozzles 
have a zero degree null position (pitch and yaw) with 5 degree gim-
bai limits (pitch and yaw) for Thrust Vector Control. 
The OPS External Tank (iightweight ET) is basically an 
ogive-cylinder-ellipsoidal base configuration. The ogive ncse has a 
planform radius of 612 inches which blends smoothly into the 331 
inch diameter cylindrical section. The Ascent Air Data System (AAOS) 
spike probe has been replaced by a non-functional probe having the 
same OKL. Simplification of the protuberances by redesign, relo-
cation, and/or elimination distinguishes the lightweight ET from the 
CDR ET. The overall length of the ET is 1845.505 inches. 
The OPS Orbiter Vehicle is attached piggy-back to the External Tank 
with the Orbiter nose 649.78 inches aft of the ET nose mounted par-
allel to the ET (zero degree incidence). The Orbiter Vehicle remains 
essentially unchanged from the COR configuration. 
- - e -
,_ 
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3.0 CONFIGURATION AND SYSTEI\S DESCRIPTIONS. 
The Space Shuttle Vehicle configuration is comprised of essentially 
three elements; (1) the Orbiter Vehicle (OV) mounted on top of, (2) 
a non-recoverable LOX-Hydrogen External fuel Tank (ET) to which are 
also attached, (3) two Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB) which are recov-
erable for refurbishing and reuse on subsequent missions. Rockwell 
International is the NASA prime contractor for the development and 
building of the Space Shuttle Orbiter and l\ain Engines (SSME) and 
for the integration of the entire system. 
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Design of the integrated Launch Vehicle is such that it meets all 
requirements established in the Contract End Item Specification, 
Volume 10 [Reference 3-1]. The design is based on satisfying the 
prescribed boost criteria consisting of; (1) nominal SRB staging, 
(2) ET separation, and (3) Abort-Once-Around (AOA) capability at the 
time Return-To-Launch-Site (RTLS) capability is lost. The design 
angle of attack and sideslip envelopes are shown in Figure 3.0-1. 
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LAUNCH VEHICLE ENVELOPES 
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Mach Number 
The Rockwell Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle has been designed t0 
function as both spacecraft and aircraft and must, therefore, pro-
vide the protection and versatility necessary for both space and 
atmospheric flight operations. The Orbiter Vehicle meets all 
requirements set forth in the Orbiter Vehicle End Item Specification 
[Reference 3-2]. Atmospheric (or aerodynamic) requirements are 
predicated, for the most part, on the entry flight phase of the 
Orbiter mission(s) [cf~ Section 1.0]. The aerodynamic lines ensure 
acceptable performance over hypersonic, supersonic, transonic, and 
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subsonic speed regimes while providing the specified down-range and 
cross-range capabilities and meeting the specified landing require-
ments shown in Figure 3.0-2. 
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The design data angle of attack and sideslip envelopes are sh0wn in Fig-
ure 3.0-3. 
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3.1 CONFIGURATION AND DIMENSIONS. The Space Shuttle configuration was 
selected on the basis of performing certain repre~entative missions 
[cf. Sectio~ 1.2] from both the ETR (Missions land 2) and the WTR 
(Missions 3 and 4)· with variable payloads. Detail dr.awings and 
dimensional parameters defining the vehicle configuration as estab-
lished by MCR 3570 [Reference 3-3] are presented in this section. 
3. 1 • l 
Reference axes and sign convention are consistent with·those for 
conventional aircraft. The axis systems for vehicle design and mass 
properties statements are defined in the .sketch below for the- Orb i-
ter Vehicle, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters. The axis 
systems are also defined in the Space Shuttle Master Dimensions Spe-
_cification, Reference 3-7. All vehicle design drawing axis systems 
are in accordance with the NASA Phase B Technical Directives 2519 
and 2519A. 
LAUNCH VEHICLE. The aerodynamic design of the launch configuration 
is the result of drag reduction shaping and optimized element 
locations for the purpose of reduced structural loading and weight. 
A general arrangement drawing of the Launch vehicle with pertinent 
dimensions and relative locations- of each element· is given in Figure 
3. 1. 1-1. 
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The operational Space Sh~ttle Vehicle consists of three basic ele-
ments: the Orbiter Vehicle, the External Tank, and two solid Rocket 
Boosters. The overall length of the Launch-Vehicle is 184.17 feet. 
The Orb i te'r · Veh i c 1 e is mounted on top of, and para 11 e I to, the 
External Tank with the Orbiter :ios-e located 654.5 inches aft of the 
ET nose. The Solid Rocket Boosters are attached to the left and 
right hand sides of the External Tank and are parallel to the ET 
with the SRB nose located 420.5 inches aft of the ET nose. 
x:,322.5 
---._._...:..:.....J,, _____ I 
0.s---~------17es.se7------94 
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Figure: 3.1.1-1 
LAUNCH VEHICLE GEO~ETRY 
i--~25O.S 
Aerodynamic forces and moments are measured with respect to a given 
Moment Reference Center (MRC) which is specified in each of the 
aerodynamic data sections. The Launch Vehicle aerodynamic data are 
given in the body axis systems which is illustrated in Figure 
3. 1.1-2. The body axis system is a conventional, right hand, 
orthogonal axis system with the X- and Z-axes in the plane of syrmne-
try and with the positive X-axis along the External Tank centerline 
and directed out the tank nose. 
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The aerodynamic fo~ce and moment sign convention is illustrated in 
Figure 3. l. 1-3. All directions on the figure are positive as shown. 
!BODY AXES I 
RELATIVE 
WINO 
Figure 3.1.1-3 
LAUNCH VEHICLE SIGN CONVENTION 
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Launch complex 39A at the Eastern Test Range, Kennedy Space Center, 
has been used throughout the flight test program and for the first 
operational flights. The Space Shuttle Vehicle is shown in the pho-
tograph being readied for launch at KSC. 
Pertinent information regarding the ETR launch facilities is given 
in Figures 3.1. 1-4 and 3.1. 1-5. These figures are considered useful 
in describing camera coverage during launch, debris damage assess-
ment analyses, and for ice suppression studies. The Launch Vehicle 
Design drawing is given in Figure 3. 1. 1-6. 
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Figure 3.1.1-5 
ETR LAUNCH TOWER AND ACCESS PLATFORMS 
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3. 1. 2 SOL ID ROCKET BOOSTERS. Two Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB ' s) are used 
for each flight which, together with the Space ·shuttle Main Engines 
(SSME's), provide the initial 
launch thrust. Design of the 
SRB's was predicated on mini-
mizing the Launch Vehicle drag 
dur i ng boost. Aerodynamic con-
siderat i ons were sacrificed to 
some extent by protuberances 
formed by the forward {see photo) 
and aft Booster Separation Motors, 
launch pad tie down struts, stif-
fener rings and other miscellaneous ' 
surface protrusions. 
The two Solid Rocket Boosters 
are separated from the External 
Tank at burnout by pyrotechnic 
devices and use of the eight 
Booster Separation Motors (BSM's). 
The SRB is illustrated in Figure 
3. 1.2-1. 
• • 
., 
x144 2.675 
44,93 . -l 
24.62 ·7 AFT ATTACH RING · BURST RING -
-·-i--',- ------+·· - •··--1----4-
'- FORWARD 
SEPARATION 
MOTORS 
SYSTEMS 
TUNNEL RING CABLE 
FAIRING . 
_,,,...,-r TEL EM ET RY 
LENGTH OVERALL 
NOSE RADIUS 
CONE SEMI - VERTEX ANGLE 
CYLINDER OUTSIDE DIAMETER 
BASE AREA 
1719 . 60 lnchu 
13 . 21 lnchu 
18 , 00 degrees 
146 . 00 Inches 
235 . 00112 
Figure 3. 1.2-1 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER 
3. i-7 
AFT SEPARATION 
MOTORS 
. TIE DOWN 1/ 
STRUTS 
APU EXHAUST / ~- Jg g 557 NOZZLE 1 "II • 
ACTUATOR 
STIFFENER 
I 
x8193D.63 7 
NOZZLE DEFLECTION ANGLES 
PITCH ANO YAW 
NULL PO.S ITION O degree 
{ T VC AXES 1 5 degrees GIM BA L RANGE BODY AXES 1 8 degrees 
STS85 -·011 8 ·· 1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
~I~ Rockwell P._~ International 
The Solid Rocket Boosters are reusable and contain parachute recov-
ery systems and location aids in the forward section of each booster 
as shown in the sketch below. 
PILOT PMACNUT[ 
)
PILOT l'AAACHUTl (1) 
DMGU£ PARACHUTE 681 OEPLOYIIENT 
861 OEPLOYIENT 
SAi , : ~~O~~~~TE ( 1) l FULL OEPLOYIIENT y:-fRUSTutl ------IIA IN PARACHUTES (l) ---.. y I EPLOYNENT ' , 351 OCPLOYIIENT ',,, 
SRB RECOVERY SYSTEM 
',, 
FULL DCPLOYIIENT \ 
\ 
'\ 
~ 
--:>M. 
Two basic types of SRB's are maintained in the inventory; the steel 
case and filament wound case motors. Both types use the high per-
formance nozzle. Design geometry for these configurations is given 
in Figure(s) 3.1.2-2 (a through d). 
3. J-8 
STSBS-0118-1 
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3. 1. 3 
LH2 
RECIRCULATION 
LINE 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
Rockwell 
International 
EXTERNAL TANK. The Externa l Tank (ET), wh ich supp li es propellant 
and oxidizer to the Orblter Vehicle 1 s three main engines during 
both first and second-stage boost, has been 
configured_to mini~ize drag of the I States . 
Launch Vehicle during ascent. As a 
separate entity, subsequent to 
second-stage separation or RTLS 
abort separation, the ET includes 
all attach structure between the 
Orbiter and Tank, as well as a 
portion of the ET/SRB attach struc-
ture. The aft Orbiter/ET attach 
structure is shown in the photograph 
The design of the ET is complicated 
by the feeder 1 ines between the Tank 
and Orbiter which are mounted behind 
the aft attach structure as shown 
below. These 1 ines include the LH 2 
feedl ine, LH 2 recirculation line, 
the G0 2 pressure 1 ine, and LH 2 tank 
cable tray, as wel 1 as the Helium 
injection 1 ine, filters, check valves and support brackets. 
GH2 PRESS 
DISCONNECT 
---- -----
VIEW LOOKING FWD 
LO 2 FEEDL I NE 
AFT ELBOW 
FEEDLINE 
RECIRCULATION LINE 
LH2 VORTEX BAFFLE 
G02 PRESS 
DISCONNECT 
I 
-z 
• •• 1'!' 
~~ 
.r~ 
LH2 TAN K 
CABLE TRAY 
PJtECEDING PAGE r,t AN~ N 0 
' b. t OT FILMEI, 3. 1-13 
I - lJ I- I (J J I .. I I J I - I<. STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
~l~ Rockwell P.~ International 
The External Tank is the only expendable element of the Space Shut-
tle Vehicle. Operational Launch Vehicles will employ two versions 
(either heavy or light weight) of the ET. Reference 3-6 delineates 
the particular tank to be used for any given operat ional flight. 
The External Tank i s shown in Figure 3.1 . 3- 1. 
1832. 01 I 
XT 11 J6. 90 
Figure 3. 1.3- 1 
EXTERNAL TANK 
Xr 2048 . 90 TAN 
The LO~ anti-geyser line has been removed from the operational tanks 
as part of a weight reduction program, to remove a potential source 
of ice debris, and to cut costs. The elim i nation of this line saves 
approximately 600 pounds. The LH 2 pressure l i ne has a l so been relo-
cated from the left-hand side of the tank to the right- hand side. 
Design drawings for the External Tank are given in Figure{s) 3. l.3- 2 
{a through e). 
3.1-14 
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ATTACH STRUCTURE. The External Tank includes the structural 
interconnections with the two Solid Rocket Boosters and the Orbiter 
as illustr.ated below. These interconnections consist of the forward 
and aft attach points for the SRB's and for the Orbiter, the propel-
lant and electrical interfaces with the Orbiter, and the Orbiter to 
SRB interface cables. 
L., 1 ·  •'-' '\ 
,...______':-"" 1\ 
~\i 
ET/SRB ~ 
F'-ID THRUST 
ATTACH 
1 • 
INTERTANK 
GROUND 
UMBILICAL 
" AFT ET /ORB 
ATTACH 
L~I 
' ~ ,/-'Ii ~ . :~. ,._,., 
' ....  ... ~ ; • :,' <,.s---:~~ 
: ~f ~1/» :••?:: 
. ( ···" ' .. 
. l- . !,,I- .:_ 
1 /\ • 
' / 11:» ET/SRBAFTATTACH 
SRB .· 'ET 
~.%. ~ 
. /~ ,· ___., ::01 
. \ ----~..:. -~~ 
LH SHOWN , :.~• 
RH 0PflOSITE ··---·. ,_.,.,_ 
One forward thrust fitting for each SRB attachment and thrust trans-
mission is located on each side of the ET at Tank station 985.67;. 
The aft stabilization points, consisting of upper and lower 
fittings, for SRB attachment are located on each side of the E7 aft 
major ring frame at Tank station 2058. Provisions for adjustment 
and alignment of the SRB and ET centerlines are located on the SRB 
sides of each interface. Detailed discussion of the SRB forward and 
aft attachments is contained in References 3-4 and 3-5. 
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The SRB's are attached to the External Tank as shown below. The 
f0rward attach fitting i·s located on the SRB forward ski rt and the 
aft attaclt fittings are on the SRB attach ring at station 1511 as 
i 1 lustrated. 
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Structural attach points between the Orbiter and the ET consist of 
one forward fitting supported by the LH, tank forward ring frame and 
two aft fi.t_tings and support structure at the aft major ring frame. 
The forward attach structure is a bjpod possessing rotational free-
dom at the attach points on the ET and rotates about a Y-axis refer-
ence line so that thermally induced changes in the Tank length will 
not induce load changes in the· Orbiter. The bi pod is canted 0.5 
degree forward when mated to the Orbiter and cryogenic shrinkage of 
the £T results in an additional 5.5 degrees forward cant. The 
structure is constrained to carry loads in the Y-Z plane and is 
designed to be partially retracted forward at Orbiter separation. 
This retraction. or pivot action. is accomplished with leaf springs 
on the spindles which attach the struts to the tank. 
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The attach structure between the External Tank and Orbiter Vehicle 
is shown in Figure 3.1.~-1 with photo insets showing actual flight 
hardware. 
The aft attach hardware (shown below) consists of a left biped, 
right tripod, and crossbeam. The aft left bipod structure is free 
to pivot later3Jly about the ET junctures, permitting un~estrained 
relative lateral distortion between the aft ET and Orbiter. This 
biped is canted 18 degrees inboard from the X-Z plane wh~n the Tank 
is in the unloaded condition. Orbiter thrust loads are transmitted 
to the ET at this interface. 
JIJC.M,l1fT .... IIIIO,lllilf-, 
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ORBITER/ET AFT ATTACH STRUCTURE 
_,,,,,,-• ...-.l'\. ,_. P, 1,P 
/ •• 10-.b" 
.!J.!!.!.. 'T'"'~ 
/ a,iO"A l1'>',1i,~ •,IL'Oalot 
.-C•J•1'1•"'-
...:U,.J,"-'i ~&•:l 
The aft right attach tripod structure results in a fixed attach 
interface for alignment purpcses. The crossbeam is bolted to the 
inboard flange of the right ball interface fitting and ·slip-joined 
to the lef: fitting. The right end of the crossbeam contains two 
bulkhead forgings which support the L0 2 feedline elbow. The left 
end of the ero!sbeam contains two integral forgings for attaching 
the LH 2 feed I ine hinge brackets and terminates in a forging that 
houzes twe self-aligning bearings which, combined wi~h shea~ ~in$ in 
the left call interface fitting, provide the slip-joined intercon-
nectron. 
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ORBITER VEHICLE. The aerodynamic design of the Orbiter Vehicle 
configuration is the result of a selection which would achieve high 
cross-range aerodynamically and which would be capable of trimmed 
flight over a wide range of angles of attack. The double-delta wing 
planform, combined with a moderately low fineness ratio (approxi-
mately 5) body, minimizes interference heating effects, provides the 
required L/D ratio to meet cross-range requirements, and possesses 
an acceptable trim range over the flight Mach regime. Figure 
3.1.5-1 presents a general arrangement drawing of the Orbiter Vehi-
cle. 
GEOMETRY COMPONENT 
WING VERTICAL 
2690.00 ft 413.25 ft 2 
936,68in 315.72in 
2.265 1.675 
0.2 0,404 
45 O 450 
3,50 
0.50 
474,81 in 
i 
X., 236 
OUTER M. 
i 
I I 
i-----1290,3 -----~ 
tREF BODY LENGTH ,Lei STATIC GROUND LINE 
Xo 238(REFI 
Figure 3. 1.5-1 
ORBITER GEOKETRY 
Orbiter Vehicle design geometry is presented in Figure(s) 3.1.5-2 
(a through f). The Orbiter Vehicle axis system for design drawing and 
mass properties statements 
is illustrated in the 
sketch. This axis sys-
tem is defined in the 
Space Shuttle Master 
Dimensions Specification 
(Reference 3-7) and on 
Figure 3.1.5-2. All 
vehicle and design 
drawing axes systems 
are in accordance with 
NASA Phase B Technical 
Directives 2519 and 2519A. 
3. 1-25 
_ -~:I~ distance to OML 
is 236 inches. 
Correct dimension for · 
reference body length 
is 238 inches. 
(see also Figure 3.1.!'•2) · 
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The sketch below shows the relationship between the ae~ign drawing 
coordinates and the fuse l·age station expressed in percent of body 
length. 
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Aerodynamic forces and moments are measured with respect to a given 
r\oment Reference Center (XRC) which is specified in each of the 
aerodynamic data sections. The Orbiter Vehicle longitudinal data 
are given in both stability and body axes systems and the 
lateral-directional data are given in the· body axis system only. 
These aerodynamic reference axis systems are sets of conventional, 
right-hand, orthogonal axes with the X- and. Z-axes in the plane of 
symmetry and with the positive X-axis directed out the nose (in the 
body axis system) or pointing into the component of the wind (in the 
stability axis system) which lies in the plane of symmetry as illus-
trated in Figure 3. 1.5-3. All directions on the figure are positive 
as sh.own. 
IODY AXIS SYSf!M STAllllTY ..XIS SYSUM 
Figur-e 3. 1.5-3 
ORBITER REFERENCE AXIS SYSTE~S 
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The aerodynamic force and moment sign convention is illustrated in 
Figure 3.1.5-4 which also includes the longitudinal equations for 
conversion from stability to body axis system. 
CONVERSION TO BODY AXIS 
C:N = C:t. cas (a) ~ c:O sin (al 
C:A = C:o cas(a) - Ct_ sin(al 
!BODY AXISI 
Figure 3.1.5-4 
ORBITER SIGN CONVENTION 
NOTE:· Normal and Axial Force coefficients may be 
computed from Lift and Drag coefficients with 
wind axes system and Side Force coefficient in 
the body axis system as follows: 
sin a s in a cos /3 
CN .. Co cos /3 + Cy cos/3 + CL cos a 
C ~ + C cos a sin/3 CA .. 0 cos /3 y cos f3 - CL sin a 
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CAUTION. Reference areas and lengths used to normalize aerodynamic 
forces and moments are presented in the table below. In some cases 
(notably eontrol surface hinge moments) the reference dimensions 
differ from·the existing geometry. REFERENCE VALUES ARE BASED ON 
THEORETICAL AND NOT TRUE DIMENSIONS. 
AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT REFERENCE DIMENSIONS 
PARAMETER REFERENCE 
VALUE 
LONGITUDINAL ANO LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS 
Wing Area, S 2690.000 f t2 
Wing Span b 78.057 ft 
Mean Aerodynamic chord (M.A.C), - 39.568 ft C 
HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
£LEVON 
Area, s 210.000 f t2 
Chord C 90. 700 in 
Area Moment 19,047.000 ft2-in 
BODY FLAP 
Area, s 135.000 ft2 
Chord, c 81.000 in 
Area Moment 10,935.000 ft2-in 
RUOOER/SPEEDBRAKE 
Area, S 100. 150 ft2 
Chord, c 73.200 in 
Area Moment 733 I .COO ft2-in 
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3.1.5.1 WING. The Or-biter wing was sized to provide a 171-knot touchdown 
speed (V0 ).at a 15-degr-ee angle of attack (tail scrape attitude fer 
main gear strut compressed, tire flat) with body flap retracted and 
the center of gravity at the forward limit (see also Figure 306-2). 
The leading edge sweep (45 degrees)· and aspect ratio (2.265) were 
selected on the basis of aerothermodynamic trade studies to provide 
the design touchdown speed for a center- of gravity at the forward 
limit with minimum wing size and to optimize the wing leading edge 
thermal protection system (TPS) for a re-use cycle of 100 flights 
prior to major rework. Spanwise twist distribution and chordwise 
camber are illustrated in Figure 3.1.s.1-1. 
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F i gure 3. 1 • 5. 1-1 
WING TWIST AND CA~BER 
·-
. --·· ----.. -- .. ·. -
0.6 o.e ,.o 
.Control surfaces located in the wing consist of the elevens {eleva-
tor-ailerons) with elevon seal (or ffflipperff) doors which effec-
tively seal the resultant gaps when the elevens are deflected by 
following the control surface leading -edge. 
1.UIIINCI l!OGI! 5"8NO SUI. 
FI.IPPEA OOOR 
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The wing planform reference area (2690 ft2) includes that portion of 
the basic planform covered by the fuselage. It does NOT include the 
areas formed by wing-body fairings or areas clipped from the equiv-
alent "delta" by the faired wing tips. Pertinent dimensional param-
eters are summarized in Table 3.1.5.1-1 {see also, Figures 3.1.5.4-1 
through 3.1.5.4-4 for areas and perimeters). 
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WI Nii 0 I l'£HS I ONA\. PAAMfflAS 
PAIWETEll 
41RFOIL SECTION 
(T
0 
19'.0i.s) 
(Y _ "68. 3.fiO) . 
0tH£DIIAL (ac cralttng ad4)e) 
AW 
Pl•fo,,. (cocal) 
Planfo,- (...-oaad) 
.,,.cclld Syrfaca (8lllDOlad) 
SPAii 
ASPECT RATIO 
TAPER RATIO 
SWEEP 
L.aac1 Ing Edga 
Tral 11119 Edge 
CHORD 
Root (::,eoreclcal l 
Fuselage Scacion (O.ZSc) (F.S. l 
IYCtOCX Lina (I.L.) 
Lengel! 
Roat (uoosad) 
Fus••· StatlCIII (O.l5cl (F.S.) 
IYCCOCX Lina (B.L..) 
L_.gcll 
Tio 
Fusalat• ScaclOII (0.%5t) ((F.S.) 
IYCtock I.Ina (I.L..) 
l.afl'JCII 
11111111 .l.arodvnawi c 
F1.1aalaga Scaclon (O.ZSc){F.S.) 
IYCCCICk I.in• (8. L..) 
l.al'lgCII 
GI.CIVE 
S-o 
Theoreci cal I nteneccion 
!'"I.IS• I acJ• Station (F.S.) 
a1.1ccocx t.ine (8.1..) 
EL.EVON 
INBOARD 
Area (equivalent) 
Soan iequivalent) 
Asoect llaclo 
Distance (centroid co hlngeline) 
OUTSOARD 
Area (etNivalenc) 
Soan (eqyivalenc) 
Aspect llacio 
0iscance (cencroio to ningel ine) 
TOTAL (one side) 
iftbO.rd/01.1tbCNrd Solie (BL) 
Area (911uivalent) 
Saan iequivalent) 
A1oect llacio 
C!'IOl'd 
F'usel •qe St•tion (O.ZSc)(F .s.) 
:) i staft,:e (centroid to ~inael ifte) 
SYMIOL 
-
-
6,, 
S.., 
s.., 
5-, 
bw 
.. _ 
>. • c.tc; 
A., 
A,. 
X 
Cl 
'f 
Cl 
C 
r-
X 
Cl 
'f 
0 
Cr 
X 
Cl 
'f 
Cl 
ct 
~c 
X 
0 
'f 
0 
?' .. 
Ac:.o•• 
X 
0 
1_ 
s., 
be; 
.... 
-
s.., 
be0 
-"eo 
-
'fo 
Se 
be 
•e 
l"AC. ?'e 
Xo 
-
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VALUE 
0.0010 (md) 
0012 • 64 (111Jd) 
3.5 
26,0 
%D1%.lt 
liOOI .% 
78. 056 ('36. 68) 
Z.%65 
o.zo 
1t5 
•10 
1008. l I 
0 
57.Z.. (6S,.%4) 
778.5 
,oa.o 
130.83 (,10) 
1338.80 
li68. lit 
11. It& ( 137. 35) 
1136.83 
182.13 
39.56 (474.81) 
81 
10%4.0 
;ss.o 
I 31. I Z 
15.77 
1.,0 
50.35 
75.45 
I 3.10 
Z.27 
35.03 
l II • 00 
206.57 
28.87 
4.03 
7.1t6 (89.Sl 
1409.375 
-'t.75 
.i41 ~ Rockwell 
.,.~. International 
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cle9r•• 
ft2 
ft: 
flt% 
ft (Inell) 
---
---
degr•s 
deg,.... 
incnu 
incllu 
ft (I nc.'I) 
inclla 
incnes 
ft ( ind!) 
indles 
lnc11111 
ft (incn) 
i nc:ies 
incnes 
ft (incl!) 
degrees 
incnes 
i ncnes . 
ft: 
ft 
--
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ft 2 
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---
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iftCnes 
ft 2 
ft 
---
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incr,es 
i.~cr,es 
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3.1.5.2 FUSELAGE (OR BODY). The Orbiter fuselage was designed to 
accommodate a variety of payloads and house the crew and maneuvering 
control systems. Nose camber, cross section, and upward sloping 
forebody si4es were selected to improve hypersonic pitch trim and 
directional stability and, in conjunction with wing-body blending, 
to reduce entry heating on the body sides. Attitude Control Propul-
sion Systems (ACPS) pods have been incorporated with the OMS and are 
located in the aft body fairings. Hinged surfaces attached to the 
fuselage include the cargo bay doors and the body flap. The cargo 
bay doors have 13 hinges on each side of the fuselage. The six for-
ward hinges on each side are covered with TPS and faired fore and 
aft. The aft seven hinges have no TPS and no fairings. The body 
flap is used ·to protect the Shuttle main engines (SME) during entry 
and to provide trim capability to relieve elevon loads. Pertinent 
dimensional parameters are sU11111arized in ·Table 3.1.5.2-1. 
Table 3.1.5.2-1 
FUSELAGE DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER SYMBOL VALUE 
L£NGTH 
Reference L, 1290.3 
Nose Fuselage Station (F .s.) XO 238 
DEPTH 
"· 
19.92 (239) 
Maxi- at F.S. X 
0 
1280 
WIDTH w, 22.0 (26lt) 
Maximum ac F.S. X 1528. 3 
0 
AREA 
Planfona s. 1914.4 
Wetted Surface s._. .. 5634 
Base $'uH 365.7 
OMS Pods S,oos 71.0 
CARGO BAY 
D1-ter de, 15 
Langtl'I lea 60 
GLOVE 
Fuselage Intersection (F.S.) XO 500 
(B. L.) y 
0 
102 
(Based on OML • TPS Included) 
BODY Fl.AP 
Area (planfona) s., 135.75 
Span (equlvalant) b., 241.)3 
Chord c., 81 
Hinge Line (F.S.) XO 1532 
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3.1.5.3 VERTICAL TAIL. The vertical tail has been sized to provide a low-
speed Cnµ of 0.0013 at an angle of attack of 13 degrees about a cen-
ter of gravity located at the aft limit and has a reference area of 
413.25 ft2, •including the rudder/speed brake. The rudder is split 
a I ong the Orbiter buttock plane to provide direct i-ona I stab i I i ty 
augmentation in the hypersonic/supersonic flight regimes and to 
apply drag modulation for the subsonic flight phases, approach and 
landing. The section profile is a five-degree half-angle, 60 to 40 
percent double wedge airfoil. Dimensional parameters are sU11111arized 
in Table 3.1.5.3-1. 
Table 3.1.5.3-1 
VERTICAL TAIL DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS 
PARAHETtR SYKBOL VALUE UNITS 
AIRFOIL SECTION --- 10• Syfflllllltrlc:al ---
(root•tip) 60i • liOi doub I e 
wedge 
AREA Sv 413.25 ft 2 
SPAN bv 26.31 (315. nl ft (inc:h) 
ASPECT RATIO Al 1.675 ---
TAPER RATIO 4• • c:c'c:r 0.404 ---
SWEEP 
Leading Edge A.u 45 degrees 
Trai Ii ng Edge A ... 26.2 degrees 
CHORD 
Root Cr 22.37 (268. 5) ft (inch) 
Tip ct 9.04 (108.47) ft (inc:h) 
"8an Aerodynamic: e. 16.65 (199.81) ft (inc:h) 
Fuselage Station (0.25C) F.S. X 1463.35 inch 0 
Weter I ine W.L. zo 635.5 inch 
RUDDER/SPEED BRAKE 
AREA s 97.84 ft 2 
SPAN b 16.55 (198.61) ft (inch) 
CHORD 
"ean Aerodynamic: ?' 6.07 (72.84) ft (inch) 
Fuselage Station (0.25c:) F.S. X 1575-77 inc:h 0 
Weter I lne W.L. z 670.41 i nc:h 0 
3.1.5.4 TOTAL VEHICLE. Cross Sectional data defining the total Orbiter 
Vehicle gecmetry are presentea in Figures 3.1.5.4-1 through 
3.1.5.4-4. These figures provide the cross sectional area variation 
for components and total vehicle and the perimeter distribution for 
components and total vehicle. Total vehicle dimensional parameters 
are summarized in Table 3.1.5.4-i. 
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PARAMETER 
AREA 
Planfonn 
Wetted Surface 
LENGTH 
Overall 
Reference 
SPAN 
HEIGHT 
i:..r-uii 
ORIGINAC PAGE IS 
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Table 3.1.5.4-1 
TOTAL VEHICLE DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS 
(fuselage plus exposed wing) 
SYMBOL VALUE 
S,o,., 3952 
S..n,o••• 11,136 
L lll.O (1464) 
L, 107. 5 ( 1290. 3) 
b.,, 78.056 (936. 68) 
hGIAI ... '46. 14 (553. 68) 
Gear-Down (static position) hGIAI 00- 53. 76 (645. 12) 
AHA 
,.. 
COMPONENTS 
Figure 3.1.5.4-1 
CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA VARIATION 
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PERIMETER ANO SURFACE AREAS 
eWING CORRECTED FOR CURVATURE 
eOML OIMiNSIONS 
i•IASIC &ODY 
I COVIHO n, I WINGIGLOVI 
( OMI IOOS 
ee•a.o ,,2 
-ee7.a 
-320.0 
COMPONENTS 
2N · YHTICAL TAIL -27., 
l'tllMITEI 
, ... 
NIT• IODY 
UIOstO• 
GLOVI 121 
0MI IOO 121 
I.. YHTICAL TAU 
WING 
120 
... 
.. 
• 
ORIGINAE PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
5634.0 
• 483 .o 
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PERIMETER AND SURFACE AREAS 
eWING CORRECTED FOR CURVATURE 
oOML DIIIIIENSIONS 
*BASIC BODY 
COYtHO 1Y1 
·w1NG/GlOVt 
OMS l'OOS 
VHTICAI TAil 
Nl!T IODY 
Ul'CSfO• 
-1187.8 
-320.0 
-27.4 
5834.0 
GlOVf 121 + 883 .O 
OMS ,00 121 +809.0 
VtlTICAl rAll • 7• •.o 
WING +3•88.0 
TOTAl Wl!T 15-,111138.0 fcJ 
200 ... ... .... , ... 
10 -lacllea 
TOTAL 
Figul"'e 3.1.5.4-1+ 
PERIMETER DISTRIBUTION 
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3.2 SURFACE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
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SURFACE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. The aerodynamic integrity of the Space 
Shuttle Vehicle is dependent on __ the efficiency of a 11 surf aces 
exposed t~ che airflow such that surface design requirements are 
critical to .the definition of the vehicle aerodynamic character-
istics. The allowable c1erodynamic surface alignments, Outer Moid 
Line {OML) fairing and smoothness requirements, and the sealing 
requirements which establish deviations affecting both aerodynamic 
and aerothermodynamic characteristics of the vehicle are discussed 
in this subsection [3.2]. 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS. The pre-flight OML surface finish on the SRB 
is basically that of the surface coating or materials applied to the 
exterior structure and protuberances. A spray-on ablative material 
(MSA-1) with a weather sealer top coat is c1ppl ied to areas such as 
the forward skirt and protuberances, inciuding the cable systems 
tunnel. Cork is used extensively on the aft skirt, forward nose 
cap, and separation motor fairings. External thermal protection is 
not req~ired for the steel motor case segments but paint is applied 
to ~rovide corrosion resistance. 
rwo fHRUST VfCIOR 
CONIROL svsrci,s 
t PINS 
TYP JOINT SE~~ 
X9851,48U,X91171.48U, 
X9I 491,480 
~ DIA 11,i,.DD 
{ OIA 
l10TOR CASE RING f 
ST I Ff EtlER 
fyp Z PLACES•l917)],56, 
X91777.S8 
STUB ONLY t-l9161J,SO, 
191657. 52 
Figure 3.2.1-1 
TYPICAL SRB PROTUBERANCES 
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Significant protuberances are defined in Reference 3-8 os those lar-
ger than a threshold size which could cause a change in drag or 
thermal environment. The maximum height and width of such protuber-
ances are not to exceed a specified distance beyond a nominal OML 
defined for static ambient conditions. The threshold size for sig-
nificant protuberances is defined in the reference for three radial 
regions at the stations where the protuberances are located (see 
under 3.2.2, SIGNIFICANT PROTUBERANCES). Typical examples of protu-
berances which may deviate from the threshold size requirements 
include the cable systems tunnel, motor case segment joint flanges, 
aft case stiffener rings, and the SRB/ET attach ring and struts. 
Figure 3.2.1-1 illustrates some typical examples of these protuber-
ances. 
EXTERNAL TANK. Two versions of the External Tank exist - the heavy 
weight and the lightweight tank. Both versions are currently 
planned for use operationally. Dimensionally detailed descriptions 
of the external surfaces, OML definition, and protuberances are con-
tained in Reference 3-8. The External Tank mold lines and aerodyna-
mic fairings are not to exceed a nominal mold line defined for 
static ambient conditions as specified in the reference for both the 
heavy and light weight tanks. 
The pre-flight OML surrace finish on the ET consists of the nose 
cone surface insulating/ablative material, ogive area insulation, 
and a spray-on foam insulation applied over most of the ET exterior 
(including higher temperature ablative insulators)-:-' The nose cone 
insulating/ablative material (SLA561) is machined to 0.63 ± 0.03 
inches and is normally controlled to within 20 percent of the speci-
fied thickness. The ogive insulation is 2-inches thick, reducing to 
1-inch at ET station 851 (intertank juncture). The initial smooth-
ness of the spray-on foam insulation (SOFI) is that required to 
obtain the specified thickness and OML tolerances, although, that 
sprayed on the intertank area ribs can vary considerably (1.00, ~ 
0.75, -0.50 inch on the rib tops with a minimum of 0.30 inch 
required on the rib sides). 
Significant ET protuberances are defined for four radial regions of 
the tank at the ET stations where the protuberances are located. 
The maximum allowable height and width of s·ignificant protuberances 
are calculated in the following manner: 
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THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
NOTE: 
AERODYNAl'\ICS 
1 !JIB ~ = 0.15 + .0003(X) 
2 IIIllll ~ = 0. I 5 + • 0004(X) 
REGION 
3 ~ u =0.15+ .00l(X) 
4 D ~ = 0.15 + .002(X) 
WIDTH-NOT TO EXCEED~ 
~ is che maxi- all-ole height above OHL. 
X is the distance in inches Fram the nose or the 
element (ET or SRB) co the station -.. here tne 
protuberance is located. 
Xe,- = (XT .. 0 T-322.S) 
;(1A9: (X'!-aT• ZQQ.0) 
(I) No criteria For SRI afc of SSHE exit plane. 
(Z) This criteria does not apply when protuberances of different 
el-cs are facing each ocher, Each of these cases snould 
be created indi~idUally. 
(3) Noc applicable to unifol"lllly distributed TPS surface rougn• 
ness or co tolerances on TPS OHL. Procuaerance heignts 
are measured From OHL of TPS. 
(4) Al I protuberances > 1.0 wi 11 be reported regardless .:Jr 
criteria. 
All protuberances> I inch from the vehicle moldline (projected 
above TPS or hard structure) and greater than 2 feet in width on the 
Shuttle Integrated Vehicle will require Level I I approval. 
All protuberances will be reported regardless of criteria. 
Typical examples of protuberances which may deviate from the thresh-
old size requirements include the fono,ard and aft Orbiter attach 
structure; the L02 feed, pressure, and anti-geyser lines; LH 2 feed, 
pressure, and recirculation lines; and the electrical conduit. 
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3.2.3 ORBITER VEHICLE. The Orbiter Vehicle surface design requirements, 
allowable surface alignments, OHL fairing and smoothness, and the 
sealing req4irements which established deviations affecting both 
aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic characteristics are outlined 
belowo 
WING INCIDENCE TOLERANCE 
X-Z PLANE AT WING-FUSELAGE JUNCTURE Y0 105 
X0 807 
I 
A- B ~ 0.25 inch 
CRITERIA 
• l'\AXIMUM ALLOWABLE WING so.25 INCH 
INCIDENCE TOLERANCE AT WING-
FUSELAGE JUNCTURE FOR THE 
LEADING EDGE ELEMENT RELATIVE 
TO THE·TRAILING EDGE ELEMENT 
(FUSELAGE AND WING SUPPORTED 
IN MATING TOOLING) 
WING DIFFERENTIAL INCIDENCE TOLERANCE 
RATIONALE 
MAINTAIN ACCEPTABLE 
IMPACT ON ELEVON 
REQUIREMENTS DUE TO 
STRUCT. MISALIGNMENTS 
X-Z PLANE AT WING-FUSELAGE JUNCTURE Y0 105 
* C 
1 
' C 
+ C E; 0.375 inch 
• MX ALLOWABLE DIF-
FERENTIAL INCIDENCE 
BETWEEN THE LEFT AND 
RIGHT WING PANELS AT 
THE WING-FUSELAGE JUNC-
TURE (VEHICLE SUPPORTED 
IN TOOLING JIG) 
CRITERIA 
so.375 INCH 
FOR THE LEADING 
EDGE ELEMENT OF 
ONE PANEL RELA-
X0 1307 
RATIONALE 
MINIMIZE DEGRADATION 
OF AILERON EFFECTIVE-
NESS DUE TO STRUCTURAL 
MISALIGNMENT 
TIVE TO THE TRAIL-
ING EDGE ELEMENT FOR 
THE OTHER PANEL 
WING'S DIFFERENTIAL INCIDENCE TOLERANCE EQUALS LEFT WING'S 
INCIDENCE TOLERANCE MINUS RIGHT WING'S INCIDENCE TOLERANCE 
OR, C = (A - B)lEFT WING - (A - B)RIGHT WING 
3.2-5 
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DIFFERENTIAL DEFLECTION OF WING TIPS 
FRL---
A - B i9' 1.0 inch 
• MAXIMUM DIFFERENTIAL DEFLECTION 
OF WING TIPS (FUSELAGE AND WING 
SUPPORTED IN HATING TOOLING) 
RATIONALE: MINIMIZE 
ASYMETRIC LIFT AND 
ROLL 
MAXIHUH ALLOWABLE TWIST TOLERANCE 
CHORD ACTUAL 
LOCATION~ 
~T'wlST 
- 0(T 
I 
/ I L 
A• CHORD'S Ac-TUAL T\IIST, I~ ~A ~~CHORD 
L = CHORD'S DESIGN LENGTH, FEET 
LIFTING SURFACE TWIST TOLERANCE 
A INCHES 
·-
, 
L FOOT 
DESIGN LOCATION 
• MXIMUH ALLOWABLE TWIST 
TOLERANCE FOR ANY 
LIFTING SURFACE {WING 
. OR TAIL (VEHICLE IN 
TOOLING JIG) 
CRITERIA 
so.005 INCH 
PER FOOT 
RATIONALE 
MAINTAIN SURFACE AERO 
EFFICIENCY AND REDUCE 
CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
• THE MXIMUH ALLOWABLE so.005 INCH 
DIFFERENTIAL TWIST PER FOOT 
TOLERANCE PER 12 
INCH SPANWISE DISTANCE 
{VEHICLE- IN TOOLING JIG) 
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ERROR IN LOCATION OF LEADING ANO TRAILING EDGES 
CRITERIA RATIONALE 
• ACTUAL.L.E. ELEMENT PROVIDE ACCEPTABLE 
SHOULD LIE WITHIN AERO CHARACTERISTICS 
AN 0 006 INCH-RADIUS WITHOUT IMPACTING 
CYLINDER FROM -THE WEIGHT AND COST 
DESIGN LEADING EDGE 
ELEMENT 
• ACTUAL T.£. SHOULD 
LIE WITHIN 0.06 
INCH-RADIUS CYLINDER 
FROM THE THEORETICAL 
TRAILING EDGE 
• REQUIREMENTS CHECKED 
AFTER LEADING ANO 
TRAILING EDGE ASSEM-
BLIES HAVE BEEN FULLY 
FASTENED TO CENTER 
SECTION OF THE SURFACE. 
"I• O.il-6 II 
'i • UDTICII 111 l ""tiff C11 .ICT1lll. IJM!tJ• ma EUJllff 
'? • 1.0CATICII OI l ""tiff 111 .ICT1lll. TUILIM ma ll.DUI' 
, 1 • OIYIATUII ~ 0, 'i II IICIID 
'z • IIUl&TICII £- 111 "% II IICIID 
I • ..XI- ~£ llnl&fllll ~ 
VERTICAL TAIL CANT ANO INCIDENCE TOLERANCE 
---------~-
A INCHES 
CANT TOLERANCE= -
L FOOT 
B INCHES 
INCIDENCE TOLERANCE= 
• MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VERTICAL 
TAIL CANT 
(VEHICLE IN TOOLING JIG) 
• MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCIDENCE 
TOLERANCE OF THE VERTICAL 
TAIL (VEHICLE IN TOOLING JIG) 
C FOOT 
CRITERIA 
so.025 INCH 
PER FOOT 
so.0125 INCH 
RATIONALE 
MAINTAIN VERTICAL 
TAIL AERO EFFICIENCY 
AND REDUCE CONTROL 
REQUIREMENTS 
The aerodynamic criteria pertaining to surface discontinuities and 
waviness are based on aerodynamic efficiency requirements of lifting 
surfaces and the prevention of premature transition from laminar to 
turbulent boundary layers during the high heating portion of entry. 
The prevention of premature separation of the boundary layer on all 
fixed and movable lifting surfaces is also important. Aerodynamic 
efficiency is affected to a much greater extent by surface condi-
tions over forward regions of components rather than aft regions. 
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Tolerance criteria are, therefore, generally more severe for forward 
sections of the vehicle surfaces and are somewhat relaxed for aft 
portions. · . 
Surface discontinuities consist of steps and gaps. A step is an 
abrupt deviation from the faired contour; e.g., a lap joint 
( l I l ) • The tolerance for a forward fac: i ng step is generally 
the same as for a rearward facing step unless specifically noted 
otherwise. The step requirements (cf. Figure 3.2.3-2) apply to all 
surface irregularities which have a dimension normal to the OML 
except RCC areas. RCC step and gap criteria are shown below based 
on trajectory 2689. 
RCC/RCC STEP AND GAP CRITERIA 
BASED ON TRAJECTORY 2689 
o.oe 
\ 
0.16 
\ 
o.oe 
MAX 
STEP ~ 0.12 MAX GAP ~ 0.04 
"' 
o.oe 
in. I'--.... in. 
0.02 
r--,...__ 
o.04 
0 0 
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 400 600 800 1000 ,200 1400 
ENTRY Tl ME~ sec. ENTRY TIHE~ sec. 
A gap is defined as an abrupt negative deviation from a faired con-
tour followed by an abrupt positive deviation such as is caused by a 
poorly matched butt joint (/Sllpi'¼jl s;pg:m) or spaces between TPS 
tiles. TPS gap criteria are outlined below and apply to all surface 
gaps with the exception of RCC areas (given above) and control sur-
face gaps. Gaps shall not allow any increase in air leakage. 
TPS GAP CRITERIA (PRE-FLIGHT) 
• BASIC REQUIREKENT: KINIMIZE GAP WIDTH AT THE AERODYNAMIC SURFACE 
• LOWER SURFACE: o.045±0.020 inch 
(BELOW A LINE: X0 238, Z0 336 TO Xo582, Z0 320 
AND Xo>582, Zo320; LOWER SURFACE OF WING; 
GLOVE L.E. TO LRSI; UPPER AND LOWER BODY 
FLAP; BASE HEAT SHIELD) 
• UPPER SURFACE: 0.055±0.020 inch 
(ALL SURFACES NOT DEFINED ABOVE) 
• TILE PATTERNED SO THAT NO GAPS ARE ALIGNED WITH LOCAL SURFACE 
STREAMLINES DURING ENTRY. 
• TPS GAP EDGE RADIUS: 0.06 inch (KAXIKUK) 
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A wave is defined as a smooth variation from a faired contour. The 
wave height (H) is the distance measured normal to the surface 
between a·1ow point on the surface and an adjacent high point. 
The wavelength (2Q) is twice the distance from a low point on the 
surface to an adjacent high point. (See Figure 302.3-1 for surface 
waviness criteria and Figure- 3.203-2 for maximum allowable gaps). 
The waviness requirement applies to all external surfaces. 
The master lines O"L fairing requirements permit no reflex fairing 
on lower surfaces. Reflex fairing is permitted on upper surfaces. 
Continuous second derivatives of equations defining the surface of 
the lower forward fuselage are required. The maximum manufacturing 
fairing deviation from the theoretical fairing is ±0.06 inch con-
sistent with the O"L smoothness requirements, TPS thickness 
requirements, and aerodynamic surface alignment requirements. Kaxi-
mum surface irregularities, including~ surface finish, are 
defined below. 
HICRO SURFACE FINISH CRITERIA 
• APPLIES TO ALL EXTERNAL SURFACES (HRSI, LRSI, FRSI, RCC AND 
METALLIC TPS) 
• DEFINITION OF MXIHU" ALLOWABLE SMALL SCALE IRREGULARITIES 
•300µ IN RMS SURFACE FINISH 
•0.002 IN AMPLITUDE SMALL SCALE WAVINESS (ANY DIRECTION) 
• PROTUBERANCES 
•HOLES,SCRATCHES,CRACKS {0- 00s WIDTH 
0.005 DEPTH 
PENETRATION CRITERIA 
• NOSE LANDING GEAR DOOR O"L 
• STEPS ±0.017 inch HAXl"U" ANY DIRECTION 
• LONGITUDINAL GAPS 0.034 inch WIDE x 0.034 inch CEEP 
OR EQUIVALENT AREA, ONE GAP PER DOOR INTERFACE. 
• TRANSVERSE GAPS 0.045±0.020 inch (FiLLED WITH HIGH 
PRESSURE GRADIENT THERMAL BARRIER). 
• FORWARD EXTERNAL TANK ATTACH"ENT O"L 
• STEPS t0.017 inch l'\AXIMUM 
• GAPS 0.030 inch MXIHU" (BASED ON 3.0 inches HAXIMUM 
CIRCLE DIAMETER). 
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a ASE HEAT SH I ELD AREAS OF 
AFT SOOY AIIO APS PODS Alt£ 
EXEl1PT FROII GENERAL I IIL. 
WAVINESS REQUIREll£NTS 
6::t't1 
rlZZZ2J + :0.0019 MAX 
m ; :_0.O100MAX 
D 7 = 0.0120 MAX 
AlLOWASLE 1111. WAVINESS 
(CREST TO TROUCII) 
eoo 
Z. 1100 
, .. _ 
200 1,.l~U 
. , 
200 •aa 
I 
•1111•1•1 toO'f -.IIMII• \•• 11-.1 
: ; 
1100 800 1000 ,aoo 1-&QO 
x.-,-c ... 
I I I I I I I J I I 
o 0.1 a.a o.~ o.• a.s o.e 0.1 a.a o.a 
-.; ... 
INNER MOLD LINE WAVINESS CRITERIA 
WING 1..EAOING EDGE 
(D j = o.o,eo 
® ~ = o.oo,s 
NOSE CAP 
1..Ess/w, NG uP'R suRi=,.cE 
NOSE CAP/ aoov UP'R SURF. ABOVE MHB 
1..ESS/WING UP'R SURl'ACE 
NOSE CAP/BOOV UP'R SURI'. BEi.OW MHB 
OUTER MOLD LINE WAVINESS CRITERIA 
Figure 3.2.3-1 
ORBITER VEHICLE SURFACE WAVINESS CRITERIA 
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1------- I 1'O------"""li.. MAXIMUM 
ALLOWABlf STEPS 
----660 ----1 
-~ :1:0.ozs, ... 
r.3;1 
i I I I 
- :1:0.011 .... 
- :1:0.ozo.,. ~ :l:O.Ol5no. 
I I t/d :1:0.0,0, ... 
AFRSI 
D IOIWAI0 IACING IVNfHA•I +CMMO- Aff fACING !.0.12 I OOWNlllt••· EXCEPT •o._,.._ WING & VT '-E 
7 I-GAP 
RSI 
I NIGN flt:IHGANH COATING LOW ......... ,u .. 
MAXIMUM AUOWAllE GAP 
Lowot' Su,loce: 0.0,5 :I: 0.020 Incl••• 
Ul'fl« Surfoce: 0.055 :I: 0.020 Incites 
TPS Ge19 Edge Radiua: 0.060 Incites IMaai111umt 
~ STEPS +0.05 ,-O.l'l. 
NOTE: NO r-wo i:''1CING STEPS ALLOWED 
AT TILE/BLANKET BU rr JOINTS 
Figur-e 302.3-2 
ORBITER ONL STEP AND GAP CRITERIA 
Surface ir-regularities due to protuberances such as air data probes, 
umbilical attachment, vents, and nozzle ports must be assessed on an 
individual basis. Such items are shown on Figure 3.2.3-3. 
CAIIGO SAT DOOIS 
·= 
• •IIIGl COY£RS 
Q[C(SSlQ THlA~ ·".LASS 
• •III0SIUEL0 , 
• 08S£RVITI0II ,lilU<JW~ 
• HATCH ,mwuws / l 
IICS IIIIZZU 
CAIITIU 
i. AIR CATA -S 
• CARiiil 11,\Y 
• -OQCS 
• CABIN 
• OMS Af:S 
• AFT FUSWr.t 
• SP-ISE GAl'S 
- s11-11101 GAl'1 
T 00 LNIIUCAl 
FLIPPO OOORS 
• 111AlllllG EDGE STt1'5 
( I NCI.IIIIES AU OTIIO PIIGTUl(JWICES NOT 
IOPTIFIEO QOIIJ 
Figul"e 3.2.3-3 
PROTUBERANCE IT~MS REQUIRING SPECIAL TREAT"ENT 
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The prevention of unprogrammed air leakage from inside the Orbiter 
or througb lifting surfaces is important in maintaining lift effec-
tiveness and minimum total drag. An unsealed surface has more pro-
fi19 drag and drag-due-to-lift than a sealed surface. 
OUTER MOLD LINE SEALING REQUIREMENTS DURING ENTRY 
(Beyond the scope of this book, refer to Reference 3-11) 
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THERML PROTECTION SYSTEM. The Thermal Protective System (TPS) is 
designed to protect the primary airframe structure from the effects 
of aerodynamic heating during ascent and entry. The basic TPS for 
the SRB's i$ a spray-on ablative material with a weather sealer. 
Ablative composites are used on the ET in areas of high aerodynamic 
heating and in those areas subjected to plume heatingo In general, 
the Orbiter TPS consists of reusable surface insulation ti leso 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS. The requirement for thermal protection of 
the SRB's is less extensive than for either the ET or Orbiter Vehi-
cle. Thermal protection is required in those areas subjected to 
maximum aerodynamic and plume heating where aluminum skin is 
employed such as the nose cone, forward skirt, aft skirt, and BS~ 
fairings. Several protuberances (rings and attach structure) also 
require special protective materials for instrumentation and elec-
trical cables. 
The two primary materials used for insulation on the SRB's are ~ars-
hall Sprayable Ablator (~SA-1) and cork. The ~SA-1 is used on the 
fol"'Nard skirt and cone areas, systems tunnel, and around the ET 
attach ring of the SRBo This material is sprayed on and built up to 
a thickness of 0.125 to 0.25 incho Cork is bonded to the aft skirt, 
BS~ fairings, and nose cap with a urethane adhesive with a thickness 
ranging from 0.25 to 0.50 inch. Both materials {~A-1 and cork) are 
readily remov~d for SRB refurbishment. 
i'A1F!1~;G (CORK) 
SYST!:'.15 TUNNEL (MSA-1) 
SRB TI-IERMAL PRCTECTICN 
Detailed SRB thermal protection system descriptions are given in 
Reference 3-10. 
3.3.2 EXTERNAL TANK. The major portion of the ET thermal protection is 
provided by Spray-On Foam Insulation (SOFI) which is applied over 
·most of the ET exterior, including higher temperature ablative insu-
lators. The SOFI (CPR~488) is a light weight (2.4 lb/ft3), low con-
ductivity (0.014 BTU/ft-hr°F at 75°F) material which provides for 
heating rates up to 10 BTU/ft2-sec and temperatures above 300°F. 
Application of the SOFI is carefully controlled to provide the 
required strength, adhesion, thickness, and surface finish without 
machining. SOF• thickness is defined by pre-launch requirements for 
stable, high-quality propellants and a minimum of air condensation 
and ice formation. 
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Ablative materials are used on ET surface areas where ascent flight 
heating rates exceed the SOFI temperature limits. These ablative 
materiais.maintain design temperature limits for the structure, sys-
tem components, and propellant boil-off rates as aerodynamic and 
plume heating char the SOFI. The ablator thickness and required 
heating rates are derived from the worst case mission environment 
which, for the 1110st part, is an Abort-Once-Around (AOA). 
The primary ablative material used is SLA-561 (for heating rates up 
to 25 BTU/ft2-sec) which is a highly filled composite of silicone 
rubber base with a nominal density of 18 lb/ft3 and a thermal con-
ductivity of o.45 BTU/ft-hr.°F at 75°F. A similar material of higher 
density (30 lb/ft3), M-225, is used for heating rates up to 75 
BTU/ft2-sec. An over-coat is applied to the ablator material to 
prevent moisture accumulation in the porous filler material. Cer-
tain areas of the ET use SLA type ablative material under a CPR foam 
insulator as indicated in the sketch. 
OGIV( CPR 
STA JI 1-~0 2" 
STA S•0-550-TAl't'.R 2"·1• 
STA SS0-852 I" 
nr.1vr c,,. 
STA 371-'00 0.35" 
STA 400-440 TAHR 0.l5•-0,15 
CPA 
1.0· 
SLA 
0.3• 
SLA 
0.65· 
1==-----+ D sro CFR 
MINIMUM • SLA•CPR 
LJSLA ONLY 
/ 
/ 
,.rCPR-488 
!113•707 PRIMER 
CPK-,1111 SAMl'l.K CHOS..; St:f,,ON 
.. ALUMINUMl~l([L ~URFAC( 
SLA-!.CI SA.\ll'U: I "HOSS St:l'TION 
REF 3-5 
ET THERMAL PRCTECTICN 
Two light weight urethane foams (BX-25O) are also applied in smaller 
areas with lower thermal requirements (less than 2OO°F substrate) 
such as the L0 2 tank forward bulkhead and aft dome and on the LH 2 
forward dome. Detailed ET thermal protection system descriptions 
can be obtained from Reference 3-5. The ET Thermal Protection is 
summarized in Table 3.3.2-1. 
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iable 3.3.2-1 
EXTERNAL TANK THERMAL PROTECTION 
ET COMPONENT 
Acreage 
Nose Fail"ing 
LO: Vant i.ouve.-s 
Conouit Fail"ing 
LO: Tank Ogive 
i.0- Tank S.rnl 
LO; Tenk F•Q BulkheeQ 
L02 Tank Aft Ocme 
lntel"tanK 
LH: Tank F..a Oome 
LH1 Tank Aft Oome 
Ul 1 Tank aa.-rel 
?enecration 
LO: Feeal ine 
CO: P.-essu.-izacion Line 
1./1: Fee<!I ine 
I.Hz Reci.-culation Line 
CH 2 P.-essurizacion Line 
Electri"I Caale Tray 
LH2 Vent Line 
1.02 FeeOline Fairing 
CH: Press Line Fairing 
lntertank Fairing 
Structu.-al Attachnlents 
I.Oz FeeOI ine (5) 
CO: Pressure ~ine, CH 1 P.-essu.-e ~ine, 
Caole Tray on :..n 2 Tank (14) 
1.0 2 P.-ess l.ine/Caale Tray-,,.01 rank (17) 
lnce.-face Structure 
F..a ET/ORB Attacnmerit Strut 
Aft ET/ORB i •.rust Stl"Ut 
Aft Ei/ORB Vertical Stl":.it 
Aft ET/ORB Oiagon• I Stl"ut 
Aft :i/ORB Crossaeam 
;-a :i/SRB Attacnment 
I.Oz Line Aft lnce.-'ace Attac:iment 
~": Line Aft lntel"face Actac~menc 
lsolacor Requir-ts 
;T/SR8 Aft Attac:wnent (4) 
ET/ORB F-o Attacl'fflent (%) 
ET/ORB Aft Vertical Atta~nment (2) 
ET/ORB Aft S-v Attachment (l) 
LO: Feecline Attactm.nt (8)-
1.01 ?ressu.-izatio~ Line/Caal• T.-ay (14) 
LH1 P.-essurization Lina Attac,-nt (15) 
l'li see I laneous 
lntel"tank umoil ioal Ca.-rier Plate 
TPS MATERIAL 
SLA0 ;61 
SLA•S6I 
SLA-561 
Cl'R-4o8/SLA•561 
CPR--88 
ax-2;0 
ax-2;0 
Cl'lla488/SLA•S61 
BX•250 
CPR--88/SLA•56l 
CPR..i.88/SLAo56 l 
CPRo488 
None 11.eq, 
SLA0 S6 l /CPR 
SLA0 S6 l /CPR 
None 11.eo. 
SLA•S61/l'IA•Z5S 
ax-250 
SLA-561 
SLA0 561 
SLA-;61 
SLA•Sol/CPR..i.88-
SLA-561 /CPR ....SS 
Si.A•56 l /Cl'R..i.88 
l'IA•Z5S 
SLA•5o l /SOF I 
SLA•56 l /SQF I 
SL.A•56i/SOF1 
SLA-;61 
~,one Rea. 
SOF I 
SOFI 
Glau P"enol ic 
Class Phenolic 
C~ass Phenolic 
Glass Phenolic 
Class Phenolic 
Class Ph9"olic 
Clan Pllenol ic 
~one Rea. 
THICKNESS 
inches 
0.6 
None 
C,65 
T~e.-
1.0 
a.s 
a.s 
o.s• 
a.s 
I .a• 
l.:J• 
1.0 
-a ... 11.a 
Q.6/1,0 
--0.] 0 0.65 
o.s 
a.z 
a.iJ 
Q ... 
O.lt/1,0 
Q ,itil .~ 
a.1i11 .a 
a.s 
0.1511.0 
0.75/1,0 
0.7511.0 
0.SO •wQ/Aft ~ac= 
0 • ..:: Top/BottClffl 
I ,0 
1.a 
O.lt 
o.s 
0.4 
a.4 
Q,I, 
a.s 
o.s 
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ORBITER VEHICLE. The Orbiter Vehicle TPS is required to provide 
adequate capability for assuring safe Earth return and intact land-
ing fol low.ing Abort-Once-Around (AOA) and Return-To-Launch-Site 
(RTLS) abort. In general, the TPS consists of Reusable Surface 
Insulation (RSI; tiles of four types having a JOO-mission 
capability. The four types of insulation used are: 
FRSI (flexible RSI) to 700°F (entry) and 750°F (ascent) 
AFRSI (advanced flexible RSI) 700°F to 1200°F (nominal) 
LRSI (low temperature RSI) 700°F to 1200°F (nominal) 
HRSI (high temperature RSI) 1200°F to 2300°F (nominal) 
• THERMAL PIIOTECTION SYSTEM 
- as,- REUSAllf SURfACE INSULAIIC,,, 
• I RSl-fELT 'No"'••' 
• >< RSl-><tCil+ T!M,!IATUIE 
• L RSI-LOW TEMPERATURE 
• acc-•EINFOACED CAl80N CAAION 
Figure 3.3.3-1 
tRSI 
flll: OVIR1tlH1; 
r1u rR 
ORBITER THERMAL PROTECTION 
·( ov t 02 and ovo99) 
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Orbiter Vehicle 102 was flown on the first five and on the ninth 
flights (STS-1 through STS-5 and STS-9). Orbiter Vehicle 099 was 
used on fli9hts six through e·ight (STS-6, -7, and -8). The Thermal 
Protection System for OV102 during these flights is shown in Figure 
3.3.3-l. CV099 TPS during flight STS-6 was similar to OV102 except 
that the 01\S pods on OV099 were protected with AFRSI. The AFRSI on 
the highly curved forward edge of the 01'\S pods sustained severe dam-
age during this flight. Consequently, AFRSI on the OMS pod leading 
edge and canopy was replaced with tile and/or FRSI for subsequent 
f 1 i ghts. 
The Thermal Protection· System for OV103 and OV104.is shown in Figure 
3.3.3-2. Following flight STS-9, OV102 was returned to Palmdale, 
California for extensive modification from a flight test vehicle to 
a fully operational vehicle and the 102 NOD 01'\S pod TPS was made 
similar to that for OV103. 
Figure 3.3.3-2 
QRSITER THERMAL PRCTECTICN 
(av103 and ov104) 
Tile gaps and steps influence the aerodynamic characteristics (par-
ticular_ly drag). Orbiter mold 1 ine criteria are given in Section 
3.2.3. A more detailed description of the TPS is given in Reference 
3-9. 
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3.4 AIR DATA SYSTEKS. The air data systems are designed to provide air 
data relative to the vehicle at altitudes where winds, in conjunc-
tion with' vehicle speeds, can produce relatively large errors in 
inertially derived air data. Orbiter Vehicle 102 will contain both 
the Ascent Air Data System (AADS) and the Orbiter Air Data System 
(ADS) for at least four flights. The renainder of the Operational 
~lights will contain only the ADS on the Orbitero 
ASCENT AIR DATA SYSTE~ (AADS). The air data from the AADS are used 
in the ltach range o.6 through 3.5. The AADS probe is located at the 
nose of the External Tank and is instrumented to measure total and 
static pressures as shown in Figure 3.4-1. 
\
STATIC PRESSURf. 
0.090 ~ 0.003 OIA 
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AIR DATA SYSTE-" (ADS). At approximately 100,000 feet of altitude (I'\::::: 
3.5) two air data probes are extended from the Orbiter forebody (FS 
299, WP 324) to sense vehicle flight conditions. One probe is 
located on each side of the Orbiter forebody canted 10 degrees, nose 
down, relative to the FRL. The ADS probe is illustrated in Figure 
3.4-2. The air data probe is instrumented to measure total temper-
ature (TT), local static pressure (P5 ), and angle of attack from 
three pressure ports, (P 1 , P2 and PT_)•. 
NOTE: Probn ca111ed 10° 
nOM d-11 reloti•• •o FRL 
MEASUREMENTS 
T-perolure 
Local S101ic Pre11ure 
Angle of Allock 
T, 
P, 
P1 , P,.P, 
Moch Nu•ber : f ( P, , P1 ) 
Speed of Souad: I ( T,, M )-f(T1 ) 
1/elocily = Mo · 
Ahi111de : I ( P, ) 
- AIR DATA PROSE (2 SI0ESI 
FS 291. 86 
WI. J21.5•9 
&l t53. 305 
Figure 3.4-2 
AIR DATA SYSTEI'\ PROBE 
304-2 
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3.5 CONTROL SYSTEl'\S. Space Shuttle control during the launch phase is 
achieved through a combination of aerodynamic surface controls, 
thrust vector gimballing, and reaction controls. Orbiter Vehicle 
control during the entry phase is acccmplished by blending RCS atti-
tude control fr0111 the two aft OKS pods with aerodynamic surface con-
trols. Surface deflections and gimbal limits are presented, as well 
as the sign conventions applicable to developed forces and moments. 
Each form of control is discussed separately in the ensuing para-
graphs of this section [3.5]o 
First stage boost relies primarily on SRB thrust gimballing for con-
trol while the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSHE) gimballing and ele-
von controls are used as load relief mechanisms. During SRB thrust 
tailoff, prior to SRB separation, primary control is switched to the 
SSHE's where it remains throughout the entire second stage flight 
phase. During SRB staging, Booster Separation Kotors (BSH's) are 
used to remove the SRB's from the proximity of the Orbiter and 
External Tank. No other form of control is available to alter the 
course of the SRB's during their descent to Earth. Throughout Orbi-
ter/ET staging. and until such time as orbital insertion has been 
achieved, control of the Orbiter is attained by means of the Orbital 
Kaneuvering System (01'\S) engines. Once in orbit, Reaction Control 
System (RCS) jets are used to orient and change the course of the 
Or-biter vehicle. 
The Return-To-Launch-Site (RTLS) abort separation of the Orbiter and 
ET utilizes a combination of eleven and RCS jet firing for control 
during mated coast (pre-separation), separation, and post-separation 
Orbiter recovery. 
Rudder, speedbrake, or body flap controls are not used to any great 
extent during the launch phase or separation maneuver but are impor-
tant to the Orbiter Vehicle entry fl.ight phase. 
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REACTION CONTROLS. Reaction controls for the Space Shuttle Vehicle 
are comprised of the...SRB thrust vector control, SSME thrust vector 
control, OMS thrust vector control, and the forward and aft RCS. 
Each system •is discussed separately in the ensuing paragraphs. 
FORWARD RCS 
REACTION CONTROLS 
SRB THRUST VECTOR CONTROL. Solid Rocket Booster nozzle gimballing, 
or Thrust Vector Control (TVC) is used for first stage control dur-
ing boost. The SRB TVC subsystem consists of two hydraulic power 
units located adjacent to one another and two servoactuators, all of 
which are located in the aft skirt of each SRB .as shown in Figure 
3.5. 1-1. 
_,,.,-- .. --. 
AFT SKIRT ASSEIIBLY-;>',· 
/ 
_,,,-· 
HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT 
Figure 3.5.1-1 
SRB THRUST VECTOR CONTROL 
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The two hydraulic power units drive 
tors which provide attitude control 
response to 
control commands 
from the GN&C com-
puters in the Or-
biter Vehicle. 
The servoactuators 
are located on the 
outboard sides of 
the SRB's, 45-de-
grees to the Y-
axis, and are used 
to position the 
SRB nozzles in the 
pitch and yaw axes 
as commanded. SRB 
deflection angles 
are ±5 degrees in 
the pitch and yaw 
TVC axes which 
3ody Axes 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
~j~ Rockwell P.~ lnte~nattonal 
the two dual action servoactua-
for each of the SRB's in 
• INCLUDES o.s· MISALIGNMENT 
ANO 0.4° OVERTRAVEL 
(VIEW LOOKING FORWARD) 
correspond to ±8 
degrees in the 
body axis system. 
SRB NOZZLE DEFLECTION ANGLES 
At burnout,.prior to separation, the TVC subsystem is designed to 
return each nozzle to the null position which is maintained from 
separation to splashdown. 
3.5.1.2 SSME THRUST VECTOR CONTROL. The primary use of the Space Shuttle 
Main Engines is to provide thrust during first-stage boost. These 
engines are not used for control during the first stage, except to 
counter trajectory changes resulting from wind dispersions and imme-
diately preceding first stage separation when the SRB's are nuiled 
to zero { see Section 3.5. 1. 1) and shut .down. 
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE 
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SSME nozzle gimballing is used for control during 
flight. The nozzles can be deflected ±11-degrees 
±9-degrees in yaw from the null position as shown 
3.5.1.2-1. 
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Figure 3.5. 1.2-1 
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3.5. 1.3 OMS THRUST VECTOR CONTROL. At the end of second stage boost, prior 
to Orbiter-ET separation, vehicle control passes from the SSME's to 
the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) engines. The gimbal angle 
ranges for the OMS engines are shown in Figure 3.5. 1.2-1 of the pre-
ceding section. The Orbital Maneuvering System engines are shown in 
the sketch and photograph below. 
OMS ENGINES 
ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM 
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3.5.1.4 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM. Attitude control and three-axis 
translation of the Orbiter Vehicle during orbit insertion and 
on-orbit op~rations is achieved by use of both fon,,ard and aft RCS 
thrusters. The aft RCS thrusters are also used to control the Orbi-
ter and ET (mated coast) and the Orbiter alone during the RTLS abort 
separation maneuver. Details of the RCS and thruster identification 
are given in Figure 3.S.1.4-1. 
IIU TE : RCS 10 NUHSEKS 
IN ( ) ARE 
FOA RH l!ODULE 
l"'.I>-____ , FIL ( F2R) 
11.~~~g;~;;-FJL (F4R) 
" FJD (F4D) 
FID (f2D) 
FSL (FSR) VERNIER 
RCS 
Figure 3.5.1.4-1 
RCS THRUSTER IDENTIFICATION 
Attitude control of the Orbiter Vehicle during entry is provided by 
the aft RCS in roll and pitch up to dynamic pressure levels of 10 
and 20 psf, respectively. The RCS thrusters are located in the OHS 
pods as shown in the figure. For dynamic pressure levels exceeding 
20 psf, sufficient eleven (elevator-aileron) control authority is · 
available and the roll and pitch thrusters are deactivated. The 
blanketing effect of the wing at high angles of attack necessitates 
_the use of yaw thrusters to augment the rudder control until the 
angle of attack is reduced to approximately ten degrees. Aft RCS 
jet/aerodyna111ic interaction, illustrated in the inset, can result in 
net effects which oppose the thrust moments alone, thus making it 
critical to flight safety and performance to be aware of induced RCS 
flow field interactions. 
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RCS jet-to-freestream momentum ratio was the primary correlating 
parameter for the side firing jet interactions. The analytical mod-
el develo~ed indicates the total reaction control moments to be the 
sum of thrust, impingement, and interaction terms: i.e., the 
equation is of the form: 
"'Res= "'THRUST+ l'ltMPINGEMENT+ l'lrNTERACTION 
The force and 1110111ent terms due to RCS jet thrust as obtained from 
Reference 3-10 are presented in Table 3.5.1.1+-1. These values have 
been included for reference only and are not intended for design 
purposes. The values are based on a nominal vacuum thrust of 870 
pounds/jet and average moment arms for each jet group. All moments 
are referenced to 65 percent of body length and WL375. The effect 
of jet angle cant is also included in the values presented in the 
table. 
JET GROUP 
DOWN FIRING 
UP FIRING 
SIDE FIRlNG 
Table 3.5.1.4-1 
REFERENCE JET FORCES AND MO"ENTS 
LONGITUDINAL LATEilAl • 0IRECTIONAL 
ONE SIDE FIRING LH SIDE FIRING ONLY 
(RH SIDE - USE OPPOSITE SIGN) 
Niu ,\ JIT Mu, Yu, A',n 2,n 
Ll/llT LIIJIT '1•LI/ lfT LI/JU ,T-,a/Jn PT•ta/JfT 
+ 802 -170 - 31,140 • 292 - 9,422 + 8,996 
-870 0 +32,791 0 0 - 9,570 
• 22 0 
-
856 + 8 71 - 33,282 • 6,373 
Impingement forces were determined by use of a computer program 
based on modified Newtonian impact theory and a modified vacuum 
plume flow field. These impingement forces (or moments) account for 
the RCS plume impinging on the Orbiter Vehicle surface(s) and are 
provided as a function of freestream static pressure, P •• 
The interaction terms were determined by wind tunnel test data. The 
RCS jets were simulated by high pressure air discharged through 
non-metric ports in the wind tunnel model of the Orbiter Vehicle. 
The aerodynamic increment due to jet firing was computed and forces 
(or moments) due to the interaction of the jet plume were computed 
from: 
The procedure for determining RCS jet effectiveness during the 
thrust build-up and shut-down transient firing periods (as shown in 
Figure 3.5.1.4-2) is as follows: 
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STEP 1 - Evaluate RCS interaction and impingement effects for the 
full power condition (i.e.,PCHAMBER= 152 psia~870 lb 
thrust level) 
STEP 2 - Reduce the results of STEP 1 to the actual momentary pre-
sure level U$ing the ratio PcAcTUAL /PcFuLL POweR• 
100 
80 
60 
CHAMBER 
PRESSURE, 
, i.o 
20 
152 p1ia 
Time, t 
~VALVE VOLTAGE 
0 _jt-
1 
••----ao .. sc-----•""Lr--L---------
o 
Figure 3.5.1.1+-2 
RCS PRl~ARY THRUSTER CHA~BER PRESSURE 
-TYPICAL 80-~ILLISECOND PULSE-
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AERODYNA"IC CONTROLS. Orbiter Vehicle aerodynamic control surface 
deflectio~s, forces, and hinge moments are summarized in the sketch 
and table below. In general, control surface deflection angles are 
measured in a plane perpendicular to the control surface hinge axis. 
An exception is the rudder/speedbrake control surface(s) deflection 
which is measured in a plane parallel to the Fuselage Reference 
Plane (FRP). Each aerodynamic control surface is discussed sepa-
rately in the ensuing paragraphs of this section. 
POSITIVE MAXIMUM AERODYNAMIC RATE ANGLE FORCES HINGE 
DEFLECTION DISPLACEMENT and MOMENT 
MOMENTS 
degrees deg/sec 
''e = i\')ec • 6eo) ) -a' -0 -Cm -Che 
•~e\. = \(i'le._u• n.\..,) -35 re UP 20.0 +<j, •Ct, -Chee 
J::ffllii ne• = ½!ii••o • ~ •. ) -<j, -Ci -Che0 6a : y ( a.c - lie. ) 20.0 +<j, • Ct 
-40 -ao o .ao 
a. 
lio :22.e* 10.0 +/3 t -"1 •Cv ,-Cn -chH 
SPEEDBRAKE 3,.. 0 TO 87.2 5.0 +a '+0 •Cm 
BODY. FLAP ~ .. 1-11.70 re uP 1.3· -a • -0 -Cm -Cha, 
·, • 22.55 re 00WN 
*Refer to Figure 3.5.2.2-2 for rudder 1 imits. 
Figure 3.5.2-1 presents the speedbrake and body flap control sched-
ules. 
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3.5.2. 1 ELEVONS. The elevons are divided into four segments, right- and. 
left-inboard and right- and left-outboard. Gaps between the fuse-
lage and el~von and between the inboard and outboard segments, to 
which the data herein are applicable, are those baselined in NCR 
0315. A typical elevon control installation is shown in Figure 
3.5.2. 1-1. 
Figure 3.5.2.1-1 
ELEVON CONTROL 
The surfaces are hydraulic-actuated with four actuators to control each 
of the four segments. These,surfaces are employed for pitch and 
roll control and pitch and roll trim. "aximum control surface 
deflections and rates are given in the table under Section 3.5.2. 
The elevon derlection range is -35 degrees (trailing edge up) to +20 
degrees (trailing edge down) except during entry where it is limited 
to +10 degrees to prevent excessive heating. The aileron ·function 
deflections are also shown in the table. 
3.5.2.2 RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKE. -Directional control of the Orbiter is achieved 
aerodynam i ca 11 y by means .of the rudder. Our i ng entry, at high 
angles of attack, the rudder is augmented by RCS (see Section 3.5.1, 
paragraph 3.5.1.4). The rudder is split into four panels, two per 
side (upper and lower), which are deflected together for yaw control 
and deployed symmetrically, in opposition, for drag modulation 
(speedbrake function). Each pair (upper and lower) of panels is 
actuated by power hinges driven by a common torque shaft as illus-
trated in Figure 3.5.2.2-1. 
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Figure 3.5.2.2-1 
RUDDER/SPEED BRAKE CONTROL 
Rudder/speed brake deflections are given in Figure 3.5.2.2-2 and in 
the table of Section 3.5.2. 
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Figure 3.5.2.2-2 
ORBITER RUDDER/SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTIONS 
3.5.2.3 BODY FLAP. Trim capability to relieve elevon loads is obtained by 
body flap deflection actuated by power hinges as shown in Figure 
3.5.2.3-1. 
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Figure 3.5.2.3-l 
BODY FLAP CONTROL 
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Body flap deflection is from -11.7 degrees (trailing edge up) for 
entry with a forward center of gravity to +16.3 degrees (trailing 
edge down) for entry with an aft center of gravity. ~aximum posi-
tive body flap deflection is +22.5 degrees ·as shown in Figure 
3.5.2. 3-2. 
Ba, 81.-
Surfac• 
oo-
- 6.3° 
-u.1° -18° 
• 16.3° •10° 
•22.55° •16.2~ 
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Figure 3.5.2.3-2 
BODY FLAP DEFLECTION 
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3.G LANDING GEAR. The Orbiter Vehicle landing gear consists of a 
double-wheel steerable nose gear and two, double-wheei, 
wing-mounted, main gear. Figure 3.G-1 presents the nose gear 
installation. Steering capability is ±10 degrees and the crosswind 
constraint is 20 knots maximum. 
I 
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Figure 3.6-2 presents the main gear installation. The gear is 
designed for a maximum landing velocity of 221 knots. Kaximum 
allowable-sink rate for the Orbiter Vehicle with a 65,000 pound pay-
load is 6.0·fps. Gear deployment is JOO knots maximum. 
STAllC 61. 
OOOR RETRACT/ 
ElTENO lt£CH 
3" 56' 
10 ; nao.o 
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Figure 3.6-2 
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Ground effect, as shown in the data sections of this report, is giv-
en as a function of the ratio of height-above-ground to wing span 
(h/bw). The h~ight-above-ground is measured to a point on the vehi-
cle just aft of the trailing edge of the inboard section of the ele-
ven (FS1506.84, WL282.71). Height-above-ground as a function of 
angle of attack is given in Figure 3.6-3 for various values of the 
ratio (h/bw). 
The touchdown attitude is restricteq br the ground scrape angle (45 ) 
as illustrated on Figure 3.6-3. Scrape angle(s) is given for three 
landing gear strut conditions: fully extended; static; and fully 
compressed, tires flat when the body flap is in the landing position 
(-11.7 degrees). The effect of eleven deflection (trailing edge 
down) is to further restrict the touchdown attitude as shown on the 
figure. 
ORBITER LANDING 
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3.7 SHUTTLE INFRARED LEESIDE TEMPERATURE SENSING. The objectives of the 
Shuttle Infrared Leeside Temperature Sensing (SILTS) experiment are 
to: 
o Obtain benchmark leeside aeroheating data on a full-scale 
vehicle in a true entry environment. 
o Establish a ground to flight extrapolation for leeside aero-
dynamic heating data. 
o Assess the capability of various ground facilities to simu-
late the full scale flight environment on the leeside of an 
aerodynamic vehicle. 
o Establish a leeside flow model for development of analytical 
prediction techniques. 
o Explore Reynolds number and scale effects on leeside vortex 
and boundary layer development. 
o Determine real gas effects on leeside flow. 
o Establish the validity of existing flow-fields models. 
This experiment will support the NASA/OAST goals of developing tech-
nology for advanced aerospace transportation systems. The knowledge 
derived from the SILTS experiments may also allow modification of 
the Orbiter upper surface Thermal Protection System and, there:>y, 
reduce both weight and refurbishment costs. SILTS will be imple-
mented on OV-102 for a minimum of three flights. Leeside heating 
effects will be measured for approximately 30 minutes beginning five 
minutes prior to entry (400,000 feet altitude). 
The SILTS Experiment is to be mounted in a pod-like structure which 
wi 11 replace the tip of- the vertical tail as shown in Figure 3.7-1 
Data will be recorded on an OEX tape recorder located remotely from 
the experiment. The experiment system consists of an IR Camera/Dome 
Assembly, Data & Control Module, and a Pressure System Module. The 
dome assembly contains window covers, a Window Cooling System, and 
the IR camera mount and indexing mechanism which provides alternate 
views through two windows. 
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The Space Shuttle Vehicle moves along trajectories that are depend-
ent upon the vehicle's inertia characteristics, Earth's gravitation-
al field, propulsive and reaction forces, and the aerodynamic forces 
and moments acting on it. The aerodynamic forces and moments acting 
on the vehicle are functions of the velocity, density of the medium 
through which it flies, vehicle geometry, and the angle that the 
relative wind makes with the vehicle. 
The trajectories along which the Space Shuttle Vehicle can fly are 
limited only by the propulsive characteristics, the aerodynamic 
characteristics, and the vehicle's structural and thermal integrity. 
These limitations dictate the maximum pe~formance and maneuverabili-
ty of the spacecraft. If the spacecraft is to fly steadily along 
~ny arbitrary flight path (trajectory), the forces acting on it must 
be in static equilibrium (if the path is straight) or in dynamic 
equilibrium (if the ~ath is curved or acceierated). It is, there-
fore, convenient to represent the spacecraft by a set of mutually 
perpendicular axes with their origin at some specified reference 
center. Aerodynamic reference systems for the launch vehicle are 
discussed in Section 3.1.1 and, for the Orbiter vehicle, in Section 
3.1.5. 
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4.1 LAUNCH VEHICLE AERODYNA"IC EQUATIONS. Equations for use in ascent 
trajectory analyses, subsystems analyses, flight control analyses, 
and mann~ simulation studies are given for the body-axis system 
(ef. Section 3.1). These equations relate directly to the aerodyna-
mic data presented in Volume 2: i.e., equations for the first-stage 
longitudinal aerodynamics (Volume 1, Section 4.1.1.1) make use of 
the data given under first-stage longitudinal aerodynamics (Volume 
2, Section 5.1.1.1), etc. 
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FIRST STAGE. Aerodynamic characteristics pertaining to the first-
stage ascent vehicle (including abort conditions) are defined for 
ful I-scare,. rigid and elastic, fol"'ces and moments by the equations 
of the following sub-sections. The first-stage is cCtlll)rised of the 
Orbiter Vehicle (OV), External Tank (ET), and two Solid Rocket 
Boosters (SRB). Two types of abort can occur during first-stage 
ascent: Intact Abort or Contingency Abor-t. The former consists of 
safe separation of the OV from the other Shuttle elements and occurs 
when a complete or partial loss of thrust from any one Space Shuttle 
l'\ain Engine (SS"E) is experienced. Loss of thrust from two or three 
SSME's constitute the latter or Contingency Abort condition. The 
contingency abort is usually considered where trajectory and remain-
ing Shuttle capability pen11it crew survival. A Contingency Abort is 
accomplished by utilization of special guidance procedures and 
flight profiles similar to Glide-RTLS (cf. Section 4.1.5). 
4.1.1.1 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMICS. The basic first-stage, operational, 
longitudinal forces and mcment are defined for three phases or cate-
gories: 
1) ground wind forces and lflCfflent 
(function of wind direction). 
2) transition from high to low attitudes 
over the Mach range zero to o.60 
(function of pitch and yaw). 
3) law attitude forces and mament 
over the l'\ach range 0.60 to 4.50 
(function of Kach number, angle of 
attack, and sideslip angle}. 
~~ 
,,J 
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The total longitudinal forces and mament for the first-stage are 
defined as: 
Normal 'Force, 
Axial Force, 
= qSCNTOTAL AERO ( I b) 
= qSCA TOTAi. AERO (lb) 
Pitching ~nt, "TOTAL = qSLsCmrorAL AER0 (ft-lb) 
where, q = dynamic pressure 
S = Reference Wing Area 
Ls= Reference Body Length 
(see Figure 3.1.5-2b) 
(lb/ft2) 
(2690 ft2) 
(1290.3 in) 
NOTE: 1. The first-stage l\ament Reference Center is located at 
XT976, YTO, Zr400. 
1200 
1000 
WAT&ALINI! 
800 
2. To obtain pitching moment data about any other 
reference center: 
AX 
-CN 
Ls 
ZMAc;::;fW - - - f - - - - - - - -
600 4.Z 
zMRCOl!oo - _L -... 
200 
0 o 200 400 600 800 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 
I 
XMHCOLD 
(9761 
PUSl!LAGB STATl0N 
where, AX= XMRCNew - 976 inches 
4Z = Z,111cNew - 400 inches 
The total non-dimensional forces and moment coefficients ar·e defined 
as: 
GROUND WINOS ("• = 0) 
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TOTAL AERO 
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Where, the subscript ( ) is used to denote either normal force (N), 
axial force (A), or pitching mcment (m). 
k1 , 2 =post-liftoff parameter 
,\h 
-Feel 
·i .. 400 ________ __. 
300 •·••·:-••. · .· --: -··· . ··-·····-· - ... - ---· · .. 
200 
100 
0 
0 
0 
...... • ·- -:--t--· '. -
. _i,. 
2 4 
EXTl!INAL TANIC NOSE 
AT TOI' Of TOWER 
SRI SICIIIT SASE 
AT TOP Of TOWER 
6 a 10 
TIME FROM LIFTOFF 
LIFTOFF TRAJECTORY AND POST-LIFTOFF INTERFERENCE PARAMETER 
K1KSC = longitudinal tower interference factor 
or 
VAFB 
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C = Basic force or moment coefficient 
I 1wto TOWER 
C 
on crawler without tower 
subscript: (N) (Figure 5.1. 1. 1. 1-1, ~2) 
(Figure Sol. 1. 1.2-1, -2) 
(Figure 5o 1. lol.3-1, -2) 
(A) 
(m) 
( If TRANS = Basic forebody force or moment 
coefficient during transition 
subscript(N) 
subscript(A) 
cos~[-3.55(sin!41)1"17 + 0.046(1 - sinl41)] 
for (-90 s 4 s 0°) 
cos~[3.25(sin4)1•04 + 0.046(1 - sina)] 
for (0° < 4 S +90°) 
(use in conjunction with Tables 5.1.1.1. 1-1, -2 
for 4, ~ > t 12°) 
0.134 - 0.134{sin(/42 + ~2)] 
for (-90° S 4 S +90°) 
if ( 141+1~1) ~ 140°, assume CA= O 
(use in conjunction with Tables 5.1 •. 1.1.2-1, -2 
for 4, ~ > t 12°) 
{.1.726(sinl41)1"67 - 0.059[ 1 - (sinl41) 0•55 ]}cos~ 
for (-90° S 4 S 0°) 
~-1.509(sinci)1•14 - 0.059(1 - sin4)}cos~ 
subscript(m) for (0° < 4 S +90°) 
(use in conjunction with Tables 5.1.1.1.3-1, -2 
for ci, ~ > t12°) 
C1 I 
fLOW 
ATT 
= Full-scale, rigid-body, proximity 
forebody force or moment coefficient 
{including forebody plume effects) 
subscript: {N) (Figure 5.1.1.1.1-3) 
(Tables 5.1.1.1.1-3 through 
(A) (Figure 5.1.1.1.2-3) 
(Tables 5.1. 1.1.2-3 through 
(m) (Figure 5.1.1.1.3-3) 
(Tables 5.1.1.1.3-3 through 
NOTE: All control surfaces neutral except elevens 
which follow Mach-deflection schedule 
4.1.1-5 
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The base terms for normal first-stage launch are: 
. F 
~BASE 
FNBASE 
THROTTLE 
FAuse 
THROTTLE 
l'IBAsE 
THROTTLE 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.1-4) 
(Figure 501.1.1.1-5) 
(Figure 501.1.1.2-4) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.2-5) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.3-4) 
(Figure 5.1.1.103-5) 
The difference between normal launch aeroc:tynamics and INTACT ABORT 
aerodynamics lies in the base term only, where a one SSME-out fail-
ure condition prevails. The base force ana moment terms for one 
SSME-out condition are defined as: 
FNusE 
; I SSME Off 
FIRST STACE 
FNusE 
n IOR JI SSME OFF 
FIRST STACE 
FAusE 
'1 SSME OPF 
Fl RST STACE 
FA BASE 
12 IOR J) SSME OFF 
FIRST STACE 
/1 BASE 
• 1 SSME OFF 
FIRST STACE 
I'\ BASE 
•210R JI SSME OFF 
Fl RST STACE 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.1-6) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1. 1-7) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.2-6) 
(Figure 5.1.1. 1.2-7) 
( F i gur e 5. I • I • 1 • 3-6) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.3-7) 
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A CONTINGENCY ABORT is characterized by two or more SSHE-out condi-
tions. The terms affected by contingency abort requirements are the 
forebody and base terms which are defined as follows: 
Rockwell: (TSO datasets) 
"= 0.6: $TT443.CONT.STRUC.M060.0ATA 
"= 0.9: $TT443.CONT.STRUC.M090.0ATA Ct If 
subscript (N), (A),or (m) 
FNuse 
•I ANO •2 SSME OFF 
(OR., ANO •JI 
FNuse 
ALL SSME OFF 
FAaAse 
• I ANO • 2 SSME OFF 
(OR • I ANO •JI 
FAuse 
ALL SSME OFF 
"use 
•1 ANO •2 SSME OFF 
(OR ltt ANO •JI 
Huse 
•2 ANO •J SSME OFF 
Huse 
ALL SSME Off 
NASA: 
-Rockwell tape A02578 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.1-8) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.1-9) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.1-10) 
(Figure 5. I. 1. 1.2-8) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.2-9) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.2-10) 
(Figure 5.1.1.1.3-8) 
(Figure 5. 1. I. 1.3-9) 
(Figure 5.1. 1.1.3-10) 
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~c, 1 = Change in force or moment coefficient due to eleven 
ELEVON def I ect ion. 
= 8~ + Cxl + Dy +Exy + Fyl 
X = (oe1 
y :! (oeo 
) 
) 
3e1 = inboard deflection 
oea= outboard deflection 
Coefficients B, C, D, E, and F 
subscript: (N) ~ = - 6° 
~ = oo 
~ = + 60 
( A) ~- = - 6° 
~ = oo 
~ = + 60 
(m) ~ = - 6° 
~ = oo 
~ = + 60 
(Table 5.1.1.1.1-3) 
(Table 5.1.1.1.1-4) 
(Table 5. I. I. I. 1-5) 
(Table 5.1.1.1.2-3) 
(Table 5.1. 1.1.2-4) 
(Table 5.1.1.1.2-5) 
(Table 5.1.1.1.3-3) 
(Table 5.1.1.1.3-4) 
(Table 5.1. 1.1.3-5) 
= Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
rate of change of angle of attack, 4 (per 
radian)* 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(assume zero) 
(assume zero) 
(see note ff Ci)) q 
C1 lq = Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
pitch rate, q (per radian)* 
subscri;:,t: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(assume zero) 
(assume zero) 
(Figure 5.1. 1.1.3-12) 
NOTE: As presented here, Cmq : Cmq + Cma 
and should be treated as Cmq• 
4C 11 = Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
FLEX aeroelastic deformation 
= 4C1 lq =&50ps/~\ 
ae= \6;o I 
NOTE: See under Hinge Homents for alternate 
method. 
*See reference 4-1 for rotary derivative transfer 
4.1.1-9 
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subscript: {N) 
{A) 
{m) 
{Figure 5.1.1.1.1-11) 
{Figure 5. 1.1.1.2-11) 
{Figure 5. 1. 1. 1. 3-11) 
4.1.1.2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMICS. The basic first-stage operational 
lateral-directional force and moments are defined under the same 
three categori_es listed in Section 4.1.1.1. 
The tota I I atera 1-d i rect i ona I force and moments for the first stage 
are: 
Side Force, Y TOTAL = qSCvTOTAL AERO 
Yawing Koment, .A'ToTAL = qSLeCnroTAL AERO 
Rolling Koment, !.ZTOTAL = qSLeCfroTAL AERO 
NOTE: The first-stage moment reference center is located 
at XT376, YTO, ZT4oo. 
To obtain yawing moment about any other MRC; 
b.Y liX 
--CA +-Cy 
Le Le 
where, 
4 Y b.Z 
+-CN --Cy 
Le Le 
b.Z = ZMRCNew- 400 inches 
The total non-dimensional force and moment coefficients ar·e defined 
as: 
GROUND WIND {M = 0) 
C11aw = (l + k1,2K2)Cllw/o TOwER 
TOTAL AERO 
TRANSITION (0 SM S 0.6) 
CI I TRANS = CI ITRANS 
TOTAL AERO 
LOW ATTITUDE {0.6 SM S 4.5) 
. 
pla rLa ~ 
c,,LOWATT = C11FOR!BOD~ b.C11ELEVON+ C1lp2V+ C11r-rv+ Cc,~ 2V + 4c,,FLex 
TOTAL AUO 
where, the subscript ( ) is used to denote either side force {Y), 
yawing moment {n), or rolling moment (1). 
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C - Basic force or moment coefficient I lwto TOWER -
on crawler without tower 
subscript: ( Y) 
( n) 
(!) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.1-1, -2) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.2-1, -2) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.3-1, -2) 
C • Basic forebody·force or moment (-90• S Cl S +90°) 1 lnANS 
coefficient· during transition phase (-90• S /JS +90°) 
subscript (Y), [2.03(sinj/Jl)o.s4 - 0.0123 - 2.02(sinj/Jl)2)cose1 + 2.02(sinjfJl)2"73 
CI IFOREBODY 
± /J • =FCy . 
for c&, /J > 12•, use in conjunction with Tables 5.1.1.2.1-1, -2 
(n), [cos2e1 - o.02][0.9638(sinl/JI) + 0.0022 - o.966(sinl/Jl)2J 
+ o.966(sinl/Jl)2J 2 
± /J • ±Cn 
for c&, /J > 12•, use in conjunction with Tables 5.1.1.2.2-1, -2 
(.0, [0.332(sinj/Jl)0 •97 + 0.0008 - 0.333(sinl/Jl)1•9 ]cos Cl+ 0.333(sinl/Jl)2 •12 
± /J • =F C.e 
for c&, /J > 12•, use in conjunction with Tables 5.1.1.2.3-1, -2 
= Full-scale, rigid-body, proximity, 
forebody force or moment coefficient 
(including forebody plume effects) 
NOTE: All control surfaces neutral except 
elevons which follow the l'\ach -
deflection schedule given in 
Section 4.1.1.1. 
subscript: (Y) (Figures 5.1. 1.2.1-3,-4) 
(Tables 5.1.1.2.1-3 through 6) 
(Figures 5.1.1.1.1-3,-4) 
(Tables 5.1.1.2.2-3 through 6) 
(Figures 5.1.1.1.3-3,-4) 
(Tables 5.1.1.2.3-3 through 6) 
(n) 
( !) 
4C1 ,EL EVON = Change in force or moment coefficient due to elevon 
deflection 
=Bx+ Cx2 +Dy+ Exy + Fy2 
y = ( &eoo,, NOM - &eoNOM) 
Coefficients B, C, D, E, and F 
subscrip~: (Y) Cl= - 8° 
4. - 4° 
e1 = o• 
4 = +4· 
c-'J 
4.1.1-12 
(Table 5.1.1.2.1-3) 
(Table 5.1.1.2.1-4) 
(Table 5.1. 1.2.1-5) 
(Table 5.1.1.2.1-6) 
ST585-0ll9-l 
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( n) 4 = - s• (Table 5.1.1.2.2-3) 
4 = - 4• (Table 5.1.1.2.2-4) 
4 = o• (Table 5. 1. 1.2.2-5) 
4 :i +4· (Table 5.1.1.2.2-6) 
(!) 4 = - a• (Table 5.1.1.2.3-3) 
4 "' - 4• (Table 5.1.1.2.3-4) 
4 = o• (Table 5.1.1.2.3-5) 
4 • .,.. (Table 5.1.1.2.3-6) 
• Change in force or mcment coefficient due to roll 
rate, p (per radian)• 
subscript: ( Y) 
( n) 
(1) 
(assume zero) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.2-5) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.3-5) 
• Change in force or mcment coefficient due to yaw 
rate, r (per radian)• 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
(.0 
(assume zero) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.2-6) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.3-6) 
= Change in force or moment coefficient due to lateral 
acceleration, j {per radian)• 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
(0 
(assume zero) 
(assume zero) 
(assume zero) 
AC = Incremental change in basic force or mcment coefficient 11,ux due to aeroelastic deformation 
• , ( AC~1/JfLgx)q~ 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(.0 
*See reference 4-1 for rotary derivative transfer 
4.1.1-13 
(Figure 5.1. 1.2. 1-5) 
(Figure 5.1.1.2.2-7) 
(Figure 5. 1.1.2.3-7) 
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The difference between normal launch aerodynamics and INTACT ABORT 
aerodynamics lies in the base term only, where a one SSME-out fail-
ure conditi~n prevails. No lateral-directional terms are affected 
by Intact Abort requirements. 
A CONTINGENCY ABORT is characterized by two or more SSME-out condi-
tions. The only changes to the nominal data are in the forebody 
aerodynamic coefficients. for l'lach 0.6 and 0.9 and represent an 
expansion of the 4/~ matrix to cover the following flight 
conditions: 
l'lach 
o.6 
0.9 
rRange (deg.) 
-JI• to +8 
-12 to +4 
~-Range (deg.) 
-10 to +8 
- 6 to +6 
These data set expansions are limited to the nominal trajectory ele-
von setting, &e 1/&e0 = 10/9 degrees. The only terms affected by 
Contingency Abort requirements are as follows: 
Cy FOREBODY 
Cn,oReaoov 
C,tFOREBOOY 
Rockwell: (TSO datasets) 
"= 0.6: $TT443.CONT.STRUC.M060.DATA 
K = 0.9: $TT443.CONT.STRUC.K090.DATA 
NASA: 
-K > 0.9, refer to normal launch data. 
Rockwell: (TSO datasets) 
K = 0.6: $TT443.CONT.STRUC.K060.DATA 
K = 0.9: $TT443.CONT.STRUC.K090.DATA 
NASA: 
-Rockwell Tape A02578 
For K > 0.9 refer to normal launch data. There are no lateral-directional 
base force terms. 
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SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER SEPARATION. The Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB's) 
are separated (at burn-out) from the Orbiter-plus External Tank (OT) 
by means of aerodynamic forces and moments and by the application of 
thrust from the Booster Separation Kotors (BSM's). Longitudinal sep-
aration (AX) is achieved by means of the higher axial acceleration 
of the OT whereas, lateral (AY) and normal (AZ) separation are 
achieved by a combination of the BSM thrust and the aerodynamic 
forces and moments on the SRB's. The effects of SSME plumes on SRB 
separation trajectories are also taken into account. This section 
considers: 
(1) Pre-Separation Launch Vehicle Aerodynamics 
(2) Separation Proximity Aerodynamics 
(3) Separation Isolated Orbiter_-plus-External Tank 
(4) Separation Isolated Solid Rocket Booster 
0 
4.1.2-1 
® 
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Separation motion is initiated by firing the eight, solid propel I-
I ant, Boo_ster Separation Motors. on eac:h SRB ( see Sec:t ion 3. I. 2). 
These motors produce 21,700 lb thrust eac:h over a very short burn 
time (O.68 sec) which was selected to minimize impingement of the 
exhaust plume on the OT. Three basic aerodynamic: phenomena must be 
taken into ac:c:ount in order to describe the separation motion. These 
are: 
1) The BSM plume effect on the flow 
field surrounding the vehicle(s). 
2) BSM plume impingement on the OT. 
3) Proximity effect of the separating 
vehicles on one another. 
Each of these items is a function of the orientation of the OT with 
respect to the freestream flow and the relative displacement and 
orientation between the separating vehicles. A set of eight inde-
pendent variables are, therefore, required to define the separation 
motion (40 T, PoT• 44, A~, AX, AY, AZ and the Separation Motor jet-to-freestream t\omentum Ratio). The orientation variables are 
described in the following figure. 
NOTE: 1. AX, AY, AZ are orthogonal 
displacements of SRB nose 
from its mated position. 
2. Angular orientation of SRB 
is about SRB nose. 
3. AX - Positive aft 
AY - Positive outboa~d right 
AZ - Positive down 
1+.1.2-2 
I+. 44 - ("5RB 
A~ - (~SRB 
5 •. Separation Motor jet-
to-freestream Momentum 
Ratio (MR) is also an 
independent variable. 
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Aerodynamic forces and moments are defined as a function of these 
parameters in the Orbiter-plus-External Tank (OT) and Solid Rocket 
Booster body-axis systems (see also Section 3.1). 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Particular attention should be given to the location 
of the KOKENT REFERENCE CENTERS Used in the separation 
data. These Koment Reference Centers differ for each 
configuration and also differ from the MRC used for 
nominal data. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
The use of eight independent variables (hyperspace) in any data base is 
extremely cumbersome if the standard square data grid is used and, most of 
the data required to fill the grid, would exceed any reasonable expectation 
of use where SRB separation is concerned. A unique data organization conc~pt 
was, therefore, developed by the NASA (JSC) which would handle the five 
independent proximity variables (AX, AY, AZ, 44, and A~) by placing two, 
four-dimensional, arrays of data (AY, AZ, 44,and A6) at various points along· 
a fifth dimension (AX). This concept has been designated as a "hypercube" 
format consisting of "inner" and "outer" data sets which are not constrained 
to have parallel opposite sides and may, therefore, be shaped to match any 
physical constraints. An example of the hypercube boundaries surrounding the 
nominal SRB trajectory is shown in the following sketch. 
4. 1.2-3 
HYPERCUBE 
e CORNERS 
@ PIERCE POINT 
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The inner data set encompasses the flight parameters for a nominal sepa-
ration trajectory with 3-sigma dispersions and the outer data set encom-
passes all potential separation conditions, including engine-out conditions. 
Data are provided at the vertices of the hypercubes and at an interior point 
within each hypercube to increase the data density in a particular region of 
interest and provide non-linear variation between hypercube corners. The 
longitudinal displacements (4X) at which the hypercubes are placed are 
selected in a manner which maintains constant intervals of time (rather than 
constant length intervals) to provide increased data density early in the 
separation motion when trends are being established. A low order polynomial 
surface was fit to the vertices and interior points for the purpose of 
interpolation on AY, AZ, AA, and A~. Interpolation of the remaining inde-
pendent variables (AX, 4oT• ~OT• and the plume scaling parameter) is handled 
in a linear fashion. 
Each hypercube has a total of 31+ data points comprised of 16 inner cube cor-
ners,16 outer cube corners, plus the additional interior points located near 
the centers of each hypercube. Although the hypercube geometry remains the 
same for all values of 4oT and ~OT• the dependent variables (proximity coef-
ficient, AC 11 : c1 IPROx - c1 liso1.. , data) stored within are unique. These 
proximity coefficients are stored on ROCKWELL COMPUTER DISK PACK TUOllO in 
three separate data bases for the RH SRB (LH SRB data are obtained by appro-
priate transformation) under the following data set names: 
The 
~R • O: TAER01.JULY82.PWROFF.HYPC.PCO.DATA 
M • 133.4: TAER01.JULY82.PWRON.HYPC.PC900.DATA 
M • 222.3: TAER01.JULY82.PWRON.HYPC.PC1500.DATA 
nine proximity coefficients: 
ACNor ACmor ACyOT 
ACnor AC,t OT ACNsRB 
ACmsRe ACySRB ACnsRe 
are followed by a ceded index (consisting of four, two-digit numbers) which 
identifies the hypercube and corner number. This code is defined in the fol-
lowing manner: 
"oT/~oT 
LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT (AX) 
CUBE TYPE 
CORNER NUMBER 
4.1.2-1+ 
07 01 01 01 
=1 
srsa~-o LL s- L 
V 
CODE 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
FIRST 
INTEGER 
4oT/~oT 
-10/-10 
0/-10 
10/-10 
- 4/- 5 
4/- 5 
-10/ 0 
0/ 0 
10/ 0 
- 4/ 5 
4/ 5 
-10/ 10 
0/ 10 
10/ 10 
SECOND 
INTEGER 
Space Transportation -?-Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
THIRD 
INTEGER 
FOURTH 
INTEGER 
PLUME-ON PLUl'IE-OFF CUBE 
TYPE 
CORNER 
CODE ,U CODE ,U 
00 a 0 
01 100 
02 200 
CODE 
00 
01 
02 
CODE NUMBER 
MATED 
INNER 
OUTER 
01 
02 
03 
01+ 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
~ ,,7 
1 
2 
3 
I+ 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
l 
17 
The purpose of the.coded index is to facilitate data interpolation by providing 
each set of aerodynamic coefficients for a specific set of independent variables 
with an unique identifying number. An illustration of the relationship between 
the coded index associated with the aerodynamic coefficient data stored on DISK 
PACK TU0110 and the corresponding independent variables is provided in the fol-
lowing example: 
PLUME-ON (l'IR = 133.4) INNER HYPERCUBE 
INDEX CODE 4oT/PoT 4X 4Y 4Z 44 4tJ CORNER 
Deg/Deg in in in Deg. Deg. No. 
07-01-01-01 0/0 100 60 110 - 4 -1.5 1 
-02 i • a 2 -03 a -1 .5 3 -04 t a 4 
-05 70 - 4 -, .5 5 
-06 ! • 0 6 -01 I 0 -1 .5 7 -08 t 0 8 
-09 30 110 - 4 -1 .5 9 
-10 
' 
t 0 10 · 
-11 0 
-1 .5 11 
-12 ! 0 12 -13 70 - -1.5 13 
-1 It l t 0 14 -15 0 -1 .5 15 -16 __ .l 0 16 
-------- ------- -- - ---- ---- ------
* 07-01-01-17 ' ' i.o 90 
_,. 
_, .o 17 
* INTERIOR HYPERCUBE POINT 
,._ 1.2-5 
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A Sal!IJ)le of the output for these conditions is provided in the following table: 
PLUftE-ON (/'tR = 133.4) INNER HYPERCUBE 
0 :: 
<:Q. 1£1 1£1 
.... X ~ Zo 
CNoT CmoT CvoT CnoT cioT CNsRe CmsRe CvSRB CnSRB ,.. ~ > a::z 0 ... 0 es (J 
-0.0138 -0.0740 0.003'7 0.0015 0.0012 0.0012 o.ooea -0.0041 -0.0028 07 01 01 01 
-0.0079 -0.0737 -0.0027 0.0038 0.0005 -0.0007 0.0078 0.001!5 -0.0023 07 01 01 02 
-0.0101 -0.0714 0.0032 0.0004 0.0007 -0.0088 0.0081 -0.0038 -0.0057 07 01 01 03 
-0.0130 -0.0710 -0.0011 0.0011 0.0004 -0.0071 o.ooee 0.0011 -0.008!5 07 01 01 04 
-0.0812 -0.0111 0.0181 0.0053 0.0010 -0.0004 0.0049 -0.0041 -0.0017 07 01 01 05 
-0.0729 -0.0879 0.0147 O.OOM 0.0008 -0.0028 0.0050 0.000!5 -0.0018 07 01 01 08 
-0.0381 -0.0791 0.0222 0.0059 0.0008 -0.0083 0.0038 -0.0083 -0.0058 07 01 01 07 
-0.04115 -0.0803 0.0092 0.0014 0.0009 -0.0071 0.0048 0.00011 -0.0080 07 01 01 08 
-0.0312 -0.0807 -0.0873 0.0080 0.0013 0.0017 0.0081 0.0193 -0.0031 07 01 01 09 
-0.0388 -0.080!5 -0.0579 -0.0078 -0.0010 0.0 0.0077 0.0015 -0.0010 07 01 01 10 
-0.0231 -0.0732 -0.0418 -0.0102 -0.0001 -0.0079 0.0049 -0.0033 -0.0033 07 01 01 11 
-0.0231 -0.0747 -0.0437 -0.0093 -0.0003 -0.0082 0.0054 0.0022 -0.0048 07 01 01 12 
-0.0483 -0.0937 -0.0203 -0.0030 0.0001 0.0017 0.008!1 -0.0027 -0.0017 07 01 01 13 
-0.0!132 -0.0908 -0.0202 -0.0031 0.0001 -0.0017 0.0070 0.0002 -0.0010 07 01 01 14 
-0.0519 -0.0838 -0.0187 -0.0073 0.0014 -0.0090 0.0040 -0.0030 -0.0040 07 01 01 15 
-0.0552 -0.08!8 -0.0192 -0.0040 0.0003 -0.0100 0.0031 0.0023 -0.0048 07 01 01 18 
-0.0271 -0.0835 -0.0145 -0.0011 -0.0002 0.0014 0.0074 -0.0029 -0.0022 07 01 01 17 
The OT proximity pitching moment coefficient from the table above is plotted in 
the figure below to illustrate the hypercube variable concept. The coefficient 
values are represented by arrows and identified by the appropriate hypercube 
corner numbers. Similar plots for the other eight proximity coefficients are 
presented in the appropriate data sections (Volume 2 of this report). 
PWll!-ON (MR• 133.4) I,..!R HYP!RCUB! 
4X • 100 tnc:nes 
4n/'OT • 0 /0 
CDRNl!R 4,.y 6Z 64 41 4C 
mOT 
No. In In Dag. Deg. 
1 80 110 -4 -1 .5 -0.0740 
2 l i • 0 -0.0737 3 0 -1.s -0.0714 4 • 0 -0.0710 5 70 -4 -1.s -0.0888 a i • 0 -0.0875 7 0 -t.!5 -0.0791 8 • 0 -0.0803 9 30 110 -4 -1.s -0.0807 
10 
I 
• 0 -0.080!5 
11 0 -1 .!I -0.0732 
12 • 0 -0.0747 13 70 -4 -t.!I -0.0937 
14 i t 0 -0.0108 15 0 -t.!5 -0.0838 11 + 0 -0.0898 
--------
__l 
------ --------
•17 40 90 -4 -1.0 
•SHOWN ONLY IN !XAMPL! 
0 -2 
,eo 
AZ 
4 16 2 4 
aoj --_-_---J~J1; 
3 1 13 
11 10 
12 9 
-0.0135 
4.1.2-6 
-2 
~13 
,eo 
u 
.. 0.10 
~Cm0 T 
•0.05 
, 
, 
,' / 
-~ 
, , r ~! 17f"3 
1 
11 7 
9 5 
15 
13 
0 
.lY 
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, 
, 
, 
-
, 
4 
2 
8 
6 
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The values associated with the hypercube corners far the entire PLUNE-OFF and 
PLUME-ON data base are summarized· in Table 4ol.2-lo The specific: combinations of 
these values are presented in Section and fallow the format used in the 
example far the PLU~E-ON (l'\R = 133.4) INNER HYPERCUBE case. 
4. l .2-7 
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.,,.. 
. 
• 
.... 
I 
CD 
.,. 
-t 
ll) 
m 
(.q 
I 
C 
ID 
I 
4X 
Inches 
0 
100 
300 
800 
1100 
1700 
0 
100 
200 
4Y 
Inches 
0 
30, 80 
40 
--------------------
10, 10, 80. 110 
80 
10, 170 
130 
--------------------
30, 130, 1B0, 2B0 
no 
140, 210 
220 
--------------------
80, 220, 210. 110 
380 
280, 480 
380 
--------------------
100, 370. 700 
100 
350, 810 
100 
--------------------
200, 800 
100 
0 
30. 80 
40 
--------------------
10, 10. 10. 110 
80 
80, 110 
80 
--------------------
20. 80, 150 
----
Table 4.1.2-1 
PLUME-Off ANO PLUNE-ON HYPERCUBE DATA BASE SUMMARY 
PLUME-Off 
4Z .611 .. , 
Inches Degree11 Degree11 
0 0 0 
70, t10 - 4, 0 - 1.1, 0 
110 - 4 - 1.0 
-------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
40, 80, 150, 210 - 7, - 4, 0 -8.1, -4.1, -2.8, -0.1, t.O 
170 - 4 - 2.0 
180, 280 - I, - 8 - 4, 0 
230 - 7 - 2 
-------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
40, 110, 400, 160 -17,-14,-8,-7.-8.8,-2. 0 -11, - I, - 7, - 1, 2 
400 -10 - I 
300, 480 -16, - 6 - 8, - 1 
380 -10 -6 
-------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
140, 280, 880, 800 -30,-2B,-15,-11.-1.-7.-2,0 -20. -12. -11, - 7, 3 
BOO -15 -8 
380, 830 -21. -10 -11. - 3 
100 -18 - I 
-------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
180. 400, 1100 -33, -22, -17, -13. -4. 0 -20, -18, -1B, 3 
750 -22 -11 
500. 800 -30, -18 -111, - I 
660 -23 -10 
-------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------
300, 1000 -34, -27, -15, - I -20, -18, o. • 1100 -2& -18 
PLUNE-ON 
0 0 0 
70, 110 - 4, 0 - 1.1, 0 
90 - 4 - 1.0 
--------------------
--------------------------- -----------------------------
40, 80, 110, 250 - 7. - 4. 0 -5.1, -4.1, -2.5. -0.1, 1.0 
170 - 4 -2.0 
130, 200 - 7, - 4 -2.5, -0.5 
160 - 4 - 1.1 
-------------------- --------------------------- -----------------------------80, 90, 180, 280 
- 7. 0 -6.5, -3.&, -,.o. 0.6 
---·-- ----- -----
LOCATION 
ORIGIN 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
-·----- ---- -- -
OUTER ~BE 
INTERIOR PT 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
-------------
OUTER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
-------------
OUTER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
-------------
OUTER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
-------------
OUTER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
ORIGIN 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
--- ---- - -- -- - --
OUTER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
INNER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
-------------
OUTER CUBE 
INTERIOR PT 
(/) 
lJ 
u,n 
-c ID 
!! :;t 
~ QI 
"'a 2"8 
S. iJ' !. :t. 
0 0 
:, :, 
~ 
• :i" :::0 
.... o 
C1) 0 3~ 
II> :E g.~ 
::l 
II> 
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The hypercube data sets (sixteen) required to perform an interpolation for a 
given set (4oT, ~OT• HR, AX, AY, AZ, AG., and A') of input conditions are defined 
below 0 The order of. interpolation is: 
HC DATA SETS 
HYPERCUBE CDNDITt0N 
A.Y, AZ. M, A.I 
att.C. 
ett.C. 
-H.C. 
-H.C. 
•H.C. 
-w.c. 
•H.C. 
"'H.C. 
-H.C. 
aw.c. 
•H.C. 
•H.C; 
-H.C. 
-H.C. 
8".C. 
SET 1 
SIT 2 
SET 3 
SET· 4 
SET s 
SET l!I 
SET 1 
SET a 
SET I 
SET 10 
SET 11 
SIT 12 
SIT 13 
SIT 14 
SET 1!1 
•H.C. SET 18 
ltNPUT C0NDITt0NSj 
• 
oH.C. SET_ • HYPERCUBE POINT'S 1 -11 (INNER OR OUTER) 
i..102-9 
FINAL OUTPUT 
CNOT• c:.,,OT° CvoT 
CnoT• CioT' CNsRe 
CmsR13 CySRI! CnSRe 
!OUTPUT DATA I 
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Special rules, based on the SRB longitudinal separation position (~X), are to be 
observed in the interpolation on momentum ratio (MR) as indicated below: 
300 
0 IF WA> 222.3, SET WA= 222.3 
© IF WA< 3,.0.seT WA• 0 
(D IF WA~ 133., ANO 4X ~ 200, SET t1X = 200 
0 IF WA< 133., ANO 4X > 200, SET WA= 0 
e DATA STORAGE LOCATIONS 
MA=222.3 
•--•--,----- ------- - --------- ---------------
200 
MOMENTUM 
RATIO 
1 
I 
I 
MA 
I MA= 133.4 
•--•--.---------------- --- - -- ------ -- -- -- -
100 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I MA= 35.0 
-----+---------- ---- - - - - - - - - - --- -- - -- ---
1 
o • • I • • • • 
0 100 200 300 600 1100 
LONGITUDINAL SEPARATION DISTANCl:t ~~inches 
Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) plume impingement force and moment 
effects on SRB separation trajectories have been included to supple-
ment the basic aerodynamic contribution. A plume oriented coordinate 
system, based on the numaer three SSME z 
(lower right engine) is_used to define 
impingement effects on the ~-----=----
right hand SRB. The origin 
of the plume coordinate system 
is the intersection of the .~~~~;;;1:;1:;1:~t~1~~11i15' nozzle axis with the nozzle ~ exit plane as shown in the sketch. 
An SRB reference point, the intersection 
of the SRB axis with the aft skirt plane 
(X 8 1930.64), is used in the definition of SRB to OT relative position 
parameters. The plume property distributions in all radial planes con~ 
taining the plume axis (i.e., any orientation,;, of the SRB .in 
Figure 4.1.2-1) are considered similar based on the assumption that the 
interaction of one SSME plume on another is neglected and discounting 
1700 
nozzle cant with respect to the freestreara flow. This simplifies impingement 
calculations and data storage since the analysis of SRB movement can be 
limited to the X - Z plane of the plume coordinate system. 
4.1.2-10 
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Figure 1+.1.2-1 
z 
.,,- \ 
, ,'ACTUAL 
?OS1TION 
DATA 
POSITION 
, v~ 01 
SSKE PLUKE IKPINGENENT COORDINATE SYSTEM 
The relative position parameters for the actual SRB are converted (Euler 
Transformations) into four independent variables in the plume coordinate 
system defined as follows: 
A Axial location of SRB reference point in plume measured 
in the X - Z plane. 
R Radial location of SRB reference point in plume. 
9 SRB pitch angle relative to the plume l measured in the 
X - Z plane. 
SRB yaw angle relative to the plume t measured in the 
Z - Y plane. 
Forces and moments due to impingement are then determined as a function of 
these variables through a table look-up and the results transformed to the 
proper SRB; angle orientation by means of Euler relationships. The 
Euler transformation order from plune coordinate system to SRB coordinate 
system is pitch rotation followed by yaw rotation. 
All of the tabulated plume impingement data are presented for the RH SRB 
entering the number three (lower right) SSKE plume. Comparable impingement 
data for the LH SRB entering the number two (lower left) SSKE plume 
are generated from the right SRB data by considering appropriate sign changes 
in the directional aerodynamic properties (side force, yawing moment, and 
the yaw angle,;). Roll induced plume impingement effects are considered 
negligible and are, therefore, net presented. 
I+.1.2-11 
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4. 1.2. 1 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMICS. Longitudinal aerodynamic force and moment 
equations per~aining to SRB separation are presented in two parts: 
PRE-SEPARATION 
SEPARATION 
( LAUNCH VEH ! CU) 
(PROXIMITY) 
(ISOLATED OT) 
{ISOLATED SRB) 
The separation configuration was shown on page 4.1.2-2. Definitions of 
the appropriate flight paramete~s are also given on page 4.1.2-2. 
PRE-SEPARATION 
LAUNCH VEHICLE. Launch Vehicle longitudinal aerodynamic forces and 
moment for the pre-separation phase are defined as: 
C ( I TOTAL = C ( IFOREBO~ C ( 1BASE + .iC 1 1ELEVON+ C ( 1a 
AERO 2V 2V 
where the subscript ( ) is used to denote normal force (N), axial for:e 
(~), or pitching moment (m). 
C ( 1FOREB00V = Full-scale, rigid, mated forebody force 
or moment coefficient (including forebody 
plume effects) with all control surfaces 
neutral. 
C 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
Table 5.1.2.1. 1-1 
Table 5. 1.2.1.2-1 
Table 5.1.2. 1.3-1 
( 1BASE = Power-on base force or moment coefficient (including effects of SSME and SRM plumes). 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
cf. Section 4.1. 1. 1 
cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
= Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
eleven deflection. 
subscript: (N) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(A) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(m) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
CI I • = Change in force or moment coefficient due to a rate of change of angle of attack, 4, 
(per radian). 
subscript: (N) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(A) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(m) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
4. 1.2-12 
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Cc lq = Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
pitch rate, q (per radian). 
subscript: (N) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(A) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(m) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
= Change in force or manent coefficient due 4C C ,Ft.EX 
aeroelastic deformation. 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
SEPARATION 
cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
cf. Section 4.1.1. 1 
cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
to 
The total separation force and moment coefficients have been subdivided 
into three components: 
1. ISOLATED VEHICLE (LSRB, RSRB, OT) 
2. PROXIMITY EFFECT (LSRB, RSRB, OT) 
3. SSME PLUME EFFECT (LSRB, RSRB) 
Total separation force, (N) or (A), coefficients are defined as: 
Cc 1TOTA1.I· = c I 1,soLATEo I + 4Cc IPRox1M1Tv I + -AF I lssMe Pt.uMel 
AERO RSRS RSRS RSRS qS RSRB 
Cc IT0TA1.I = c, l1s0LAreol + ACc IPRox1M1rv( + -
5 
AF I lssME PLuMel 
AERO LSRS it.SAS LSRS q LSRB 
C( lroTALI = c, l1s0LATED I + 
AERO OT OT 
-2.,[.1c . + .1C ] 
C IPROXIMITYI I )PROXIMITY' K RSRB OT LSRB OT 
The total separation pitching moment (m) coefficient is defined as: 
c,m,TOTALI = C1m1,sOLATEOI + '1C1m1PROXIM1TYI + -41\ssME PLUME! 
AERO RSRB RSRS RSRS qSLg RSRS 
1 
CcmlroTAt.j a C1m1,sOLATEDj + ACcm1PROx1M1rvj + -A~ssME PLUME I 
AERO I.SAS LSRS LSRB qSLe LSRB 
c,m,TOTALI 
AERO OT 
= C1m11s0LATEDI 
OT 
+ - C + 1 [ 4 (ffllPROXIMITY I 4C1m1PROXIMITY! ] 
K RSRB OT LSRS tOT 
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ISOLATED VEHICLE. The isolated vehicle force or moment coefficients are 
defined as: 
C = C + C + fc . ciL + C ~] 
I l1s0LATEDOT I 1FoReaoov0r 11aAse0r L 11a 2V I lq 2v 
where, 
= Plume-off, free-air, force or 1110111ent coefficient for 
the isolated OT. 
c11 • Ful I-scale, rigid, forebody force or moment · 
FOResoovOT coefficient (including forebody plume effects) 
with all control surfaces neutral. 
subscript: 
C I laASEor 
subscript: 
[ ] 
subscript: 
(N) Table 5. 1.2. 1.1-2 
(A) Table 5. 1 • 2 • 1 • 2-2 
(m) Table 5. 1.2. 1.3-2 
= OT base force or moment coefficient. 
(N) cf. Section 4. l. 1. 1 
(A) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
(m) cf. Section 4.1.1.1 
= OT rotary derivatives. 
(N) 
(A) 
(m) 
Assume zero. 
Non-existent. 
Assume zero. 
c11 = Full-scale, free-air, force or moment 
ISOLATEDsRs coefficient for the i so 1 ated SRB. 
subscript: {N) 
(A) 
{m) 
Table 5.1.2.1.1-3 
Table 5.1.2.1.2-3 
Table 5.1.2.1.3-3 
PROXl"ITY. Booster Separation "°tor· (BS") plume-on and plume-off sepa-
ration aerodynamics are presented as proximity increments for the Orbi-
ter-plus-External Tank (OT) and for the RIGHT-HANO Solid Rocket Booster 
(RSRB). LEFT-HANO Solid Rocket Booster {LSRB) data are obtained by 
interpolating in the RSRB DATA BASE. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* NOTE: The sign of the interpolated RSRB * 
* longitudinal coefficients should * 
* NOT be changed for application to * 
* the LSRB. * 
* However, the sign of~, A~, and AY * 
* must be reversed prior to using the* 
* RSRB data base. * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * 
"01'\ENT 
REFERENCE 
CENTER 
ORB/ET 
XT1097.0 
YT 0.0 
ZT 450.0 
4.1.2-llt 
RSRB 
X8 1258.5 
Y8 O.O 
z8 a.a 
STSBS-1) 118-1 · 
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The proximity data should be obtained from Disk Pack TU0110 and used 
with the HYPERCUBE interpolator subroutine of the Rockwell SVDS Sepa-
ration Trajectory Program (Reference 4- ). The proximity increments 
include both impingement and flow interference effects of the BS/'\ 
plumes. 
ac, ,,Roxi 
RSAB OT 
• Orbiter-plus-External Tank force or manent proximity 
increment due to the presence of the RSRB. 
•c = Orbiter-plus-External Tank force or mcment proximity 
.. I IPAOX I 
LSAB OT coefficient increment due to the presence of the LSRB. 
•c - RSRB force or mcment proximity coefficient increment 
.. I lpROXI -
OT RSAB due to the presence of the OT. 
iC11 = LSRB force or moment proximity coefficient increment 
PAOXI 
K 
oT LSAB due to the presence of the OT. 
= c, IPROXIMITY- c, 1,soLATED 
PLUME-ON PLUME-OFF 
• Plume indicator factor. 
1 BSM plume-on 
2 BSM plume-off 
SS/'\E PLU/'\E EFFECTS. The incremental force, (N) or (A), and moment (m) 
due to impingement of the SS/'\E plume on the SRB was discussed on pages 
4.1.2-10 and -11. The effect of the SS/'\E plumes on the left- and 
right-hand SRB's is described as a dimensional force (pounds) or moment 
(foot-pounds). 
iF11 = Incremental force due to impingement of SS/'\E 
SSME I PLUME RSAB p I ume-on RSRB. 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
Table 5.1.2. 1.1-4 
Table 5.1.2. 1.2-4 
SSME AF 11 
1 
= Incremental force due to impingement of SS/'\E 
PLUME LSAB plume-on LSRB. (Use same tables as for impingement 
on RSRB with appropriate conversion of yaw angle,~). 
A/'\ssMe I = Incremental pitching moment due to impingement of 
Pt.UME ASAB SS/'\E plume on RSRB. 
Table 5.1.2.1.3-4 
4MssME I = Incremental pitching moment due to impingement of SS/'\E 
PLUME LSAB plume on LSRB. (Use same tables as for impingement 
on RSRB with appropriate conversion of yaw angle,~). 
4. 1.2-15 
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4.1.2.2.LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMICS. Lateral directional aerodynamic 
force and moment equations pertaining to SRB separation are presented in 
two parts: 
PRE-SEPARATION 
SEPARATION 
(LAUNCH VEHICLE) 
(PROXIMITY) 
.(ISOLATED OT) 
(ISOLATED SRB) 
The separation configuration was shown on page 4.1.2-2. Definitions of 
the appropriate flight parameters are also given on page 4.1.2-2. 
PRE-SEPARATION 
LAUNCH VEHICLE. Launch Vehicle lateral directional aerodynamic: force 
and 1110111ents for the pre-separation phase are defined as: 
pL rL 6L 
C 1 = C11 + 4C 11 + c11 - + C11 --- + c11 ---- + 4C 11 I TOTAL FOREBODV ELEVON P iv r 2y f3 lV FLEX 
where the subscript ( ) is used to denote side force {Y), yawing moment 
(n), or rolling moment (1). 
C I 1FOREBODY = Full-scale, rigid, mated forebody force 
or mament coefficient {including forebody 
plume effects) with ·all control surfaces 
neutral. 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
(1) 
Table 5. 1.2.2.1-1 
Table 5.1.2.2.2-1 
Table 5.1.2.2.3-1 
4C1 1eLEVON = Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
eleven deflection. 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
(.i) 
c:f. Section 4.1.1.2 
c:f. Section 4. 1.1.2 
cf. Section 4.1.1.2 
• Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
roll rate, p {per radian). 
subscript: (Y) Assume zero 
(n) Figure 5.1.1.2.2-5 
(1) Figure 5.1.1.2.3-5 
Cc Ir = Change in force or mament coefficient due to 
yaw rate, r (per radian). 
subscript: (Y) Assume zero 
(n) Figure 5.1.1.2.2-6 
(1) Figure 5.1.1.2.3-6 
4.1.2-16 
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Cc l • /3 = Change in force or moment coefficient due to lateral acceleration, j (per radian). 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
u) 
Assume zero 
Assume zero 
Assume zero 
= Change in force or 1110111ent coefficient due to 
aeroelastic deformationo 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(1) 
SEPARATION 
Figure 5,1.1.2.1-5 
Figure 5.1.1.2.2-7 
Figure 5.1.1.2.3-7 
The total separation force and moment coefficients have been subdivided 
into three components: 
1. ISOLATED VEHICLE (LSRB, RSRB, OT) 
2. PROXIMITY EFFECT (LSRB, RSRB, OT) 
3. SSME PLU"E EFFECT (LSRB, RSRB) 
Total separation force (Y) coefficient is defined as: 
c,v,TOTALI = c,v 1,soLATEol + .o.c,v,PAox1M1Tvl + -AF 1Y 1ssME I 
AERO ASAB ASAB .ASRB qS PLUME ASAB 
c,v,ToTALI = C1v1,s0LATE0 I + 4c,v,PAox1M1Tvl + -AF IYlssME I 
AERO LSRB LSRB LSRB qS PLUME LSRB 
c,vlToTALI 
AERO QT 
The total separation yawing moment ) coefficient is defined as: 
c,n,ToTALI = c,ni,soLATEol + AC1n1PAOx1M1Tvl + -A.,,YssME I 
AERO ASRB RSRB ASReqSLa PLUME ASRB 
C1n1TOTALI .. C1n1,soLATEDj + AC1n1PAOx1M1rvl + -A..,YssME I 
AERO LSRB LSRB LSReqSLa PLUME LSRB 
C 
'" 
1
TOTALI AERO OT 
= c 1" 1,soLATEDI 
OT 
1 ~ I + - AC + AC 1
"
1PAOX1M1Tvl 1" 1PAox1M1Tvl ] K OT OT 
lo. 1. 2-17 
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ISOLATED VEHICLE. The isolated vehicle force or moment coefficients are 
defined as: 
C = C + [c .!.:_ + 
. I l1s0LATED0T I 1FOAEBODYoT I Ip 2V 
where, 
= Plume-off, free-air, force or moment coefficient 
for the isolated OT. 
c11 = Full-scale, rigid, forebody force or moment FOAEBODYoT coefficient (including forebody plume effects) 
with all control surfaces neutral. 
subscript: (Y) Table 5.1.2.2.1-2 
[ ] 
subscript: 
(n) Table 5.1.2.2.2-2 
(1) Table 5.1.2.2.3-2 
= OT 
(Y) 
( n) 
(1) 
rotary derivatives. 
Assume zero. 
Assume zero. 
Assume zero. 
C11,soLATEDsRB= Ful I-scale, 
coefficient 
free-air, force or moment 
for the isolated SRB. 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(1) 
Table 5.1.2.2.1-3 
Table 5.1.2.2.2-3 
Table 5.1.2.2.3-3 
PROXl"'ITY. Booster Separation "otor (BSM) plume-on and plume-off sepa-
ration aerodynamics are presented as proximity increments for the Orbi-
ter-plus-External Tank (OT) and for the RIGHT-HAND Solid Rocket Booster 
(RSRB). LEFT-HAND Solid Rocket Booster (LSRB) data are obtained by 
interpolating in the RSRB DATA BASE. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* NOTE: Reverse the sign of the interpolated * 
* RSRB lateral-directional coefficients * 
* for application to the LSRB. * 
• The sign of,, 4~, and AY must be * 
* reversed prior to using the RSRB * 
* data base. * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
"OMENT 
REFERENCE 
CENTER 
ORB/ET 
{ 
XT 1097 .O 
YT 0.0 
Zt 450.0 
4.1.2-18 
RSRB 
{ 
X8 1258.5 
Y8 O.O 
Z8 o.o 
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The proximity data should be obtained from Disk Pack TU0110 and used 
with the HYPERCUBE interpolator subroutine of the Rockwell SVDS Sepa-
ration Trajectory Program (Reference 4-6). The proximity increments 
include both impingement and flow interference effects of the BSM 
plumeso 
ac:, 1PROX I 
RSRB OT 
= Orbiter-plus-External Tank fore~ or moment proximity 
increment due to the presence of the RSRB. 
.iCc lpROX I = 
LSRB OT 
Orbiter-plus-External Tank force or moment proximity 
coefficient increment due to the presence of the LSRB. 
Signs of AY, ~. and A~ for the LSRB must be reversed 
before using the RSRB data base. Sign of resulting 
coefficient should be changed. 
AC11,Roxl = RSRB force or moment proximity coefficient increment 
OT RSAB due to the presence of the OT. 
ACc 1 = LSRB force or moment proximity coefficient increment PROXI 
K 
oT LSRB due to the presence of the OT.Signs of AY, ~. and A~ 
for the LSRB must be reversed before using the RSRB 
data base. Sign of resulting coefficient should be 
changed. 
ACc ,,Rox = Cc 'PROXIMITY- Cc l1sOLATED 
PLUME-ON P\.UME-OFF 
= Plume indicator factor. 
I BSM plume-on 
2 BSM plume-off 
SS./'\E PLUI\E EFFECTS. The incremental force (Y) and yawing moment {,,V) due 
to impingement of the SS./'\E plume on the SRB was discussed on pages 
4.1.2-10 and -11. The effect of the SSME plumes on the left- and 
right-hand SRB's is described as a dimensional force (pounds) or moment 
{foot-pounds). 
AF 1 1 = Incremental force due to impingement of SSME SSME I PLUME RSRB p I ume-on RSRB. 
subscript: {Y) Table 5.1.2.2.1-4 
AF1 lssME f = Incremental force due to impingement of SSME 
P\.UME LSRB plume-on LSRB.(Use same tables as for impingement 
on RSRB with appropriate conversion of yaw angle, j. 
4vY SSME j = Incremental yawing moment due to impingement of 
PLUME RSRB SSME plume on LSRB. 
Table 5.1.2.2.2-4 
A • ./Y SSME I = Incremental yawing moment due to imp·i ngement of SSKE 
PLUME LSRB plume on LSRB. (Use same tables as for impingement 
on RSRB with appropriate conversion of yaw angle,,. 
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-0 
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CONTINGENCY SEPARATION. Contingency Abort separation is defined as 
the separation of the Orbiter Vehicle from the ET+ SRB's (SRB's 
thrusting) •. The separation configuration is shown in the sketch. 
l+.1.3.1 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMICS. Aerodynamic force and moment 
coefficients pertaining to Contingency Abort longitudinal separation 
aerodynamics are defined for initial separation conditions only. 
C I )TOTAL 
AERO 
• Full scale, rigid-body, total force or 
mcment coefficien~. 
(NO SSME plumes; all control surfaces neutral) 
subscript: (N) Orbiter (Table 5.1.3.1.1-1) 
ET+ SRB's (Table 5.1.3.1.1-2) 
(A) Orbiter (Table 5.1.3.1.2-1) 
ET+ SRB's (Table 5.1.3.1.2-2) 
(m) Orbiter (Table 5. 1 • 3. 1 • 3- 1 ) 
-ET + SRB' s (Table 5.1.3.1.3-2) 
I+. 1.3-1 
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NOTES: 1. The Moment Reference Centers for the two 
separating vehicle~ are; 
2. For 
ORBITER 
976.0 
o.o 
736.5 
a HRC other than given; 
CmMRC = Cm XTYTZT 
and, 4X = XMRC -
.iZ = ZMRC -
.U= XMRC -
.iZ = ZMRC -
ET+ SRB's 
322.5 
o.o 
400.0 
AX 
+- CN 
Le 
AZ 
Le 
976.o l ORBITER 
736.5 
CA 
322.5 l ET plus SRB's 
400.0 
4.1.3.2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMICS. Aerodynamic force and moment 
coefficients pertaining to Contingency Abort lateral-directional 
separation aerodynamics are defined for zero sideslip initial sepa-
ration conditions only. 
C I >roTAL 
AERO 
= Full-scale, rigid-bcdy, total force 
or mcnient coefficient. 
(NO SSHE plumes; all control surfaces neutral). 
subscript: (Y) Orbiter (assume zero) 
ET+ SRB's (assume zero) 
(n) Orbiter (assume zero) 
ET+ SRB's (assume zero) 
(J) Orbiter (assume zero) 
ET+ SRB's (assume zero) 
4. 1.3-2 
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SECOND-STAGE. Aerodynamic characteristics pertaining to the 
second-stage ascent vehicle are defined for full-scale, rigid-body, 
forces ana 1!10fflents by the equations given in the following 
sue-sections. The second-stage is comprised of the Orbiter Vehicle 
(OV) and the External Tank (ET). Where applicable, the figure num-
bers which relate the data of Volume 2 to the particular element of 
the equations are giveno 
l+.1.1+.1 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNA~ICS. The basic second-stage operational 
longitudinal forces and moment are defined for two categories of 
flight: 
1. low attitude forces and moment as functions 
of /'\ach number, angle of attack, and sideslip 
angle over the Kach range o.6 to 10.0. 
2. hypersonic, viscous interaction effects 
from continuum to the free molecular 
flow regime. 
The total longitudinal forces and mcment for the second-stage are 
(identical to first-stage) defined.in Section 4.1.1 0 10 The total 
non-dimensional forces and moment coefficients are obtained from: 
where, the subscript ( ) is used to denote either normal force (N), 
axial force (A), or pitching moment (m). 
c11 = Full-scale, rigid-body, proximity fOREBO0Y forebody force or mcment coefficient 
NOT£: All control surfaces neutral. 
Cl If -(0.6 s KS 10.0) 
subscript: (N) (Table 5.1.4.1.1-1) 
(A) (Table 5. 1 • I+. 1 • 2-1 ) 
(m) (Table 5. I • I+. 1 • 3-1 ) 
c, 'f . (Kn S 0.01) 
CF 
subscript: (N) (Table 5.1.4.1. 1-2) 
(A) (Table 5.1.4.1.2-2) 
(m) (Table 5.1.4.1.3-2) 
C I If TF (O.01 S Kn S 10.0) 
Empirical transitional flow relationship. 
I+. 1. 4-1 
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(Kn~ 10.0) 
(Table 5.1.4.1.1-2) 
(Table 5. 1.4. 1.2-2) 
(Table 5. 1.4. 1.3-2) 
where, TF = transitional flow 
FKF = free molecular flow 
CF = continuum flow 
The following assumptions are applicable to second-stage data: 
(1) Specific: heat ratio, 7, is constant for all altitudes 
(2) Universal gas constant, R, is constant for all 
altitudes 
(3) The speed of sound at any altitude is: 
where, 
lb-ft 
1 = 1.405 gc= 32.174 
lb-sec2 
R ft-lb 
R. =- T.= Temperature, OR 
" 
lb- 0 R 
ft-lb lb 
R = 1544 
" 
= il\olecular Weight, 
-l'\ol- 1 R il\o I 
( 4) Knudsen number , Kn = O. 1407 A. ( p • S 12 
v. P.) 
where, 
A.= mean free path 
P. = freestream pressure 
v. = freestream velocity 
P. = freestream density 
(See Table 4.1.4-1) 
4. l .4-2 
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ALTITUDE 
feet 
0 
100,000 
125,000 
150,000 
175,000 
200,000 
225,000 
250,000 
275,000 
300,000 
325,000 
350,000 
375,000 
400,000 
425,000 
450,000 
475,000 
500,000 
550,000 
600,000 
650,000 
700,000 
750,000 
800,000 
850,000 
900,000 
950,000 
1,000,000 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
Tab I e 4. l • 4-1 
VARIATION OF ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS WITH ALTITUDE 
(U.S. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE, 1962) 
FREESTREAN FREE STREAM MOLECULAR GAS 
PRESSURE DENSITY MEAN FREE CONSTANT 
p. P. PATH, >.. R. 
lb/ft2 lb/ft3 feet ft/°R 
2.1160+3 7.647-2 2. 1a-, 53.31 
2.3272+1 1.068-3 1.06-s 53.31 
7.7688 3.301-4 5.00-s 53.31 
2.8419 1. l li-4 1.5r4 53.31 
1. 1000 4.260-s 4.05-4 53.31 
4.1344-1 1.696-s l .00-3 53.31 
1.4272-, 6.598-s 2.50-3 53.31 
4.2480-2 2.26rs 1.30-3 53.31 
1.0706-2 6. 171-1 2.10--i 53.31 
2.6429-3 1. 488-7 1. 16-1 53.31 
1.2888-4 3.652-a 4.80-1 53.43 
2. 3723-4 1.012-a 1 • 62 53.82 
9.2814-4 3. 1arg 5.30 54.42 
4.4590-s 1. 164-9 1.42+1 55.20 
2.4787-5 4.952-10 3.20• 1 55.95 
1. 7570-s 2.600-10 6.15+1 56.58 
1.2756-s 1.552-10 1.00+2 57.07 
9.7590-s 1.020-10 1.50+2 57.48 
6.2168-s 5.45r1, 2.76+2 58.37 
4. 1852-s 3. 350- t t 4.49+2 59.25 
2.9089-s 2.11T11 6.70+2 60.29 
2.066rs 1 .z.6,-,, 9.92+2 61.34 
1.4962-& 1.009-11 1.41+3 62.43 
1. 1004-s 7. 135-11 1.95+3 63.56 
8. 1973-1 5.121-12 2.68+3 64.74 
6. 1797-7 3.724-12 3.65+3 65.98 
4.7105-1 2. 742- 12 4.80+3 67.25 
3.6286-1 2.046-12 6.30•, 68.56 
4. 1. 4-3 
FREESTl:!EAM 
TEMPERATURE 
r .. 
OR 
518.67 
408.;7 
441. 17 
479.07 
483.94 
457.00 
405.46 
351.83 
325. 17 
332.90 
373.20 
435. 14 
535. 14 
693.61 
91.5.78 
1193.77 
1439.60 
1663.48 
1951.36 
2106.85 
2214.53 
2295.37 
2372.21 
2424.00 
2470.23 
2513.06 
2552.57 
2584.22 I 
(Ref. 4-6) 
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I )BASE = Power-on bas·e force or moment coefficient (including effects of SSME plumes) 
'FN 
(N), 
-
BASE 
subscript: qS 
FA (A)__!!,;! 
I -qS 
I\BASE (m), ~
qSLa 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.1-1) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.2-1) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.3-1) 
The base term for second-stage INTACT ABORT is defined for any one 
SSHE-out condition by: 
F ~ 
qS 
where, FNBAsE 
I SSME OFF 
SECOl'tD STACE 
F 
ABASE 
I SSME OFF 
SECOND STACE 
/'\SASE 
I SSME OFF 
SECOND STACE 
or 
qSla 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.1-2) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.2-2) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.3-2) 
4. 1.4-4 
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The base tenn for second-stage CONTINGENCY ABORT is defined for two 
or more SSME-out conditions by: 
'FNBASE 
2 SSME OFF 
SECOND STAGE 
FNBASE 
All SSME OFF 
SECOND STAGE 
FA BASE 
2 SSME OFF 
SECOND STAGE 
FABAse 
ALL SSME OFF 
SECOND STAGE 
"'use 
2 SSME OFF 
SECOND ·STAGE 
l'llusE 
ALL SSME OFF 
SECOND STAGE 
(Figure 5. 1.4. 1. 1-3) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1. 1-4) 
(Figure 5.1.4. 1.2-3) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.2-4) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.3-3) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.3-4) 
= Change in force or moment coefficient due to rate 
of· change of angle of attack, i (per radian)* 
subscript (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(Assume zero) 
(Assume zero) 
(See note Cmq) 
= Change in force or moment coefficient due 
to pitch rate, q (per radian)* 
subscr i p_t ( N) 
(A) 
-(m) 
NOTE: Cmq = Cmq + Cm4 . 
(treat as Cmq) 
(Assume zero) 
(Assume zero) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.3-5) 
4.1.4.2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMICS., The second-stage basic 
operational lateral-directional force and moments are defined for 
low attitudes as functions of Mach number, angle of attack, and 
sideslip angle over the /'\ach range o.6 to 10.0. The total force and 
moments are as defined in Section 4.1.2.1. The total 
non-dimensional force and moment coefficients are obtained from: 
* See Reference 4-J for rotary derivative transfer. 
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where, 
C11,oResoov = Full-scale, rigid-body, proximity 
force or ffl0fflent coefficient 
NOTE: All control surfaces neutral. 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(.0 
. 
= Change in forebody force or moment 
coefficient due to roll rate, p (per 
radian)* 
subscript: (Y), 
(n), 
(.0, 
~ = Cyp + ~ ,v a 
<1:()0 0 .... 
~ 
• Cnp + ., ,v a 
<1:QO ,_, ._.. 
d'£p 
= Ctp + ~a 
<1=00 a a 
(Table 5.1.4.2.1-1) 
(Table 5.1.4.2.2-1) 
(Table 5.1.4.2.3-1) 
(Undefined) 
(Figure 5.1.4.2.2-1) 
(Figure 5.1.4.2.3-1) 
= Change in forebody force or moment coefficient due to 
yaw rate, r (per radian)* 
subscript: (Y), = Cy + dCv, (Undefined) -a 
'"=00 oa 
(n), = Cn + dCn, (Figure 5.1.4.2.2-2) , .... ao da a 
(.0, = Ct + . ..ili.c..a (Figure 5.1.4.2.3-2) 
'"=00 j(X 
= Change in forebody force or mament coefficient due to 
lateral acceleration, 6 (per radian)* 
subscript: (Y), = Cvµ (Undefined) 
( n), = Cnµ (Undefined) 
(!), = Cf~ (Undefined) 
No second stage lateral-directional terms are affected by INTACT 
ABORT requirements. 
No second-stage lateral-directional terms are affected by CONTINGEN-
CY ABORT requirements. 
*op. cit. 
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4.1.5 EXTERNAL TANK SEPARATION 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
~ 
. 
-(J"I 
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EXTERNAL TANK SEPARATION • . Separation of the Orbiter Vehicle from 
the External Tank is accomplished during one of·the following 
flight modes: 
1) Nominal ~ission just prior to Orbit Insertion 
2) Return~to-Launch-Site (RTLS) Abort 
3) Abort-Once Around (AOA) 
4) Abort-To-Orbit (ATO) 
5) Trans-Atlantic Abort Landing (TAL) 
Separation during modes (1), (3), and (4) occurs at altitudes 
where the aerodynamics of the vehicle(s) are of little or no con-
cern and will, therefore, not be discussed. External Tank sepa-
ration aerodynamic data are limited to modes (2) and (5). Data 
for RTLS separation have been limited to Mach 6.0 over a flight 
dynamic pressure range of 5 to 10 psf. Nominal conditions at 
separation have been defined as a dynamic pressure of 8 psf and 
an angle of attack of -4 degrees. The Launch Vehicle data (Vol-
ume 2) include the effects of jet impingemen·t and plume/flow 
field interaction resulting from the Reaction Control System 
(RCS) jet firings. Separation dur,ing TAL abort uti 1 izes ft-eesteam 
aerodynamics for both Orbiter and ET in conjunction ~ith RCS imp-
ingement effects from the forward down~firing jets on the ET as a 
function of ET separation position and attitude and aft jet imp-
ingement effects on the Orbiter wing. The flight conditions for 
TAL abort are Mach 25.0 and dynamic pressures less than 1 psf. No 
jet/freestream interaction effects are present in Mode (5). 
ec 
40 
ANGLE 
OF 
ATTACK 
Cl 
- 20 
0e9ren 
0 
-20 
-10 0 
fNA81f 
IIC S 
CONIIOt 
SJIUC fUll'AI TIAN\I "ON 
If If Ast 10 
1111110-Z 
10 •J.1,-.a 20 ll.l 30 
TIME FROM MECO ~ Seconds 
Figure 4.1.5-1 
RTLS CONTROL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 
4.1.5-1 
ORIGINAL PAGZ !$ 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
40 
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Flight parameters used in describing the proximity aerodynamics are 
shown in the following sketch. 
I • fl1,. • t:,.Y • t:.Z are orthogonal di sp_l acement s 
of the ET nose from its mated position. 
2. t:.X - positive aft 
t:,.y 
- positive outboard right 
t:.z 
- positive down 
3. &l 
-
(a, 
- ao,) 
~ 
-
(S, 
- So,) 
Aerodynamic forces and moments are defined as a function of these 
parameters in the Orbiter-plus-External Tank (OT) body-axis system. 
• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
* 
* 
Particular attention should be given to the location 
of the MOMENT REFERENCE CENTERS used in the separ-~ion 
data. These Moment Reference Centers differ for eacn 
configuration and also differ from the MRC used for 
nominal data. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
At MECO plus 10 seconds and continuing for approximately thirty sec-
onds, LH 2 pressure build-up is vented through the LH 2 dump line. The proximity of -the dump line exit to the wing results in gaseous plume 
impingement foi-ces which affect the Ci-biter aerodynamics during ET 
separation (see Volume 2, Section S. 1.5). 
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RTLS ABORT. Aerodynamic f.orces and mcments pertaining to Orbiter 
and External Tank separation during the RTLS abort mode are 
defined for 'three phases of the separation maneuver: 
PRE-SEPARATION 
SEPARATION 
POST-SEPARATION 
{ 
TURN-AROUND KAN£UVER 
KATED COAST 
PROXl1'1TY 
{ 
ISOLATED ORBITER 
ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK 
Nominal conditions at RTLS separation are considered to be a 
dynamic pressure of a.a psf with the vehicle at -4 degrees angle 
of attack. The data of Volume 2 (Section 5. 1.5) are, h01o1ever, 
presented for freestream dynamic pressures of 5.0, 7.5, a.a, and 
10.0 psf. A value of jet-to-freestream momentum ratio (fJ/,.) is 
associated with each dynamic pressure (q} and is denoted as the 
plume scaling parameter with the following relationship: 
0 
mvJ/2S 0.1543 q = =--------(Based on single RCS jet) 
~\. c;i-, T d,J / <l>:ic <bJ Id,~ 
4.1.5.1.1 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAKICS 
PRE-SEPARATION (TURN-AROUND KANEUVER). The total aerodynamic 
forces and moment coefficients are defined as: 
where, 
CmraTAL = Cmf + CmBASE 
AERO 
• Second-stage, forebody force 
or 1110111ent coefficient 
-180• $ 4 $ +180• 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
,._ 1.5-3 
(Table 5.1.S.1.1.1-1) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.1.2-1) 
(Table 5.1.5.1. 1.3-1) 
STS85-0118-1 
MACH 
f: 
C"2-o 
'3ASE 
C 11 BASE 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
= Power-on, base force or moment 
coefficient (including effects 
of SSME plumes) 
Rockwell 
International 
subscript: (N) =- F NaASE (see Figure 5. 1.4.1.1-2) 
(A) (see Figure 5.1.4.1.2-2) 
(m) = --- MaASE 
q,:ie.SLa 
(see Figures 5.1.4.1.3-2) 
K = Factor rel at i !"9 to presence of 
C.-,.3 _ 0 term 
BASE 
\ 
0 -90° s 4 S +90° 
= li .c l +90° < 4 S +180° -90° > 4 ~ -180° 
CA 3 _0 = Empirical three-dimensional base axial 
BASE force coefficient (Reference 4-2} 
1 .o 2.0 3.0 
0.0722 0.0602 0.0344 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL BASE 
AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
4. 0 s.o 6.o 7.0 
0.0224 0.0155 0.0103 0.0086 
8.o 9.0 10 .o 
0.0069 0.0062 0.0052 
*Reference Area is 2690 ft. 
~RE-SEPARATION (MATEO COAST). The avai I able RCS rol I/pitch com-
mands for the mated coast pnase of the RTLS maneuver are pre-
sented in Table 4. 1.5. 1. 1-1 with a description of the assoc 1 ated 
jets being fired. Jet control commands (denoted by tne circles on 
the Table) are used in conjunction with one of the fol lowing 
three conditions of YAW COMMAND (UZCMO): 
UZCMD 
+1 
0 
-1 
CONDITION 
2 forward left side-firing plus 
aft right side-firing jets. 
No side-firing jets. 
2 forward right side-firing plus 
aft left side-firing jets. 
4. 1.5-4 
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Tal:lle 4.1.5.1.1-1 
RCLL/PITQ-1 COMMAND GENERATION FOR RTL.S MATED COAST 
UY0l0 UXCMD NZ!.A P'ZLA NZRA PZRA 
t:) ~ 3 3 0 3 2 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 2 3 0 3 3 3 
+4 +2 3 3 0 3 
+1 2 3 0 3 
0 0 3 0 3 
-1 0 3 2 3 
-2 0 3 3 3 
+3 +2 3 3 0 3 
+1 2 3 0 3 
0 0 3 0 3 
-1 0 3 2 3 
-2 0 3 3 3 
+2 +2 3 3 0 3 
+1 2 3 0 3 
0 0 2 0 2 
-, 0 3 2 3 
-2 0 3 3 3 
+1 +2 3 2 0 2 
.. 1 2 2 0 2 
0 0 1 0 , 
-1 0 2 2 2 
-2 0 2 3 2 
(2) I 3 , 0 1 2 , 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 3 1 
-1 +2 3 0 , 0 
+1 3 0 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 
- 1 1 0 l 0 
-2 1 0 3 0 
-2 +2 ~ 0 2 0 
.. , 3 0 2 0 
0 2 0 2 0 
-, 2 0 3 0 
-2 2 0 3 0 
~ ~ 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 2 3 0 3 0 
OEFIN:TIONS: 
UYCMD • P1tcn Coffll'lal"ld 
UXCMC • Roll Co111111and 
NZL.A • Negative ·z· L.eft Aft TMl"Usters 
~ZL.A • ~os;t,ve ·z· L.eft A~t Tnrustars 
NOTE: Numcers refer tc ~umber of jets fir,ng. 
NZLF 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 , 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o· 
NZRF 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
NZRA 
PZRA 
N:::L.F 
NZRF 
~ + ~ 
+ + + (VIEW L.OOJCING 
ARROWS DENOTE 
FWD .JETS 
AFT .JETS 
FORWAl:lO) 
PL.UM~ C:RECTION. 
• Negative ·z• Rignt Aft TnNsters 
• Pos1t1ve ·z· R,g"t Af, ~nrusters 
• Neaative ·:• L.eft ~ot"'\o'ar: T~rustsrs 
•Negative'?' ~;gnt For~ar: Tnr~s~ers 
REFERENCE: S079-SH-0003A (FL.IG;.i CONTROL FSSR Volume 2 Ascent: Sections 4.5 - 4.5. 1 2) 
::,, 
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Orbiter-plus-External Tank mated coast aerodynamic forces and moment 
coefficients are defined as: 
= c, Jfa 
rRCS ON 
where, 
~ > oo 
C1 ll/3 
(Res ON 
CI lip 
ACS ON 
C11 = RCS-off, full-scale, rigid body !~cs OFF second-stage force or moment 
coefficient with SSME ?Ower-off 
for~= -4°, 0°, + 4° 
sucscri?t: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
= [c,,1;3 .. 00- c.,liJ=oo ] 
RCS ON RCS OFF 
= 1 [( ) - C , - C -( •1µ=+40 ( '1;3=+40 4 RCS ON FICS OFF 
4 
4 
(Table 5.1.5.1.1.1-2) 
(Table 5. 1.5. 1. 1.2-2) 
(Table 5. 1.5. 1. 1.3-2) 
= - ~ [(c 11 - Ci, ) - i1c, ,
1
,, .. 00] 4 1;3 =-40 ji3=-40 ,. 
RCS ON RCS OFF 
4. 1.5-6 
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-q ;J;;_ Subscript 
psf 
s.o 0.0303 N 
7.S 0.0202 N 
10.0 0.0151 N 
5.0 0.0303 A 
7.5 0.0202 A 
10.0 0.0151 A 
s.o 0.0303 m 
7.5 0.0202 m 
10.0 0.0151 m 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
-41~ Rockwell P.~ International 
/f < o• If =.o• /f > o• 
Table No. fol" RCS-ON 
s.1.s.1. 1. 1-3 s.1.s. 1. 1 .1-4 s.1.s.1.1.1-5 
s.1.s.1.1.1-6 5.1.s.1.1.1-1 5. 1 • 5. 1 • 1 • 1-8 
5.1.s.1.1.1-9 s. 1.5. 1. 1.1-10 5.1.5.1.1.1-11 
s.1.5.1. 1.2-3 s.1.s.1.1.2-1+ s. 1.s.1. 1.2-; 
5.1.s.1. 1.2-6 5.1.5.1.1.2-7 5. 1.5. 1~1.2-8 
s.1.5.1. 1.2-9 5. 1 • 5. 1 • 1 • 2- 10 5. 1.5. 1. 1.2-11 
5. 1 • 5. 1 • 1 • 3-3 s.1.s.1.1.3-1+ 5. 1 • 5. 1 • 1 0 3-5 
s.1.5.1. 1.3-6 5 • I • 5 • 1 • 1 • 3- 7 5.1.s.1.1.3-a 
s.1.s.1.1.3-9 5. 1 0 5 0 1 • 1 • 3- 1 0 s.1.s.1.1.3-11 
SEPARATION (PROXl"ITY). The RTLS separation aerodynamics (including 
RCS jet plume effects) are defined for "ach 6.o. The nominal (no 
failure) separation sequence, from structural release to transition 
to "ajar "°de 602 (Figure 4.1.5-1), consists of a -z translation (4 
fon,,ard 'and 6 aft down-firing· RCS jets) without attitude control for 
approximately 1-second duration after structural release, followed 
by RCS attitude control maneuvers where pitch rate is not to exceed 
~2.25 degrees per second. Oown-moding occurs in the case of a jet 
failure resulting in a 2 forward and 4 aft down-firing translation 
jet configuration. Once initiated, dcwn-moding continues throughout 
the attitude control phase of separation. The -z translation burn is 
denoted by UXCND = UYCND = UZC~D = 0 in Table 4.1.5.1. 1-2 (heavy 
outline). All other values of UXCXD, UYCXD, and UZCXD shown in the 
tal:lle apply to the atti·tude control phase ~f separation. -The t!!rms 
a, a 1 , b, c, d, and e appearing in the tacie are further defined in 
Tables 4.1.5.1.1-3, -4, and -5. Synthesis of RCS configurations is 
required in the evaluation of aerodynamic coefficient sideslip 
derivatives because of the unavailability of wind tunnel test 
results for the basic RCS configurations RC06 (term c), RC21 (term 
d), and RC07 (term e) used in Table 1+.1.s.1.1-2. 
4. 1 .5-7 
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Table 4.1.5. 1.1-2 
RTLS SEPARATION TRANSLATION ANO ATTITUDE CONTROL ~ANEUVERS 
NO FAILURE 
CD 
(4/6 DOWN-FIRING) 
C + e ! !l!J. a -
0 
a - C ! ti! t 
a - C + e Ill 11 
a - d + e ! !I"! ! 
''' se 0 
a - d x x1 t t 
"'' 
a - d + e !!I!! ~,, 
a + e !!,!! 
"'''~ 0 ul" a 
"''"' a + e "I !' 3f''' '' 
a 
- d + e !'!!! 
n@ 
0 
a - d n1 !! 
"' 
a - d + e t!J!! a. ·,,, 
b + d + e 
'"' 
~ 
0 b + d n,1 
b + d + e 3'"'' 
b + C + e 
'"' "~ 0 b + C n,ln, 
b + C + e ~ ... In, 
b + d + e 
'"--
0 b + d I,,, 
b + d + e ~ In, 
NOTE: 1. Terms a, a, , b, c, d, and e are defined in 
Tables 4. 1.5.1. 1-3, -4, and -5. 
2. -z Translation burn~ Structural release t0 
M602 (cf. Figure 4. 1.5-1). 
4, 1.5-8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OOWt~ MOOED I (2/4 DOWN-FIRING) I 
a 1- C + e 
! I ' ~ 
a 1- c- ! I ! 
a 1- C + e ! I ! I ~ 
a 1- C + !d + el ! I ! 3 
' ' 
-I = 
:J,- C +ld 
3 I 11 ' 'I ! 
a,- C + l d + el ' I ! 3 ,~., 
, I ! I '~ I a 1 - JC + e I 
" 
I f'f::: I -
, : 
' I ' Ju a,- 3 c h ,, , 
' I ' ; a 1- 3 C + e ,~ .. ,, ! 
2 ! I ! a - C + 3 d + e 1 
·~ 
a 1- C + !d ! I ! 3 
" 
a,- C + !d + e~ 
! I ! 
'' 
3 
b + ld I I + e I 3 I 
" 
~ 
b + l d I I 3 I 
"' 
b +ld+e I I 3 ! 3"'' 
b·+!c+e 
3 "I"~, 
b + le 
3 
" 
I,, 
b + le + e 3 
~· 
I,., 
b + fd + e Ina 
b + .! d 3 I 
" b + ld 3 + e ¥ I 
" 
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TERM 
a 
a, 
b 
C: 
d 
e 
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Table 4.1.5.1.1-3 
... ,~ Rockwell P4~ International 
RCS+ PROXIMITY EFFECT FOR ZERO DEGREES SIOESLIP 
CONFIGURATION 
! I l 
(PROXIMITY 
'"'/o RCS) 
·+ 
FWD 
AFT 
SYNTHESIS 
RCOl: DISK PACK (INCLUDES JET 
INTERACTION, PROXIMITY, 
ANO COUPLING EFFECT). 
RC03: DISK PACK (INCLUDES JET 
INTERACTION, PROXIMITY, 
ANO COUPLING EFFECT). 
(?OWER OFF PROXIMIT~ AERC) 
RC06: CH I + + + - RCS OFF) 
RC:? l : (-•-•-,--+-1---
RC07: (: I - RCS OFF) 
DISK PACK 
TU009; 
(APPENDIX A) 
TU0095 
(APPENDIX A) 
I TUOl 10 
!(APPENDIX Al 
NOTE: Terms c:, d, and e represent RCS effects only. 
4. 1.5-9 
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TERI' 
a 
a, 
b 
C 
d 
e 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
Table -.1.5.1.1--
SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE OF RCS+ PROXl"ITY EFFECT 
FOR SIDESLIP LESS THAN ZERO DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION SYNTHESIS DISK PACK 
,,,,, FWD 
-[( **I++)-( **I**) Vi TUOO95 ,,, ,,• AFT • '• ,,; jl•JO ,, ' ' '' ;laQO 3; ( RCO 1) {APPENDIX Al 
'I' FWD -[( uHh, tJ .. !ifuLJ/i, TUO095 ++ • ••• AFT (RCO3) (APPENDIX Al 
(PAOXl"ITY 
-[ (PROXlftlTY)~-JO - (PROXlftlTY); ... yi, TUOl 1O 
w/o RCS) 
(APPENDIX Al 
,,,I,,, FWD ( .. tl: •• t- [( t•!lt++t ( ... 1 ... Ll AFT 
(RCO6) (RCO3;AZ = 1000) (RC59) (RC11) 
•,+I FWD (A) ( u1u 1 AFT tit +•• -,J- Ht t++ ii (RC21) (RC38) (RC62) 
I F'tlD ( ••l•• l ( **It* L .. AFT - • ++ H+:.,t ••• •• .. (RC07) (RC113) (RCOl ;il • ~000) 
NOTE: Te~ms c, d, and e represent RCS effects only. 
Jt.1.s-10 
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TERI' 
a 
a, 
b 
C 
d 
e 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
S~tems Division P ~ International 
Taole 4.1.5. 1.1-S 
SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE OF RCS+ PROXll'llTY EFFECT 
FOR SIDESLIP GREATER THAN ZERO DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION SYNTHESIS DISK PACK 
,ttltt, FWD [( **I .. ), (~) JI· TU0095 AFT ••• ••• )3-~o u, t'tt jl•oo 3~ 
(RCDl) (APPENDIX Al 
++!It,, FWD [(• til!u )..:. (tt¼JhrL0]/3· TU0095 AFT 
(RC03) (APPENDIX Al 
(PROXll'llTY [ (PROXll'llTY) - ( PROX I a I TY >,.,J/J' TUOl 10 
w/o RCS) i3.30 
IAPPENOIX A) 
.. ,I++, FWD (ntfh.).;J- [(++!f!++).; (u+IH+1.J AFT 
(RC06) (RC03;AZ • 1000) (RC59) (RC11) 
,,, I FWD (mtfu-). - ( .. ,., ) AFT t + f + + + •;J 
(RC21) (RC38) ;J (RC62) 
I FWD ( ''IH ~ ( ,tt!:t, ).J -.. .. AFT + + t , .. --.i3 ... 
(RC07) (RC113) (RCOl;AZ • 1000) 
I 
NOTE: Terms c, d, and e represent RCS effects only. 
,..,.s-11 
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The total force and moment coefficients for the Orbiter and ET over 
the applicable dynamic pressure range are 00tained in the fol lowing 
manner: 
C = 
I 1TOTAI. I C + I 11SOI.ATED 
ACS OFF 
(.1c,' + .1c, i- ) cj=Bpsf q effect OABler 
AERO ORB 
sSq!:100\• 
C = I ITQTAI. I C + t 1,so1.ATEO 
ACS OFF 
( 4C11-=Bosf + 4c, 1-q etfecr) 
A~RO ET q . • rl e. ,,:_,,::,9 
5 !:q !: TQps.l 
= rCI ;RCS Pl.UME - Cl l tSOl.ATt::J] 
+ RCS OFF - =8 psf 
?AOXIMITV Q 
AC1tqeffect = r· f 'RCS ?LUME- Cr 11SOLATE)- '1C1 ;q=8psf 
+ ~CS OFiJa~Spsf 
?CIQXIMITV 
where, 
,. = Aerodynamic force or moment coefficient for 
""t l ACS ?1.UME 
+ 
?AOXIMiTV 
the Orbiter in the presence of the ET (or the 
ET in the presence of the Orbiter) including 
the effect of RCS plumes (c.f. 4C 11 definition) 
subscript (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
C - Freestream aerodynamic force or moment 
t 11SOLATED -
RCS OFF coefficient with RCS-OFF 
subscript: (N) Orbiter Vehicle (ORB) 
External Tank ( ET) (Table 
(A) Orbiter Vehic.le (ORS) 
External Tank ( ET) (Table 
(m) Orbiter Vehicle (ORS) 
External Tank ( ET) (Table 
(not given) 
(not given) 
(not given) 
(Volume 3) 
s. 1.s.1.1.1-12> 
(Volume 3) 
5. 1.,. 1. 1.2-1:) 
(Volume 3) 
5. 1 • 5. 1 • 1 • 3-12) 
NOTE: Orbiter pitching moment coefficients from Volume 3 
'of this report must be converted 
Cm{ Xo 1089.6} 
Yo 0.0 
Zo J75.o 
where: 1089.~ - 1076.7 = 
375.C - 375.0 = 
474.72 in. 
1290.30 in. 
!t. 1 • 5-12 
12.9 
o.o 
as fol lows: 
in. 
in. 
SiS85-0116-1 
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AC, loAel = Effect of ET on Ol"bi tel" due to 
ET" pl"ox imi ty for a 11 ~ at other 
q effect· than nominal dynamic pressure. 
AC1 'ET! 
ORB 
q effect 
-Q 
psf 
s.o 
7.5 
10.0 
s.o 
7.5 
10.0 
s.o 
7.5 
10.0 
= Effect of Orbiter on ET due to 
proximity for all~ at other 
than nominal dynamic pressure. 
• JI~. Subscript Table 
0 .0303 N 5.1.5.1.1.1-13 
0.0202 N s. 1.s. 1. 1.1-11+ 
0.0151 N s.1.s.1.1.1-15 
0.0303 A I 5. 1.5.1. 1.2-13 
0.0202 I A I 5.1.5. l. 1.2-14 0.0151 I A 5. 1.5.1. 1.2-15 
0.0303 m 5.1.5. 1. 1.3-13 
0.0202 m 5. 1.s.1. 1.3-14 
0.0151 m 5.1.5.1.1.3-15 
* • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
iC I loABf : 
ET q = Spsf 
C A U T I O N 
STRUCTURAL RELEASE TO MM6O2 - Fu! ly coucled 
RCS+ Proximity effect (Disk Pack 7~0095). 
BEYOND MM602 - Plume-off proximity effect 
.{Disk Pack TU0095) combined with isolated 
Ql"biter (no proximity) RCS effect. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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4C, loRel 
ET 
q •Spst 
= Effect of ET on Orbiter due to 
proximity at nominal dynamic 
pressure for applicable RCS 
command. 
= [ 4C I I 13: Odeg• 4C I I 13 x 
subscript: (N) 
~ ]ORSI ET 
a=8psf 
(A) 
(nt) 
4C 1 =RCS+ Proximity effect for Orbiter 1 p =0 deg 
oRelET at /J = 0° and nominal dynamic 
ij=Spsf pressure. 
= Sideslip derivative of Orbiter 
RCS+ Proximity effect at 
nominal dynamic pressure. 
4.1.5-14 
(Table 4. 1.5. 1.1-2) 
(Table i..1.s.1.1-2> 
(Table 4.1.s.1.1-2> 
(See Table 4.1.5.1.1-3 
and -6). 
~ < O: (Table 4.1.5.1.1-4 
and -6) 
~ > O: (Tables 4. 1.5. 1. 1-5 
and -6) 
STS85-0118- l 
RCS 
CCN'? m.JllA Tt QN 
* * I + i (FWD) + + f (AFT) + + + 
(RC01: AZ . 1000) 
i ,I, J + • + + 
(RC03: AZ . 1000) 
+ + ,I, + + 
( llCOS) 
I ~ .... 
(RC07) 
• + +I+ t + 
( RC11) 
• + , I 
(llC21l 
, , I * , 
•+++++ +- t t (RC38) 
• 
.1. + t + + + 
( RCS9 I 
* , I * * +++t++ 
(llC82) 
t t I i i 
• • + • • +: 
(llC113) -
Space.Transportation 
Systems Division 
.41~ Rockwell P ~ ~ lritemattonal 
T~ble 4.1.5.1.1-6 
COEFFICIENT DATA LOCATION 
SUBSCRIPT Tamie 
B < o· fJ .. o· fJ > o·. 
N !I. 1 .5. 1.1. 1-17 _-:: .. ,·_·. 5.1.!5. t. 1. 1-11 
.:::: ··,·. •' .. ·.- .• 
A 5.1.9.1.1.2-17 )\)',•-·· 5.1.!5. 1. 1 .2-17 
Ill 5. 1. I. 1 . 1. 3- 17 ({_.· 5.1.!l.1.1.3-17 
N 5.1.9.1.1.1-17 · .. : < . : .. _.·· ... !5.1.!5.1.1.1-17 
A 9.1.5.1.1.2-17 :. !5. 1.5.1.1.2-,1 
II 5 . 1 . !5 . 1 . 1 . 3- 17 :'"\;:-_ .· 5.1.!5.1.t.3-17 
N 5.1.5.1. t. 1-18 ., 
A 5. 1. 5. 1. 1. 2- 1e 
Ill ·•· S.1.S.1.1.3-18 
N : 5.1.!5. 1 .1. 1-18 
A : 5.1.5.1.1.2-11!1: 
Ill 5.1.5.1.1.3-18 
N S.1.s.1.1.1-17 •·• 5.1.!5.1.1.1-17 
A 5.1.5.1.1.2-17 /_,, .... -. : S.1.S.1.1.2-11 ··· .. ··.--·.: 
5. 1 . !5. 1. 1. 3-17 {: . :'.';:,,i·: ;,_ 5. 1 . !I. 1. t. 3- 17 Ill .•····. .. .... ··. . 
N :-· 5. 1 .5.1.1. 1-1s 
A 5.1.5.1.1.2-11!1 
Ill t·-• /.: •. 5. 1 . 5. 1 . 1 . 3- 18 · 
N 5.t.5.1.1.1-17 ::-: ._.:. ::-:: .. ·.-.- -: 5.1.!5.1.1.1-17 
A 5.1.5.1.1.2-17 t _·. 5.1.5.1.1.2-17 
1ft 5.1.!5.1.1.3-17 · 5. 1. S. 1. 1. 3-17 
N !5. t.5.1.1. 1-17 •.• !I. 1.!.1.1.1-17 
A 5.1.5.1.1.2-17 · ,5.1.!5.1.1.2-17 
Ill 5. 1.5. 1. 1.3-17 ::::. · .. ·· i 5. 1. 5. 1 . 1 . 3- 17 ,, .. : .· .. 
N 5. 1. I. 1. 1. 1- 17 !\·_··. 5. 1.5. 1.1. 1-17 
A 5. 1.5.1. 1.2-17 ['// 5.1.5.1.1.2-17 
Ill 9.1.9. 1.1.3-17 I>- · ... I:,:: .. ,-:- 5.1.5.1.1.3-17 
N 9.1.9.1.1.1-17. 9.1.!5.1. 1. 1-17 
A !5.1.9.1.1.2-17 ::·· 5.1.1.1.1.2-17 
II 9 . 1 . S. 1. 1 . 3- 17 : 5.1.!5.1.1.3-17 
lt.1.5-15 
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AC 
IIETl OFl9 
q • 8 psf 
= Effect of Orbiter on ET due to 
RCS+ proximity at nominal 
dynamic pressure. 
= [ AC I l.3 • oo + AC I Ip x # ]!JOFIB 
ACc lp-oo = 
. ET1o!'1B 
q Spsf 
RCS+ Proximity effect for ET 
at~= 0° and nominal dynamic 
pressure. q • Spsf 
Nominal Separation (RCOl) 
Down-~ode Separation (RC03) 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
= Sideslip derivative of ET 
RCS+ Proximity effect at 
nominal dynamic pressure. 
1 
= - [ ACc lp,. 3o - AC1 l.3=oa]eTloF1e 3 
ACc 1,a,_ 30 = RCS + Proximity effect for ET 
ETloFle at # = 3° and nomi na I dynamic 
q=Spsf pressure. 
Nominal Separation (RC01) 
Down-~ode Separation (RC03) 
subsc:r i pt: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(Disk Paek TU0095 
(Disk Paek TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
; Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED ORBITER). The Orbiter free-air aerodyna-
mic force and moment coefficients during the post-separation recov-
ery phase are provided in Volume 3 of this report. Orbiter pitching 
moment coefficients from Volume 3 must be converted as follows: 
Cm p<o 1aa9.6 I 
Yo 0.0 \ 
/z 0 375.o 
where; 
/~Lew) + • Cm\X 01076.,/ \ 
IY 0 a.a I Z0 375.o 
1089.6 - 1076.7 = 12.9 
375.0 - 375.0 • o.o 
'47,.. 72 in. 
1290.30 in. 
Jt.1.5-16 
in. 
in. 
STS85-o 118-1 
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POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK). Isolated External Tank 
aerodynamics for the post-separation disposal trajectory studies (of 
no significance to the RTLS separation maneuver) are defined in tne 
NASA/"SFC memoranda (References 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5). 
These documents present both longitudinal and lateral-directional 
data in the missile axis system; however, equations are provided to 
transform the coefficients to the body axis system. 
Isolated data applicable to the RTLS separation maneuver (compatible 
with the references) are presented in Volume 2, as indicated under 
c, l1sOL.ATEO above • 
.ics OFF 
References 4-3 and 4-4 contain the ET static aerodynamic coeffi-
cients for Mach numbers between zero and ten. All data are provided 
with associated accuracy envelopes which account for experlmental 
tolerances or accuracies on the I imited experimental data base, tol-
erances on analytical predictions, and an additional envelope to 
account for large Reynolds number effects at subsonic and hype~sonic 
Mach numbers. The data presented in these references provide a fui :· 
matrix of information over a Mac~ range from 0.6 to 8,0 and angies 
of attack between zero and 180 degrees with rol I angles between ze~~ 
and 360 degrees. 
Reference 4-5 provides the static stablity aerodynamics for Mach 
numbers between 10 and 30. Static, inviscid, aerodynamic co~ffi-
eients are presented in both tabulated and graphical form in the 
missile axis system with appropriate equations for transformation to 
the body axis system. Tolerances are provided for the inviscid 
coefficients. Incremental coefficients for viscous and free molecu-
lar flow effects are also given. These increments are to be 
combined with the inviscid flow coefficients to obtain total coeffi-
cients for any given Mach number and altitude. This reference (4-5] 
also includes tabulations of the primary moment damping derivations 
for Mach 20 at an altitude of 215,000 feet. 
4. I. 5-17 
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PRE-SEPARATl'ON (TURN-AROUND '1ANEUVER). The totai aerodynamic 
force and moment coefficients are def,nec as: 
where, C11 f 
*'" C - C 1.l lrorA1.. = c It = I lb:oo 
11.e.::o i;.cs OFF 
= Second-stage, forebody force 
or moment coefficient 
sucscr i pt: ( Y) 
( n) 
( £) 
(Taale 5.1.5.1.2. 1-1) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.2.2-1) 
(Taale 5.1.5.1.2.3-1) 
PRE-SEPARATION (NATEO COAST). The available RCS roll/pitch com-
mands for the mated coast phase of the RTLS maneuver are presented 
in Table 4. 1.s.1.1-1 with a description of the associated jets 
being fired. Jet control commands (denoted by circles on the 
table) are used in .:onjunction with one of the following tn:-ee 
conditions of yaw command (UZCND): 
UZCND 
+1 
0 
-1 
CONDITION 
2 forward left side-firing plus 
aft right side-firing jets. 
No side-firing jets. 
2 forward right side-firing plus 
aft left side-firing jets. 
Orbiter-plus-External Tank mated coast aerodynamic force and 
moment coefficien:s are defined as: 
where, 
•NOTE: (1) Rotary derivatives have been assumed negligible. 
(2) Control surface deflections have not been considered •. 
4. 1.5-18 
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C11 IJ3=i1 = RCS-off, full, sc:ale, rigid body 
~cso~~ second stage force or moment 
coefficient with SSNE power-off 
for~= -4°, 08 , + 4°. 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(.0 
.1C; 1;3 = -
l;J < QO 
-
• JI• •. q 
psf 
s.0 0.0303 
7.5 0.0202 
10.0 0.0151 
s.o 0.0303 
7.5 0.0202 
10.0 0.0151 
5.0 0.0303 
7.5 0.0202 
10.0 0.0151 
Subscript ~ < oo 
Table 
y 5. 1 • .5. 1.2:1-2 
y ;. 1.5.1.2. 1-s 
y 5. 1.5. 1.2. 1-8 
n 5. 1.s. 1.2.2-2 
n 5.1.5. 1.2.2-s 
n s. 1.5. 1.2.2-8 
J 5 • 1 • 5. 1 • 2 • 3-2 
,I 5. 1.5. 1.2. 3-5 
I s.1.5.1.2.3-a 
(Table 5. 1.5. 1.2.1-1) 
(Table 5. 1.5.1.2.2-1) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.2.3-1} 
~ = oo ~ > o• 
No. for RCS-ON 
s.1.5.1.2. 1-3 5. 1.5. 1.2. 1-4 
5. 1.5. 1.2. 1-6 5. 1.5. 1.2. 1-7 
5. 1.5. 1.2. 1-9 5.1.5.1.2.1-10 
5. 1 • 5. 1 • 2. 2- 3 5. 1.5. 1.2.2-4 
5.1.5.1.2.2-6 5. 1.5. 1.2.2-7 
5. 1.5.1.2.2-9 5. 1.5. 1.2.2-10 
5. 1.5. 1.2. 3-3 5. 1 • 5. 1 • 2. 3-4 
5. 1.5.1.2.3-0 5. 1.,. 1 .2.3-7 
5. 1.5.1.2.3-9 5. 1 • 5. 1 • 2. 3- 1 0 
SEPARATION (PROXl"ITY). The RTLS separation aerodynamics (including 
RCS jet plume effects) are defined for "ach 6.o. The nominal (no 
failure) separation sequence, from structural release 'to transition 
to "ajor "ode 602 (Figure 4.1.5-1), consists of a -z translation (4 
forward and 6 aft down-firing RCS jets) without attitude control for 
approximately 1-second duration after structural release, followed 
by RCS attitude control maneuvers where pitch rate is not to exceed 
+2.25 degrees per second. Oown-moding occurs in the case of a jet 
failure resulting in a 2 forward and 4 aft down-firing translation 
jet configuration. Once initiated, down-moding continues throughout 
the attitude control phase of separation. The -z translation burn is 
denoted by UXCI\O = UYCI\O = UZC"O = 0 in Table 4 •. 1.5.1.2-1 (heavy 
outline). All other values of UXCNO, UYCNO, and UZCI\O shown in the 
4. 1.5-19 
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table.apply to the attitude control phase of separation. The terms 
a, a 1 , b, c, d, and e appearing in the table are further defined in 
Tables 4.1.5.T.1~3, -4, and -5. Synthesis of RCS configurations is 
required in the evaluation of aerodynamic coefficient sides I 1p 
derivatives because of the unavailability of wind tunnel test 
results for the basic RCS configurations RCO6 (term c), RC21 (term 
d), and RC07 (term e) used in Table 4.1.5.1.2-1. 
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Table 4.1.5.1.2-1 
RiLS SEPARATION TRANSLATION ANO ATTITUDE CONTROL ~ANEUVERS 
NO FAILURE DOWN MDFO 
CD (4/6 DOWN-FIRING) (2/4 DOWN-FIRING) 
-a - C - e ! 111 .fe a = c: - e ! , 
0 
a - C: ! !l! ! a,- c: ! 
a - c: + e ! !I! ! a - c: + e ! 
:I;_ 
, £ 
a + d 
''I" c: + 3. d ' - e a - - e ,,,· ~ 1 3 ,, 
0 a + c! !! I!! a,- c: + 1 d ! 
''' 
3 ,, 
a + d- + e !11u 
~'' 
a -, C: + ld + 3 
e· V ;~V 
a - e UjU 
"' ·.,~, 
1 
a,-j'c: - e ' 
'' 0 
a 
, .. I 'f9 I a - .!. C I ' Uf I"' , 3 ,, 
a + e I It I" 1 + e . ! a - -c 1~" sn,·n, 1 3 
a - d + e !!I!! I a - C - 1 d - e ! 
,rii. , 3 
'i I ~ 
I ! 
I ! 
I ' ~ 
I ! 
I , 
IY ;v,,= 
I ! 
'' I ' ,, 
I ' '~ 0 
a - d 
"I'' a - c - 3.d ! I ' , 3 
"' "' a - d + e .. ,!! 
-~ ·,,., 
b + d - e 
"', I ¥ 
0 b + d 
"'" I 
b + d + e 47"'1 
b + C - e ,,,1,~ I 
0 b + c 
'" I,,, 
b + c + e 3!.'" I,,, 
b - d - e 1,,~ 
0 
b - d 
'"" 
b 
- d + e 
--
'"' 
~ 
NOTE: I. Ter~s a, a 1 , b, c:, d, and e are defined in 
Tables 4. 1.5. 1.1-3, -4, and -5. 
2. -z Translation burn~ Structural release to 
M602 (c:f. Figure 4. 1.5-1). 
4. 1.s-21 
a,- C - 1 d + e !I ! 3 
.~ 
'' 
b + ld + e I 3 
" 
§ 
b + !d 3 
" 
I 
b 2 I + 3 d + e ~n 
b + !. C - e I 3 i ,, '1~ 
b + le I 3 ,, ,v 
b + 3.c: + e I 3 
~· 
n 
b _ ! d -3 e I ,~ 
b - ! d I 3 fV 
b -~d 3 + e ~ I h 
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The total force and moment coefficients for the Orbiter and ET over 
the applicable dynamic pressure range are obtained in the foll°"'ing 
manner: 
Cc 1ToTAL 
.:.e~o 
= Cc I + tSOL.:.TEO f1acc ,- + ACc ,- \ ~ q=8PSI q effect/ET 
RCS i.)FF 
5!;:q~ 10pstleT 
,.rc,. -c 1 \ •<!CS ._r''-UME 111s01..ATEO ?<!OX 11\111 TV <!CS OFF q=8p\l 
AC I lq eff• c, 
where, 
Ci lqcs 1>1..u:1.1e = 
. .. 
?FHJXII\IIITV 
subscript: 
Aerodynamic force or mcment 
coefficient for the Orbiter in 
the presence of the ET (or the ET 
in the presence of the Orbiter) 
including the effect of RCS plumes 
(c.f.4C 11 definition) 
(Y) 
(n) 
( .t) 
c11 = Freestream aerodynamic force or 1S0LATEO 
FICS vFF mcment coefficient with RCS-OFF 
subscript: (Y) Orbiter Vehicle (ORB) 
External Tank (ET) 
(n) Orbiter Vehicle (ORB) 
External Tank (ET) 
(1) Orbiter Vehicle (ORB) 
External Tank (ET) 
loiae 
(not given) 
(not given) 
(not given) 
(Volume 3) 
(Table 5. 1.5.1.2. 1-11) 
(Volume 3) 
( Tab I e 5. I • 5. 1 • 2. 2- 1 1 ) 
(Volume 3) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.2.3-11) 
NOTE; (1) Orbiter yawing moment coefficients from Volume 3 
of this report must be converted as follows: 
Cnlxo 1039,61 
Yo 0,0 
Z,, 3 7 5,0 
- where; AY • O.O in. 
AX • 1089.6 - 1076.7 • 12.9 in. 
bw • 936.68 in. 
La• 1290.30 in. 
,._ 1.s-22 
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NOTE: (2) Orbiter rolling mcment coefficients from Volume 3 
of this report must be converted as follows: 
C:,21><0 1089.S l = C,tlx,, 1076.71 
v,) o.o v,., a.o 
ZJ 375.o ZC) 37~.0 
where: AY • O.O in. 
AZ = o.o in. 
bw = 9 36. 68 i n. 
Le = 1290·.30 in. 
= Effect of·ET on Orbiter due to 
proximity for all~ at other 
than nominal dynamic pressure. 
(!::__ )cN - (-4.:..)cv 
La - La 
AC1 lerl = Effect of Orbiter on ET due to 
ORB proximity for all~ at other 
q effect than nomi na I dynamic: pressure. 
- ;J/;. Subscript Table q 
psf 
s.o 0.0303 y s.1.s.1.2.1-12 1.s 0.0202 y s.1.s.1.2.1-12 
10.0 0.0151 y s.1.s. 1.2.1-12 
s.o 0.0303 n s.1.s. 1.2.2-12 1.s 0.0202 n 5. 1. 5 0 1. 2. 2- 12 
10.0 0.0151 n s.1.s. 1.2.2-12 
5.0 0.0303 £ s.1.s.1.2.3-12 1.s 0.0202 i. 5. 1 • 5. I • 2. 3- 1 2 
10.0 0.0151 i 5. 1 • 5. 1 • 2. 3- 12 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
AC1 >oAal 
ET 
q = 81nf 
= 
C A U T I O N * 
·• 
STRUCTURAL RELEASE TO M602 - Fully coupled * 
RCS+ Proximity effect (Disk Pack TU0095). * 
BEYOND M602 - Plume-off proximity effect 
(Disk Pack TU0095) c0111Dined with isolated 
Orbiter (no proximity) RCS effect • 
• 
• 
•· 
* 
• 
• * • • • • • • • • • * • • * • • • * * * * • • * • * • • * * • * • • • 
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AC1 loRBf ET 
q= 8psf 
=·Effect of ET on Orbiter due to 
proximity at nominal dynamic 
pressure for applicable RCS 
connand. 
= [Ac 11/J=O; 
subsc:r i pt: (Y) 
+ ACc 1/3 x ~J 
oRaln 
q = Spst 
(n) 
(l) 
AC11/3=oo =RCS+ Proximity effect for Orbiter 
ORe!Er at P '" 0° and nomi na I dynamic 
pressure. 
AC 11 '"Sideslip derivative of Orbiter {301'18LT 
,~ RCS+ Proximity effect at 
q=Sost nominal dynamic pressure. 
4. 1.S-24 
(Table 4.1.5. 1.2-1) 
(Table 4.1.5.1.2-1) 
(Table 4.1.5. 1.2-1) 
(Tables i..1.5.1.1-3 
and 4. 1.5. 1.2-2) 
/3 < O:(Tables 4.1.5.1.1-4 
and 4 • 1 • 5 . I • 2- 2 ) 
p > O:(Tables 4. 1.5. 1. 1-5 
and 4. 1.5. 1.2.-2) 
STS85-0 1 l 8- l 
RCS 
alNFIGURATION 
tit ~ 
(FWD) 
i • (A") t t 
(RC01: AZ . 1000) 
• ; tit • ; 
(RC03; AZ • 1000) 
mh-r 
(RC08) 
I -
- (RC07) 
+ • .1. ~ • (RCt1). 
t • ,I 
(RC:Z1) 
' ti; ! ; i f, + (RC38) 
mlt-rr • (RCSI) 
' 
+ 
' ' t + + + t + 
(RCS2) 
! tit ! 
• + + •..: (RC113) -
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
Table 4. 1.5. 1.2-2 
COEFFICIENT DATA LOCATION. 
SUBSCRIPT TaDle 
0 < o· 0 B o· 
y !5.1.!5.2. 1-14 : 
n S.1.!5.2.2-14 _· 
i 5.1.5.2.3-14 .· 
y 5.1.5.2. 1-14 ·, 
:,, 
n 5. 1 .5.2.2-14: 
1 5.1.5.2.3-14) 
y !5.1.5.2.1-13 
n S. 1. 5. 2. 2- 13 . 
t S. 1 . 5. 2. 3-13 
y 5.1.5.2.1-13 
fl 5.1.S.2.2-13 
1 5. 1 . S. 2. 3- 13 
y 5.1.5.2.1-14:; 
S.1.5.2.2-14 .• .· 
.. 
n 
R. 5.1.5.2.3-14 :: 
.411111~ Rockwell P._~ International 
a > o· 
5. 1.5.2. 1-~4 
5.1.5.2.2-14 
5.1.!5.2.3-14 
5.1.5.2.1-14 
5.1.5.2.2-14 
5. 1 5.2.3-14 
5.1.5.2. 1-14 
5.1.5.2.2-14 
5. 1 . 5. 2. 3- 14 
y 5.1.!5.2.1-13 · 
·: 
n ;,: · 5.1.5.2.2-13 
1 !5. 1.5.2.3-13 
y S.1.5.2.1-14 i !5.1.5.2.1-14 
n 5. 1 .5.2.2-1• 5.1.5.2.2-14 
i 5.1.s.2.3-14 <=· 5.1.5.2.3-14 
y !5.1.5.2. 1-14" 5.1.5.2.1-14 
n s.1. 5.2.2-14 r 5.1.5.2.2-14 
J. !5. 1 . 5 . 2 . 3- 14 :· 5.1.5.2.3-14 
y !5.1.S.2. 1-14 r !5.1.!5.2. 1-14 
n !5.1.!1.2.2-14 f,< ·.·· !5. 1 . 5. 2. 2- 14 
l. 5.1.5.2.3-14 ;,: ·:_>::·\· 5 . 1 . 5 . 2 . 3- 14 
y 5.1.5.2. 1-1• \ 5.1.5.2.1-14 
n 5.1.5.2.2-14 f:· 5.1.!5.2.2-14 
1 5. 1 .5.2.3-14 ;._ !5.1.5.2.3-14 
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AC 11 = Effect of Orbiter on ET due to 
eTloRe R<;S + proximity at nomi na I 
ci = 8 P•1 dynamic pressure. 
= [AC I l,1-00 + AC I 1[3 x ~J 
,.- E!loRe 
Q .. Sos, 
AC11 =oo =RCS+ Proximity effect for ET 
;l erloae at ~ = 0° and nami na I dynamic 
q =8p1f pressure. 
Nominal Separation (RCOl) 
Down-~ode Separation (RC03) 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
( .t) 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
q = 8psl 
Sideslip derivative of ET 
RCS+ Proximity effect at 
nominal dynamic pressure. 
I 
=.-[AC11-/l=JO + AC1,Jl:1JO] I 
3 ET OAB 
Q ~8th! 
AC 1 l;3-Jo = RCS + Proximity effect for ET 
- El'!oRa at ~ = 3° and nami na I dynamic 
q=Bp1t pressure. 
Nominal Separation (RCOl) 
Down-~ode Separation (RC03) 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
( .t) 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
(Disk Pack TU0095 
; Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
Appendix A) 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED ORBITER). The Orbiter free-air aerodynamic 
force and moment coefficients during the post-separation recovery phase 
are provided in Volume 3 of this report. 
NOTE: (1) Orbiter yawing moment coefficients from Volume 3 
of this report must be converted as follows: 
Cn lx 0 1089.6 l 
Yo 0.0 
Z0 375.Q 
• Cnl Xc1076.7 l 
Yo 0.0 
Z0 375.0 
(~) -
La 
where; AY • a.a in. 
AX = 1089.6 - 1076.7 = 12.9 in. 
i.. 1.s-26 
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NOTE: (2) Orbiter rolling mclftent coefficients from Volume 3 
~f this report m~st be converted as follows: 
Ctj:: 108~:i l 
z,, J 7:.0 
where: ·4y 
iZ 
= Ctl :: 10 7~:; l 
Zo 37'5,IJ 
= OoO in. 
= o.o in. 
(~) + 
Le 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK). Isolated External Tank aero-
dynamics for the post-separation disposal trajectory studies (of no sig-
nificance to the RTLS separation maneuver) are defined in the NASA/KSFC 
memoranda (References 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5). 
These documents present both longitudinal and lateral-directional data 
in the missile axis system: however, equations are provided to transform 
the coefficients to the body axis systemo 
Isolated data applicable to the RTLS separation maneuver (compatible 
with the references) are presented in Volume 2, as indicated under 
c, 11s01.ATEo above. 
RCS OFF 
References 4-3 and 4-4 contain the ET static aerodynamic coefficients 
for Kach numbers between zero and ten. All data are provided with asso-
ciated accuracy envelopes which account for experimental tolerances or 
accuracies on the limited experimental data base, tolerances on analyt-
ical predictions, and an additional envelope to account for large Rey-
nolds number effects at subsonic and hypersonic Kach numbers. The data 
presented in these references provide a full matrix of information over· 
a Mach range from o.6 to 8.0 and angles of attack between zero and 180 
degrees with roll angles between zero and 360 degrees. 
Reference 4-5 provides the static stablity aerodynamics for Mach numbers 
between 10 and 30. Static, inviscid, aerodynamic coefficients are pre-
sented in both tabulated and graphical form in the missile axis system 
with appropriate equations for transformation to the body axis system. 
Tolerances are provided for the inviscid coefficients. Incremental 
coefficients for viscous and free molecular flow effects are also given. 
These increments are to be combined with the inviscid flow coefficients 
to obtain total coefficients for any given Kach number and altitude. 
This reference [4-5] also includes tabulations of the primary moment 
damping derivations for Kach 20 at an altitude of 215,000 feet. 
4.1.5-27 
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TRANSATLANTIC ABORT LANDING (TAL). Aerodynamic forces and moments 
pertaining to Orbiter and External Tank separation during the 
intact TAL abort mode (l\ach = 25.0 and dynamic pressure less than 
1.0 psf) a~e defined for two phases of the separation maneuver: 
PRE-SEPARATION 
SEPARATION 
.-.ATED COAST 
PROXII\ITY 
Post-separation isolated Orbiter and External Tank aerodynamics 
were defined in Section 4.1.5.1. RCS plume effects are limited to 
plume impingement (no jet/flowfield interaction) due to the extreme 
altitude (dynamic pressure less than 1 psf) at which TAL abort 
occurs. Plume impingement on the Orbiter is limited to the aft 
down-firing RCS jets and confined to the upper wing and fuselage. 
Forward down-firing jet impingement affects only the ET. The plume 
impingement effects were numerically determined by means of a Metr,-
od-Of-Characteristics solution to the nozzle-plume flowfield 
followed by impingement calculations based on Newtonian impact- :he-
ory. Scarfed nozzle effects for the forward down-firing jets were 
not acc~~nted for in the impingement calculations. 
Impingement data for the forward down-firing jets are based on :wo 
left-hand jets. Right-hand jet data are obtained from the left-hand 
data set by applying appropriate sign changes to 4Y, l6, and the 
lateral-directional force and moment coefficients. Single 
down-firing jet impingement values are obtained by halving the two 
jet effect. 
Relative displacements and attitudes of the ET with respect to its 
mated position (4X, 4Y, 4Z, 44, and 46) were defined in Section 
4.1.5. Data are provided for the fol lowing combinations of parame-
ters: 
4X = 0 inches 
4Y = +100, O, -100, -200, -300, -400 inches 
4Z = 0, 100, 300, 400, 700, 1000 inches 
44 = 0, -2.5 degrees 
l6 = -5, 0, +5 degrees 
The longitudinal displacement (4X) of the ET during separation is 
negligible; therefore, the data base for 4X = 0 may be used for all 
values of 4X experienced during separation. 
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAI\ICS 
PRE-SEPARATION ("ATED COAST). The total aerodynamic forces and 
moment are defined below where forces are in pounds and the moment 
is in foot-pounds. Forces and moments are used in this section 
rather than coefficients due to the manner of generating impinge-
_ment effects. 
,._ 1.5-28 
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F = N TOTAL 
AERO 
FA TOTAL a 
AERO 
,'\ TOTAL = 
AERO 
where, 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
+ F 
N IMP 
-41~ Rockwell P~~ International 
(AFT JETSJ 
+ FA IMP 
IAFT JETSI 
+ ,'\IMP 
tAFT JETSJ 
c1 1 I= Second -stage, forebody force or moment coefficient 
f OET {- 180° S 4 S + I 80°). 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.1.1-1) 
(Table 5.1.5. I. 1.2-1) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.1.3-1) 
NOTE: Pitching moment coefficient must be converted to the 
Mated Coast Moment Reference Center (MRC) as follows: 
where, AX = 1734.0 - 976.o 
AZ = 634.3 - 400.0 
La = 1290.3 in. 
Power-on base force or 
moment (including effects 
of SSl'\E plumes). 
= 758.o 
= 21+3.3 
F 
Ill BASE 
F 
A BASE 
-"'BASE 
in. 
in. 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.1-2) 
(Figure 5.1.4.1.2-2) 
(Figure 5. 1.4. 1.3-2) 
NOTE: Pitching moment must be converted to the 
Mated Coast MRC as follows: 
/'\BASE 
{ 
(T 1734-0 l 
YT 0.0 I 
Zr 6J4.J 1 
= ,"\BASE 
{ 
xT 976.u} 
YT 0.0 
Zr 400.0 
+ - F -( uj 12 N BASE ( :} .... , 
where, AX and AZ are as above. 
Plume impingement forces or 
mcment on ET due to forward 
downfiring RCS jets. 
(NOTE: No impingement on 
Orbiter) 
i..1.5-29 
FN IMP· 
(FWO JETS) 
FA IMP 
IFWO JETSI 
MIMP 
IFWO JETSJ 
(Tab I e 5 • I • 5 • 2 • I • 1- I ) 
(Table 5. 1.5.2. 1.2-1) 
(Table 5. 1.5.2. 1.3-1) 
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NOTE: Pitching moment must be converted to the 
Kated Coast MRC as follows: 
( 4X ) . 
" 
IMP = "'IMP + -F N IMP 
IFIIIID JETSl i= :. 0 JE•s 1 12 i• ,'VO JETS! 
{ >(T 1; :,.i ~ l rT 1328. 7 } .,. o.,, ' • T o.o 
Zr 63J J Zr 416.4 
where, AX= 173,..0 1328.7 = ,.05.3 in. 
AZ ,. 63,._3 416.4 = 217.9 in. 
F N IMP Plume impingement forces or !AFT JE1'Sl 
moment on Orbiter due to aft F 
downfiring RCS jets. A IMP 1.:.P JETS! (NOTE: No impingement on ET) MIMP 
,.:., T J:~Sl 
NOTE: Pitching moment must be converted to the 
Mated Coast MRC as fol I ows: 
MIMP 
l.l.l'T JETS! 
{
'T 1~3-l•Jj 
•• 0.l.; 
z~,;.,.;.,J 
: M IMP 
(.l.;:T JETS! ( 
AX ) 
+ -F 
NIMP 12 iAFT JETS! 
-
Rockwell 
International 
-F A IMP ( AZ) 12 ,,-.-;o .c·,1 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
= 1734.o 
634.3 
where, 4X 
AZ= 
(1076.7 + 741.0) = -83.7 in. 
( 375.0 + 336.5) = -77.2 in. 
SEPARATION (PROXIMITY). The total aerodynamic forces and moment 
for the Orbiter and ET during separation are defined below where 
forces are in pounds and moments are in foot-pounds. Forces and 
moments are used in this section rather than coefficients due to 
the manner of generating impingement effects. 
FN = qSCN I + FN 
TOTAL' IMP I 
AERO ORB I AF T ;tTS I ORB ORB 
FN = qSCN I + F 
TOTALI N IMP I 
AERO ET ET tl'WQ JETSl ET 
F = qSC"I + F A TOTAL! A IMP I 
AERO ORB IAFT JETSJ ORB ORB 
F = qSC"I + F 
" TOTALI A IMP I 
AERO ET ET IFWD JETSI ET 
" TOTAL I = qSL 8 Cmj + "IMP I AERO OAB IAFT JE1'Sl DAB ORB 
" TOTALI 
= qSL8 Cml + 
"IMP I AERO ET 
ET IFWD JETS) ET 
,._ 1.5-30 
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where, 
C 1 1 j · = I so I a ted Orb i ter ( no SSl'\E p I umes) 
OAB force or moment coefficient. 
subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
NOTE: Pitching moment coefficient must be converted 
to Orbiter proximity l'\RC as follows: 
- ) ( ~x ) CmloAa • CmloAa + - cNfoRa -
{ ;: ,~:~.~~} s t ~ "·:1.i} Ls (: h 0 •• 
where, 4X = 1089.6 - 1076.7 = 12.9 in. 
4Z = o.o 
L8 = 1290.3 in. 
Cw= 474.82. in. 
C1 ,IET = Isolated 
subscript: (N) 
ET force or moment coefficient. 
(A) 
(m) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.1. 1-12) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.1.2-12) 
(Table 5.1.5. I. 1.3-12) 
NOTE: ET pitching moment data are at correct MRC. 
F · · ( See Volume 3) 
N IMP I (AFT JETS} 
F OAS (See Volume 3) 
A IMP I (MT JETSI 
M IMP ORB (See Volume 3) 
(11.F'T JETS> I 
ORB 
NOTE: Pitching moment must be converted to Orbiter 
separation MRC as fol lows: 
= M IMPI 
ORB ( 
l:!Z ) . 
~ FA IMP I ORB 
F 
{ 
x,, lc;S<, 6} 
Yo (J.0 
Zo 375.0 
where, AX= 
AZ• 
N IMP I 
F IFWD JETSJ ET 
"•MP I 
IFWO JETSl ET 
fll IMP 
IF!IVO JETSI IET 
NOTE: ET pitching 
~
~..,1L•76./} 
y CJ 0.CJ 
Z o J 75.0 
1089.6 - 1076.7 = 12.9 
o.o 
in. 
( Tab I e 5 • I • 5 • 2 • I • 1- I ) 
(Table 5.1.5.2. 1.2-1)" 
(Table 5.1.5.2.1.3-1) 
moment data are at the correct MC. 
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POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED ORBITER). The Orbiter free-air aerodyna-
mic fore~ and moment coefficients during the post-separation recov-
ery phase .are provided in Volume 3 of this report as defined in 
Section i..1.5.1.1 •. 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK). Isolated External iank 
aerodynamics for the post-separation disposal trajectory studies 
(of no significance to the RTLS separation maneuver) are defined in 
Section 4. 1.5.1. I. 
LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL AERODYNA"ICS. 
PRE-SEPARATION (KATED COAST). The total aerodynamic force and 
moments are defined below where forces are in pounds and moments 
are in foot-pounds. Forces and moments are used in this section 
rather than coefficients due to the manner of generating impinge-
ment effects. There are no lateral/directional base force or 
moment effects to be concerned with. 
Fy = qSCyl+ Fy + F 
. y IMP TOTAL OET I MP 
AERO 1FWO JETSI I.AFT JETSI 
•. ,· TOTAL = qSlaCnj + •. rlMP + .... IMP 
AERO OET I FWO JETSI I AFi JETSI 
;,I' TOTAL 
AERO 
where, 
',E IMP + ',E IMP 
tFWO JETSI tAFT J6TSI 
c1 ,, = Second-stage force or moment coefficient 
OET 
Subscript: (Y) 
{n) 
{,t) 
(Table 5. 1.5. 1.2. 1-1) 
(Table 5. 1.5. 1.2.2-l) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.2.3-1) 
NOTE: Yawing and rolling moment coefficients are at the correct 
Mated Coast MRC. 
Plume impingement force or 
moments on ET due to forward 
downfiring RCS jets 
(NOTE: No impingement on 
Orbiter) 
4. 1. 5-32 
FylMP 
tFWO JETS I 
._,,,,.IMP 
tFWO JETS) 
:}'IMP 
tFWO JETSI 
(Figure 5.1.5.2.2.1-1) 
(Figure 5. 1.5.2.2.2-1) 
(Figure 5.1.5.2.2.3-1) 
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NOTE: Yawing and rolling moments must be converted to the Mated 
Coast MRC as follows: 
. ,.IMP = 
: F.VO JETS I 
{
><r17J4.0} 
VT 0.0 
Zr 6J4.J 
~ 
IMP = 
, FWO JETSI 
{ 
><r 17J4.0} 
vr o.o 
Zr 634.J 
where, AX 
ll.Y 
ll.Z 
= 
= 
= 
•. VIMP + - F - - F ( AX) ~AY) YIMP A IMP 
I FWO JETS I 
{ 
XT 1J28.7} 
YT 0.0 
Zr 416.4 
12 iFWOJETSI 12, :FWOJETSI 
'/' IMP + - F - F ( AY) ~z) N IMP y IMP 
'FWO JETS I 
{ 
><r 1J2a.1} 
VT 0.0 
Zr -ll 6.4 
173i..o - 1328.7 
o.o 
6 34. 3 - 4 H,. 4 
= 
= 
12 1FWO JETSI 12 :FWO JETSI 
i.05.3 in. 
217.9 in. 
F YIMP (See Volume 3) 
!AFT JETSI 
Plume impingement force or moments 
on Orbiter due to aft downfiring RCS 
jets. (NOTE: No impingement on ET.) 
.,,· IMP 
!AFT JETSI 
{See Volume 3) 
:1'1MP (See Volume 3) 
!AFT JETS! 
NOTE: Yawing and rolling moments must be converted to the Mated 
Coast ~RC as follows: 
( AX) flMP a ._.,. IMP + - fy IMP (AFT JETS I (AFT JETS) 12 (AFT JETS I 
{
. XT 17J4.0} 
YT 0.0 
Zr 634.J 
'./; IMP : 
!AFT JETS! 
{ 
XT 17J4.0 
YT 0.0 
Z T 634.J 
{ 
Xo1076.7 } 
VO 0.0 
Zo 375.0 
'j' IMP 
(AFT JETSI 
{ 
Xo 1076.7 } 
Yo 0.0 
zo 375.o 
~
AY) 
+- F 
N IMP 
l 2 (AFT JETS I 
( j,Y) - - F A1MP 12 (AFT JETS l 
~
AZ) 
- - FylMP 
12 (AFT JETSI 
wher-e, AX= 
AY"' AZ= 
1734.0 - (1076.7 + 741) = -83.7 
o.o 
634.3 - (375.0 + 336.5) = -17.2 
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SEPARATION (PROXl"ITY). The total aerodynamic force and moments 
for the Orbiter and ET during separation are defined below where 
forces a·re. in pounds and moments are in foot-pounds. Forces and 
moments are used in this section rather than coefficients due to 
the manner of generating impingement effects. 
fy TOTALI = qSCyl + Fy IMP I 
AERO ORB ORB IAFT JETSI ORB 
F 
YTOTALI 
AERO ET 
"',- TOTAL! 
AERO ORB 
= qSCyl + Fy IMP 
ET IFWO JETSII ET 
=qSLaCn1••·•·,MP I 
ORB IAFT JETSI ORB 
t" = qSL 8 C nl + •. ,,· 1MP j 
., TOTAL\ 
AERO ET ET IFWO JETSI ET 
'1.' TOTAL! = qSLaC,t. + 
AERO ORB loRB 
'L 
IMP I !AFT JETS I ORB 
'i' TOTAL! 
AERO ET 
'J' IMP 
IFWO JETS I JET 
where, 
C I = Isolated Orbiter (no SSI\E plumes) force 
I I ORB 
or moment coefficient. 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(.t) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
NOTE: Yawing and rolling moment coefficients must be 
converted to Orb i ter proximity I\RC as fo I I ows: 
( Cw) C = - C "I ORS La "I ORS 
{ 
x0 1009.6} J x0 1016. 1} 
Yo o.o I Yo o.o 
Zo 37S.Q \ Zo 37S.0 
+ ( AX) (AV) -c --c La vloRe La "loRe 
c'\o •• •( ~:)c~.. + 
{ 
x0 1os9.s} { x0 101s.1} 
Yo o.o Yo o.o 
Zo J7S.o Zo 37S.0 
where, AX• 1089.6 - 1076.7 = 12.9 in. 
AV• 0.0 AZ= 0.0 
i.. 1 .s-3i. 
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C I = Isolated ET force or moment coefficient I I ET 
subscript: (Y) 
{n) 
Lt) 
( Tab I e 5. I • 5. 1 • 2. 1- 11 ) 
(Table 5. 1.5. 1.2.2-11) 
(Table 5.1.5.1.2.3-11) 
NOTE: ET yawing and rolling moment coefficient data 
are at the correct MC. 
Fy IMP 
IAFT JETS ii ORB (See Volume 3) 
•.,.IMP . 
I AFT JETS 11 ORB 
(See Volume 3) 
,Z IMP 
iAFT ;Ers,loRe 
(See Volume 3) 
NOTE: Yawing and rolling moments must be converted to Orbiter 
separation MRC as follows: 
,-· I = ,. I + IMP ORB •· IMP ORB 
{ 
x 0 1oes.5 1 {. x 0 1015.1} Yo o.o \ Yo o.o 
Zo 375.0 j zo 375.0 
2 • ',/' + 
tMP!oRB IMPfoRB 
{ 
XQ 1089,6} ,xo 1076.7} Yo o.o Yo o.o 
z O J 1s.o l z O J1s.o 
where, AX= 1089.6 
AY = 0.0 
AZ= 0.0 
FylMP 
. ,Fwo JETs1IET 
,,, IMP I 
,FWD JETSI ET 
p IMP I 
IFWO JETSI ET 
C}•,M•lo•a 
1076.7 = 12.9 in 
( !AY) - - F 12 A IMP loRB 
( Tab I e 5. 1 • 5. 2 • 2 • I - I ) 
(Tab I e 5. l • 5. 2. 2 • 2- I ) 
(Table 5.l.5.2.2.3-1) 
NOTE: ET yawing and rolling moment data are at the correct MRC 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED ORBITER). The Orbiter free-air aerodyna-
mic force and mcment coefficients during the post-separation recov-
ery phase are provided in Volume 3 of this report • 
. 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED EXTERNAL TANK). Isolated External Tank 
aerodynamics for the post-separation disposal trajectory (of no 
significance to TAL abort separation) are defined in Section i..,.s.1.2 
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HINGE MOMENTS. Inboard and outboard eleven hinge moment coefficients 
are presented in both graphical and tabular form for the Mach range Oto 
l+.5. Angle of sideslip range is -8° to +8° for angles of attack of -8°. 
-1+ 0 • o•. and +1+ 0 • All data are presented for the right-hand panel only 
(to obtain left-hand panel data, use values tabulated for corresponding 
negative sideslip angles). 
The elevon control hinge fflCfflent coefficients are 
reference dimensions. The reference area is 210 
length (mean aerodynamic chord) is 90.7 inches. 
were used for each panel so that the total hinge 
the individual panel moments: 
where, Hl\eTOTAL= H1'e,NBOARD + Hl'leouraoA110 
Hf\e = Che (q Se ce) 
based on theoretical 
ft2 and the reference 
These reference values 
moment is the sum of 
l'oair;•• Directions 
A1 Sh-
OR 
ltef.,..,ce: 
S.= ll0.0ft~ 
c.= 90.7;...,i,.. 
AtN Moffl..,t: 19,047 ft1-;...,11 .. 
HI'\ e = ,. Se c: e ( Ch + Ct, ) TOTAL .. e,NBOAR0 eouraOARD 
ELEVON DEFLECTION HINGE 1'101'\ENT 
Elevon + 4e 
-Che 
Right + 4eR 
-CneR 
Left + oel. 
-Chet. 
1+.1.6-1 
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The hinge moment coefficients are then described by: 
where; 
= rigid-body, inboard elevon 
hinge moment coefficient 
(Figure 5. I. 6-1) 
Ch .. rigid-body, outboard elevon 
eourao•RO (Figure 5.1.6-2) hinge moment coefficient 
change in elevon hinge 
moment coefficient due to 
deflection of inboard panel, 
&e
1
, or outboard panel, ie0 
=Bx+ Cx2 +Dy+ Exy + Fy2 
with x • ( ie,0,, NOM - Oe1 r-1oJ 
Y = ( ieoo,, NOM - 0eor-10J 
and coefficients B, C, D, E, & F 
Inboard 
Outboard 
(Tables 5.1.6-1 through -4) 
(Tables 5.1.6-5 through -8) 
= Change in inboard elevon hinge moment 
coefficient due to aeroelastic deformation. 
nominal &e, /&e0 
off-nominal &e 1 /&eo 
4. 1.6-2 
(Figure 5.1.6-3) 
(See Section 5.1.8) 
STS85-t)t ~ 8-1 
Space Transportation 
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= Change in outboard eleven hinge moment 
coefficient due to aeroelastic deformation. 
Rockwell 
International 
nami na 1 &e, /Se0 
off-nominal &e, /&e0 
(Figure 5.1.6-1+) 
(See Section 5.1.8) 
An alternate method of determining the change in the longitudinal 
coefficients due to aeroelastic deformation at or near the zero 
sideslip condition (due to rotation of the eleven acout its hinge 
line) is proportional to the hinge moment on the elevon. The change 
in the longitudinal coefficients may be obtained by determining the 
rigid coefficient values from the appropriate tables (Sections 
5.1.1.1.1-1, 5.1.1. 1. 1-2, or 5. 1. 1. 1.1-3, and Section 5.1.8) at both 
the rigid and flexible eleven deflection angles and subtracting the 
ffrigid" from the "flexible" value. The flexible elevon deflection 
is obtained by: 
where, 
A&enex 1 
(01 
Ko 
Che TOTAL 
FLEX 0 
a K, q Sece Che 
TOTAL (OI FLEX t 
(01 
= Inboard eleven spring constant (1.51+7zlO-6 deg/in.-lb) 
= Outboard eleven spring constant (3.323zlO-6 deg/in.-lb) 
= Total inboard flexible hinge 
moment coefficient 
= Total outboard flexible hinge moment 
moment coefficient 
-(Cne , ... OA.::icheu1vo..,)(c.,eo,~.,K, qSeee)-(c"eou,ao ... ::lCt,e,uvoNo j( l·C;,e, a .. K, qSEcE) 
Ct,e,3- Ko q Sele(Cne06 K, q Se;?e) • ( I ·Ct,e, K, q Se~"')( 1- Ct,e., Ko q Se Ce) 
• ~ 5.1 , A •• 
= D +Ex+ 2Fy 
= B + 2Cx + Ey 
I+. 1.6-3 
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·coefficients B, C, D, E, & F-
= D +Ex+ 2Fy 
= B + 2Cx + Ey 
Coefficients B, C, D, E, & F 
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(Tables 5.1.6-1 through -4) 
(Tables 5.1.6-5 through -8) 
4.1.6-4 
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AERODYNA~IC DATA UNCERTAINTIES. This section defines the aerodynamic 
data uncertainties and associated terms for the mated vehicle, its ele-
ments (Orbiter, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters), and components 
(wing, elevens, and vertical tail). Uncertainties for SRB and RTLS abort 
separations are also defined. 
Laboratory (wind tunnel), experimental, and flight test data are always 
ace0ftlJ'anied by measurement precision error. It, therefore, bec0111es impor-
tant to assign some parameter, such as a limit of error, to represent the 
precision of data measurements. The error in a measurement is the 
observed value minus the true value, where the true value· is unknown. 
Errors can be classified as either accidental or systematic. Accidental 
errors are those which, in a large number of measurements, will be nega-
tive as often as positive and will, therefore, affect a mean value only 
slightly. Systematic errors, arising from the same cause, will affect the 
mean value in the same sense (either positive OR negative) and, rather 
than balance one another, will result in a definite bias to a mean. Exam-
ples of systematic errors would be model support effects, wind tunnel wall 
effects, blockage, engine gimbal biases, thrust biases, flight mass summa-
ries, and the like. When all systematic errors have been eliminated 
(insofar as possible), the sample of individual repeated measurements of a 
quantity can be considered with the objective of securing the best esti-
mate of the true value and assessing the degree of reproducibility which 
has be~n obtained. The best estimate of the unknown true value has been 
obtained fr01D Spac~ Shuttle test flights utilizing flight data measure-
ments coupled with extensive analysis of flight to predicted comparisons. 
The best estimate of the unknown true value is the mean value of all these 
camparisons. 
~.1.7.1 LAUNCH VEHICLE, ELEMENTS, AND CO"PONENTS. The true values (wind tunnel 
data adjusted to flight levels and trends) of the aerodynamic character-
istics of the total launch vehicle, the elements, and the components are 
given in the data section [S.1]. Unc~rtainties, described in this 
section, represent deviations from those true values and describe the 
scattering of observations about the mean. These deviations about the 
mean should be treated as three-sigma errors normally distributed for sta-
tistical error analyses where uncertai~ties need to be combined. Sigma is 
defined as the standard deviation, or limit in the probability sense, of 
the square-root of the average value of the squared deviation of individ-
ual values from the mean as the number of values is increased 
indefinitely. 
ft. 1. 7-1 
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The element, ~amponent, and total vehicle uncertainties may be 
used for a variety of analyses and combined, therefore, in a-
variety of ways. Uncertainties are defined for: 
Orbiter Vehicle } 
External Tank ELEI\ENTS 
Left-Hand Solid Rocket Booster 
Right-Hand Solid Rocket Booster 
Wing 
Inboard/Outboard Elevons 
Vertical Tai 1 
First-Stage 
Second-Stage 
l COIIPONENTS 
} TOTAL VEHICLE 
Guidelines intended for usage of the uncertainties are included. The 
following items are applicaale (unless otherwise specified): 
(1) Transfer of all moment uncertainty terms and 
mcment coefficients may be performed separately, 
prior to sUlllllation. 
(2) For ~ch numbers exceeding 6.o, the uncertainties 
applicaale at ~ch 6.0 are to be retained. 
4.1.7.1.1 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS/GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL. The uncertain-
ties defined in this sub-section are intended for use in ascent trajec-
tory analyses, subsystem analyses, flight control analyses, day of 
launch c011111it-to-flight analyses, and manned simulation studies. These 
definitions apply to the first and second stage configurations only. 
Equations specifying the use of the uncertainties- as related to the 
total vehicle are included. Each of the six aerodynamic forebody coef-
ficients are to be treated separately and the base coefficients are to 
be combined separately. A total incremental result is specified by 
appropriate equations. The total forebody aerodynamic coefficient 
uncertainties are obtained for four flight regimes as outlined below. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Note that all maments are about a "anent Reference Center 
(MC) of l.r976, Y,.0, ZT400 EXCEPT for the ground wind 
phase where the MC is at X-r2468. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
It has been assumed that users will be comparing analyses performed 
WITH uncertainties to analyses conducted WITHOUT uncertainties. 
i..1.1-2 
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GROUND WINDS (ft• 0)o 
ACc ,TOTAL 
AERO 
where, ( 
= 1(1'+ k1,2 K10R2) c,,w,o 
TOWER ) • the symbol applicable to coefficient 
being analyzed: 
N • Normal Force 
A• Axial Force 
m • Pitching Moment 
Y • Side Force 
n • Yawing ftcment 
t • Rolling ftament 
k1 2 • post l i ft-off parameter 
' 
K1 • LONGITUDINAL tower interference factor 
K2 a LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL tower interference factor 
TRANSITION (0 ~ft~ 0o6) 
ACc I • TOTAL 
AERO 
Ate 1F1RsT 
STAGE 
M•0.60 
[1 _ (I& or:!· 12.)] + 
where, ) • (as above) 
Longitudinal 
Lateral-Directional 
FIRST 
subscripts:sTAGE • First-stage uncertainty at K =· 0060 
M •Q.60 
;R:O~ = Transition coefficient at 4 = 90° 
LOW ATTITUDE {K ~ 0.6). 
AC1 lroTAL .. ACc If 
AERO 
where, ) • (as above) 
12• ~ 4 ~ 90° 
12• ~ ~ ~ 90• 
Taale 4.1.7.1.1-1 presents a suanary of the total vehicle uncertainties, the fig-
ures where they may be found, and the manner in which they are to be correlated 
when analyzing the effect on a specific parameter due to the application of any 
uncertainty. In order to perform an uncertainty analysis on any of the six aero-
dynamic coefficients or the base terms, the following procedure is to be followed: 
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1. Determine uncertainty to be analyzed and locate 
in Table under 'INCRE~ENTAL COEFFICIENT MULTIPLIER'. 
2. Look at column under uncertainty and note the 
row(s) where a plus or minus one is located. In the column at 
the left of the table under 'AC' find the terms which corre-
spond to the row(s) noted aoove. 
3. Above terms are to be correlated using the multipliers 
(tl) in the table. Careful attention must be given to the 
order of the signs on the multipliers (i.e., tl as opposed to 
~1). 
Ex•ple: ACAf to be analyzed 
ACAf correlated with AC'j 
m ACA 
as fol lows: 
+ACAf + AC~ l.1cA 
-ACAf - AC'm l.1cA 
(note signs on terms) 
It. When more than one column appears under the uncertainty 
to be analyzed, each column with every combination shown 
should be analyzed separately with respect to the other col-
1.111ns;· as in step 3. 
It. 1. 7-lt 
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HYPERSONIC VISCOUS •. 
NOTE: Provided for longitudinal aerodynamics onlyo 
AC11ToTAL= I ,c,,sEcoNojF, + 1c,,FMFIF 2 
AERO STAGE 
where, { ) • {as above) 
subscripts•. SECOND• Second-stage uncertainty STAGE 
FMF• Free-1110lecular coefficient 
. { , Kn S 0.01 F, sin 90 - ( :: ) *90 , 0.01 S Kn S 
0 , Kn> 10.0 
0 , Kn S 0.01 
10.0 
F2 
. { sin ( :: ) *90 , 0.01 S Kn S 10.0 
, Kn> 10.0 
Kn• Knudsen number. 
4.1.7-5 
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AC CODE 
ACAi DCA 
ACN 1 DCN 
ACmt DPM 
ACyl DCY 
ACn1 DYM 
AC,t 1 ORM 
AC"'IACA DCNTA 
AC"'I DCMTN ACN 
A(AC,i,)ACN DDCMTN 
AC,ilACy DCYMT 
A(ACi.)ACy DDCYMT 
AC' 
.tlACv DCLT 
A(ACJ )ACv DDCLT 
AFA11ASE DFAB 
AfNOASli DfNB 
AM,,..;,I DMAB 
. AFA 
AMIIA"illAfN OMNB 
-
Table 4.1.7.1.1-1 
TOTAL VEHICLE UNCERTAINTIES SUMMARY 
TABLE NJMBER INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENT MULTIPLIER 
FIRST-STAGE SECOND-STAGE (REQUIRED TO FORM CORRELATED UNCERTAINTY ASSESSMENTS DUE TD) 
UNCERTAINTY UNCERTAINTY ACAi ACNt ACm1 ACy1 ACn1 AC.ti 
6.1.7.1.1-1 6. 1.7.1. 1-2 ti 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• j ~ i l ! l l 0 11 11 0 0 11 
0 tt 11 ti ti 
0 0 0 0 ti ' 
0 11 
11 0 
-
0 + 1 +1 
' 
• 
~ 
+1 ii 
0 0 • I ¼ I • I i1 
ti p tt 
~· 
11 11 tt 11 
11 11 H H 
' 
', 
6.1.7.1.1-3 6.1.7.1.1-3 0 0 0 0 
~ 
• 
' 
' 
t ' 
ABASE 
0 
I 
!I 
11 
!I 
11 
1/1 
i 111g 
!~ la 
~l !. :t. g g 
~ 
• -::n ao 
CD (') 3 x-
Q) ~ 5" CD 
::, 
!. 
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STRUCTURES. The uncertainties defined in this sub-section pertain 
to the fi'rs;-stage mated elements, wing, eleven, and vertical tai 1 
only. It has been assumed that users will be performing "onte 
Carlo/day-=of-launch margin assessment analyses only. The following 
_instructions are, therefore, directed toward this end. 
i..1.1.1.2.1 MTED ELE~ENTSa Equations defining the use of the uncertainties 
as related to the mated elements (Orbiter, External Tank, Left- and 
Right-Hand Solid Rocket Boosters) are provided and the uncertainty 
values to be used are given in Section 5.1.1.1.2.1. 
The forebody force and mcment uncertainty levels are obtained in the 
following manner: 
4 
AC11w•r:[(AC1 lj /3.0HK1 lj)] 
i-1 
where, ( ) • applicable symool denoting particular 
coefficient being analyzed: 
N • Normal Force 
A "' Axial Foree 
m • Pitching I\Olnent 
Y • Side Force 
n • Yawing "ocnent 
i • Rolling "°"'ent 
• applicable number denoting particular 
el.ant being analysed: 
1 = Orbiter Vehicle 
2 = External Tank 
3 • Left-hand SRB 
4 • Right-hand SRB 
K11i • Sigma level randomly selected by "onte 
Carlo scheme (TO BE PROVIDED BY THE USER). 
The forebody first-order transfer terms are obtained in the 
following manner: 
AC.;, 1 = [0.2608(ACA1 /3.0)(KA1 )] AC.o. . 
4 
Ac:.,1 • ~[Xpi (AC .. J3.0)(K•i > l ~ 1•1 
4 
ACril • 1:[Xv. (ACv-1 /3.0)(Kvi )] ACv • I 
••1 
ACri I . • o.o 
AC.o. 
i..1.1-1 
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The forebody second-order transfer terms are obtained 
in the following manner: 
4 
A(A~)iCN = :E {LUPj /3.0) (Kpi) [CNj +(4CNj /3.0) (KNj)]} 
i •1 
4 
A(AC~)~cv = I: {(AXvj/3.0) ( Kni) [Cvi +(.iCvi /3.0)(Kyi)]} 
i•t 
{(AZA1 /3.0)(Kz1 ) [Cv1 +(4Cv1 /3.0)(Kv1 )]} 
The base terms are obtained in the following manner: 
4 
AF = ABASE :E[(.iFAb./3.0)(KAb·)] j •1 I . I 
4~8ASEI = [(AFAb /3.0)(KAb )(Xpb)] 
~F~ 1 1 
4. 1. 7-8 
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Reference Table 5.1.1.1.2.1-1 
FOREBODY NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
(CNO, CNE, 
subscript: 
UNCERTAINTY 
CNS) 
0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
ACNf• (DCNO, 0CNE, OCNS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
FOREBODY AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
!CAf' (OCAO, OCAE, DCAS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACm1, (DCMO, OCME, OCMS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
i..1.1-9 
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Reference Table.5.1.7.1.2.l-2 
FOREBODY SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT 
(CYO, CYE, 
suoscript: 
UNCERTAINTY 
CYS) 
0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
ACyf , ( DCYQ, OCYE, DCYS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
FOREBODY YAWING "O"ENT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACnf, (OCY"O, DCY"E, OCY"S) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET External Tank 
LSRB Left-hand SRB 
RSRB Right-hand SRB 
FOREBODY ROLLING "O"ENT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACt f , ( oc~o, DCLE, DCLS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
4.1.7-10 
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Reference Table 501.7.1.2.1-3 
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNA"IC CENTER-PITCH 
Xp, (XPO, XPE, XPS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - ExternalTank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
UNCERTAINTY 
AXp, (DXPO, DXPE, DXPS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - ExternalTank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER 
YAW 
Xv, (XYO, XYE. 
subscript: 
UNCERTAINTY 
XYS) 
0 Orbiter 
ET - ExternalTank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
AXv, (DXYO, DXYE, DXYS) 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ROLL 
ZR, (ZRO) 
ET - ExternalTank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
subscript:- 0 - Orbiter 
UNCERTAINTY 
AZR, (DZRO) 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
4. I. 7- I 1 
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Reference Table 5.1.1.1.1-3 
POWER-ON BASE 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
.iCNb "".iFNb/qS 
.iFN , (OFNB) 
b subscript: 
UNCERTAINTY 
0 - Orbiter 
- External Tank ET 
LSRB 
RSRB -
Left-hand SRB 
Right-hand SRB 
AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
.iCAb = .iFAb/qS 
.iFA , (DFABO, DFABE, DFABS) 
b subscript: 0 - Orbiter 
q = freestream 
s • reference 
Xp = b 
Zpb = 
4. 1.1-12 
ET - External Tank 
LSRB - Left-hand SRB 
RSRB - Right-hand SRB 
dynamic pressure 
area 2690~0 
1296.3 
336.5 
ft2 
inches 
inches 
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~.1.1.1.2.2 WING lJNCERTAINT1£S. The basic wing shear, bending, and torsion 
uncertainties are presented herein. The data are to be used primari-
ly for structural margin assessment analyses. 
The wing panel load coefficient uncertainties are based on a refer-
ence area of 2690 ft2 and a reference length of 936.68 inches in 
bending and ~74.8 inches in torsion. The mcment reference center is 
located at {Xc,1308, Y0 105, Zg288). The following information is pre-
sented in Table S.1.7.1.2.2-1. 
SHEAR COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
AC- (DCSW) 
-~ING' 
BENDING COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACaw,NG, ( DCBW) 
TORSION COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
AC,. (DCTW) 
WING' 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAftlC CENTER-BENDING 
a.c. 8 , (ACB) 
UNCERTAINTY 
LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAftlC CENTER- TORSION 
a.c.T, (ACT) 
UNCERTAINTY 
NOTE: For Kach numbers greater than 6.0 use the uncertainties given 
at 6.o. 
4. 1. 7-13 
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4.1.7.1.2.3 ELEVON UNCERTAINTIES. The basic elevon hinge moment uncertainties 
are given.for the inboard and outboard elevons. The data are to be 
used for trajectory shaping studies and structural margin assessment 
analyses. 
The elevon control hinge moment coefficient uncertainties are based 
on theoretical reference dimensions. The reference area is 210 ft2 
and the reference length (mean aerodynamic chord) is 90.7 inches. The 
following information is presented in Table s.1.1.1.2.2-1. 
(DCHEI) 
• Rigid-body, inboard elevon 
hinge mament coefficient 
uncertainty about the elevon 
hinge line 
(DCHEO) 
• Rigid-body, outboard elevon 
hinge 1110111ent coefficient 
uncertainty about the elevon 
hinge I ine 
NOTE: For ~ch numbers greater than 6.0 use the uncertainties 
given at 6.Q. 
4.1.7-14 
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4.1.7.1.2.lt VERTICAL UNCERTAINTIES. The basic vertical six camponent farce 
and 1110111ent uncertainties are presented herein. The data are to be 
used primari'ly for structural margin assessment analyses. 
The vertical tail panel load uncertainties are presented in coeffi-
cient fona for normal force, axial force, pitching moment, root 
shear, bending, and torsiono The data are based on a reference area 
of ~13.25 ft2 and a reference length of 199.80 inches. The l\oment 
Reference Center is located at (X0 1414.3, Y0 o, Zo 503). The fol-
lowing information is presented in Table s.1.1.1.2.1t-1. 
AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
CveRTs1-1EAR , (CSV) 
SHEAR COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACveRTs1-1EAR, (DCSV) 
NOMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACveRT NORMAL, ( DCNV) 
BENDING COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
ACveATeENOiNG , (DCBV) 
PITCHING COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
TORSION COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER 
BENDING 
a.c. 8 , (ACBV) 
UNCERTAINTY 
Aa.c. 8 , (DACBV) 
lt.1.7-15 
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LONGITUDINAL AERODYNA"IC CENTER 
TORSION 
aoc•T• (ACTV) 
UNCERTAINTY 
Space Transpo,tation ? Rockwell 
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NOTE: For "8ch numbers greater than 6.0 use the uncertainties 
given at 6.Oo 
i..1.7-16 
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tt.1.7.2 SEPARATI.ON~ Statistical principles have also been applied in defining 
separation· tolerances about a mean. However, variations (as a result 
of the complexity of the model(s) used for separation testing) are 
not statistically distributed about a mean but either exist or do not 
exist when applied to the uncertainty evaluation. 
For separation, tolerances represent the uncertainty associated with 
the ability of the test apparatus to achieve the exact programmed 
conditions (model position - attitude, jet plume pressure, etc.) as 
well as the inability to achieve an exact steady state measurement of 
the forces and moments on the test model. Variations, on the other 
hand, represent the uncertainty associated with differences between 
model and flight configurations and flow field simulation parameterso 
The assessment of separation uncertainties is considerably more com-
plex than that for the launch configuration. The total uncertainty 
(i.e., combined tolerance and variation) is to be used in conducting 
flight simulation studies. 
Wind tunnel data were used to define separation uncertainties because 
of the inaccuracies associated with flight measurements at the low 
flight dynamic pressure and the presence of booster separation motor 
(BSM) and SRB plume effects experienced during separation. Flight 
measurements data are not available for the external tank during RTLS 
abort separation. 
Separation uncertainties are defined for: 
4.1.7.2.1 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS (SRB) 
4.1.7.2.2 RETURN-TO-LAUNCH-SITE (RTLS) INTACT ABORT 
4.1.7.2.3 TRANS-ATLANTIC ABORT LANDING (TAL) INTACT ABORT 
4. 1.1.2.- 1 
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4. 1.7.2.1 SOLID.ROCKET BOOSTER (SRB). Uncertainties to be used with the SRB 
separation aerodynamic data base presented in Section 4.1.2 are 
defined herein. These uncertainties are based on: (1) a data 
interpolation error; (2) an SRB configuration asymmetry error; and 
(3) a BSX plUffle simulation error. The values furnished represent 
total uncertainties (i.e., combined tolerance-variation effect) and 
are applicable to rhe SRB separation total aerodynamic coeffi-
cients. Uncertainties are provided for both the SRB's and the 
Orbiter-plus-External Tank (OET) configurations for two conditions 
: 1) Booster Separation "otor (BSM) plume-on; and 2) BSM plume-off. 
The same plume -on uncertainties are to be used for all plume 
momentum ratios. The proposed uncertainties for each aerodynamic 
coefficients are applicable to any combination of separation atti-
tude and vehicle-to-vehicle relative attitude and position (i.e., 
4, ~. 44, 4#, 4X, 4Y, and !z). The uncertainty for a particular 
force or moment during SRB separation is calculated from the coef-
ficient uncertainty, 4C() , as follows: 
TOTAL 
AEFIO 
4( ) = 
TOTAi. 
AC:"'O 
qS4C 
( ) TOTAL. 
AEFIO 
(N) = Normal Force 
(Y) = Side Force 
4( = 
TOTAL 
AEFlt:' 
,11) = Pitching Moment 
(..,11 = Yawing Moment 
~ = Roi 1 ing Moment 
Axial force is not utilized in SRB separation dynamic studies. 
Uncertainties are presented for the pre-separation phase 
(first-stage vehicles) and the separation phase (OET and SRB's in 
proximity). 
4.1.1.2.1 - 1 
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PRE-SEPARATION 
~I~ Rockwell P._~ lntemation~I 
First stage (SS"E power-on) uncertainties, defined in section 
4.1.7.1, will be used for the SS"E power-off SRB pre-separation 
maneuver with the exception of base force and moment terms which 
will be neglected. The pre-separation flight conditions are identi-
cal with those at the end of first stage boost. These uncertainties 
are presented as a function of "ach number and angle-of-attack 
(longitudinal) or sideslip angle (lateral-directional). The last 
uncertainty value shown should be used for angle-of-attack or 
sideslip ~alues exceeding~ 8 degrees. 
SEPARATION (PROXIMITY) 
Uncertainties for the proximity phase of SRB separation are defined 
for the total aerodynamic coefficients as follows: 
AC 
( )TOTAL 
AERO l 
OET 
Subscript: (N) 
(•«) 
(Y) e,,, 
(2) 
AC 
( )TOTAl I 
AERO 
SR8 
Subscript: (N) 
~II) 
(Y) 
(..Ii 
• Total uncertainty on force or moment 
coefficient for OET in the presence of 
both SRB's for BSM plume-on and - off 
operation. 
l j' (Table 5. 1.7.2.1-1) 
• Total uncertainty on force or 
coefficient for left or right 
presence of OET and other SRB 
plume-on and plume-off. 
moment 
SRB in 
for BSM 
} (Table 5. 1.7.2. 1-2) 
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Axial farce is not defined for either vehicle during the SRB sepa-
ration maneuver: and rolling moment for the SRB is zero as a result 
of configuration symmetry. 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED VEHICLE) 
The uncertainties for the Orbiter-plus-1ank (OET) and SRB's in free 
air following completion of SRB separation are defined in Section 
1+.1.1.1. 
STs85-011s-2 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
Rockwell 
International 
4.1.7.2.2 RETURN-TO-LAUNCH-SITE {RTLS) INTACT ABORT. Uncertainties to be used 
with the RTLS abort separation aerodynamics presented in Section 
4.1.5.1 are provided herein for use in conducting RTLS abort sepa-
ration trajectory studies. The uncertainties are comprised of tol-
erances and variations which are c0111bined in RSS fashion to give a 
total aerodynamic uncertainty for applic~tion to the data base. 
Tolerances consist of wind tunnel and plume scaling measurement 
errors; whereas, variations deal with experimental-to-flight scal-
ing errors. These uncertainties- were derived for normal separation 
at ~ach 6.o and a dynamic pressure of • 8.0 psf. They are, howev-
er, equally applicable to off-nominal separation conditions over 
the range of 5 to 10 psf. The uncertainties are applicable to any 
combination of separation attitude and position {i.e., 4, 6, AA, 
46, 4x, 4Y, AZ). The uncertainty for a particular force or moment 
during RTLS separation is calculated from the coefficient uncer-
tainty, 4C , as follows: 
() 
TC,-41. 
AERO 
4( 
'1( 
TOTAL 
AERO 
{N) 
( A) 
(Y) 
) 
TOTAL 
AERO 
'-'ll (.,1 
~ 
.. qSAC 
( ) TOTAL 
AERO 
• Normal Force 
• Axial Force 
• Side Force 
= qSL '1C 
a ( ) 
TOTAL 
AERO 
• Pitching ~oment 
• Yawing ~oment 
•Rolling ~oment 
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PRE-SEPARATION (TURN-AROUND "ANEUVER) 
Uncertainties for the pre-separation turn-around maneuver prior to 
RTLS abort separation are the same as second stage launch vehicle 
uncertainties defined in Section 4.1.7.1. These uncertainties are 
presented as a function of Hach number and angle-of-attack (longi-
tudinal) or sideslip angle (lateral-directional) The last uncerta-
intiy value shown should be used for angle-of-attack or sideslip 
values exceeding z 8 degrees. 
PRE-SEPARATION ("ATED COAST) 
Uncertainties for the mated coast maneuver prior to RTLS abort sep-
aration are defined for the total aerodynamic coefficient as fol-
lows: 
i1C 
( )TOTAi. i 
AEFIO 
OET 
Subscript: ( N) 
(A) 
WI) 
(Y) 
(,\') 
(~1 
= Total uncertainty force or moment 
coefficient for the Orbiter-plus-tank 
(OET) for RCS-on and off operation 
(Table 5.1.7.2.2-1) 
The values provided in Table 5.1.7.2.2-1 are to be used for all 
combinations of angle-of-attack and sideslip and dynamic pressure 
between 5 and 10 psf. 
SEPARATION (PROXl"ITY) 
Uncertainties for the proximity phase of RTLS abort separation are 
defined for the total aerodynamic coefficient as follows: 
4.1.7.2.2 - 2 
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AC 
( )TOTAi. 
AERO I 
OFI B 
Subscript: (N) 
AC 
( )TOTAi.i 
AEFIO 
(A) 
~II) 
(Y) 
vl1 
~ 
ET 
Subscript: (N) 
(A) 
'II) (Y) 
U1 
(!l1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
--41~ Rockwell P•'lfl////f lntemat1onal 
• Total uncertainty on force or moment 
coefficient for the Orbiter 
during separation. 
(Table 5.1.7.2.2-2) 
• Total uncertainty on force or moment 
coefficient for the ET during 
separation. 
(Table 5.1.7.2.2-3) 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED VEHICLE) 
Uncertainties for the Post-separation isolated Orbiter are pre-
sented in Volume 3. Post-separation isolated ET uncertainties are 
found in Section 4. 1.7.1. 
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4.1.7.2.3 TRANSA•LANTIC ABORT LANDING (TAL) INTACT ABORT. Uncertainties to 
be used with the TAL abort separation aerodynamics data base pre-
sented in Section 4.1.5.2. are defined herein. These uncertainties 
are based on: (1) tolerances consisting of wind tunnel measurement 
errors: and (2) empirical error factors related to plume modellng 
accuracy which are presented as percentages of the plume inpinge-
ment force or moment. These uncertainties were derived for nominal 
separation at t\ach 25 and dynamic pressure less than 1.0 psf. The 
uncertainties are applicable to any combination of separation atti-
tude and position (i.e., 4, ~. A4, A#, ~x, AY, Az). 
PRE-SEPARATION ("ATED COAST) 
Uncertainties for the mated vehicle maneuver prior to TAL abort 
separation are defined for the total aerodynamic force or moment as 
fol lows: 
1 
~F 
= ({~c as t•{KN(FN + FN Jr)2 NTQTAI.I NOET AEFIO IMP IMP 
OET (Fwo JETSi (AH JETS) 
1 
1F = ({i1cAoET QS r+ {KA [FAIMP + F ] r )2 ATQTAL I AIMP AEFIO (FWO JETS\ (,;.FT Ji: .,-S) OET 
({ 1cmoETciSLs}: {K [lf1MP + /lt,MP 
1 
·1-11 = 
;c'°S)] r r-.,.OTAL I AEFIO m (Fwo JETS) (.>F, 
OET 
1 
1F ({ 1c cis }2. {KvLJ\MP rY = ~ FYIMP ] YTOTALI YaeT AEFIO (FWO JETS) (AFT .;STS) OET 
1 
il-l' = ({6cnoeTQSLBr+{Kntf1MP + /'fMP Jr )2 TOTAi. 
loeT 
AEl'IO (Fwo JETS) (AFT ;eTS) 
1 
~ = ({6c QSLr•{K (.2' + fr ]}2)2 TOTAL I !oET I ! IM~FWO JETS)IMP(A,T JETS) AEFIIO" 
OET 
4.1.1.2.3- 1 
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= OET force or mcment coefficient tolerance 
based on RSS of isolated Orbiter and ET 
tolerances. 
Subscr.ipt: (N). 
(A) 
'11} 
(Y) 
U1 
{:.f) 
(Table 5. 1.7.2.3-1) 
K = () Impingement uncertainty based on fraction of impingement force or moment. 
Subscript: (N) 
(A) 
(//) 
(Y) 
{,/1 
{:.f) 
Plume impingement force 
or moment on ET due to 
forward downfiring RCS 
jets (Note: No impingement 
on Orbiter.) 
i..1.1.2.3- 2 
(Table 5. 1.7.2.3-2) 
FNIMP (Table 5. 1.5.2.1.1-1) 
(FWO JETSI 
F (Table 5.1.5.2. 1.2-1) 
AIMP 
(~we JETS) 
.((IMP (Table 5.1.5.2.1.3-1) 
(FWO Ji:TSj 
F.y (Table 5. 1.5.2.2. 1-1) 
IMP 
(FWO JETS) 
1 · •MP ( Tab I e 5 • 1 • 5. 2. 2. 2- I ) 
(FWO JETSI 
!/'IMP (Table 5.1.5.2.2.3-1) 
(FWO JETS) 
STS85-0118- 2 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell . 
Systems Ohrislon P ~ International 
Plume impingement force 
or moment on Orbiter due 
to aft downfiring RCS jets 
(Note: No impingement · 
on ET). 
i..1.1.2.3 - 3 
F (See Volume 3) 
NIMP 
(AFT JET) 
F (See Volume 3) 
AIMP 
{AFT JET) 
.,-/tlMP 
(AFT JET) 
F 
V IMP (A•TJET)• 
.,,f,' MP 
. I (AFT JET) 
PIMP 
(AFT JET) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
(See Volume 3) 
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SEPARATION (PROXl"ITY) 
Uncertainties for the proximity phase of TAL abort separation are 
defined for the total aerodynamic force or moment as follows: 
: ( { ~CNI Q S r 
ORB 
+ 
, 
( 1~'"1.}s l' 2) 2 .lFN'!'OTA;..I = + { KNFN:~:0Jers1} 
.:i.er10 
ET 
1 
( I .\Ct.:s r 12) 2 .lF ATOTAi..l = + KA FA IMP J { (AFT JETS! AEQ~ 
ORB 
, 
.lF A'!'CTAl.l = ( ( .1c'la Qs r + { KA FA :::OJETS) r) 2 AE~C 
. ET 
, 
{ Km,_,/IIMP } 
2 
) 
2 
IAFT JETS:: 
{ 
'2 ) ½ 
Km ... 11 1MP } 
IFWOJ::S· 
, 
+ 
2)-Ky F y IMP } 2 
{ IAFT JE'T'S l 
, 
+ Ky F V IMP } 2 2 )-
{ (FWO JETS! J 
STS85-0118-2 
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,l .,T~OTAL I 
4El'!C 
. ET 
= ( { ~Cn I q s La r + 
ET 
{ "}:? ) ½ Kn c/l-'1MP 
1FW0 Jers, 
= ( { .lC ( 
1 
q s L 8 r . 
ET 
whel"e, 
Subscript: (N) 
AC () 
ET 
(A) 
'4'() 
(Y) 
tl1 
l:n 
Subscript: (N) 
(A) 
~() 
(Y) 
t" en 
a Orbiter fol"ee or moment coefficient 
tolel"ance base on RSS of isolated Orbiter 
tolel"ancesc 
l (Table 5.1.7.2.J-JI 
• ET force or moment coefficient tolerance 
based on RSS of isolated ET tolerances. 
(Table 5.1.7.2.3-4) 
1t.1.1.2.3 ~ S 
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K ( ) 
= Impingement uncertainties based on fraction 
of impingement force or moment. 
Subscript: (N) 
( A) 
"" (Y) (..'1 
<.:n 
Plume impingement force 
or moment on Orbiter due 
to aft dawnfiring RCS jets 
(Nate: Na impingement on 
ET). 
i..1.1.2.3 - 6 
(Table 5. l.7.2.3-2) 
F (See Volume 3) 
NIMP 
(AFT JET) 
F (See Volume 3) 
AIMP (Al'T JET) 
(See Volume 3) 
,;I/IMP 
(AFT JET) 
F (See Volume 3) 
V llotP(ArT JET) 
(See Volume 3) A· 
,. IMP(AFT ,ET) 
(See Volume 3) 
;/'IMP 
(A.F'f JET) 
srsas-o 11 s-2 
Space Transportation -? Rockwell 
Systems Division "P ~ International 
Plume impingement force or 
moment on ET due to forward 
downfiring RCS jets (Note: No 
impingement on Orbiter.) 
FN (Table 5.1.5.2.1.1-1) 
IMP 
(PWO iETS) 
lf1MP 
(Table 5. 1 • 5. 2. 1 • 3- l ) 
(i=wo .;;;-·s, 
F. 
Y1MP 
(Table 5. I .5.2.2. 1-l) 
(PwO .iE'!'Si 
,. IMP (Table s. 1.s.2.2.2-1 > 
(l'wo JETS) 
!LIMP (Table 5. 1 • 5. 2. 2. 3- 1 ) 
(l'WO JETS) 
POST-SEPARATION (ISOLATED VEHICLE) 
Uncertainties for the post-separation isolated Orbiter are presented in Volume 
3 Post-Separation isolated ET uncertainties are found in Section 4. 1.7. 1. 
i..1.1.2.3 - 7 
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4.1.8 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS DATA 
~ 
. 
-
. 
C0 
4.1.8 
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS DATA. Equations for use with the structural 
analysis data are given for the various elements and components. These 
equations relate directly to the aerodynamic data presented in Volume 2: 
e.go, equations for the longitudinal aerodynamics (Volume !,Section 
4.1.8.1) make use of the data given under longitudinal aerodynamics (Vol-
ume 2, Section 5.1.8.1), etc. 
These equations apply to the first-stage only and are intended to provide 
Structural Engineering with element and component aerodyna- mic force and 
moment coefficients for the launch configuration. Attach structure incre-
ments are distributed to the elements in the following manner: 
Orbiter/ET A 11 on ET, except fon,ard 
biped X-load: one-half on 
the Orbiter: one-half on the ET. 
RH SRB/ET One-half on the RHSRB; 
One-half on the ET. 
LH SRB/ET One-half on the LHSRB: 
One-half on the ET. 
See Section 3.0 for element and attach structure geometry. 
4. 1. 8-1 
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MAC.l.f 
No. 
o.ao 
0.80 
0.90 
1.05 
1. 10 
1. 15 
1.25 
1.40 
1 .55 
1.80 
2.20 
2.50 
Space Transportation 
_Systems Division 
-41~ Rockwell P.~ International 
4.1.8.1 LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMICS. The first-stage mated vehicle aerodynamic 
forces an~ moment for the longitudinal degrees-of-freedom are pre-
sented for various Kach numbers from o.60 to 2.50, inboard/outboard 
eleven deflections, and various angles of· attack and sideslip for 
the total vehicle and its elements. The element data (Orbiter, 
External Tank, Solid Rocket Boosters) are "in the presence of" one 
another. Data are based on the Launch Vehicle baseline configuration 
(cf. Figure 3.1.1-6). Aerodynamic fQrces and moment are given in the 
body-axis system about a Koment Reference Center located as shown in 
the sketch for the TOTAL LAUNCH VEHICLE and for the ELEKENTS (Orbi-
ter, RHSRB, LHSRB, and ET). 
~ANGE 
a 
CONFIGURATION 
FIRST-STAGE 
MOMENT { Xr 976 
REFERENCE Yr 0 
CENTER Zr4OO 
REFERENCE DIMENSIONS: 
WING AREA,Sw 2690 ft2 
BOQY LENGTH.La 1 290.3 .in 
Data are provided for. nine elevon settings and are presented in 
order of increasing Hach number. 
Oegr-ees 8e/oe0 
/3 0egl"'99s 
-8 to +8 -8 to +8 +8/+5 +8/+9 +P./+ 11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+11 +12/+5 +12; ... 9 + 12/ ... 11 
-a to +a -6 to +6 +8/+5 +8/+9 +8/+11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+11 +12/+5 +12/+9 +12/ .. 11 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/+5 +8/+9 +8/+ 11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+11 +12/+5 +12/+S + 12.'+ 1 ~ 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/+5 +8/+9 +8/+11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+11 +12/+5 •~2/+9 +12, .. 11 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/+5 +6/+9 +8/+11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+11 +12/+5 +1:/+9 I •12/+11 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/-2 +8/+5 +&/+ 9 +10/-2 +10/+5 +10/+ 9 +12/-2 +12/+5 +12/+ 9 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/•2 +8/+5 +8/+ 9 +10/-2 +10/+5 +10/+ 9 +12/-2 +12/+5 •~2/+ S 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/-7 +8/-2 +8/+ 5 +10/-7 +10/-2' +10/+ 5 +12/-7 + 1.2/-2 +1:;+ 5 
-8 to +4 -6 to +6 +8/-7 +8/-2 +8/+ 5 +10/-7 +10/-2 +10/+ 5 +12/-7 +12/-2 +12/• 5 
-6 to +6 -6 to +6 +4/-7 +4/-5 +4/- 2 +10/-7 +10/-5 +10/- 2 +12/-'7 •~2/-5 +1:!/- 2 
-6 to +6 -6 to +6 0/-7 0/-5 0/- 2 + 4/-7 + 4/-5 + 4/- 2 •10/-7 •1Ci-5 • 10/- 2 
-6 to- +6 -6 t:::i +6 0/-7 0/-2 0/+ 2 + 4/-7 + 4/-2 + 4/+ 2 +10/-7 +10/-2 +10/+ 2 
4.1.8.1-1 
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The first-stage basic aerodynamic coefficient data are desc~ibed .. in the foi-
lowing manner: 
C c· + AC . + AC + AC* 
I 1FOREBODV = I IFOAEBODV I )PLUME I IATTACH ( 1FLEX 
where: 
C 
I 1FOREBODY = Full-scale, rigid body, proximity forebody force 
or moment coefficient (including plume effects and 
attach structure effects) for each element at the 
noted elevon settings (9 per Kach number). 
KACH TABLE 
subscript: (N) 0.60 5. 1.8. 1.1- 1 through -
0.80 5. 1.8. 1. 1- 10 thr-ough -
0.90 s.1.8.1.1- 19 through -
1 .05 s.1.s.1.1- 2s thr-ough -
1. 10 5.1.8. 1.1- 37 thr-ough -
1. 15 5.1.8. 1. 1- 46 thr-ough -
1 .25 5.1.8.1.1- 55 thr-ough -
1 .40 5 • 1 • 8. 1 • 1- 64 thr-ough -
1 .55 5,.1.8.1.1- 73 thr-ough -
1 .so 5. 1 • 8. 1 • 1- 82 thr-ough -
2.20 5.1.s.1.1- 91 thr-ough-
9 
18 
27 
36 
45 
54 
63 
72 
81 
90 
99 
2.50 5. 1 .8. 1 .1-100 thr-ough -108 
KACH TABLE 
subscript: (A) 0.60 5.1.8.1.2- 1 thr-ough - 9 
a.so 5.1.8. 1.2- 10 thr-ough - 18 
0.90 5. 1. 8. 1 • 2- 19 thr-ough - 27 
1.05 5.1.s.1.2- 28 through - 36 
1. 10 5.1.8.1.2- 37 thr-ough - 45 
1. 15 s.·1 .8. 1.2- 46 through - 54 
1 .25 5. 1 • 8. 1 • 2- 55 thr-ough - 63 
1 .40 5. 1.8. 1.2- 64 thr-ough - 72 
1 .55 5. r.s. 1.2- 73 thr-ough - 81 
1 .ao 5.1.8.1.2- 82 thr-ough - 90 
2.20 5. 1.8.1.2- 91 thr-ough- 99 
2.50 5. 1.8. 1.2-100 thr-ough -108 
KACH TABLE 
subscript: (m) 0.60 s.1.8.1.3- 1 through 9 
0.80 5. 1. a. 1. 3- 10 thr-ough - 18 
0.90 5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3- 19 thr-ough - 27 
1.05 s.1.s.1.3- 28 thr-ough - 36 
1. 10 5. 1.8.1.3- 37 through - 45 
1.15 5 • 1 • 8. 1 • 3- 46 thr-ough - 54 
1.25 5.1.8.1.3- 55 through - 63 
1 .40 5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3- 64 through - 72 
1.55 5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3- 7 3 thr-ough - 81 
1.80 5.1.8.1.3- 82 through - 90 
2.20 5.1.8.1.3- 91 thr-ough- 99 
2.50 5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3-100 thr-ough -108 
* Not included in tabulated totals. 
i..1.s.1-2 
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C ; l FOR EBOOY = Full-scale, rigid body, proximity forebody force 
or.moment coefficient exclusive of plume and attach 
stru~ture increments. 
subscript: ( N) 
(A) 
(m) 
MCH TABLE 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
= Incremental forebody force or moment coefficient 
due to the effect of jet plumes. 
subscript: (N) 
( A) 
(m) 
I\ACH TABLE 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
4C l t ATTACH = Incremental forebody force or moment coefficient due to the effect of ET and SRB attach 
structure. 
subscript: (N) 
subscript: (A) 
KACH 
0.60 
Oo80 
0.90 
1 .05 
1.10 
1. 15 
1.25 
1 .40 
1.55 
1 .so 
2.20 
2.50 
ro\ACH 
0.60 
0.80 
0.90 
1 .05 
1010 
1. 15 
1.25 
1040 
1.55 
1.80 
2 0 20 
2.50 
4. 1.8. 1-3 
TABLE 
5.1.8.1.1-109 
5. 1.8. 1. 1-110 
5.1.8.1.1-111 
5.1.8.1.1-112 
s.1.s.1.1-113 
s.1.s.1.1-114 
s. 1.8.1.1-115 
s.1.a.1.1-116 
5.1.8.1.1-117 
5.1.8.1.1-118 
5.1.8.1.l-i19 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 1-120 
TABLE 
s.1.a. 1.2-109 
5. 1.8. 1 .2-110 
5.1.8.1.2-111 
5.1.s.1.2-112 
5.1.8.1.2-113 
5.1.8.1.2-114 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 2-1 15 
s.1.a.1.2-116 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 2- 1 17 
5. 1.8. 1.2-118 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 2-1 19 
s.1.a.1.2-120 
srss,-011s-1 
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subscript: (m) . 
IUCH 
o.60 
0.80 
0.90 
1.05 
1.10 
1. 15 
1.25 
1. i.o 
1.55 
1.80 
2 .. 20 
2.50 
TABLE 
s.1.s.1.3-1O9 
5 • 1 • 8 • 1 • 3- 11 0 
5. 1 • 8 • 1 • 3- 11 1 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3-112 
s.1.s.1.3-113 
5. 1 • 8 • 1 • 3- 1 1 !t 
5 .. 1 • 8. l • 3- l 1 5 
5 • l • 8 • 1 • 3- 116 
5. l • 8. 1 • 3-117 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3- 118 
5. 1 • 8. 1 • 3- I 19 
5. 1. 8. 1 • 3-120 
AC ( '"'LEX • Change in force or 1a0111ent coefficient due to 
aeroelastic deformation. 
su0script: (N) 
(A) 
(m) 
(Figure 5. 1.8. 1.1-1) 
(Figure 5.1.8.1.2-1) 
(Figure 5. 1.8.1.3-1) 
NOTE: Not available for ET or SRB. 
The total aerodynamic force or 1110111ent coefficient for the first-stage is: 
where: 
C1 li:o1=1eeoov = Defined above. 
C 
I 1BASE 
= Power-on base force or moment 
coefficient {including effects 
of SSME and SRM plumes). 
(See Section 4.1.1;1) 
subscript: (N) 
subscript: (A) 
subscript: (m) 
TO BE APPLIED TO ORBITER ELEMENT ONLY. 
TO BE APPLIED TO ORBITER, ET ANO SRB ELEKENTS. 
TO BE APPLIED TO ORBITER ELEMENT ONLY • 
... 1.a.,-.. 
srsa,-011e-1 
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International 
4.1.8.2 LATERAL-OIRECTIO"AL AERODYNA"ICS. The first-stage mated vehicle 
aerodynamic forces and moment for the longitudinal degrees-of-freedom are 
presented for various ~ch numbers from o.60 to 2.50, inboard/outboard 
elevon deflections, and various angles of attack and sideslip for the 
total vehicle and its elements. The element data (Orbiter, External Tank, 
Solid Rocket Boosters) are "in the presence of" one another. Data are 
based on the Launch Vehicle baseline configuration (cf. Figure 3. 1.1-6). 
Aerodynamic forces and moment are given in the body-axis system about a 
"oment Reference Center located as shown in the sketch for the TOTAL 
LAUNCH VEHICLE and for the ELE~ENTS (Orbiter, RHSRB, LHSRB, and ET). 
!,!AQ-! i I 
:~. Ii 
CONFIGURATION 
Fl RST-STAGE 
MOMENT { Xr 976 
REFERENCE Yr 0 
CENTER Zr400 
REFERENCE DIMENSIONS: 
WING AREA, Sw 2690 ft2 
BODY LENGTH,La 1 290.3 in 
Data are provided for nine elevon settings and are presented in order of 
increasing Mach number. 
~~NGZ Cegr-ees 'I oe,/oe0 ! I 
1 /3 I I Oegr-ees a I 
O.S0 I -a to +6 -8 to +8 +6/+5 +6/+9 • 8/+11 +10/+5 +10/+9 1•10/+11 +12/+5 +12/+9 ! •121 ... n 
o.8c -8 ~o +6 -Ei to +6 +8/•5 +8/+9 +!/+ 11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+1 ~ +12/+S +12/+9 1+:2; .. 1< 
0.90 -a to +4 -6 to +a +6/+5 +8/+9 +8/+11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10,'+11 +12/+S •12/+e I. ~2,1_ ... 1 ~ 
1 .05 -8 to +4 -Ei to +6 +8/+5 +8/+9 +8/+11 +10/+5 +10/+9 1•10/+11 •12/+5 +12/+9 I+ 12, + 1, 
1. 10 -8 to +4 -Ei to +6 +8/+5 +8/+9 +8/+ 11 +10/+5 +10/+9 +10/+11 +12/+5 +i:/• 9 ... ,:;+11 
1 . 15 -8 to +4 -5 to +6 +8/-2 +8/+5 +8/+ 9 +10/-2 +10/+5 +10/+ 9 +12/-2 +12/+5 +12/+ s 
1.25 -a to +4 -Ei to +6 +8/-2 +8/+!5 -+8/+ 9 +10/-2 +10/•5 +10/+ 9 +12/-2 +12/+S +12/+ 9 
1 .40 -a to +4 -6 to +G •8/-7 +8/-2 +8/+ !5 • 10/-7 +10/-2 +10/ • 5 +12/-'7 •12/-2 +12/+ 5 
t.!55 -8 to +4 -6 to +6 •8l-1 +8/-2 +8/+ 5 +10/-7 ... 101-2 +10/+ 5 +12/-7 +12/-2 +12/ ... 5 
-+6 -Ei to +Ei +4/-7 +4/-!5 +4/- 2 +10/-1 +10/-5 +10/- 2 1•12/-7 +12/-5 1•12/- A 1 .so -Ei to . 
2.20 -Ei to +6 -6 to •Ei 0/-1 0/-5 oi- 2 + 4/-7 + 4/-5 I. ,.1- 2 +10/-1 +10/-5 1•10/- : 
2.50 -8 to +6 -Ei to +Ei 0/-7 0/-2 0/+ 2 + 4/-1 + 4,'-2 + t.l+ 2 +10/-"'.' j+10/-2 +10/+ ~ 
I 
"· 1.a.2-1 
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The first-stage basic aerodynamic coefficient data are described in the fol-
lowing manner: 
CI I FOREBODY 
= c· 
I IFOREBOOY + ~Cl )PLUME + dC1 I + .\Cj I ATTACH FLEX 
where; 
C 
I 1FOREBODY 
subscript: 
= Full-scale, rigid body, proximity forebody force 
or moment coefficient (including plume effects· and 
attach structure effects) for each element at the 
noted eleven settings (9 per "-lch number). 
MACH TABLE 
(Y) 0.60 5. 1.8.2. I- through -
a.so 5. 1.8.2. 1- 10 through -
0.90 5.1.s.2.1- 19 through -
1.05 5. 1 .8.2. 1- 28 through -
1. 10 5. 1.8.2. 1- 37 through -
9 
18 
27 
36 
1+5 
1. 15 5 • 1 • 8. 2 • 1- 1+6 through - 54 
1.25 5. 1.8.2. 1- 55 through - 63 
1.1+0 5.1.8.2.1- 64 through - 72 
1.55 5.1.8.2.1- 73 through - 81 
1.80 5.1.8.2.1- 82 through - 90 
2.20 5.1.8.2~1- 91 through- 99 
2.50 5.1.s.2.1-100 through -108 
MACH TABLE 
subscript: ( n) 0.60 5.1.8.2.2- through - 9 
0.80 5. 1.8.2.2- 10 through - 18 
0.90 5.1.8.2.2- I~ through - 27 
1.05 5.1.8.2.2- 28 through - 36 
I. 10 5.1.8.2.2-. 37 through - 1+5 
1. 15 5.1.8.2.2- 46 through - 54 
1.25 5.1.8.2.2- 55 through - 63 
1. l+O 5.1.8.2.2- 64 through - 72 
1.55 5.1.8.2.2- 73 through - 81 
1.80 5.1.8.2.2- 82 through - 90 
2.20 5.1.s.2.2- 91 through- 99 
2.50 5. 1.s.2.2-100 through -108 
MACH TABLE 
subscript: (J) 0.60 5.1.8.2.3- through - 9 
a.so 5. 1.8.2.3- 10 through - 18 
0.90 5. 1 • 8. 2. 3- 19 through - 27 
1.05 5.1.8.2.3- 28 through - 36 
1. 10 5.1.8.2.3- 37 through - 1+5 
1. 15 s.1.8.2.3- 1+6 through - 54 
1.25 5. 1.8.2.3- 55 through - 63 
1.1+0 5.1.8.2.3- 64 through - 72 
1.55 5.1.8.2.3- 73 through - 81 
1.80 5.1.s.2.3- 82 through - 90 
2.20 5.1.8.2.3- 91 through- 99 
2.50 5.1.8.2.3-100 through -108 
* Not included in tabulated totals. 
1+.1.8.2-2 
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c· 
I IFOREBOOV 
= Full-scale, ~igid body, proximity forebody force 
or moment coefficient exclusive of plume and attach 
structure increments. 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(J) 
I\ACH TABLE 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
) 
) 
) 
AC11 . Pt.UME = Incremental forebody force or moment coefficient due to the effect of jet plumes. 
AC 
sucscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(J) 
I\ACH TABLE 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
NOT GIVEN 
) 
) 
I )ATTACH = Incremental forebody force or moment coefficient due to the effect of ET and SRB attach 
structure. 
subscript: (Y) 
subscript: (n) 
I\ACH 
o.&o 
o.ao 
0.90 
I .05 
1. 10 
I. 15 
I. 25 
1.40 
1.55 
1.80 
2.20 
2.50 
I\ACH 
0.60 
o.ao 
0.90 
1.05 
10 10 
1. 15 
1 .25 
1.40 
1.55 
1 .ao 
2.20 
2.50 
4.1.8.2-3 
TABLE 
5.1.s.2.1-109 
5.1.s.2.1-110 
5.1.8.2. 1-111 
5. 1.s.2.1-112 
5.1.s.2.1-113 
5.1.s.2. 1-111+ 
5.1 .s.2. 1-115 
5. 1.8.2. 1-116 
5. 1.8.2. 1-117 
s.1.s.2.1-11a 
5. 1.8.2. 1-119 
5. 1.8.2. 1-120 
TABLE 
5.1.a.2.2-109 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 2- 110 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 2-1 11 
5. 1.s.2.2-112 
s. 1.s.2.2-113 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 2-1 14 
5.1.8.2.2-115 
5. I .8.2.2-116 
5.1.8.2.2-117 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 2-1 18 
5.1.a.2.2-119 
5.1.a.2.2-120 
STS85-o 1 18-1 
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subscript: (.() 
MCH 
0.60 
0.80 
0.90 
1.05 
1. 10 
1. 15 
1.25 
1.40 
1.55 
1.80 
2.20 
2.50 
TABLE 
5. 1.8.2.3-109 
5 • 1 • 8. 2. 3- 1 1 0 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 3-111 
5. 1.8.2.3-112 
5.1.8.2.3-113 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 3- 11 4 
5 0 1 • 8 • 2. 3- 11 5 
s. 1.a.2.3-116 
5. 1.8.2.3-117 
5. 1 • 8. 2. 3- 118 
S. 1 • 8 • 2 • 3- 119 
s.1.8.2.3-120 
= Change in force or moment coefficient due to 
aeroelastic deformation. 
subscript: ( Y) (Figure 5.1.8.2.1-1) 
(n) (Figure 5. 1.8.2.2-l) 
(J) (Figure 5. 1.8.2.3-1) 
NOTE: Not available for ET or SRB. 
i.. 1.a.2-i. 
STS85-0118-1 
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4.1 0 80 3 ELEVON AND WING P.ANEL LOADS. The elevon and wing panel loads are 
presented in coefficient for the inboard and outboard elevon hinge moments 
and wing root shear, bending and torsion. Data are presented for the 
right-hand wing panel and include the glove. To obtain left-hand panel 
data, use values tabulated for corresponding negative sideslip angles. 
ELEVON CONTROL HINGE KO"ENT. The elevon control hinge moment coefficients 
are base on theoretical reference dimensions. The reference area is 210.0 
ft and the reference length (mean aerodynamic chord) is 90.7 inches. 
These reference values were used for each panel so that the total hinge 
moment is the sum of the individual panel moments: 
where; 
.... 
.... 
- .... 
- - :...~J . j8· 
-~ 
I ELEVONS I 
or, 
and the hinge moment coefficients are described by: 
CheroT•L 1 = Che,,...ao.uo + .1ChePLuMe 1 
Cheror•Lo = che0 u1ao•10 + 4thePLu~e-0 
*Not included in tabulated t0tals 0 
4. 1.8.3-1 
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where: 
= Rigid-body, inboard eleven 
hinge moment coefficient. 
Ch = Rigid-body, outboard eleven 
eroTALo hinge moment coefficient. 
= Change in eleven hinge moment 
coefficient due to plume 
effect on inboard eleven. 
4ChePLUMEo = Change in eleven hinge moment 
coefficient due to plume 
effect on outboard elevon. 
= Change in inboard elevon 
hinge mcment coefficient due 
to aeroelastic deformation. 
= Change in· outboard e I evon 
hinge mcment coefficient due 
to aeroelastic deformation. 
(Tab I e 5 • 1 • 8 • 3- 1 
through -108) 
(Table 5.1.8.3-1 
through -108) 
(Not Given) 
(Not Given) 
(Table 5.1.8.3-109 
through -112) 
(Table 5.1.8.3-113 
through -116) 
WING PANEL LOADS. The wing panel loads consist of wing root shear, bend-
ing, and torsion coefficients based on a reference area of 2690 ft and a 
reference length of 936.68 inches in bending and 474.80 inches in torsion. 
The ~oment Reference Center is located at (XO1307, YO105, ZO288). 
Cw1NG = Cw1NG + 4CsPLUME + 4C'• SHEAR SHEAR SfLEX TOTAL PLUMt!-OFF 
Cw1NG = Cw1NG + ACaPLUME + 4C* Bl!N0ING BENDING 8 FLEX TOTAL PLUME-OFF 
Cw1NG = Cw1NG + .iCrPLUME + .iC* TORSIOl'f TORSION rFLex TOTAL PLUME-OFF 
•Not included in tabulated totals. 
4.1.8.3-2 
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where; 
Cw1NG 
SHEAR 
TOTAL 
Cw1NG 
BENDING 
TOTAL 
Cw1NG 
TORSION 
TOTAL 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
S,stems DlvisJon P ~ International 
= Wing root shear coefficient. 
= Change in Shear coefficient· 
due to plume effects. 
= Change in shear coefficient 
due to aeroelastic defonnation. 
= Wing root bending coefficient. 
= Change in bending coefficient 
due to plume effects. 
= Change in bending coefficient 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
= Wing root torsion coefficient. 
= Change in torsion coefficient 
due to plume effects. 
= Change in torsion coefficient 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
4. 1 .8. 3-3 
(Tables 5.1.8.3-1 
through -108) 
(Not Given) 
(Tables 5.1.8.3-117 
through -12) 
(Tables 5.1.8.3-1 
through -108) 
(Not Given) 
(Tables 5.1.8.3-117 
through -120) 
(Tables 5.1.8.3-1 
through -108) 
(Not Given) 
(Tables 5. 1.8.3-117 
through -120) 
STSSS-1)118-1 
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4.1.8.4 VERTICAL TAIL LOADS. The vertical tail panel loads are presented 
in coefficient form for normal force, axial force, pi:chir.g moment, 
root shear, bending, and torsion. The data are based on a reference 
area of 413.25 ft and a reference length of 199.80 inches. The 
~oment Reference Center is located at (X 0 1414.3, Y0 C.O, Z0 503.0). 
where; 
CvuT 
AXIAL 
TOTAL 
CveRT 
SHEAR 
TOTA.L 
CveRT 
NORMAL 
TOTAL 
CvuT 
AXIAL 
TOTAL 
Cveu 
SHEAR 
TOTAL 
Cven 
NORMAL 
TOTAL 
CveR T 
81!,..0INO 
TOTAL 
CveRT 
PITCHING 
TOTAL 
CveRT 
TORS I ON 
TOTAL 
= CvuT 
AXIAL 
= CvuT 
SHEAR 
= Cveu 
l'IORMAL 
= CveRT 
8EN01 NO 
= CvERT 
PITCHING 
= CVERT 
TORSION 
+ ~c• 
A FL ex 
+ .iC* Snex 
+ AC* 
Nnex 
+ AC* 8 Ptex 
+ AC* 
PFLex 
+ AC* 
TFlex 
+ 4cs,LuMe 
+-ACT 
PLUME 
= Vertical axial force coefficient. (Tables 5. 1.8.4-1 
through -12) 
= Change in axial force coefficient (Not Defined) 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
= Vertical root shear coefficient. (Tables 5.1.8.4-1 
through -12) 
= Change in shear coefficient (Figure 5.1.8.4-1) 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
= Change in shear coefficient (Not Given) 
due to plume effects. 
= Vertical normal force coefficient. (Tables 5. 1.8.4-1 
through -12) 
= Change in normal force coefficient (Not Defined) 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
*Not included in tabulated totals. 
4. l .8. 4- l 
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Cven 
BENDING· 
TOTAL 
.iCe"LuMe 
Cven 
1'1 TC HING 
TOTAL 
iCp FLEX 
Cven 
TORSION 
TOTAL 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
= Vertical root bending coefficient. 
= Change in bending coefficient 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
= Change in bending coefficient 
due to plume effects. 
= Vertical pitching moment 
coefficient. 
= Change in pitching moment 
coefficient due to 
aeroelastic deformation. 
= Vertical root torsion coefficient. 
= Change in torsion coefficient 
due to aeroelastic deformation. 
= Change in torsion coefficient 
due to plume effects. 
4. 1.8.4-2 
~I~ Rockwell P._~ International 
(,ables;. 1.S.4-: 
through -12) 
(Figure 5. 1.8.4-2) 
(Not Given) 
(Tables 5. 1.8.4-1 
through -12) 
(Not Defined) 
(Tables 5.1.8.4-1 
through -12) 
(Figure 5. i.8.4-3) 
(Not Given) 
STS85-01 I 8-1 
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4o2 ORBITER VEHICLE AERODYNAMIC EQUATIONS. Equations for use in entry 
trajectory analyses, subsystems analyses, flight control analyses, 
and manned simulation.studies are defined in this section. These 
equations relate directly to the aerodynamic data presented in 
Volume 3: i.e., equations for the Orbiter Vehicle longitudinal 
aerodynamics (Volume 1, Section 4o2. 1.1) make use of the data given 
under longitudinal aerodynamics (Volume 3, Section 5.2.1.1), etc. 
OPERATIONAL AERCCVNAMIC 
CATA BOOK 
V0LUME 1 
A&R0CIYNAMIC CESCRIPTICN 
ANl!::I CIATA USAGE 
SECTIONS 1.0 THROUGH 4.0 
VOLUME 2 VOLUME 3 
AERODYNAMIC DATA AERODYNAMIC DATA 
LAUNCH VEHICLE ORBITER VEHICLE 
SECTION 5.0 SE~TION 5.0 
SECTION 5. I SECTiON 5.2 
VOLUME 4 VOLUME 5 
AIRLOAOS DATA AIRLOAOS DATA 
LAUNCH VEHICI.E ORBITER VEHICI.E 
SECTION. 6.0 SECTION 6 .0 
SECTION 6.1 SECTION 6, 2 
II, 
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The forces and moments presented here-in are defined for thre~ 
phases or categories: 
1.) ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS OPEN) 
The payload bay doors open data are intended for use in 
simulators for on-orbit (600,000 feet or higher) station 
keeping. These data are presented as a function of angle 
of attack (0 to 360 degrees) and sideslip (0 to 180 degrees) 
only. The aerodynamic control surfaces (elevon, aileron, 
body flap, speedbrake, and rudder) are considered to be 
ineffective. Atti-tude control is obtained through the use 
of RCS. The RCS effects are to be used in this flight 
regime with the appropriate P. for impingement effects 
and ;J/;. for jet interaction. 
2.) ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS CLOSED) 
The payload bay doors closed data are intended for use in 
simulators for on-orbit and abort missions for altitudes in 
excess of 300,000 feet and large variations in attitude. 
These data are presented as functions of angle of attack 
(0 to 360 degrees), sideslip (0 to 180 degrees), and altitude. 
The aerodynamic control surfaces (elevon, aileron, body flap, 
speedbrake, and rudder) are considered to be ineffective due 
to the low dynamic pressure (q < 2 psf). Attitude control 
is obtained through the use of RCS. The RCS effects are to 
be applied in this flight regime with the appropriate P. for 
impingement effec~s and ;J/;. for jet interaction. 
3.} ENTRY 
The aerodynamic data presented are for use in entry simula-
tions from 600,000 feet through landing. The angle of attack 
and sideslip data are restricted to cover only those conditions 
expected during a normal End-Of-Kission type entry. Aerodynamic 
control surface effectiveness (elevon, aileron, body flap, 
speedbrake, and rudder) is provided for use when the dynamic 
pressure becomes significant (q > 2 psf) and the RCS functions 
are terminated. The RCS data can be used from 600,000 feet to 
q = 10 psf (:::::260,000 feet) for roll, q = 40 psf (:::::240,000 feet) 
for pitch, and Kach 1.0 (50,000 feet) for yaw. 
4.2-2 
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ORBITAL ANO ENTRY AERODYNAMICS. Certain calculations and definitions 
are required prior to obtaining data from the Digital File and/or 
Data Tables of Volume 3. These definitions and calculations are 
given in this section [4o2] and will be referred to as "Pre-Lookup" 
definitions and calculations. 
PRE-LOOKUP DEFINITIONS AND CALCULATIONS 
= Speedbrake deflection (defined in 
freestream direction - See Section 3.5.2.2). 
= Body Flap deflection. 
NOTE: RIGID values indicated by lack of 
superscript. 
FLEXIBLE values indicated by 
superscript "f". 
= 1.817110-6 degrees/inch-pound 
Flexible Body Flap hinge moment 
coefficient. 
(See Section 4.2.2.2.) 
oe,) or Ii = elevon deflection 
first subscript indicates left-hand 
or right-hand panel. 
second subscript·indicates inboard 
or outboard panel. 
NOTE: RIGID values indicated by lack of 
superscript. 
FLEXIBLE values indicated by the 
superscript,"f". 
I I 
= ---(oe,+ oeo) = ---(oel + oeR) 
2 2 
I 
oe,= --(oel1 + oeR 1 ) 
2 
1 
oeo= ---(oelo + 0~Ro> 
2 
4.2.l-l 
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oeL= ---(oel1 
2 
l 
oeR"' -(hR1 
2 
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+ oeLo) = h+oa 
+ hR0 ) = h - oa 
he I or 11 = aileron deflection 
first subscript indicates left-hand 
or right-hand panel. 
second subscript indicates inboard 
or outboard panel. 
NOTE: RIGID values indicated by lack of 
superscript. 
FLEXIBLE values indicated by the 
superscript,"f". 
1 1 
"'-(oeL- oeR) "'--(oa1 + oao) 
2 2 
1 
oa,= -(oeL1 - oeR 1) 2 
1 
oao= -(oeLo - oeRo) 
2 
Kodify initial rigid elevon deflection with flexible increment 
f 
oeL, .. oeL, + AoeL, 
f 
08Lo = oeLo + 408Lo 
f 
oeR, = oeR, + AoeR, 
f 
oeRo. 08Ro + AoeRo 
- - f where, AoeL1 • K,q SeceChe , 1., 
- - f AoeRo = Koq Se Ce Ch 
9Ro 
K1 = 1.547x10-6 degrees/inch-pound 
Ko = 3.323x10-6 degrees/inch-pound 
4.2. 1-2 
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The basic equations are followed by written explanations of the meanings 
of the various elements contained in the equations. These are, in turn, 
followed with term by term definitions of eac~ el~~ent 3nd wnere these 
elements are located; either on the digital tape and/or in Volume 3 of this 
Data Book. 
~OMENT TRAN.SFER EQUATIONS 
The aerodynamic data contained in Volume 3 of this report ar-e given 
for a MOMENT REFERENCE CENTER located at X0 1076.7, Y0 0.0, Z0 375.0. To 
obtain moments about any other Reference Center: 
U AZ 
CmMRC = Cmo.65L: -=-CN - =--CA 
Cw Cw 
U· A. y 
CnMRC = Cn0.65Lt - Cy - CA 
bw bw 
A.Y AZ 
C,tMRC = C,t +- CN -- Cy 0.65Ls 
bw bw 
or 
'\.Re = Mo.&Sls+ A.X(N) - A.Z(A) 
Il'MRC = 2'o • 65 Ls + A y ( N) - A.Z ( Y) 
4.2. 1-3 
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4X = XMRC - 1076.7 inches 
4 Y = Y MAC - 0 i nch 
U = ZMRC - 375 inches 
Rockwell 
International 
Additional moment. transfer equations (including dynamic derivatives) may 
be obtained from Reference 4-1. 
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM (See also Section 3.5.1.4) 
NOTE: For Res·, Thrust value, T~ = 870 lb-force. 
DEFINITION: 
nLHo = number of operating left-hand down-firing jets 
= L4D + L2D + L3D 
nLHs = number of operating left-hand side firing jets 
= L4L + L2L + L3L + LlL 
nLHu = number of operating left-hand up-firing jets 
= L4U + L2U + LIU 
nRHo = number of operating right-hand down-firing jets 
• R4D + R2D + R3D 
nRHs = number of operating right-hand side firing jets 
= R4R + R2R ~ R3R + RlR 
nRHu = number of operating right-hand up-firing jets 
= R4U + R2U + RlU 
~ONENTUN RATIO: 
.J ( nlHo) .J ( nRHo) 
= 0.1543-::--
·-
= 0.1543-::--
·-
lHo q_ RH0 q_ 
.J ( nlHu) .J ( nRHu) 
= o.151t3-::-- ,_ = o.1543-=-
•-
lHu q_ RHu . q_ 
JJ ( nlHs) ;J ( nRHs ) 
= o. 151t3 -:-- = o. 1543-:--
'• LH5 
q_ ,_ RH5 q_ 
4.2.1-4 
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LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAl'\ICS. The basic aerodynamic characteristics for 
the longitudi"nal degrees-of-freedom are presented as full-scale, rigid 
and elastic, fo.rces and moment in both the stabi I ity and body axis sys-
tems (cf.Section 3.1.5). These forces and moments are defined for three 
phases or categories: 
1 0) ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS OPEN) 
2.) ON-ORBli (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS CLOSED) 
3.) ENTRY 
~ 
® 
.-
The total longitudinal forces and moment for the Orbiter 
Vehicle are defined as: 
LIFT FORCE, L TOTAL = q SwCLTOTAL + L11cs ( I b} 
NORl'\AL FORCE, N TOTAL = q SwCN TOTAL + N11cs ( 1 b} 
DRAG FORCE, D TOTAL = q SwCoTor•L + D11cs ( I b} 
AXIAL FORCE, A TOTAL = q ¾CA TOTAL + A11cs ( I b) 
PITCHING MOMENT, M TOTAL = q swC:,.,CmroTAL + M11cs (ft-lb) 
where, q = dynamic pressure 
Sw = Wing Reference Area (2690.00 ft 2 ) 
Cw = Wing Hean Aerodynamic Chord (39.56 feet) 
(see Figure 3.1.5-2b) 
RCS flow field interactions are defined as contributions to the total 
forces or moment rather than coefficients since the terms due to jet thrust 
and impingement are independent of dynamie pressure and cannot, therefore, 
be normalized in the conventional manner. 
4.2.1. 1_;1 
STS85-•)1 l 8- l 
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Rockwell 
International 
The total non~dimensional force and moment coefficients are defined as: 
ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS OPEN) 
c, 'TOTAL= c, IPLB DAS 
OPEN 
ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS CLOSED) 
c, lroTAL = c, 'h•lOOK ft+ KTRAN[c, 1h•600K ft - c, 1h•300K ft ] 
ENTRY 
c, 1roTAL = c, 1aAs1c + AC, 1H1GH + AC, 1REAL + AC, 1v1scous + AC, 1sF + AC, 1ELEVATOA/ 
ALT GAS INTERACTION AILERON 
where, the subscript ( ) denotes lift force (L), normal force (N), 
drag force (D), axial force (A),or pitching moment (M) and; 
Ct IPLB ORS 
OPEN 
= Basic, full-scale, freestream, rigid body 
force or rncment coefficient when vehicle 
is in orb i t w i. th pay I oad bay doors open 
(altitude= 600,000 feet). 
Basic, full-scale, freestream, rigid body 
force or moment coefficient when vehicle 
is in orbit with payload bay doors closed 
(altitude= 600,000 feet). 
c11 = Basic, full-scale, rigid body force or moment hal00K ft 
C I IBASIC 
AC1 IHIGH 
ALT 
AC I I REAL 
GAS 
coefficient when vehicle, with payload bay doors 
closed, is at an altitude of 300,000 feet. 
= Transition factor for use between 600,000 feet 
and 300,000 feet of altitude. 
= Basic, full-scale, freestream, rigid body 
force or moment coefficient. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to high altitude effects (h > 285,000 ft). 
• Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to real gas effects. 
AC 1 lv,scous = Change in force or moment coefficient 
INTERACTION due to· viscous interaction, ii~, effects. 
AC1 lsF = Chang~ in force or moment coefficient 
due to body flap deflection, oaF• 
4.2.1.1-2 
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AC,1 ,ELEVATOR/= Change in force or moment coefficient 
AILERON due to elevator deflection (oe) and aileron 
deflection (oa). 
AC 11 = Change in force or mcment coefficient PLUNGING due to rate of change of angle of 
attack,!, (per radian). 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to pitch rate, q, (per radian). 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to fully extended landing gear. 
NOTE: 9MG = angle between main gear fully 
retracted and fully extended 
positions. 
f 
0.0°, Fully Retracted 
9MG = 
98.0°, Fully Extended 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to proximity of ground. 
h/b = ratio of height above ground to wing span 
4Cc ls1LTS 
POD 
f 
X0 1506.84 
at reference point 
Z0 282.71 (See also Section 3.6) 
= Change in force or rncment coefficient 
due to adddition of SILTS POD. 
AC1 lvEHICLE = Change in force or mcment coefficient 
due to geometry differences between 
vehicles (e.g., OV099, OV102, OV103, 
or 0V104). 
4.2.1.1-3 
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DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
C - C t 1Pl.B DAS - I I PLBDO f(4, ~) 
OP!N 
subscript: ( L) A 1 5.2.1.1.1- 1 
(N) A 2 5.2.1.1.1- 18 
(D) A 3 5.2. 1. 1.2- 1 (A) A 4 5.2. 1.1.2- 18 
(m) A 5 5.2. 1.1.3-
C -I 1h•600K ft Cl 1PLBDC f(4, ~. h = 600K ft.) 
subscript: (L) A 6 5.2.1.1.1- 2 
(N) A 7 5.2.1.1.1- 19 (0) A 8 5.2.1.1.2- 2 
(A) A 9 5.2.1.1.2- 19 (m) A 10 5. 2. 1. 1. 3- 2 
Ct I h•300K tf C 11PLBDC f ( 4, ~ , h = 300K ft. ) 
subscript: (L) A 6 5.2.1.1.1- 2 
(N) A 7 5.2.1.1.1- 19 
(0) A 8 5.2.1.1.2- 2 
(A) A 9 s.2.1.1.2- 19 (m) A 10 5.2.1.1.3- 2 
KTRAN = KTRANf(h) Al30 5.2.1.1.1- 17 
Cc IBASIC = c, la f(&.sa • 4, I'\) 
subscript: (L) A 11 s.2.1.1.1- 3 (N) A 12 5.2. 1.1.1- 20 
(0) A 13 5.2.1.1.2- 3 (A) A 14 5.2.1.1.2- 20 
(m) A 15 5.2.1.1.3- 3 
AC, )HIGH = ACc ,HA f (4, h) 
ALT 
subscript: (L) A 16 5.2.1.1.1- 4 
(N) A 17 5.2.1.1.1- 21 
(0) A 18 s.2.1.1.2- 4 
(A) A 19 5.2.1. 1.2- 21 
(m) A zo s.2.1.1.3- 4 
4.2. 1. 1-lt 
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OIGl;AL TAB!.£ 
FILE {er =1GURE) 
Ne. Ne. ' 
.1Ct '.REAL =4C11RG f ( ~, ,., ) 
GAS 
sucscript: ( L) A 21 5.2.1.1.1- 5 
(N) A 22 5.2.1.!o!_. 22 
(D) A 23 s.2.1.1.2- 5 
(A) A 24 s.2.1.1.2- .. ' ...... 
(m) A 25 5.2.1.1.3- , 
4C1, = 4C t I f ( 4, v' > 
'VISCOUS VI 
-INTERACTION 
subscript: ( L) A 26 5.2.1.1.1- 6 
(N) A 27 5.:.1. 1.1- 23 
(D) A 28 5.2.1.:.2- 0 
( A) f. 29 5.2. 1. i.2- ., ~ -) 
(m) A 30 5. 2. 1 • 1 • 3- , 0 
4C t 'aF 4C1 laF 
f ,., ) 
= f ( oaF , a., 
subscript: (L) A 31 s.2.1.1.1- 7 
(N) A 32 5,2.i.1.l- 24 
(0) A 33 5.2.1.1.2- 7 
·(A) A 3t. 5.2. 1. 1.2- :?4 
(m) A 35 5.2. 1.1.3- 7 
1+.2.1.1-5 
SiSSS-0118-1 
Space Transportation -41~ Rockwell 
Systems Division ... ~ International 
.iC, I -= _:_,[K116-iC1 Je + ( l - K1 l6 )~Cl le + j(! '64Cj le + { 1 - "1 i6 ).\Ci 'e J 
. ELEVATOR/ . ·, eL L1 eL Lo 9R R1 eR Ro 
AILERON 
K1, = Elevon partiai scan factor to be used for 
'
6elorR elevon-body flap interconnect flight system 
where oe is limited to ±5° and inboard 
and outboard angles are not equal. 
NOTE: subscript L = left-hand panels 
R = right-hand panels 
.iC1 le = Change in force or moment coefficient l1 • Lo due to individual eleven deflection, Rt, Ro &et., , &et. 0 , oeR 1 , or OeRO • 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
f 
K1 '6 = K 1 1 f' ( &el , /'\) 
el SPt.lT · ELEVON 
subscript: ( L) A 36 5.2.1.1.1- 8 
· (Ni A 37 ;.2.1.1.1- 25 
(0) A 38 (0.50) 
(A) A 39 (o.;c) 
(m) A 40 5. 2. l • l • 3- 8 
f 
4C1 le = 4C1 le f(oeL, 1 Cl, /'\) LI 
subscript: (L) A 41 5.2.1.1.1- 9 
(N) A 42 s.2.1.1.1- 26 
(0) A 43 5.2.1.1.2- 9 
(A) A 1+4 5.2.1.1.2- :?6 
(m) A 45 5. 2. 1 • l • 3- 9 
f 
.iC I le = 4C1 le f(&eL 0 , ci, /'\) Lo 
subscript: ( L) A 41 5.2.1.1.1- 9 
(N) A 42 5.2. I. l. 1- 26 
(0) A 43 s.2.1.1.2- 9 
(A) A 44 5.2.1.1.2- 26 
(m) A 45 s.2.1.1.3- 9 
f 
K 116 = KI l f ( oeR, /'\) 
e11 SPt.lT EL£VON 
subscript: ( L) A 36 s.2.1.1.1- 8 
(N) A 37 s.2.1.1.1- 25 
(0) A 38 (0.50) 
(A) A 39 (0.50) 
(m) A 40 5.2. 1. 1.3- 8 
4.2. 1. 1-6 
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CIGITA;. TABL: 
FIL:. /or- FIGURE} 
Ne. No. 
f 
M) 
~c, le = 4C1 le f(oeR 1 1 4, 11, 
subsc:ript: (Li A 41 s.2.1.1.1- 9 
(N) A 42 s.2.1.1.1- 26 
( D) A 43 5.2.i.l.2- q 
(A)· A. 44 s.2.1.1.2- 2b 
(m) A 45 5. 2. 1 • 1 • 3- 9 
f 
iC1 leao = AC1 le f ( oe110 1 4, M) 
I )PLUNGING 
subsc:ript: (L) A 41 s.2.1.1.1- 9 
(N) A 42 5.2.1.1.i- 20 
( D) A 43 s.2.1.1.2- 9 
{A) A 4J. s.2.1.1.2- 26 
(m) A 45 s.2.1. 1.3- 9 
&c 
2V 
NOTE: This c:oeffic:ient has been inc:luded 
to preserve completeness of the 
overall equation. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to rate of change of angle of 
attack, 4, (per radian). 
= c,,. f(ci, /'I) 
a 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
( D) 
(A) 
(m) 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
none 
none 
none 
none 
none 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
zero valued 
zero valued 
zero valued 
zero valued 
zero valued 
AC, J = "1·1q l c, lq + PITCH 
ure 
[ ~ Os1 - 25 ) ( oBF ·)] } qc K51 ---- + (1 - Ksa ) - AC11 -BF 75 Bf 13.75 q:: 2V 
= Pitc:h rate flexible-to-rigid ratio 
= Change in force or moment coeffic:ient 
due to pitch rate, q, (per radian). 
4.2. 1.1-7 
STSB 5- 1H l 8- l 
Ksa 
BF 
= constant. 
Space Transponation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division I', ~ International 
AC1 lq 
SB 
BF 
= Incremental effect of speedbrake/body 
flap on pitch damping. 
'l11q = '11 lq f(q, K) 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(D) 
(A) 
(m) 
C1 lq = Cl I f(4, I\) q 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
KsB 
SF 
= a.so 
AC1 lq SB = AC1 lq SB 
f(4, I\) 
BF BF 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(D) 
(A) 
(m) 
AC1 ILG = AC1 ILG f (4, 8MG) 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
4.2.1.1-8 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
F 16 
F 17 
F 18 
F 19 
F 20 
A 46 
A 47 
A 48 
A 49 
A 50 
A 51 
A 52 
A 53 
A 54 
A 55 
A 56 
A 57 
A 58 
A 59 
A 60 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
( 1. 0) 
( 1. 0) 
( 1 .o) 
( 1 • 0) 
5.2. 1. 1.3- 18 
5.2.1.1.1- 10 
5.2.1.1.1- 27 
zero valued 
5.2.1.1.2- 27 
5. 2. 1 • 1 • 3- 10 
none 
zero valued 
zero valued 
zero valued 
zero valued 
5.2.1.1.3- 11 
5.2.1. 1.1- 12 
5.2.1.1.1- 28 
5.2.1. 1.2- 12 
5.2.1.1.2- 28 
5.2.1. 1.3- 12 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
= CI I + AC I IGE -. GEaA'llC BF 
= Change in basic force or moment coefficient 
due to ground effects (88F = -11.7°). 
AC1 IGE SF 
= Incremental change in body flap force or 
moment coefficient due to ground effects. 
AC1 I ,. AC1 :Ge f(h/b, 4, oJ) GE8AS1C BASIC 
subscript: ( L) 
(N) 
(D) 
( A) 
(m) 
AC1 IGEeF ,. ACIIGE SF 
f(h/b, 4, &a~ ) 
subscript: ( L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
AC1 ls1LTS = AC1 lsp f(K, SP FLAG) 
POD 0 off 
1 on 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
AC1 I ,. 
VEHICLE 
AC 11 f(K, VfH VEHICLE) 
subscript: ( L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
(NOTE: The term VEHICLE is given as 
102, 103, 104) 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
A 61 
A 62 
A 63 
A 64 
A 65 
A 66 
A 67 
A 68 
A 69 
A 70 
A 71 
A 72 
A 73 
A 74 
A 75 
A 76 
A 77 
A 78 
A 79 
A 80 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2.1.1.1- 13 
5. 2. I. 1. 1- 29 
5.2. 1. 1.2- 13 
5.2.1.1.2- 29 
5 • 2. 1 • 1 • 3- 1 3 
5.2.1.1.1- 14 
5.2.1.1.1- 30 
5.2.1.1.2- 14 
5.2.1.1.2- 30 
5. 2. 1 • 1 • 3- 14 
s.2.1.1.1- 15 
s.2.1.1.1- 31 
5. 2. 1 • 1. 2- 15 
5. 2. 1 • 1. 2- 3 1 
5. 2. 1 • I • 3- 1 5 
s.2.1.1.1- 16 
5.2.1.1.1- 32 
5. 2. 1 • I • 2- 16 
s.2.1.1.2- 32 
5. 2 • 1 • 1 • 3- 16 
Vehicle Number: i • e., 99, 
STS85-0118- I 
Space Transportation .,41~ Rockwell 
Systems Division P J;. ~ International 
RCS flow fiel~ interactions have been subdivided into three components: 
1. RCS JET THRUST (subscript JT) 
2. RCS JET PLU"E IMPINGEMENT (subscript IMP) 
3. RCS JET PLU"E INTERACTION WITH FLOW FIELD (subscript JI) 
The effect of the RCS may be described as a dimensional force (pounds) or 
moment {foot-pounds) in terms of the significant contributing elements by: 
(>Res= ( )JT+ [( )SURF+!( >e + 4 (· >aFl1MP+qSw[ 4c, I + 4c, le + 4c, 18FlJ, 
where, () indicates Normal Foree (N) or Axial Foree (A) and: 
(M)RCS = (M)JT + [ (M)suRF + 4(M)e + 4(M)eF ],MP+ q 5wCw[4C1m1 + !C1m1e + 4C1ml9F ]J, 
·where, (M) indicates Pitching Moment. 
= Thrust Foree or Moment resulting from number 
(n) of jets being fired (Reference Data only). 
= KA {KMJl[ ( )JTu + ( )JTs + ( )JT D ]l 
+ KMJR[( >JTu + ( )JTs + ( )JTo ]R} 
KMh = 1.018423 - 0.009423(nLHu + nLHs + nLHo) 
KMJR = 1.0181+23 - o.0091+23(nRHu+ nRHs+ nRHo> 
(N)JTu1. 
(N)JTs1. 
(N)JTo 
I. 
(N)JTUR 
(N)JTsR 
(N)JToR 
(A)JTu1. 
(A)JT01. 
= - (Ll+U + L2U + LlU)T 
= 0.0257(L4L + L2L + L3L + LlL)T 
= 0.9215(L4D + L2D + L3D)T 
= - (R4U + R2U + RlU)T 
= 0.0257(Rl+R + R2R + R3R + RlR)T 
= 0.9215(Rl+O + R20 + R3D)T 
= - 0.1959(Ll+O + L2D + L3D)T 
(A)JToR = - 0. 1959(R40 + R2D + R3D)T 
(M)JTu'- = [36.6083(L4U) + 37.6917(L2U) + 38.7750(L1U)]T 
4.2. 1. 1-10 
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(M)J,sl = -[0.9408(L4L) + o.9687(L2L) + 0.9965(L3L) + l.0244(Li~)]7 
(M)JToL = -(34.7532(L40) + 35.7940(L2D) + 36.8347(L3D)]T 
(M)JTuA = +[36.6083(R4U) + 37.6917(R2U) + 38.i750(R1U)]T 
{M)JTsA = -[0.9408(R4R) + o.9687(R2R) + 0.9965{R3R) + 1.0244(R1R)]T 
(M)JToA = -[34.7532(R4D) + 35.7940(R2D) + 36.8347(R3D)]T 
KA = Altitude-Thrust correction factor. 
KuJLorR = Mult:ple jet firing thrust correction 
factor for left {right) hand jets 
>suAF 
IMP 
AC1 laF 
JI 
= Force or Hament resulting from jet 
impingement on Orbiter Vehicle 
surface(s). 
= ( >suRF (nLH+ nRH>s + ( )SURF (r,LH + nRH)o 
IMPS IMP 0 
= Change in impingement Force or Moment due to 
eievon deflection. 
= A{ )e1MPLo"LHo+ A( )e1MPR 0nRHo 
= Change in impingement Force or Moment due to 
body flap deflection. 
= A()BF1MPo(nLH+ "R1-1>0 
= Change in Force or Moment coefficient 
due to jet interaction. 
= .1c, I + AC1 !11 + .1c, l;1Ls + .lC1 I + .1c, I 
. JILu Ru JIRs JILo 
= Change in jet interaction Force or Moment 
coefficient due to elevon deflection. 
= Change in jet interaction Force or Moment 
coefficient due to body flap de.flection. 
4.2.1.1-11 
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DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
KA = f(h) J 31 s.2.1.1.1- 44 
( \ = ( )IMPS f(P.) 1suRF 
tMP S 
component: (N) J 1 s.2.1.1.1- 35 (A) J 2 s.2.1.1.2- 35 ( m) J 3 5. 2. 1. I. 3- 19 
( >suRF = ( )IMPo f (P .) 
tMP O 
component: (N) J 4 s.2.1.1.1- 36 (A) J 5 5.2.1.1.2- 36 
(ril) J 6 5.2.1.1.3- 20 
f 
41 ( )e1MPL = 4( )e,MPf(P., SeL) 
. 0 D 
component: (N) J 'T s.2.1.1.1- 37 I (A) J 8 5 • .2.1.1.2- 37 (m) J 9 s.2.1.1.3- 21 
4( )elMPRo = 4 ( )e,Mpf(P., f hR) D 
component: (N) J 7 s.2.1.1.1- 37 (A) J 8 s.2.1.1.2- 37 (m) J 9 5. 2. 1. I. 3- 21 
4 ( )aFIMPo = 4 ( )BFIMP f ( p •' &~F) D 
component: (N) J 10 s.2.1. 1.1- 38 (A) J 11 s.2.1.1.2- 38 (m) J 12 5.2. 1.1.3- 22 
f' ·) ~C ( IJIL = .iC1 IJtu f -u 41. LHu 1 
subscript: (N) J 13 5.2.1.1.1- 39 (A) J 14 s.2.1.1.2- 39 
(m) J 15 s.2.1.1.3- 23 
.1C ( IJI Ru = 4C1 IJ1u f - Cl f' ) 
'• RHu
1 
subscript: (N) J 13 . s.2.1.1.1- 39 (A) J 14 s.2.1.1.2- 39 
(m) J 15 5.2.1.1.3- 23 
4.2. 1. 1-12 
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DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGUR:) 
No. No. 
rJ AC1 ,J,Ls = ~Cl l f-
' ·) Jl5 
·-
LH5 
suoscript: (N) J 16 5.2.1.l.i- 40 
(A) J 17 5.2.1.1.2- 40 
(m) J .. 18 5. 2. I. ! • 3- Z4 
CJ 
·) AC I IJ11s = .).Ct IJ f-15 •- , 
RH5 
subscript: (N) J 16 5.2.1.!.1- 40 
{A) J 17 s.2.1.1.2- 40 
(m) J 18 5. 2. I • I • 3- 2'-
fJ 
·) AC1 IJ1L0 = AC 1 1 f-Jlo ;_ LHo , 
subscri;:,t: (N) J 19 5.2.i.1.1- 4, 
(A) J 20 5.2.i.l.2- i.1 
( ffl) J 21 s.2.1.1.3- 25 
rJ 
·) AC1 IJ1 = AC1 I f- , Ro Jlo 
•- RHO 
subscript: (N) J 19 5.2.1.1.1- 41 
(A) J 20 5.2.1.1.2- 41 
(m) J 21 5.2.1. 1.3- 25 
fJ ' ... ~,) AC I I = iiC1 le f-
eJ•Ls Jl5 
•- LH5 
subscript: (N) J 22 (zero valued) 
(A) J 23 (zero valued) 
(m) J 24 (zero valued) 
AC1 le 
JIR5 
= AC1 le 
Jl5 
, (~I .... ~.) 
·• RH5 
subscript: (N) J 22 (zero valued) 
(A) J 23 (zero valued) 
(m) J 24 (zero valued) 
1+.2.1.1-13 
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::llGITAL TA9L: 
F,LE ' Fi~UR:) tor 
No. Ne. 
fJ -~~ AC 1 'e = AC1 le f- 4, JI Lo Jlo 
·-
LHo 
!UbSCl"ipt: (N) J 25 s.1.1.1.1- 42 
(A) J 26 5. 2. ~ • t • 2- 42 
(m) J "-i 5. 2. 1 • i • ;- 26 
fJ 
-~~) AC1 le = '1C1 le f - , 4, JI Ro Jlo 
·-
RHo 
sUbsc::-ipt: ( N) j :!5 s.z.1.1.1- 42 
(A) J 26 5.2.1.1.2- 42 
(m) 
~· 
27 s.2.1.1.3- 26 
CJ .:,) AC 1 1 = 4C 1 1 f - 4, 
BFJIL BFJlo • 
0 - LHo 
subscript: (N) J 28 5.2. 1.1.1- 43 
(A) J 29 (zero valued) 
(m) J 30 5.2.1.1.3- 27 
fJ o:,) AC1 leF = AC1 leF f - , 4, 
JI Ro Jlo ;_ 
RHo 
subsc:l"ipt: (N) J 28 s.2.1.1.1- 43 
(A) J 29 (zero valued) 
(m) J 30 ;.2.1.1.3- 27 
NOTE: The effects of the RCS on LIFT and DRAG may be computed from; 
(L)RCS = (N)RCSC:0S4 - (A)RCSsin4 
( 0 )RCS = ( N )RCS Si n4 + ( A )RCS COS4 
4.2. 1. 1-14 
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LATERAL-DIRECJIONAL AERODYNAl'IICS. The basic aerodynamic character-
istics for the lateral-directional degrees-of-freedom are presented as 
full-scale, rigid and elastic, force and moments in the body-axis 
system (cf. Section 3ol.5). The lateral-directional characteristics 
are defined under the same three categories listed in Section 4.2.1. I • 
The total lateral-directional force and mcments for the Orbiter 
Vehicle are defined as: 
SIDE FORCE, y TOTAL = q 5wCyTOTAL + y RCS 
YAWING MOMENT, ..,rTOTAL = q Sw.bwCnTOTAL +.,.rRCS 
ROLLING KOl'IENT, 2TOTAL = q SwbwC.troTAL + !t'Rcs 
where, q = dynamic pressure 
Sw = Wing Reference Area (2690.00 ft2 ) 
bw = Wing Span (78.057 ft) 
(see Figure 3.1.5-2b) 
(lb) 
(ft-lb) 
(ft-lb) 
RCS flow field interactions are defined as contributions to the total 
force or mcments rather than coefficients since the terms due to jet 
thrust and impingement are independent of dynamic pressure and cannot, 
therefore, be normalized in the conventional manner. 
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The total non-d\mensional force and moment coefficients ~re defined as: 
ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS OPEN) 
C1 ITOTAL = C1 lpLB DRS 
OPEN 
ON-ORBIT (PAYLOAD BAY DOORS CLOSED) 
C = C + K [C I !TOTAL I lh•JOOK ft TRAN I 1h•600K ft 
ENTRY 
+ 41C + ~C I 1SILTS I 1VEHICLE 
POD 
where, the subscript ( ) denotes side force (Y), yawing moment (n), 
or rolling moment(!) and; 
C l lPLB DAS 
OPEN 
= Basic, full-scale, freestream, rigid body 
force or moment coefficient when vehicle 
is in orbit with payload bay doors open 
(altitude= 600,000 feet). 
Basic, full-scale, freestream, rigid body 
force or moment coefficient when vehicle 
is in orbit with payload bay doors closed 
(altitude= 600,000 feet). 
c, 'h=-JOOI< ft= Basic, ful 1-scale, rigid bod·y force or moment 
coefficient when vehicle, with payload bay doors 
closed, is at an altitude of 300,000 feet. 
KTAAN = Transition factor for use between 600,000 feet 
and 300,000 feet of altitude. 
c. 11 = Basic, ful I-scale, freestream, force or SIDESLIP 
moment coefficient due to sideslip angle,~-
41C11 = Change in force or moment coefficient AILERON 
~c, 1RuooeA 
due to aileron deflection, oa. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to rudder deflection, oR. 
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,iC I !ROLL = Change in force or moment coeffic:ien: 
RATE due to l"'ol l :-ate, P, (per l"'adian). 
~C 1 !YAW = Change in force o .. moment coefficient 
RATE due to yaw, rate, ,. , (per radian). 
.1C I >s1LTS 
POD 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to addition of SILTS POD. 
ac = Change in force or moment coeff"1c·1ent 
.. I lveHICLE duet~ geometry differences between 
vehicles (e.g., 0V099, 0V102, 0V103 
or 0V104). 
C I l PL B ORS= C I I PL BOO f { 4 ' p) 
OPEN 
subsc:r i pt: ( Y) 
(n) 
(e) 
C11h•60oK,: c, IPLBDC f(a, P, h = 600K ft) 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
( 2) 
C11h,.300Kf~ C11PLBOC f(CL, P, h = 300K ft) 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
( 2) 
= KTRAN f(h) 
i..2.1.2-3 
OIGl'T'AL 
FILE 
No. 
A 81 
A 82 
A 83 
A 84 
A 85 
A 86 
A 84 
A 85 
A 86 
Al30 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2. 1.2. 1-
s.2. 1.2.2-
5.2. 1.2.3-
5.2.1.2. 1- 2 
5.2. 1.2.2- 2 
5.2.1.2.3- 2 
5.2. 1.2. 1- 2 
5.2. 1.2.2- 2 
;.2. 1.2.3~ 2 
s.2.1.2.1- 17 
STS85-0118·1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
+ iC I ia P + AC I la f3 + .1C I la IS + .1C 1 '{3 P l"'HIGH ,..e l"'LG GE 
ALT 
'1 I lvT = Vertical tail flexibl~-to-rigid ratio 
Ci ,6 • 250 = Basic force or moment coeff i e i ent se with speedbrake set at 25 °. 
= Change in ~asic foree or moment coefficient 
of vertical tail due to sideslip. 
= Basic force or moinent coefficient 
with speedbrake deflection, c58 • 
= Change in force or moment :oefficient 
Rockwell 
International 
AC 11/3 HIGH 
ALT 
due to high altitude effects (h > 285,000 ft). 
~c, '/Je 
~c, '/3 I.G 
4Cr If.? 
l"'GE 
= 
= 
Change in fi:rce or moment coefficient 
due to elevon deflection, oe. 
Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to fu I I y ex tended landing gear. 
NOTE: 9MG = angle between main gear ful :y 
retracted and ful 1-,,· extended 
positions 
{ 
0.0°, Fully Retracted 
98.0°, Fully Extended 
= Change in force or moment coefflcient 
due to ground effect. 
4.2. 1.2-4 
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11 11vr : f1 I • 'VT 
f {q, M} 
subsc:ript: (Y) 
(n) 
(2) 
c, 15 :25 = c, 'a· f ( ,~1. ~. SB 
subsc:-ipt: (Y) 
(n) 
(0 
.1c, JQ = .1c, rQ f(a., 11) 
/'VT /J VT 
subsc:r i pt: ( Y) 
(n} 
(2) 
/'\, 0sa = 2;0) 
C1 ;l>~a&s: C; 18 f( ,~1, e, M, o58 ) SIGN(~) 
subsc:r i pt: ( 'f) 
{ n) 
( 2) 
AC -( ll3HIGH - 4C1 IQ tJHA 
ALT 
suosc:ript: (Y) 
(n) 
< e > 
f(a., h) 
f 
4iC1 ll3e = AC11f3e f(oe , e, /'\) 
subsc:r ipt: (Y) 
(n) 
(e) 
AC1 113 lG = .iC I 113 lG f ( 4, 9MG) 
subsc:ript: (Y) 
( n) 
(2) 
AC1113 ,. .iC I 113 f(h/b) 
GE GE 
subsc:ript: (Y) 
( n) 
( 2) 
'4.2. 1.2-5 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
Ne. 
F 4 
F 5 
F 6 
SIGN(P) 
A Bi 
A 88 
• 89 .. 
F 1 
F 2 
F 3 
A 87 
A 88 
A 89 
A 90 
A 91 
A 92 
A 93 
A 94 
A 95 
A 96 
A 97 
A 98 
A 99 
AlOO 
A101 
if.Si..: 
{or F!GURE} 
No. 
5.2. 1.2. 1- 19 
;.2. 1.z.z- i9 
5.2. 1.2.3- 19 
s.2.1.2.1- 3 
5.2. 1.2.2- 3 
5.2. 1.2.3- 3 
5.2. 1.2. 1- 18 
5.2. 1.2.2- 18 
5.2.1.2.3- 18 
5.2. 1.2. 1- 3 
5.2. i .2.2- 3 
5.2.1.2.3- 3 
5.2. 1.2. ,- 4 
5.2.1.2.2- 4 
5. 2. 1 • 2. 3- 4 
5.2.1.2.1- ; 
5.2.1.2.2- 5 
5.2.1.2.3- 5 
5.2. 1.2. 1- 6 
5.2.1.2.2- 6 
5.2.1.2.3- 6 
(zero valued) 
(zero valued) 
5.2.1.2.3- 7 
STSSS-0118-1 
KI lcSa 
Kl lcSa 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
+ ~Ct l.1 
UaGE 
f 
oa 
= Aileron defleetion (See Section 4.2. l). 
= Elevon partial span factor to be used for 
elevon-body flap interconnect flight system 
where oe is I imited to t5° and- inboard 
and outboard angles are ~ot equal. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
with change in aileron deflection, oa, 
when inboard and outboard angles are equal. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
with change in aileron deflection, oa, 
when inboard and outboard angles are equal 
and vehicle is in proximity of ground. 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
f 
= Kt 1SPLIT f(oe, M) 
ELEVON 
subscript: (~) A102 (0.60) 
(n) A 103 5.2. 1.2.2- a 
(.t) Al04 5.2.1.2.3- 8 
C 1 1c5a = Ct lcSa 
f f(oe, 4' I'\) 
subscript: (Y) A105 5.2.1.2.1- 9 
(n) AJ06 5.2. 1.2. 2- 9 
(1) ,AJ07 5.2. 1.2.3- 9 
4C116 =4Ctic5 f(h/b, ~) 
0 GE 0 GE 
subscript: (Y) A108 (zero valued) 
(n) A109 {zero valued) 
(1) A 110 5. 2. 1 • 2. 3- l 0 
4.2.1.2-6 
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Systems Division p ~ International 
~C ( 1RUDDER = 1I ( _l6RC I 16R 
AC ( 1ROLL 
RATE 
'I I l . = 6R 
Rudder flexible-tc-rigid ratio. 
c, 161 = Change in force or moment coefficient 
with change in rudder deflection. 
= Rudder deflection. 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
( .t ) 
c, l6R = c, 161 f(&sa, 4, I'\) 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(.l) 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
F 7 
F 8 
F 9 
A 111 
A 112 
A 113 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2.1.2.1- 20 
5.2. 1.2.2- 20 
5 0 2. 1 • 2. 3- 20 
s.2.1.2.1- 11 
5.2. 1.2.2- II 
5. 2. 1 • 2. 3- I l 
= Roll rate flexible-to-rigid ratio. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to roll rate, p. 
11 11p =1111pf(q,M) 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
( .t) 
Cl lp = C1 lpf(4, 1'1)· 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
(.t) 
4.2.1.2-7 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
F 10 
F 11 
F 12 
A 114 
A 115 
A 116 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
( 1 .o) 
5.2. 1 .2.2- 21 
s.2.1.2.3- 21 
(zero valued) 
s.2. 1.2.2- 12 
5. 2. 1 • 2. 3- 12 
STS8S·Ol19-l 
.1C. I 
I YAW 
RATE 
4C I 1s1LTS 
POD 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
= Yaw rate flexible-to-rigid ratio 
= Change in force or moment coefficient 
due to yaw rate, r. 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
11 11 r = 11 11 rf(q, M) 
subscript: (Y) F 13 (1.0) 
( n) F 14 5.2. 1.2.2- 22 
(.0 F15 5.2.1.2.3-22 
C1 Ir = C1 lrf(4, M) 
subscript: (Y) A117 (zero valued) 
(n) A118 5.2.1.2.2- 13 
(1) A 1 19 5. 2. 1 • 2. 3- 1 3 
= 4C t lf3 ~ + 4C l I c5 011 
SP, ll5p 
4C 11/3 = Change in force or moment coefficient with 
· SP sideslip angle due to addition of SILTS pod. 
= Change in force or moment coefficient with 
rudder deflection due to addition of SILTS pod. 
4.2. 1.2-8 
STSSS-0118-1 
~c, ,13 = ~c. ,13 f(M, SP SP 1 SP a 
1 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
( .t) 
iC1 >s = .1c, is f (M, SP 
R SP R5p 0 
1 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
( 1) 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
Na. No. 
FLAG) 
off 
on 
A120 5.2. 1.2. 1- 14 
A121 5.2.1.2.2- l t. 
A122 5.2. I .2. 3- i4 
FLAG) 
off 
on 
A123 5.2. 1.2. 1- 15 
A124 5.2. 1.2.2- 15 
Al25 5. 2. 1. 2. 3- 15 
lC -( )VEHICLE- ~Cl lvEH f(M, VEHICLE) 
subscript: (Y) Al26 5.2. 1.2. I- 16 (n) A127 5.2·. 1.2.2- 16 (1) Al28 5.2. 1.2.3- 16 
NOT£: The term VEHICLE is given as Vehicle numi:>er; i.e., 
99, 102, 103, 104) 
4.2. 1.2-9 
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RCS flow field interactions have been subdivided into three components: 
1. RCS JET THRUST (subscript JT) 
2. RCS JET PLUME IMPINGEMENT (subscript IMP) 
3. RCS JET PLUME INTERACTION WITH FLOW FIELD (subscript Jlj 
The effect of the RCS may be described as a dimensional fo~ce (pounds) or 
moment (foot-pounds) in terms of the significant contributing elements by: 
{Y)RCS 
where, 
( ) RCS 
where, 
= {Y)JT + [(Y)suRF+ .i('r)e + .i(Y)aFl1MP+ q Sw[~C1v1 + ,iC l y I + e iiC Iv laF ] J , 
(Y) indicates Side Force anc: 
= ) JT + [ ( >suRF + i( >e + A( )BF ]IMP+ q Swbw[ AC I I +.lC1 le + .lC I 18F L 1 
{ ) indicates Yawing Moment {n ), or Rolling Moment ( 1 ) • 
()JT = Thrust Force or Moment resulting from number 
(n) of jets being fired (Reference Data only). 
= KA { KM JL [ ( ) J Tu + { ) Ji S + ( ) J TO k 
+ KMJR[( )JTu. + ( )J'T's + ( )JTo lR} 
KMJL = 1.018423 - o.009423(nLHu+ nLHs+ nLHo> 
KMJR = 1.018423 - o.009423(nRHu+ nRHs+ nRHo> 
(Y) JTuL = (Y) JTuR= 0 
(Y)JTsL = 1.0006(L4L + L2L + L3L + LlL)T 
(Y)JToL = 0.3354(L40 + L20 + L3D)T 
(Y)JTsR = -I.0006(R4R + R2R + R3R + RlR)T 
(Y)JToR = -0.3354(R40 + R20 + R3D)T 
(n) JT = (n)JT = 0 UL UR 
(n)JTsL = -[36.6303(L4L) + 37.7143(L2L) + 38.7983(L3L) + 39.8822(LIL)]T 
(~)JToL = -[10.4508(L40) + I0.8927(L2D) + 11.2084(L3D)]T 
(n)JT = [36.6303(R4R) + 37.7143(R2R) + 38.7983(R3R) + 39.8822(RIR)]T 
· SR 
(n)JToR = [10.4508(R40) + 10.8927(R2D) + 11.2084(R3D)]T 
4.2.1.2-10 
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(2)JT = -ll(L4U + L2U + LIU)T 
U1. 
(2)JTs1. = -7.3252(L4L + L2L + ~3L + LlL)T 
(2)JTo1. = [10.3409{L40) + 10.3406(L2D) + I0.3411(L30)]T 
(2)JTuR = 11(R4U + R2U + RlU)T 
(2)JTsR = - 7.3252(R4R +R2R + R3R + RlR)T 
(2)JToR = -[10.J409(R40) + 10.J406(R20) + lO.J411(R30)]T 
KA = Altitude-Thrust correction factor 
KMJ1.orR = Multiple jet firing thrust correction 
factor for left (right) hand jets 
( >suRF 
IMP 
= Force or Moment resulting from jet 
impingement on Orbiter Vehicle 
surface(s). 
= ( >suRF ( nt.H - _nRH>u + ( >suRF ( n1.H - nRH >s + 
IMP U IMP S 
( >suAF ( "1.H - nRH)o 
IMP 0 
A()e1MP = Change in impingement rorce or Moment due to 
elevon deflection. 
AC1 laF JI 
Change in impingement Force or Moment due to 
body flap deflection. 
= Change in Foree or Moment coefficient 
due to jet interaction. 
= AC 1 1 - AC 1 1 + AC 1 1J I Ls - AC 1 1J 1 + .iC 1 1 - .iC 1 , J11.u JIRu Rs Jl1.o 'JIRo 
= Change in jet interaction Force or Moment 
coefficient due to elevon deflection. 
= Change in jet interaction Foree or Moment 
coefficient due to body flap deflection. 
4.2.1.2-11 
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DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. Ne. 
KA = f(h) J 31 .s.2. 1.2. 1- 32 
( 
>suRF = ( )IMP f(P.) 
IMPu u 
component: (Y) J 41 5.2. 1.2.1- 23 (n) J 42 s.2.1.2.2- 23 
(.t) J 43 5. 2. 1. 2. 3- 23 
( 
>suRF = ( )IMP f (P .) 
IMP5. s 
component: (Y) J 44 s.2.1.2.1- 24 (n) J 45 5.2.1.2.2- 24 
U) J 46 5. 2. 1. 2. 3- 24 
( )SURF = ( )IMP f(P.) 
IMPo D 
component: (Y) J 47 5.2. 1.2. 1- 25 (n) J 48 5.2. 1.2.2- 25 
(1) J 49 5.2.1.2.3- 25 
A( 
>elMPLo = A( 
f 
)e1MP f(P.,hL) 
D 
component: (Y) J 50 s.2.1.2.1- 26 ( n) J 51 5.2. 1.2.2- 26 
(1) J 52 5.2. 1.2.3- 26 
A( 
>e1MPRD = A( )elMP f(P., 
f 
oeR) 
D 
component: (Y) J 50 5.2.1.2.1- 26 (n) J 51 5.2. 1.2.2- 26 
(1) J 52 5.2. 1.2.3- 26 
A( ) = A( >sF1MP f(P., f 0sF ) BFIMPo D 
component: (Y) J 53 (zero valued) 
(n) J 54 5.2.1.2.2- 27 
(1) J 55 5.2.1.2.3- 27 ( .J 
~) AC11 = AC1 I f-JI Lu Jiu ,_ 
LHu 
subscript: (Y) J 56 5.2.1.2.1- 28 
(n) J 57 5.2.1.2.2- 28 
(1) J 58 5. 2. 1. 2. 3- 28 
4. 2. 1. 2-12 
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DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
AC I 1 = AC11Jtu f (.!.! , 4) JIRu 
;. RHu 
subscript: (Y) J 56 5.2.1.2.1- 28 (n) J 57 5.2.1.2.2- 2s (e) J 58 5.2.1.2.3- 28 
( 'J e) 
~c, 'J•Ls = AC1 1 f- , Jl5 d> 
- • l.H5 
subscript: (Y) J 59 5.2. 1.2.1-.29 (n) J 60 5.2.1.2.2- 29 
( e) J 61 5.2.1.2.3- 29 
( 'J e) 
~Cl IJIRs = ~Cl I f - , J's ti>. RH5 
subscript: (Y) J 59 5.2.1.2. 1- 29 (n) J 60 5.2.1.2.2- 29 
( e) J 61 5.2.1.2.3- 29 
( \OJ 4) i1C = AC1 l f-I IJ 'Lo , Jlo 
'• LHo 
subscript: ( y) , J 62 5.2. 1.2. 1- 30 (n) J 63 5.2.1.2.2- 30 (e) J 64 5. 2. 1. 2. 3- 30 
( ¢ J 4) AC = AC11 f- , (IJ IR Jlo 
·-
0 
RI-lo 
subscript: (Y) J 62 5.2.1.2.1- 30 ( n) J 63 5.2. 1.2.2- 30 ( 2 ) J 64 5. 2. 1 • 2. 3- 30 
( ;J 
&~l.) AC1 I = AC1 le f- , 4, e Jll.S Jl5 
·-
LH5 
subscript: (Y) J 65 (zero valued) 
(n) J 66 (zero valued) (0 J 67 (zero valued) 
4.2. 1.2-13 
srsa~-011a-1 
fJ 4C1 le = ~Cl le f-JIR5 Jl5 ;. RH5 
subscript: {Y) 
(n) 
{0 
fJ ~C( I = ~Cl le f-
eJ'Lo JIO 4'. LHo 
subscript: ( y) 
( n) 
{e) 
4C1 le = ~Cl le f -Jlo 
, 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
.4111111~ Rockwell PJ._~ International 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No • No. 
a, • I ) oeR 
J 65 {zero valued) 
J 66 {zero valued) 
J 67 (zero valued) 
, a, .f ) oeL 
J 68 {zero valued) 
J 69 (zero valued) 
J 70 5. 2. 1 • 2 • 3- 3 1 
a, 
JIRo fJ ¢. RHo !~s) 
subscript: {Y) J 68 {zero·valued) 
{n) J 69 {zero valued) 
{e) J 70 s.2.1.2.3- 31 
fJ ,:,) .iC I I = 4C1 laF f - a, BFJI Jlo qi• Lo LHo 
subscript: (Y) J 71 (zero valued) 
(n) J 72 (zero valued) {0 J 73 (zero valued) 
C' ,:,) LlC ! laF = <1C1 laF f - • a, JI Ro JIO , 
~- RH 0 
subscript: (Y) J 71 (zero valued) 
(n) J 72 (zero valued) (2) J 73 (zero valued) 
4. 2. 1. 2-14 
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HINGE MOMENTS. The Orbiter Vehicle control surface hinge moment 
coefficients are defined for both rigid and elastic (flexible) 
values for the eievon, body flap, and rudder/speedbrake. 
1+.2.2.1 ELEVON CONTROL. The eleven control hinge moment coefficients 
are based on theoretical (NOT TRUE) reference dimensions. These 
reference values were used for each panel so that the total hinge 
mcment is the sum of the individual panel hinge moments: 
HMeToTAL = HMelNBOAAD + HMeouTBOAAD 
where, HMe = Ch 9 (q Sece) 
Reference Area, s. = 210.0 ft2 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, Ce = 90. 7 inches 
Area Moment, s.c'. = 19,04]-.0 ft2-i nches 
Elevon hinge moments ai-e defined positive in the same sense as for 
positive deflection; i.e., trailing edge down. However, a positive 
deflection results in a negative hinge moment. 
ch = ch + ch 9 ( lroTAL •1 ,, •1 lo (Applicable to either flex or rigid.) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= Rigid or Flexible (superscript "f") 
eleven hinge moment coefficient for 
inboard pane I • 
subscript:(L) = left-hand panel 
(R) = right-hand panel 
= Rigid or Flexible (superscript "f") 
eleven hinge moment coefficient for 
01.1tboard pane I • 
subscript:(L) = left-hand panel 
(R) = right-hand panel 
4.2.2-1 
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= Change in elevon hinge moment coefficient 
with change in elevon deflection for 
inboard panel. 
subscript:(L) = left-hand panel 
(R) = right-hand ?anel 
= Inboard elevon hinge moment coefficient 
for a positive (negative) elevon deflection 
from nominal. 
= Change in elevon hinge moment coefficient 
with change in eleven deflection for 
outboard pane I • 
subscript:(L) = left-hand panel 
(R) = right-hand panel 
q,ee) = Outboard eleven hinge moment coefficient 
oPos for a positive (negative) elevon deflection 
<NEG1 from nominal~ 
oe' = 1 degree (recommended). 
K1 = 1.5~7110-6 degrees/inch-pound 
K0 = 3.323110-6 degrees/inch-pound 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FIL.E (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
Chee ) I = Che, f(oe11 ,, ", ~) A131 s.2.2.1-1 
Chee) = Che, f(oe1 1,+ se, ", M) A131 s.2.2.1-1 
11>0s 
Che = Che' f ( &e, l' - se, ", M) A131 5.2.2.1-1 
( )INEG 
Chee >o = Che f(oe1 I , 0 0 ", M) A132 s.2.2.1-2 
Chee ) . = Cheo f ( Set 10+ oe, II, M) A132 s.2.2.1-2 
0110s 
Chee ) = Che0 f(oe11 0- oe, II, M) Al32 s.2.2.1-2 0NEG 
i..2.2-2 
STSSS-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
~I~ Rockwell P._~ International 
4.2.2.2 BODY FLAP CONTROL. The body flap control hinge moment coefficients 
are based on theoretical (NOT TRUE) reference dimensions. 
whe.-e, Reference Area, SaF 
Kean Aerodynamic Chord, c8F = 
135.0 ft 2 
81.0 inches 
Area Koment, SaF CSf = 10,935.0 ft 2 -inches 
Body Flap hinge moments are defined positive in the same sense as for 
positive deflection; i.e., tl"ailing edge down. However, a positive 
deflection results in a negative hinge moment. 
= 
ChsFa =250 = Basic body flap hinge moment coefficient 
sa with speedbrake set at 25° • 
.1ChaFa = 8 = Change in body f 1 ap hinge moment coefficient 
sa se due to speedbrake def 1 ect ion, o58 • 
= Change in body flap hinge moment coefficient 
with change in body flap deflection. 
= Body flap hinge moment coefficient for a 
positive (negative) body flap deflection 
from nominal. 
= 1 degree (recommended). 
= 1.817zl0-6 degrees/inch-pound 
4.2.2-3 
.srsas-011a-1 
Space Transportation --41 ~ Rockwell 
Systems Division "• .. International 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
Ch - ::heFeAs•c f ( oeF , 4, I'\) A133 s.2.2.2-1 BF3 •25o-
SB 
cheFP.os = Ch BFeASIC f(oeF + O~F, 4, I'\) A133 s.2.2.2-1 
CheFNeo = Ch BFa111s1c f (OeF - O~F, 4, I'\) A133 s.2.2.2-1 
~cheF = ACheF f ( Ose , 4, I'\) Al3J+ s.2.2.2-2 
Ssa=Ssa Ssa=Ssa 
J+.2.2-4 
STS85-0ll8-l 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
4.2.2.3 RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKE CONTROL. The rudder/speedbrake control hinge me 
coefficients are.based on theoretical (NOT TRUE) reference dimensi 
RUDDER: HMR = HM RIGHT - HM LEFT 
SPEEDBRAKE: HMsa = Hl"IRIGHT + HMuFT 
where, 
Reference Area, SA 
sa 
= 100. 15 ft2 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, cR = 
SB 
73.20 inches 
Area Moment, SR cR 
SB S8 
= 73 3 1 • 00 f t 2 - i nc 
Rudder hinge moments are defined positive in the same sense as for 
positive deflection: i.e., trailing edge left. Speedbrake panel hing, 
moments are positive in a direction which tends to col lapse the pane 
ChPANEL = Right or Left panel hinge moment 
coefficient for~= &R = o0 • 
Chs,oes1.il Right panel hinge moment coefficient 
due to sideslip angle,~-
ChRuooeR= Right panel hinge moment coefficient 
due to rudder deflection, SR. 
= Basie panel hinge moment coefficient with 
body flap deflection set at zero degrees. 
= Change in panel hinge moment coefficient 
due ·to body flap deflection, &8 F. 
4.2.2-5 
Ch = Ch f\'osa, 4, l'\J. PANEL 58 58,-0 8.llSIC 
4Ch,,.NeL = ~Chsaa, f ( oa, , 4, K) 
a,; a" 
Ch - ff SIOESLIP Hft!Iµ 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
A135 
A136 
flHMJ1 = Rudder/Speedbrake hinge moment sideslip 
Flexible-to-Rigid ratio. 
.411111l~ Rockwell P.~ International 
TABLE 
(or FIGUREi 
Ne. 
s.2.2.3-1 
;.2.2.3-2 
= Change in right ~anel hinge moment coefficient 
wi:h change in sidesl1p angie. 
"'"'Ml 
Chp 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
ff1-1Mµ f(q, I'\) F 21 
= Chµ f ( Osa , 4, 11) Al37 
= Rudder/Speedbrake hinge moment rudder 
Flexible-to-Rigid ratio. 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
s.2.2.3- s 
s.2.2.3- 3 
= Change in right panel hinge moment coefficient 
with change in rudder deflection 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
"'"'Ma: "'"'MaFlf(q, K) F 22 s.2.2.3- 6 
Ch5R = ch6R f ( Osa , 4, K) A138 5.2.2.3- 4 
·1+.2.2-6 
STS85-0118-1 
4,2,3 AERODYNAMIC UNCERTAINTIES 
4.2.:3 AERODYNAMIC UNCERTAINTIES 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
Rockwell 
International 
This section presents the aerodynamic data uncertainties associated with 
the operational aerodynamic data of the foregoing sections. Certain cal-
culations and definitions are required prior to obtaining data from the 
Digital File and/or Data Tables of Volume 3. These definitions and cal-
culations are given in this section and will be referred to as "Pre-Lookup" 
definitions and calculations. 
PRE-LOOKUP DEFINITIONS ANO CALCULATIONS: 
u = Incremental change in angle of attack 
(from reference angle of attack). 
= 4 NOM - 4 RE&= 
= Incremental change in elevon deflection 
(from reference elevon deflection). 
= oeHOM - oeREf 
= Incremental change in body flap deflection 
(from reference body flap deflection). 
"' 
08FNOM - 08FREF 
= Incremental change in speedbrake deflection 
(from reference speedbrake deflection). 
= o - o SBNOM SBR!F 
where, 4NoM = Nominal angle of attack. 
4REF = Reference angle of attack. 
oeHOM = Nominal elevon deflection 
oeREF = Reference eleven deflection 
o8 FNOM = Nominal body flap deflection 
o8 FREF = Reference body flap deflection_ 
o58 NOM = Nominal speedbrake deflection 
o58REF = Reference speedbrake deflection 
4.2.3-1 
STS85-0118- l 
4 REF = 4 REF f ( I'\) 
hREF 11 oeREFf (I'\) 
hFREF = 08FREFf(I'\) 
0 S8REF = 0S8REFf(/'\) 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
u 5.2.3-1 
u 2 5.2.3-2 
u 3 5.2.3-3 
u 4 5.2.3-4 
;J j Differential /'\omentum Ratio between left-
;J 
,_ 
= 
OIFFu 
and right-hand up firing jets. 
( 
;J 
= ABS ---- - ) 
;_ LHu RHu 
Differential /'\omentum Ratio between left-
and right-hand side firing jets. 
( 
;J 
= ABS --- - ) 
;_ LH5 
Di fferent·i·a I l'\omentum Ratio between left-
= 
OIFFo and right-hand down firing jets. 
( ;J ;J ) = ABS ---- - ----,_ 
_LHo ;_ RHo 
4.2.3-2 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
.tlllll~ Rockwell P4~ International 
4.2.3.l LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC DATA UNCERTAINTIES. The total longitudinal aero-
dynamic data wrth uncertainties should be computed in the fol lowing manner: 
The 
are 
LTOTAL = qS ( Cl TOTAL ± ACL ) + UNC LRCS ± A.LRCSuNC 
~OTAL = qS CNTOTAL ± ACN UNC) + NRCS ± ANRCSuNc 
0TOTAL = qS(CDTOTAL ± ~Co UNC )+ 0RCS ± ADRCSuNC 
ATOTAL = qS ( C + A TOTAL - ACA UNC )+ ARCS ± AARCS.uNC 
~OTAL = qSc ( CMTQTAL ± ACMUNC )+ "'Res + Al'\ 
- RCS UNC 
non-dimensional force and moment coefficient uncertainties 
defined as: 
AC1 I = UNC AC1 1 + AC1 I 
[ 2 2 r ,2 
u FRee UGe 
AIR 
where, the subscript ( ) denotes lift force (L), normal force (N), 
drag force (D), axial force (A),or pitching moment (H) and; 
AC1 I 
u FRee 
AIR 
= Free-air force or moment coefficient uncertainty. 
= AC I I u + A ( AC I I ) u 
BASIC ALT 
AC 11 = Basic, force or moment coefficient uncertainty. USASIC 
A(AC 11 ) = Change in force or moment coefficient uncertainty 
UALT due to high altitude. 
AC 11 = Change in force or moment coefficient uncertainty 
uGE due to proximity of the ground. 
4.2.3.1-1 
STS85-o 1 18- l 
/ 
Space Transportation -? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
DIG1TAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
4C11 = AC11 f(H, Aoe, 44) 
U BASIC U 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(D) 
(A) 
(m) 
4(Ac,,) = A(4C11>u f(h) 
U.ALT HA 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(D) 
(A) 
(m) 
AC 1 1 
UGe 
= AC 1 1 U Ge 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(D) 
(A) 
(m) 
4.2.3.1-2 
f(h/b, 44) 
u 6 
u 7 
u 8 
u 9 
U 10 
U 11 
U , 12 
U 13 
U 14 
U 15 
u 16 
u 17 
u 18 
u 19 
u 20 
5.2.3. 1.1-1 
5.2.3.1.1-7 
5.2.3. 1.2-1 
5.2.3. 1.2-7 
5.2.3. 1.3-1 
5.2.3.1.1-2 
5.2.3. 1.1-8 
5.2.3. 1.2-2 
5.2.3.1.2-8 
5.2.3.1.3-2 
5.2.3.1.1-3 
5.2.3.1.1-9 
5.2.3.1.2-3 
5.2.3.1.2-9 
5.2.3. 1.3-3 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
The following uncertainties are for use in linearized stability analyses 
and other sensitivity studies. 
where, 
* AC I I = [AC I I 2 3•uNC !eu BASIC 
= Basic angle of attack derivative uncertainty. 
= Basic elevon deflection derivative uncertainty. 
= Change in elevon aeflection derivativ~ 
uncertainty due to proximity of the ground. 
AC11 = AC1 I f (M) 
«u «u 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
AC1 'a. = AC:1 la_ f(r'\, A4) 
UBASIC UBASIC 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(C) 
(A) 
(m) 
AC I 'a•uae = AC t 'a•uae 
subscript: (L) 
(N) 
(0) 
(A) 
(m) 
f(h/b) 
DIGITAL 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
FILE 
No. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
UBLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2.3. 1. 1- 4 
5.2.3.1.1-10 
5.2.3.1.2- 4 
5.2.3. 1.2-10 
5.2.3.1.3- 4 
;.2.3. 1. 1- 5 
5.2.3.1.1-11 
5.2.3. 1.2- 5 
5.2.3.1.2-11 
5.2.3.1.3- 5 
5.2.3. 1.1- 6 
5.2.3. 1.1-12 
5.2.3.1.2- 6 
5.2.3.1.2-12 
5.2.3.1.3- 6 
NOTE: Terms marked by asterisk(*) are to be used in linearized 
analyses only and are NOT to be combined with total values. 
4.2.3.1-3 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
~l~ Rockwell P._~ International 
The RCS forces and moment uncertainties are defined as: 
. 2 2 1/2 
4( )RCSuNc= : [.1< ) IMPuNc] + [Ac, IJIUNC qS] : 
where; ( ) indicates Normal Force (N) or Axial Force (A) and, 
where; 
4( ) I MPuNC 
where; 
2 
I [A{M) IMP ] I UNC + 
2) 1/2 
[ AC 1m 1 qS c] f JIUNC I 
{L) indicates Lift Force, (0) indicates Drag Force, 
and (K) indicates Pitching Moment. 
= Force or Moment Uncertainty resulting from 
jet impingement on Orbiter Vehicle surface{s). 
I z z z 1,2 
= [A< )IMP ] •[Ac )IMP ] +rAc )IMP ] I I uNcu uNcs [ uNc0 j 
A{ ) = A{ ) IMP (nLH + nR .. ) IMPUNC Uu U u u 
4( ) IMPuNCs = A( ) I MP! { nLH + nRH) Us S s 
4( ) IMP = A{ ) IMP {nLH· + nRH ) 
UNCo Uo 0 D 
= Force or Moment Coefficient Uncertainty 
due to jet interaction. 
= I [AC I I ]2 + [AC I I ]2 + [AC I I ]2 i1'2 
/ . JluNCu J1uNcs JtuNc0 \ 
where; 4C 11 = \ ~AC 11 ] 2 •[AC 11 ] 2 }
112 
JtuNc I Jiu Jiu j u ~ ~ 
AC 11J1 c • I ~AC 11 ] 2 •[AC 11 ] 2 (
2 
UN s I Jiu . Jiu I Ls Rs 
4C I I = I rAc I I ]2 + [AC II ]211/2 
JtuNCo I L JluLo JtuRo I 
where; {N) indicates Normal Force, {A) indicates Axial Force, 
and {M) indicates Pitching Moment. 
i..2.3.1-lt 
S.TS85-0 118-1 
4( ) lltP. 
Uu 
component: 
4( ) IMP 
Us 
component: 
4( ) IMPuo 
component: 
4C11 
Jiu 
\.u 
subscript: 
4C1 I 
JluA 
u 
subscript: 
4C1 I 
Jiu 
\.s 
subscript: 
4C1.1 
Jiu 
A5 
subscript: 
= 4( ) I MP. f {P .) 
Uu 
{N) 
{A) 
(m) 
= 4( ) IMP. f ( p .) 
Us 
(N) 
{A) 
(m) 
= 4( ) IMP f { p .) 
Uo 
(N) 
{A) 
(m) 
= 4C 11 f(-~ 
Jluu ;_ 
{N) 
(A) 
(m) 
= 4C1 I f(-~ 
Jluu ;_ 
(N) 
(A) 
(m) 
LHU 
AHU 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P ~ International 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
Nao No. 
U101 (zero valued) 
U102 (zero va I ued) 
U103 (zero valued) 
U104 (zero valued) 
U105 {zero valued) 
Ul06 (zero valued) 
U107 5.2.3. 1.1-15 
U108 5.2.301.2-15 
Ul09 502.3.1.3-15 
,A4) 
Ul 10 5.2.3.1.1-16 
Ul 11- 5.2.3.1.2-16 
U112 5.2.3. 1 .,3-16 
,44) 
Ul 10 5.2.3. 1. 1-16 
U 111 5.2.3.1.2-16 
U112 5.2.3. 1.3-16 
= 4C1 I f(-~!-1 ,44) 
Jiu 
s ;_ LH 
s 
(N) U113 5.2.3.1.1-17 
(A) Ul 14 5.2.3.1.2-17 
{m) U115 5.2.3.1.3-17 
= 4C 11 f(-~:-1 ,44) Jiu 
s ;_ AH 
s 
(N) U113 5.2.3.1.1-17 
{A) Ul 14 5.2.3.1.2-17 
(m) UT15 5o2o3e loJ-17 
4.2.3.1-5 
STS85-0 1 18- 1 
iiC1 IJIULo 
subscript: 
iC1 IJI 
UAD 
subscript: 
: iiC1 IJ1 
Uo 
(N) 
(A) 
(m) 
= iiC I 'J•uo 
(N) 
(A) 
(m) 
Space Transportation . ? Rockwell 
Systems Division • P ~ International 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
·t~- ·• 
· LHo 
U116 
Ul 17 
Ul 18 
f 1 ... ) 
'• AHo 
Ul 16 
Ul 17 
Ul 18 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2.3.1. 1-18 
5.2.3. 1.2-18 
5.2.3. 1.3-18 
5.2.3. 1. 1-18 
5.2.3. 1.2-18 
5. 2. 3. 1 • 3- 18 
4.2.3.1-6 
STS85-0118-1 
.. 
z 
... 
:! 
... 
... 
... 
0 
u 
llFT-TO-DRAG RATIO 
:tA ( L/0 )UNC = [A ("L/0 }~ 
FREE 
AIR 
where, A(L/D)u 
FREE 
AIR 
A(L/D)u 
·BASIC 
A(L/D)u 
ALT 
A(L/D)u 
GE 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
-41~ Rockwell 
•.~ International 
2 112 
+ A(L/D}u ] 
GE 
= Total free-air lift-to-drag uncertainty. 
= A{L/D)u + A(L/D)u 
BASIC ALT 
= Basic lift-to-drag uncertainty. 
= Change in lift-to-drag uncertainty 
due to high altitude. 
= Change in lift-to-drag uncertainty 
due to proximity of the ground. 
DIGITAL TABL.E 
FI l.E (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
A(L/D)u = A(L/O)u 
BASIC 
f {I'\' '14) u 36 5.2.3.1.4-1 
li(L/D}u = A( L/D)u f(h) u 37 5.2.3. 1.4-2 
ALT HA 
.1{L/D)u = A(L/D)u f(h/b) u 38 5.2.3. 1.4-3 
GE . GE 
Correlation of Cl and C0 Uncertainties With L/0 Uncertainties. The basic 
lift and drag uncertainties presented above are to be used to form the worst 
case uncertainty box shown in the figure below. 
VON011. •(~)NO"-
.. i----
COR~ELATEO 
dCLuNC. , dC OIJNC • 
... 
. _, 
~ 
.. 
0 
.. 
G,, TOTAL CRAG COEFFICIENT 
4.2.3.1-7 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
Rockwell 
International 
Since the lift and dl"'ag uncel"'tainties al"'e highly col"'l"'elated, cel"'tain al"'eas 
of the box al"'e outside the thl"'ee-sigma pl"'obability limit. To determine 
the three-sigma limits on lift and dl"'ag, it is necessal"'y to develop the 
nominal L/0 1 ine and apply the ±A(L/0) uncel"'tainty to it as fol lows: 
L/DMAX = 
MIN 
L::.'::.i ± 4 l':._) 
\ co}NOM. \ D UNC 
The intel"'section of the L/0 ±UNCERTAINTY line with the wol"'st case box yields 
the col"'related 41Cl and 41C0 uncertainty points. These cases can be computed 
using the following equations. 
To find Co at max OI"' min Cl and L/D use: 
Cl MAX= Cl NOM ± 4Cl UNC 
MIN 
ClNOM f) ( L/D )MAX = ------ ± 4 --MIN CoNOM D UNC 
C O@C 
t.MAX 
= -------
( L/O)MAX 
(L/olMAX 
= -------
( L/O)MIN 
To find CL at max OI"' min C0 and L/0 use: 
cl • ( L/D )MIN CoMAX 
@CoMAX 
(LtolMIN 
cl = ( L/D )MAX CoMIN 
i,cOMIN 
(LtolMAX 
4.2.3. 1-8 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
..11111~ Rockwell •~~ International 
4.2.3.2 LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AERODYNA~IC DATA UNCERTAINTIES. The total lateral-
directional aerodynamic data with uncertainties should be computed in 
the following manner: 
YTOTAL = qS(CvTOTAL ± 4CyUNC) + YRCS ± 4YRCSuNC 
..,yTOTAL = qSb(Cn ± TOTAL 4C )• "UNC .A·Rcs ± .1.;YRCS UNC 
_pTOTAL = qSb(C..t ± 4C,t )+ PRcs ± 4 p TOTAL UNC RCSUNC 
The non-dimensionll force and moment coefficient uncertainties are 
defined as: 
[ 
2]
1
~ 4C1 J = (A1C1 ln ~)2 + (A1C1 ,3 oa)
2 
+ (.~Cl ,3 o,) + C1 1 UNC /"'UNC •uNC 'UNC O UNC 
where, the subscript ( ) denotes side force (Y), yawing moment (n), 
or rolling moment(~) and; 
ac 11{3 = Total sideslip derivative uncertainty 
UNC due to sideslip angle. 
= [ 4C 1 1{32 + 4C 1 1/32 ] 
112 
. U FREE UGE 
AIR 
.1c, ,/3 = 
UFREE 
AIR 
Free-air sideslip derivative 
uncertainty due to sideslip angle. 
= 4C I J/J + 4 ( 4C I J /J ) u 
U , ALT 
8ASIC 
4C 11 = Basic sides lip derivative 
'/JuaAsac uncertainty due to sides I ip angle. 
4(4C 11/3) = Change in sideslip derivative 
uALT uncertainty due to high altitude • 
.1C 11/J • Change in sideslip derivative uncertainty 
u GE due to prox i mi ty of ground. 
4.2.3.2-1 
STS85-0118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
= Total aileron derivative uncertainty 
due to aileron deflection. 
[ ] 
112 
= AC1f3 + AC1~3 
•u FREE •uGE 
AIR 
Rockwell 
International 
AC 1 'a = Free-air aileron derivative uncertainty 
•uFREE due to aileron deflection. 
AIR 
= Change in )lileron derivative uncertainty 
due to proximity of the ground. 
= Basic rudder derivative uncertainty 
due to rudder deflection. 
• Bent airframe uncertainty. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C A U T 0 N 
APPLICATION OF RUDDER DERIVATIVES ~µST BE SUCH THAT CHANGES TO THE 
SIGN OF THE BASIC DERIVATIVE ARE AVOIDED: i.e., 
Cv3, - ACv3 ~ 0 
'UNC 
Cn3, + ACn 3 S 0 
'UNC 
C,t~, - ACla ~ 0 
'UNC 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * '* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
4.2.3.2-2 
STS85-0 118-1 
Space Transportation 
Systems Division 
AC, 1/3 = AC11/3 f(", 44) 
UsASIC U 
subsc:ript: (Y) 
( n) 
(,t) 
A(AC1 lf3)UALT = A(Ac, ip>u f(h) HA 
subsc:ript: (Y) 
( n) 
Cl) 
f(h/b) AC1 lf3 
uae 
= AC1 l/3 
Uae 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) c,, 
AC, ia. = AC, ,a: f(l"I, Aoe, Aci) 
UFREE AIR U 
subscript: (Y) 
( n) 
Lt) 
f(h/b) AC1 l°a 
•uae 
= AC1 ia 
•uae 
subscript: (Y) 
(n) 
(.() 
AC11a,IJNC = Ac,,~.u-
subsc:ript: (Y) 
(n) 
(.L} 
f(l"I, Aci) 
C1 l = C1 l f(l"I, A) 0 uNC 0 u 
subsc:ript: (Y) 
(n) 
(l) 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
u 41 
u 42 
u 43 
u 44 
u 45 
u 46 
u 47 
u 48 
u 49 
u 50 
u 51 
u 52 
u 53 
u 54 
u 55 
u 56 
U 57 
u 58 
u 59 
U 60 
U 61 
'1' Rockwell International 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2.3.2. 1-1 
5.2.3.2.2-1 
5.2.3.2.3-1 
5.2.3.2. 1-2 
5.2.3.2.2-2 
5.2.3.2.3-2 
5.2.3.2. 1-3 
5.2.3.2.2-3 
5.2.3.2.3-3 
5.2.3.2. 1-4 
5.2.3.2.2-4 
5.2.3.2.3-4 
5.2.3.2. 1-5 
5.2.3.2.2-5 
5.2.3.2.3-5, 
5.2.3.2. 1-6 
5.2.3.2.2-6 
5.2.3.2.3-6 
5.2.3.2.1-1 
5.2.3.2.2-7 
5.2.3.2.3-7 
1.0 Combined normally with other unc:ertainties. 
NOTE: (1) A• Asymmetry type• 
(2) Values of C"o and 
UNC 
2.0 Combined with nominal 
ACnn and ACi_,,, are 
l"'UNC 'r'UNC 
ci_ are ALWAYS of OPPOSITE Ao(JUNC 
4.2.3.2-3 
Cna and C.(n 
set equal ~o zero. 
sign. 
STS85-0118-1 
! I 
Space Transportation ? Rockwell 
Systems Division P '.11111111 International 
The RCS force and moment uncertainties are defined as: 
{ 2 2}''2 .i(Y)RCSuNc= (i(Y)IMPUNC] + (4C(YIJIUNC qS] 
where; (Y) indicates Side Force and, 
where; ( ) indicates Yawing Moment (n), or Rolling Moment(~). 
4( ) 1MPuNC = Force or Moment Uncertainty resulting from jet impingement on Orbiter Vehicle surface(s). 
= {(4( ) IMP ] 2 + (4( ) IMP ] 2 + (4( ) IMPuNcoJ2} 1'2 
. UNCu UNCs 
4 ( ) IMPUNC = 4( u >1MP. (nLHu-Uu nRH) u 
4( ) IMPuNCs = 4( ) IMPus (nLHs - nRH5) 
4( ) IMPuNCo = 4( ) IMPuo (nLHo - nRH) 0 
= Force or Moment Coefficient Uncertainty 
due to jet interaction. 
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DIG.ITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
A( ) IMPuu = A( ) IMP f ( p .) uu 
c:omponent: (Y) U119 5.2.3.2.1-8 
(n) U120 5.2.3.2.2-8 
Lt) U121 5.2.3.2.3-8 
4( ) IMPus = A ( ) I MP f ( p .) us 
component: (Y) U122 (zero valued) 
(n) U123 (zero valued) 
(l) U124 (zero valued) 
4 ( >1uPu = 
D 
A ( ) I MPuo f ( p .> 
component: (Y) U125 5.2.3.2.1-10 
(n) U126 5.2.3.2.2-10 
{,t) U127 5.2.3.2.3-10 
4C I IJ1 
. UNCu = AC1 IJ1uu '(-;j ... ~") 
subscript: (Y) U128 5.2.3.2. 1-11 
(n) U129 5.2.3.2.2-11 
U> U130 5.2.3.2.3-11 
AC I IJtUNC5 = AC1 IJ'us f -- A4 f'1 ~ 
'• OIFF5
1 
subscript: (Y) U131 5.2.3.2. 1-12 
(n) u132 5.2.3.2.2-12 
Cl) u133 5.2.3.2.3-12 
AC, ,JI = AC1 IJ1 fl ·") UNCo Uo 
'• OIFFo 
subscript: (Y) U134 5.2.3.2.1-13 
(n) U135 5.2.3.2.2-13 
(.t) u136 5.2.3.2.3-13 
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4.2.3.3 AERODYNAMIC HINGE MOMENT UNCERTAINTIES. The total aerodynamic hinge 
moments with uncertainties are defined for the eleven, body flap, and rud-
der/ speedbrake. 
4.2.3.3.1 ELEVON CONTROL. The total aerodynamic eleven hinge moments with uncert-
ainties should be computed in the following manner: 
The non-dimensional eleven hinge moment coefficient uncertainties are 
defined as: 
where, 
.iC11• 
'u 
.iC11 8 1UNC 
= Inboard eleven hinge moment 
coefficient uncertainty. 
= Outboard eleven hinge moment 
coefficient uncertainty. 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No • 
U 71 
u n. 
NOTE: To obtain total eleven hinge moment coefficient 
uncertainties, RSS inboard and outboard values. 
[ 
2 2 ] 1'2 
= AC119 + .iC1190 1UNC UNC 
4.2.3.3-1 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
s.2.3.3.1-1 
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4.2.3.3.2 BODY FLAP CONTROL. The total aerodynamic body flap hinge moment 
with uncertainties should be computed in the following manner: 
The non-dimensional body fiap hinge moment coefficient uncertainty is 
defined as: 
4Ch = 4ChBF 
BFUNC U 
where, 4ChaF = Body flap hinge moment coefficient uncertainty. 
UNC 
4.2.3.3-2 
DIGITAL 
FILE 
No. 
u 73 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE) 
No. 
5.2.3.3.2-1 
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4.2.3.3.3 RUOOER/SPEEOBRAKE CONTROL. The total rudder/speedbrake hinge moments 
with unc:erta-inties should be computed in the fol lowing manner: 
TOTAL RUODER/SPEEOBRAKE (RIGHT OR LEFT HANO) PANEL: 
- C hRUDOER ± b.ChR/SB ) 
UNC 
TOTAL SPEEDBRAKE: 
H"'sa 
TOTAL RUDDER: 
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The non-dimensional rudder/speedbrake (left- or right-hand panel) hinge 
moment coefficient uncertainties are defined as: 
4Ch 
SBu 
4Ch {Ju 
4Ch 
~'u 
= 4Ch 
2 
~) 
= Left or right hand speedbrake panel 
hinge moment coefficient uncertainty. 
= Rudder panel hinge moment coefficient 
uncertainty due to sideslip. 
= Rudder panel hinge moment coefficient 
uncertainty due to rudder deflection. 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
f(/'\, ic&) u 71+ 5.2.3.3-3-1 
SBu 
u = 4Ch {Ju 
f ( /'\) 75 5.2.3.3-3-2 
= 4Ch 
~'u 
f ( /'\) u 76 5.2.3.3.3-3 
NOT£: To obtain total speedbrake hinge moment uncertainty: 
2 1/2 
)4Ch ] 
R/SBUNC 
and to obtain total rudder hinge moment uncertainty: 
2 1/2 
)4Ch ] 
R/SBUNC 
where, Pc ch 
hR/S~H R/SBLH 
= Correlation coefficient relating 
right and left hand rudder/speedbrake 
hinge momen~ coefficient. 
Pch ch 
R/SBRH R/SBLH 
= Pc f(K) 
h 
R/SBRH.LH 
4.2.3.3-1+ 
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U 91 
TABLE 
(or FIGURE} 
No. 
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4.2.3.4 AERODYNAMIC DATA UNCERTAINTY CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. 
Aerodynamic data·uncertainty correlation coefficients are presented in this 
section. Correlation coefficients describe the degree of linear relationship 
between two aerodynamic coefficients. For statistical error 
z 
I GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION I 
analysis where uncertainties 
need to be combined, the un-
~ertainties can be treated 
as three-sigma (3a) 
errors normally distributed 
about the·mean. 
Uncertainty envelopes can 
be statistically defined. 
A two-dimensional Gaussian 
probability density distri-
bution is represented by a 
bel I-shaped surface in the 
x, _y, z space shown in the 
sketch (Reference ~-13). The 
curve formed by the inter-
section of the distribution 
surface and a vertical plane 
parallel to one of the coord-
inate planes is a curve of the 
same shape as the normal distribution curve: i.e., a sigma "cut" where the 
height (or z) represents the proportionate number of errors of the value x 
(or y) and the greater the value of z, the more closely the errors are c·lus-
tered about the maximum ordinate (x or y = 0). Therefore, z can be con- sid-
ered as a precision index or a measure of the concentration of measure-
ments about their mean and may be seen from the sketch to be inversely 
related to sigma. Sigma (a) is defined as the standard deviation, or limit 
in the probability sense, of the square root of the average value of the 
squared deviation of individual values from the mean as the number of values 
is inc- reased indefinitely. 
If a plane normal to the vertical axis, Z, is drawn at z,, then the inter-
section of this plane with the surface will describe a curve formed by the 
locus of points with probability density z. The curve will be a circle, pro= 
vided that the standard deviations are equal for both x and y values. When 
this condition is not satisfied or x and y are linearly correlated (-1 < p 
< +l), the circle deforms into a contour ellipse of the form: xv 
---:~-2 --l L:::__~_ \ . - 2pxv (. x - i ) (_:_=-~-) + /-':.:.. Y )2 l = X~. 2 ( P) 
1 Pxy \ ax J \ ax fly \ av 
where i and y are the normal or mean values, fix and ay are the standard 
deviations, Pxv is the correlation coefficient between x and y, and Xr. 2(P) 
represents the value of the x2 distribution for two degrees ·of freedom cor-
responding to a given probability level (P). In order that all ellipses 
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generated will be tangent to a three-sigma rectangle (x~. 2 = 9.00) which 
corresponds to·a probability level of P = 0.98889 and tne equat:on of the 
contour probability ellipse becomes: 
'( -)2 
~;-)~ :~ 
XV X 
or 
(Y - y) 
y 
X 
Ann-dimensional Gaussian probability.density distribution is represented by 
a "surface" inn-dimensional (X 1 ,X2,------Xn) space. The locus of points 
with a given probability density will form a contour "surface" given by the 
following matrix expression: 
(xn -in)l'\-;,1 (Xn - Xn) = X~-n 
where Xn is a random vector, Xn is a mean vector, and l'ln is the covariance 
matrix. 
If then-parameters consist of m-pairs of variables and each pair is assumed 
uncorrelated and independent of all other pairs, then the resulting equation 
for the contour "surface" is: 
t~Px2~Y-if :~)' -2Px;v;p;::) (-\Y;) +~ ~~J}• x\.,m 
t i I I I I 
m m LF; = L Xf = X2t.zm 
i•l i•l 
Where F; is the contour el I ipse equation for each individual pair of vari-
ables and Xf is that portion,of the x~•Zm value associated with the F; 
ellipse. The total x~•Zm value can be apportioned among the 
STS85-0118- l 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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individual pairs in any manner consistent with the restriction OS x1 S 9.0. 
I 
Use of the above·equations 1s contingent on the following assumptions: 
1. Aerodynamic coefficients are normally distributed, and 
2. Aerodynamic uncertainties are three-sigma levels. 
These correlation coefficients are to be used in the above equations or in 
the equation forms given in Table 4.2.3.4-1 which describe the statistical 
determination for combining uncertainties of functions of the aerodynamic 
coefficients. 
~ TAil.£ 4.2.3.4- 1 ~ CONIIIIIIIG IIU%ATAINTlts o, FUii CTI ONS OF 1,£. AOOYIONII C .. . COEFFI CIOITS 
FUNCTION II MEAN VALUE UNCERTAINTY REMAUS 
IC;: cons cant 
II n 
• y= !:IC;X; 1 =!:K;X; dy= I: r<f [6x;]" • 2!:!:ic;r<;P;;6X;6X; P;, = correlation 
·-· 
jo1 i•I i< J . coeffl ct ent 
(l+'r:)[Ul'U1)1 +(,u,)1 i: + it(dX1)1 E.uc:t e~ress Ion 
1= x,x, y = x, X:+ /J .1X.4X, .1 y = for a bivariate 
12 . normal distribution 
+ 2 P,l• i 1 u, l1X7 
EMc:t expression 
for a multi var I at,i 
" 
y= x1x2 :r. x 1 x. ; : x, X7+ ,, .1X,.1X1 11 Qy= 
✓( I •'r!)(,U,QX1]1• (,u,i1 ;; • x:('1X1/. 
non11a I dis trll.uc, on 
• x, x.• ,, .1x1.1x. l• .. 2pi,x7 .1x,.,x, +(l+p' )(.1x,.1x.J2•('1X1X i' ,: )a • • 
•/X1.1X.)1•2i:, X1 X1 QX~X,:t.2~p .1X,.1X,)• U ll 
( ~ • .1x1.1x,J •(~3 .1X7.lX1 )• '~ • .1x1.1x .) 
.•i~3.1X1 .uix1i. • <P. • .1X1.1X.lX:X1 
·~1,.111 .u,)x,x. • <1?,;1.X,.11.11,:x1] • 
" " 
z1 =!: K; X; i=!:K-X· dz, , func:tfon I above I I I Az 2 fro111 K;.Mj = cons cant 
·-· 
;•1 
" " 
II II 
= cor rd I ii r I on 
z2=E MjYj i =EM•Y• ( ~ ~ Ki Mj P,. • • dll; AYJ )/~z,dz1 p ,, = I; "j coeffl cl ent J•l 1 j•I J J z,z, i•I J•I I YJ 
y: G(x 1 ,x2 ,· • • ,x .. ) 1: G(i1 ,i2 ,·· •,i,.) t ([--~ ).1xi r + 2 E !: [ ~][ aG j Pi, dXj .1x, Linear! zed 4y: 
. , ax, . ax, Jx1 tl'leorv 
,. t< J 
i, X •✓ (.1X,j1 x:(11x,>1 2p(dX 1)(4Xt)i, Derl ved fr0111 1= ~ ;=--=-12 x, '17 = 'if"+ : x: - xJ Eqiation ~11. S 1 
~ 
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LONGITUDINAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. The correlation coefficients to be 
used with the longitudinal aerodynamic uncertainties are: 
PcLc0 = Correlation coefficient relating lift and drag. 
PcLCm = Correlation coefficient relating I ift and pitching moment. 
Pc0 cm = Correlation coefficient relating drag and pitching moment. 
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
PcL Co = P~c0 f(l0 u 81 5.2.3.4-1 
PcLcm"' PcL emf (I'\) u 82 5.2.3.4-2 
Pc0 cm = Pc0 cmf(I'\) u 83 5.2.3.4-3 
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individual pairs in any manner consistent with the restriction O ~ x~ ~ 9.0. 
I 
Use of the above·equations is contingent on the following assumptions: 
1. Aerodynamic coefficients are normally distributed, and 
2. Aerodynamic uncertainties are three-sigma levels. 
These correlation coefficients are to be used in the above equations or in 
the equation forms given in Table 4.2.3.4-1 which describe the statistical 
determination for combining uncertainties of functions of the aerodynamic 
coefficients. 
~ TAIi.£ 4.2.3.4-1 ~ - . . ··-..,l~ COl9 I IIIIIG tactATAIIITI ts - - -.... '~· OF FIJt CTI 011S OF AEROOYNNII C COEFFI Cl EJITS 
FUNCTION I ME.AN VALUE UNCERTAINTY IIEM.-.l!KS 
Ki: c:ons tan t fl 
" • 
y= !: K;X; ;=!:K;X; 4y= !: it~ (dx;)' + 2!:!:K;K,P;;4X;4Xj P;/ c:orrel.uion i•• i•t 
·-· 
i< J c:oeffl c:I enc 
z Z l -r fZ( Z E:.uc:t expression 
y: x1x7 y = x, X:• 12.lX,4X1 (l+P,z)[llX1llX1] +(AX,) x,+ 1 AX,) for• bivariate ly: . normal di strl but I on 
+ 2 P,l,i, llX,llX2 
✓( 1 +P1)(u,lx,t+ (,\X,)1 x! + i~(llxr,1' e: ... c:t express Ion y: X1X7.t X3X. y : X, X2 + r• 4X,.1X1 l y: for• rnultisarl,ita IZ . 12 . . normal dis trl~uc r on 
• X1 X•• r, lX3.lX • ,. .. 2pi,i1.lX,.\X7 +(1•,o')(;lX,.lx.>2•(4X,x l t: ]4 • • 
•<i1.1x.J2 •2,o x1 i,.:1x~x. =2~11 .lX1.lX,l• H I] 
(P. lX7.lX,) +(p_ .iX,;1X3 )•1,o .lX1.lX.) 
,. t J Id 
•i.o :,.x1 .u,>x1x, • (,o • .1x,.1x.Jiz.i, ll l · 
·~~3lX2.u,>x,x. • !P..~.u.ii,x1], 
" " 
z1 =!: K; X; i =!:te-X• 4z, ' !z, fro11t Fune:! ion , 1 • ' I above K;.Mj= consto1nt ;., i•I 
'I 
" " " " 
= correlatlon 
z7:I:MjYj i =!:M•Y• ( l: ~ K; MJ fix .. 4X; AYJ )/~z,Az1 ,0 ,0 = l;l'j c:oeHI c:I ent J•l t j•I J J z,z, i•I J•I I YJ 
y: G{x, ,X1,· · • ,Xnl p G(i1,i2 , • •,in) t([~]Ax;)' + 2I:I:[£][0GJpiJdX;AX, Linear! zed AY = . 1 ax, . ax, JXJ tlleorv ,. •< J 
x, X ✓ (ilX1}2 x:1,ud 2p(~X,){6X1)i1 Derived frOffl y = ..:L ;= x, l2 AY= -p-• • x• - Xl Equation 'lu. 5 2 • I 1 
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CONTROL SURFACE HINGE MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. Correlation coeffi-
cients to be used with the rudder/speedbrake panel hinge moment uncertain-
ties are: 
Pc 11 c 11 R/SBRH R/SB t.H 
Pc"!, C11a, 
Pc.t. 
'?I' Cn~, 
• 
• Correlation coefficient relating right-
and left-hand rudder/speedbrake hinge moment 
coefficient. 
= Correlation coefficient relating yawing 
moment and hinge moment due to rudder 
deflection. 
• Correlation coefficient relating rolling 
moment and hinge moment due to rudder 
def I ect ion. -
DIGITAL TABLE 
FILE (or FIGURE) 
No. No. 
Pci,R/SB f (lo\) u 91 5.2.3.4- 8 
RH,LH 
• Pc"a, C11a, f (lo\) u 92 5. 2. 3. 4- 9 
• Pct. Ci,! f (lo\) u 93 5.2.3.4-10 
!, ' 
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4.3 LAUNCH VEHICLE AIRLOADS EQUATIONS 
This section presents the airloads data base equations and methodol-
ogy for obtaining the external pressure distribution and aerodynamic 
loads distribution for the Space Shuttle Vehicle during the first 
stage of launch and consists of the following subsections: 
4.3.1 External Pressure Distribution and Airloads Analysis 
4.3.2 Plume Effects 
4.3.3 Skin Friction 
4.3.4 Engine Nozzle Airloads 
4.3.5 Attach Structure Airloads 
4.3.6 ET and SRB Protuberance Airloads 
4.3.7 Distributed Airloads 
The ignition overpressure airloads experienced at the time of the SRB 
and SSME ignition are not included in this document but are provided 
in References 4-7 and 4-8. The referenced documents describe the 
procedures used to determine the pressure environment in~uced by the 
SRB and SSME ignition overpressure for the Eastern and Western test 
ranges respectively. 
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EXTERNAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND AIRLOADS ANALYSIS. This section 
presents the. external surface pressure distribution data base and 
methodology for obtaining the loading distributions for the geometric 
elements of the first stage of the Space Shuttle Vehicle (SSV). The 
pressure data for the SSV are grouped for two regions; the forebody 
and the base of the vehicle. The pressure distribution for the base 
of the SSV is included in Section 4.3.2 (Plume·Effects). 
Detailed forebody pressure •distributions are available for each 
exposed surface of the Launch Vehicle: i.e., the upper wing, lower 
wing, fuselage, vertical fin, External Tank, and Solid Rocket 
Booster. The pressure distibution is provided as a function of the 
principal bi-variant coordinates of the surface and is in tabular 
form for the non-dimensional pressure coefficient; i.e., 
[P - p .l 
Cp .. 
where; Cp = Loc:al pressure coefficient 
p = Local surface pressure 
p• = Free stream static pressure 
q_ .. Free stream dynamic: pressure 
The pressure data tables are grouped by configuration, by Mach 
number, and by control surface setting. Each configuration consists 
of a set of geometric surfaces and each surface contains a set of 
pressure tables for vehicle attitude: i.e., angle of attack and 
sides I ip. 
Due to the large volume of pressure points used to define the data 
base (approximately 50 million), the data are stored on mass storage 
devices. An identifier system has been devised for the total data 
base to access the required data quickly. This identifier system 
consists of a unique six character data-set-identifier, 0S10, and two 
indices. 
4.3.1-1 
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The six characters in a typical dataset identifier, such as J4BL84, 
have the following meaning: 
DATA-SET-IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION 
DATA-SET-IDENTIFIER 
J4BL84 ==> J 4 B 
Historical - Test 10------ T f 
Left/Right side pressure tabl~ 
L 8 4 
. --
Component ldentifier--------------
Historical - collation number from test------
The first two (J4) and last two (84) characters are historical and 
define the test and collation sequence of the test data for the ori-
ginal data base. These were maintained to provide uniqueness to the 
OSID. The third and forth characters of the DSIO define the charac-
teristics of the data table. The third character is used to define 
the left or right side of the vehicle table with the letter, "R", 
being used for the right side and any other character for the left. 
The fourth character defines the geometric surface of the vehicle. 
These are defined in the table below. The OSID's and index defi-
nition of the data are defined in Tables 6.1.3-2 and 6.1.3-3. 
COl'\PONENT IDENTIFIERS USED 
COl'\PONENT COl'\PONENT 011'\ENSION 
IDENTIFIER NAl'\E VARIABLES 
B ORBITER FUSELAGE • X/LB PHI 
L LOWER WING X/CW 2Y/BW 
u UPPER WING X/CW 2Y/BW 
V LEFT VERTICAL X/CV Z/BV 
s SRI'\ BOOSTER X/LS PHI 
T EXTERNAL TANK X/LT PHI 
1 ORBITER ATTACH REGIONS X/LB 2Y/BW 
The pressures were originally generated for a symmetrical loading 
distribution about the lateral plane and were defined for the left 
side of the vehicle only. The right side was defined as the left 
side pressure for the opposite sideslip angle. For the asymmetric 
loading conditions, the same procedure was used. The pressures for 
the right side of the vehicle are the appropriately defined tables 
but with opposite sideslip angles. 
The.use of tabulated pressure data in numerical integration tech-
niques usually requires that the tables be a fi I led matrix for each 
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coordinate provided. The forces generated by the pressures are 
obtainable b.y integration over the exposed areas. The incremental 
vector force [dF 11 ] on any exposed incremental area [dS 11 ] with a 
reference pressure [P.] on the reverse side is: 
df 11 = [P - P.] dS 11 
or in coefficient form: 
dC1 I = Cp dS 11 
where; dC 11 = the incremental force coefficient 
dS 11 = the vector areas of integration 
() = the vector directions of the forces 
and areas 
Cp = the local pressure coefficient 
SREF = the reference area 
A bi-variant coordinate system is used to define the pressure disti-
bution for each surface. The wing and vertical fin coordinates are a 
rectangular system of the local non-dimensional chord and span 
locations. The rectangular coordinate axis system of the wing and 
vertical fin is defined as zero at the leading edge of the panel and 
unity at the trailing edge in the streamwise (longitudinal) 
direction. The cross-flow direction is defined as unity at the wing 
and vertical fin tip, zero at the Orbiter centerline on the wing, and 
zero for the vertical fin at Orbiter Water Plane 500. 
Representative displays of the pressure coefficient table for the 
upper wing, lower wing, and vertical fin are given in Tables 6.1. 1~1, 
6.1.1-2, and 6.1.1-3 and corresponding Figures 6.1.1-1, 6. 1.1-2, and 
6.1.1-3, respectively. The integration scheme employes superimposi-
tion of the pressure data on a finite element geometric model of the 
external structure. The models used for the upper wing, lower wing, 
and vertical fin are shown on Figures 6. 1.1-4, 6.1.1-5, and 6.1.1-6, 
respectively. 
The Orbiter fuselage, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters refer-
ence axes are cylindrical coordinates. The streamwise (longitudinal) 
axis of the cylindrical coordinate system of the fuselage, External 
Tank, and Solid Rocket Booster is defined as zero at the nose of each 
element and unity at the base with the scaling length of each element 
being used as the reference length of the element. The radial coor-
dinate is defined as positive around the left side of the element, 
starting with zero at the lower centerline. The only exception to 
this definition is the right hand Solid Rocket Booster where the pos-
itive direction is on the right side of the element. 
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Representative displays of the pressure coefficient table for the 
fuselage, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Booster are given in Tables 
6.1.1-4, 6.1.·1-5 and 6.1.1-6 and corresponding Figures 6.1.1-7, 
6.1.1-8 and 6.1.1-9, respectively. The radial coordinates of these 
data are unwrapped on a flat surface for clarity. The finite element 
models used for the fuselage, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Booster 
are shown on Figures 6.1.1-10, 6.1.1-11, and 6.1.1-12. 
. . 
Pressure data are provided for the first stage mated vehicle for var-
ious Kach numDers, inboard/outboard elevon deflections, and angles of 
attack and sideslip. The element pressure· tables are provided far 
the fallowing conditions: 
KACH ELEVON DEFLECTIONS 
NO. DEGREES 
0.60 8/ 5 8/ 9 8/11 10/ 5 10/ 9 10/11 12/ 5 12/ 9 12/11 
0.80 8/ 5 8/ 9 8/11 10/ 5 10/ 9 10/11 12/ 5 12/ 9 12/11 
0.90 8/ 5 8/ 9 8/11 10/ 5 10/ 9 10/11 12/ 5 12/ 9 12/11 
1.05 8/ 5 8/ 9 8/11 10/ 5 10/ 9 10/11 12/ 5 12/ 9 12/11 
1. 10 8/ 5 8/ 9 8/11 10/ 5 10/ 9 10/11 12/ 5 12/ 9 12/11 
1.25 8/-2 8/ 5 8/ 9 10/-2 10/ 5 10/ 9 12/-2 12/ 5 12/ 9 
1 .40 8/-7 8/-2 8/ 5 10/-7 10/-2 10/ 5 12/-7 12/-2 12/ 5 
1.55 8/-7 8/-2 8/ 5 10/-7 10/-2 10/ 5 12/-7 12/-2 12/ 5 
1.80 
- 4/-5 4/-2 -- 10/-5 10/-2 12/-7 12/-5 12/-2 
2.20 
- o/-5 0/-2 - 4/-5 4/-2 10/-5 10/-2 --
2.50 0/-7 0/-2 0/ 2 4/-7 4/-2 
- - -- --
Data are presented far the elevon settings listed and the following 
angle of attack and sideslip ranges: 
KACH RANGE - DEGREES 
NO. ~ ~ 
0.60 -8 to·+8 -8 to +8 
0.80 -8 to +6 -6 ta +6 
0.90 -8 to +4 -6 to +6 
0.95 -8 to +4 -6 -to +6 
1 .05 -8 to +4 -6 to +6 
1.10 -8 to +4 -6 to +6 
1.25 -8 to +8 -8 to +8 
I .40 -8 to +6 -6 to +6 
1 .55 -8 to +4 -6 to +6 
1.80 -8 to +4 -6 to +6 
2.20 -8 to +4 -6 to.+6 
2.50 -8 to +4- -6 to +6 
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PLUl'IE EFFECTS. This section_presents the effects of the plume inter-
action with _the surrounding fl ow. The pr inc i pa I effect of the gase-
ous mixing of -the plume with the local flow is to create a recircu-
lated flow region which repressurizes the base regions of the SSV and 
changes the local forebody pressures in the aft regions of the vari-
ous SSV componentso The use of the data for these phenomena is 
described in the following subsections and the data are presented in 
Volume 4 of this ~eport. 
BASE PRESSURE. This sub-section presents the base pressure distrib-
ution on the Orbiter, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters during 
the launch phase. The power-on load distributions on the base region 
of the SSV are based on high-q boost conditions. The base regions 
considered are the bases of the fuselage, wings, and vertical fin of 
the Orbiter and the bases of the External Tank and the Solid Rocket 
Boosters. 
The pressure distributions on the fuselage, ET, and SRB base regions 
vary due to geometric contours and protuberances which alter the 
recirculated flow directions and magnitudes. Based on flight and 
wind tunnel test results, the pressure is defined as approximately 
constant over each zone of the bases. These zones (10 for the Orbi-
ter, 14 for the External Tank, and 4 for each of the Solid Rocket 
Boosters) and the areas encompassed are illustrated below and pre-
sented in Figures 6.1.2-1 through 6.1.2-4. 
fi 
!i 
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The base pressure on the upper surface of the body flap is a function 
of the plume. mixing with the surrounding stream and is presented as 
part of the Orbiter base with the pressure distribution for the lower 
surface of the body flap being provided as part of the Orbiter fore-
body fuselage pressure tables in Section 4.3.1. 
The base pressures are presented ·for baseline conditions of zero 
angles of attack (4) and sideslip (#) and pressures for flight values 
other than (4, #) • (O, 0) are obtained by use of the following 
equation. 
Cp(4, #) = Cp(O, 0) * [ 1 + K14 + K2#2 ] 
where: Cp (4,#) 
Cp (0 ,O) 
4 
I\ACH RANGE OF 
NO. 4 
0.60 -8 .. +8 
0.80 -8 .. +6 
0.90 -8 .. +4 
1.05 -8 .. +4 
1. 10 -8 .. +4 
1.25 -8 .. +4 
1 .l+O -8 .. +4 
1.55 -8 .. +4 
1.80 -6 .. +6 
2.20 -6 .. +6 
2.so -6 .. +6 
• Base pressure coefficient 
(function of angle of attack 
and sides I i p) 
= Base pressure coefficient 
when angle of attack and 
sideslip are zero degrees 
= Angle of attack, degrees 
• Angle of sideslip, degrees 
= Constants given in the following 
table 
APPL I CA1"I ON CONSTANTS 
# K, K2 
-8 .. +8 -0.00047 0.00083 
-6 .. +6 -0.00146 0.00191 
-6 .. +6 -0.00247 0.00308 
-6 .. +6 0.00731 0.00238 
-6 .. +6 0.00772 0.00392 
-6 .. +6 0.00284 0.00199 
-6 .. +6 0.00196 0.00297 
-6 .. +6 0.00305 0.00313 
-6 .. +6 0.00271 0.00271 
-6 .. +6 0.00208 0.00208 
-6 .. +6 0.00158 0.00158 
The pressures acting on the base regions of the wing, and vertical 
fin were obtained by using two-dimensional wake pressures (Reference 
4~10). Tables listing the base pressure coefficients for the various 
"ach numbers are included on Figures 6.1.2-5 through 6.1.2-9. 
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FOREBODY EFFECTS. The interaction of the SSI\E and SRB plumes with 
·the surroun~ing local air flow affects the pressure on the forebody 
of the SSV. the magnitude of pressure changes and regions of influ-
ence of these changes were measured during wind tunnel test. These 
are illustrated on the figures listed below. 
FOREBOOY PLUME EFFECTS 
ELEI\ENT I\ACH NUl'\BER 
0.60 0.90 1.05· 1. 10 1.25 1.40 
Figure 6. 1 .2-() 
WING 10 11 12 13 14 15 
FUSELAGE/VERTICAL FIN 16 16 17 17 18 18 
EXTERNAL TANK 19 20 21 22 23 24 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 25 26 21 28 29 30 
. srsas-o 11 s-1 
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SKIN FRICTION AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS. This section presents the skin 
friction on the SSV and surface roughness drag of the TPS tiles and 
protuberances of the Orbiter. 
SKIN FRICTION. The full scale skin friction was computed for design 
flight conditions using the fully turbulent flat plate skin friction 
for a wall-to-freestream temperature ratio (Tw/T.) of 1.0 and an 
equivalent sand roughness height (k) of 0.002 inches for ill surfaces 
(Reference 4-11). The resultant local skin friction coefficients, 
presented as functions of the distance from the leading edge or nose, 
are given in Figures 6. 1.3-1 and 6. 1.3-6 for Mach numbers through .the 
high dynamic pressure flight regime. 
A modification constant has been applied to account for disturbances 
caused by shock/boundary layer interaction, proturbances, and pres-
sure gradients. To obtain the skin friction in the vicinity of these 
disturbances, a multiplying factor (MF) is provided on Figures 
6.1.3-7 through 6.1.3-17. The resultant local shear stress due to 
skin friction in the axial direction is 
* (MF) * q• 
and the net axial force due to skin friction (independent of the 
angle of attack and the angle of sideslip) is: 
Cr = 
where; r 
MF 
Cr 
dS 
f [ CF ( x, y) ( MF) ] dS 
= Local shear stress (skin friction) 
= Local skin friction coefficient 
= Multipling factor to the skin friction 
• from shock/boundary layer interaction. 
= Free stream dynamic pressure 
= Skin friction force coefficient due 
to shear stress 
= Wetted surface unit area 
SREF = Reference area 
Integration of the local skin friction over the wetted areas provides 
the global skin friction force coefficient of each segment. This 
resultant force vector for each element is in the direction of the 
aerodynamic stream. The vehicle axial, side, and normal components 
of the skin friction are obtained by the usual rotation equations; 
i • e., 
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c11 = Cr * [rotat ion vector] 
where; C 11 
() 
- Vehicle component force coefficient 
= A-, Y-, N- direction of force 
SKIN FRICTION ROTATION VECTORS 
ELEMENT A y N 
FUSELAGE 1 .O* sin p s in a 
WING 1. 0 sin p 0 
VERTICAL FIN 1 .o 0 s i n a 
EXTERNAL TANK 1 • 0 sin p sin a 
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS 1. 0 sin p s i n a 
* cos p cosa:.1.0 
Rockwell 
International 
The total skin friction force vector for each element is provided on 
Figures 6. 1.3-19 through 6.1.3-23 for the wi ng, fuselage, vertical 
tail, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Boosters. 
TPS ROUGHNESS AND ORBITER PROTUBERANCES. Ax ia l forces acting on the 
Orbiter fuselage as a result of the the TPS tiles and various loca l 
protuberances have been included in Volume 4 of this report. These 
forces were extracted from Section 6.2 of this report. The magn i-
tudes of these corrections and their points of appl icat ion are shown 
on Figure 6. 1.3-24 
TYPICAL LOWER SURFACE 
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ENGINE NOZZLE LOADS. This section presents the incremental loads on 
the Orbiter due to asymmetric loading on the SSME and OMS nozzles at 
vehicle angles of sideslip. The values presented in Figure 6.1.4-1 
were determined by use of cross-flow theory and exposed nozzle areas. 
The incremental Orbiter side load is determined by: 
where; dCv 
C 
= 
= Side force coefficient increment 
(function of angle of sideslip) 
= Angle of sideslip, degrees 
= Proportionality constant 
The proportionality constant, c, is defined as fol lows: 
The upper SSME and OMS nozzles 
The lower SSME nozzles 
Figure 6. 1.4-1 
Figure 6.1.4-2 
The yawing and rolling moment increments for the Orbiter are deter-
mined by_use of the above force increments and the appropriate moment 
arms from the load point of application indicated on the figures. 
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4.3.5 . ATTACH STRUCTURE LOADS. This section presents the loads on the attach 
structure w~ich connect the Orbiter with the ET and the ET with the 
SRB's {cf. Section 3.1.4). The presence of the attach structure has 
two effects; it alters the vehicle pressure distributions in the 
vicinity of the attach structure and produces aerodynamic loads on 
itself. The interference influences on the Orbiter and ET pressure 
distributions are included as part of the integrated pressure loads 
· of Section 4.3.1. 
ET/SRB 
FWD ATTACH 
t~ I -~--7" 
. .. - TI 
I -~/ I suo ' ~g;az I 
-----:•-f-1..I.-
I I i 
1 
/ D.00 
! SRB fa _lET 
J.___.-.-·· . LH' SHOWN 
RH OPPOSITE 
ET/SRB 
AFT ATTACH 
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The total loads on the attach structure, determined from an evalu-
ation of force.data, have been apportioned among the various elements 
of the attach structure based on their respective projected areas. 
The loads on the attach structure are presented as a build-up of the 
various elements. The data were curve-fit as functions of angles of 
attack [4] and sideslip [#]: i.e., 
where: Cl I = Aerodynamic force coefficient 
{) = A, Y, N components of force 
4 = Angle of attack, degrees 
# = Angle of sides lip, degrees 
a 
b = Propo~tionality constants 
C 
These proportionality constants for each of the element loads are 
plotted and tabulated in Section 6.1~3 for Kach numbers through the 
high dynamic pressure range of the launch trajactory. The constants 
and the load point are provided in the figures listed below: 
ATTACH STRUCTURE FORCES 
ELEMENT A y t+ 
Figure 6.1.5-() 
Forward ET/Orbiter biped l 2 3 
Right Thrust Strut 4 5 6 
Left Thrust Strut 7 8 9 
Right Vertical Strut 1.0 11 12 
Left Vertical Strut 13 14 15 
LH2 Vertical Feedl ine 16 17 18 
L02 Vertical Feedl i ne 19 20 21 
Cross Beam 22 = 0 = 0 
ET diagional Strut 23 = 0 24 
ET/SRB Forward Att~ch Structure 25 = 0 26 
ET/SRB Aft Attach Structure 27 = 0 28 
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4.3;b ET and SRB PROTUBERANCE LOADS. This section presents the loads on 
the External T.ank and Solid Rocket Booster protuberances defined in 
Sections 3.1.2, 3.1.3, and 3.1.4. The locations of these protuber-
ances are shown in Figures 3.1.3-2 (a through e) and 3. 1.2-2 (a 
through d). The aerodynamic: loads of the protuberances are presented 
as air loads on the protuberances and the resultant forces and· moments 
on the SSV. 
4.J.6. 1 GLOBAL PROTUBERANCE AERODYNA~IC LOADS. The protuberance aerodynamic 
forces and mcments on the SSV were determined by grouping protuber-
ances in an assembly and calculating an equivalent force and point of 
application. The groupings established were the feedline assemblies 
on the ogive and cylinder sections of the External Tank and the 
aft-attach ring and skirt flange and burst ring assemblies on the 
Solid Rocket Booster. The coefficients of force for these four 
assemb I i es are presented as a function of the ang.l es of attack and 
s i des I i p as: 
where; () = represents the protuberance x-~ y-, or z-axis 
direction 
= force coefficient 
= free stream dynamic pressure 
• reference area ( • 2690 sq. ft~) 
The coefficients of force are presented as a function of the angle of 
attack and the angle of sideslip as: 
where; ci = Angle of attack, degrees 
~ = Angle of sideslip, ~egrees 
a, b, } C. d, = Proportionality constants e, f 
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The proportionality constants for the global protuberance 
plotted and tabulated in Section 6. 1.6. 1. These constants 
load points are provided in the curves listed below: 
loads are 
and the 
PROTUBERANCE AERODYNAKIC LOADS 
ELEI\ENT A y N 
Figures 6. I .6. 1-() 
Exter-nal Tank: 
Ogive Feedline Assembly 1 5 7 
CY,linder- Feedline Assembly 2 6 8 
Solid Rocket Booster: 
Aft-Attach Structural Ring 3 - --
Skirt Flange and Burst Rings 4 
-- --
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4.3.6.2 PROTUBERANC~ AIRLUADS. Detailed aerodynamic loads for each protuber-
ence are presented to provide information on the magnitude of the 
load imposed on each protuberance during the launch. Unless other-
wise specified, the protuberance airloads provided are external envi-
ro.nment loads only and do not .consider internal pressures or 
back-face pressures. For example, the upper surfaces of the attach 
fittings are exposed to a general pressure environment which does not 
aet on the bottom surface because they are mounted on the main struc-
ture. However, a pressure differential results in an actual load on 
the fitting and must be considered in determining the total load on 
the fitting. Other example~ of local environment loads are on the 
SRB systems tunnel and range safety cable tray: the internal pres-
sures are also required for the total load assessment. This type of 
additional loading information is obtained from the source·creating 
the load. That is, internal pressures are obtained from venting 
analysis. For the most part, the incremental loads provided are due 
to the local pressure environment. 
PROTUBERANCE LOAD AXIS SYSTEM. The loads presented in Section 
6.1.6.2 are in a protuberance axis coordinate system and thus provide 
local loads on the protuberance. The axis system for each protuber-
ance is described with the appropriate protuberance in Section 
6.1.6.2. In general, the protuberance body-axis is aligned with the 
axial direction, generally paral lei to the local flow fie·ld, and the 
radial direction normal to the local surface and directed outward. 
The circumferencial direction is perpendicular to the the axial and 
radial directions and tangent to the surface of the ET or SRB. The 
loads are assumed to act at the protuberance area centroid,unless 
otherwise specified. 
DATA FORMAT ANO USAGE. The protuberance loads are obtained by using 
the tables and plots of force coefficients presented in Section 
6.1.6.2. The loads are obtained by use .of the following equation: 
where: () = represents the protuberance x-, y-, or z-axis 
direction 
c11 = force coefficient 
q• = free stream dynamic pressure 
q1 = equivalent dynamic pressure 
SIIREF = reference area of the protuberance 
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The c:oeffici.ents of forc:e are presented as a function of the angle of 
attack and the angle of sideslip as: 
where; Ci = Angle of attack, degrees 
~ = Angle of sideslip, degrees 
a, b, } C:, d, = Proportionality constants e, f 
The equivalent dynamic pressure in the above equation is due to the 
local changes in the local flow field and flow directions. This term 
is used to realign the magnitude and direction of forces due to the 
change of SSV angles of attack and sidesl~p. The equivalent dynamic 
pressure term is used synonymously as the cross-flow dynamic: 
pressure, local dynamic pressure and an effective dynamic pressure 
depending on the protuberance and force direction. Each protuberance 
and forc:e calculation is defined independently and caution must be 
exercised in the use of the equations given in Section 6.1.6.2. 
Due to the large number of equations required to define the aerodyna-
mic load acting on each protuberance, the equations and re~uired data 
are presented together in Section 6.1.6.2. 
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DISTRIBUTED AIRLOADS. This section presents the wing span loading 
distribution of shear, bending and torsion. These loads are obtaina-
ble from the tabulated pressure tables of Appendix B of this report. 
Using the net unit load across the wing as the pressure difference, 
AP= PL - P or AP = q• ACp, the distribution of loads are obtaina-
ble by integration in the chord and span directions. 
The shear of any segment of the wing from the tip to an inboard sta-
tion is defined as: 
b c 
I ACp dx dy 
The bending of any segment of the wing from the tip to an inboard 
station is defined as: 
B = q .. SREF b Ca 
b c 
Ca = I 
2 SREF 
The torsion of any segment of the 
station is defined as: 
T = q_ SREF b CT 
b c 
CT = I 
SREF 
The reference parameters used are: 
SREF = 2690.0 sq. ft. 
b = 468.34 in. 
c = 47Z..80 in 
(Y - YR) ACp dx dy 
wing from the tip to an inboard 
c 
(XR - X) ACp dx dy 
c 
Wing reference area 
Wing semi-span 
~ean aerodynamic chord 
Distributions of wing span loading of shear, bending and torsion are 
presented in Section 6.1.7. 
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This section is to be provided at a later date • 
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